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Abstract 

Hydrogen (H2) is experiencing an unparalleled level of business and political support, 

with numerous projects and policies being launched worldwide. A broader 

implementation of H2 in sectors like transport, heating and power generation will 

require sufficient storage capacity and functionality to meet peak demand. Current 

storage technologies are mostly suitable for small-scale applications, and underground 

H2 storage (UHS) in porous media has been therefore proposed as a suitable solution 

for large-scale and long-term storage. The technical concept is based on the experience 

gained from natural gas storage in aquifers and depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs. Gas 

injection and withdrawal follow a seasonal cycle in response to changes in demand.  

The injection of H2 into porous media can result in undesired outcomes due to its low 

viscosity and low density coupled with pronounced bio-geochemical activity. UHS has 

received a great attention in the scientific community over the last couple of years, 

focusing on bio-geochemical interactions, wettability and reservoir storage 

performance. This dissertation aims at advancing the understanding of H2 flow physics 

across the length scales using microfluidics, core scale measurements and reservoir 

simulations.  

This dissertation presents the integrated nature of the work published in six journal 

publications. Papers 1-3 examine the pore scale H2 flow mechanisms in an aquifer 

storage setting using microfluidics. Paper 4 reports a full cycle of H2-water relative 

permeability measurements in a sandstone based on a steady state technique. Papers 5-

6 are based on reservoir simulations to study the effect of reservoir type, cushion gas 

and hysteresis on the storage efficiency. A brief summary of papers is provided below.  

Paper 1 studies the impact of gas type and injection rate on pore scale flow patterns, 

gas saturation and its connectivity during drainage experiments. The dominant flow 

regime is identified, shown to be independent of the gas type and injection rate. 

Conversely, the injection rate controls the gas saturation and its connectivity. The 

optimal injection rate is proposed to yield a maximum gas saturation with minimal 

amount of disconnected gas.   
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 5 

Paper 2 identifies the dominant displacement and trapping mechanisms during one 

cycle of drainage and imbibition experiments. The kinetics of H2 dissolution in water 

is controlled by a non-equilibrium regime, and the observed dynamic contact angles 

show hysteresis. Paper 3 studies multiple cycles of drainage and imbibition, extending 

the work from paper 2. The evolution of H2 saturation over the injection cycles is 

quantified, demonstrating reproducibility of residual H2 saturations after imbibition. 

Approximately half of the residual H2 reconnects in the next drainage injection, where 

reconnection is favoured in the vicinity of large pore-size clusters. 

Paper 4 reports drainage and imbibition H2-water relative permeability measurements 

in a sandstone, demonstrating strong hysteresis. The drainage experiment is repeated 

with nitrogen (N2), questioning its applicability as a laboratory substitute for H2. The 
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Sammendrag 

Hydrogen (H2) som energibærer er i dag et prioritert satsningsområde med en rekke 

prosjekter som lanseres over hele verden. En bred implementering av H2 i sektorer som 

transport, oppvarming og kraftproduksjon vil kreve stor lagringskapasitet med 

funksjonalitet og fleksibilitet til å møte etterspørselen. Nåværende lagringsteknologier 

er mest egnet for småskalaapplikasjoner, og det trengs derfor ny teknologi for å møte 

fremtidig etterspørsel. Hydrogenlagring i undergrunnen (Underground Hydrogen 

Storage, UHS) har derfor blitt foreslått som en mulighet for storskala lagring. Det 

tekniske konseptet er basert på erfaringene fra lagring av naturgass i undergrunnen, 

som f.k.s vannreservoar eller ferdigproduserte petroleumsreservoarer. Gassinjeksjon 

for lagring og senere uttak følger typisk en sesongsyklus som følge av større 

etterspørsel gjennom vinterhalvåret. Injeksjon av H2 i porøse medier kan imidlertid 

resultere i uønskede utfall på grunn av dens lave viskositet, lave tetthet og høye bio-

geokjemisk aktivitet. UHS har fått stor oppmerksomhet i vitenskapelige miljøer de siste 

par årene, med søkelys på bio-geokjemiske interaksjoner, fuktpreferanse og 

reservoareffektivitet. Denne avhandlingen tar sikte på å fremme forståelsen av 

strømningsfysikk for H2 i porøse medier på tvers av lengdeskalaene ved bruk av 

mikrofluidikk, kjerneflømming og reservoarsimuleringer. 

Det vitenskapelige arbeidet er publisert i seks tidsskriftpublikasjoner. Artikler 1-3 

undersøker H2-vann strømningsmekanismer på porenivå ved bruk av 

poreskalaeksperimenter, relevant for lagring i et vannreservoar (akviferer). Artikkel 4 

rapporterer en full syklus av H2-vann relative permeabilitetsmålinger i en sandstein 

basert på en steady state-teknikk. Artikler 5-6 er basert på resultater fra 

reservoarsimuleringer for å studere effekten av reservoartype, basegass og hysterese på 

lagringseffektiviteten. Et kort sammendrag av artiklene er gitt nedenfor. 

Artikkel 1 studerer effekten av gasstype og injeksjonshastighet på strømningsmønstre, 

gassmetning og gassens kontinuitet på poreskala under dreneringseksperimenter. Det 

dominerende strømningsregimet er identifisert, og er uavhengig av gasstype og 

injeksjonshastighet. Injeksjonshastigheten er imidlertid styrende for gassmetningen og 
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dens kontinuitet. En gunstig injeksjonshastighet er foreslått for å gi maksimal 

gassmetning og minimal mengde diskontinuerlig gass. 

Artikkel 2 identifiserer de dominerende fortrengnings- og fangemekanismene i løpet 

av en syklus med drenerings- og imbibisjonseksperimenter. Kinetikken til H2-

oppløsning i vann kontrolleres av et ikke-likevektsregime, og de observerte dynamiske 

kontaktvinklene viser hysterese. Artikkel 3 studerer flere sykluser med drenering og 

imbibisjon, og utvider arbeidet fra artikkel 2. Utviklingen av H2-metning over 

injeksjonssyklusene er kvantifisert, noe som viser reproduserbarhet av restmetninger 

av H2-gass etter imbibisjon. Omtrent halvparten av den resterende H2 gass kobles 

sammen igjen i neste dreneringsinjeksjon, hvor gjenkobling favoriseres i nærheten av 

store porestørrelser. 

Artikkel 4 rapporterer relativ permeabilitet for H2-vann systemet under drenering og 

imbibisjon i en sandstein, som viser sterk hysterese. Dreneringseksperimentet gjentas 

med nitrogen (N2), og diskuterer nitrogengass som analog for H2 i slike 

laboratorieeksperimenter. De eksperimentelle resultatene er ekstrapolert med numerisk 

historietilpasning for å inkludere hele det mobile metningsområdet, noe som gjør de 

resulterende relative permeabilitetsdataene til verdifull input for reservoarsimuleringer. 

Artikkel 5 beskriver resultat fra reservoarsimuleringer av H2-lagring i et trykkavlastet 

olje- og gassfelt ved bruk av Eclipse simulator. Lagringseffektiviteten sammenlignes 

mellom tre scenarier: ren H2-injeksjon i en vertikal injektor med tre soner: 1) gass, 2) 

olje eller 3) vann. Gassonen er et anbefalt mål for H2-lagring med en utvinningsgrad 

på 87 %. Bruk av formasjonsgass som basegass øker H2-utvinningsfaktoren, men med 

redusert H2-konsentrasjon i den produserte gasstrømmen. Artikkel 6 bruker data fra 

relativ permeabilitetsmålinger fra artikkel 4 i en reservoarmodell for å undersøke 

hystereseeffektene på feltskala. Resultatene viser at hysterese ikke kan neglisjeres da 

den påvirker lagringseffektiviteten betydelig. 
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Introduction 

Future energy systems must rely on clean and affordable energy to achieve Sustainable 

Development Goal 7 set by the United Nations. Hydrogen (H2) is an energy carrier 

with no carbon dioxide emissions (CO2) upon combustion, and its demand is predicted 

to increase by ~60% in 2030 [1]. The IEA Net Zero Emissions scenario highlights H2 

as one of the key elements in reducing CO2 emissions, especially when electricity is 

not a feasible replacement for fossil fuels. H2 is not abundantly present in the Earth, 

requiring large-scale production. Current production technologies are not sustainable, 

based on fossil fuels with associated CO2 emissions (grey H2), and are designed to meet 

H2 demand in petroleum refining and chemical industries. To become an integral part 

of the global energy mix, it is imperative to upscale the use of green H2 in transport, 

power generation and heating [2]. A broader integration of H2 in the global energy 

markets may be facilitated in two ways. First, an oversupply of renewable electricity 

can be converted into H2 through water electrolysis, which can be temporarily stored 

or transported directly to customers. Second, H2 may partially or fully replace natural 

gas in the existing energy sectors. 

The widespread scale-up of H2 will require numerous storage alternatives to balance 

seasonal fluctuations in supply and demand. However, current storage technologies and 

volumes are insufficient to meet the growing demand for H2. The storage of an 

equivalent amount of energy using H2 scales up to four times the volume of natural 

gas. Surface tanks have limited storage capacity and pose safety concerns, whereas 

subsurface salt caverns are not widely accessible and come with high operation costs 

[3]. Subsurface porous formations like depleted hydrocarbon fields and aquifers have 

been identified as the most economically feasible media for large-scale H2 storage. 

Many potential storage sites are located on land, but offshore storage in the North Sea 

is  an appealing alternative due to the presence of existing petroleum infrastructure and 

the growing offshore wind industry [4]. Green H2 can be produced onsite using excess 

wind power and then injected into the subsurface for temporary storage. 

Subsurface H2 storage leans on decades with experience in natural gas storage, which 

involves multiple cycles of gas injection and withdrawal reflecting seasonal variation 
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in demand. Despite operational similarities, direct knowledge transfer from natural gas 

storage is hampered due to low H2 density, low viscosity and high bio-geochemical 

activity. H2 storage in porous media can lead to undesired outcomes such as gravity 

override, viscous fingering, chemical reactions with rock minerals, and consumption 

by bacteria [5-7]. Moreover, hysteresis effects and various loss mechanisms can 

significantly impact storage efficiency [8-10]. Cyclic injections may induce strong 

relative permeability hysteresis [11, 12], caused by residual trapping [13] and contact 

angle hysteresis [14]. Residual trapping results in disconnected H2 ganglia, one of the 

primary mechanisms for H2 loss [5, 15]. However, trapped ganglia may later reconnect 

during subsequent H2 injections, making it a complex process that requires scientific 

investigations.  

Despite an exponentially growing number of scientific publications, subsurface H2 

storage in porous reservoirs is still in its infancy. The current research is mainly related 

to the biogeochemical reactions, the induced physical effects, and storage efficiency 

criteria at a particular length scale [16]. Further investigations are required to advance 

the understanding of H2 interactions with other fluids and porous rocks across different 

length scales. This dissertation examines the physical aspects of H2 behavior in porous 

media at multiple scales. Specifically, it investigates flow mechanisms, hysteresis and 

storage efficiency through multiscale experimental work and reservoir modeling. The 

findings will contribute to the development of effective H2 storage systems, crucial for 

the low-carbon energy transitions.  

This dissertation includes, in addition to the six scientific papers listed, four chapters 

structured as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the general concept of underground H2 

storage and briefly describes physical phenomena of H2 flow in porous media. Chapter 

2 summarizes the methodological approaches of this work. Chapter 3 highlights and 

connect the main results of the papers. Chapter 4 concludes the key findings and 

suggests future research directions in the field. 
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1 Underground hydrogen storage 

Underground H2 storage (UHS) in porous media is proposed as a technically feasible 

solution to meet seasonal variations in global energy systems [5]. Produced from 

renewable electricity, H2 can be temporarily injected into aquifers and depleted 

hydrocarbon fields for later consumption (Fig. 1). At peak demand, H2 is withdrawn 

back from a storage reservoir and distributed to end-customers in sectors like transport, 

heating and power generation. This chapter describes a general concept of gas storage 

in subsurface reservoirs and highlights the main factors influencing H2 flow in porous 

media.  

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual drawing of underground H2 storage (UHS) in porous media. H2, produced from 

low-carbon energy sources, is temporarily stored in porous reservoirs to meet peak demand in different 

industries. Modified from paper 2. 

1.1 General concept 

The concept of UHS is based on experience using natural gas storage sites as buffers 

for seasonal variation in demand. A storage reservoir is initially filled with so-called 

cushion gas, which serves as pressure support during cyclic gas loading. The type of 

cushion gas can be the same in composition as the stored gas, so-called working gas, 
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or be different from it, depending on gas availability, cost and storage needs. Around 

50-80% of the overall injected gas must remain in a reservoir as cushion gas [17], which 

can be partially recovered upon storage termination. Several cushion gases have been 

suggested for UHS, including nitrogen (N2), methane (CH4), CO2 or H2 itself [18-20]. 

The use of an inappropriate cushion gas may result in undesirable outcomes, such as 

inadequate pressure support and extensive mixing between cushion and working gases. 

Following cushion gas injection, storage facilities are typically operated on a single 

annual cycle, involving one injection period during summer and one withdrawal period 

during winter peak demand. The reservoir pressure must be sufficiently high to 

maintain gas deliverability, but at the same time cannot exceed its fracturing pressure. 

The injection and withdrawal rates are not strictly fixed and may vary depending on 

several parameters such as reservoir pressure, reservoir gas volume, surface facility 

requirements, market needs, etc. The storage efficiency can be reduced by various 

physical, chemical and operational losses [5]. 

There are about 700 underground natural gas storage sites worldwide, both in porous 

reservoirs and artificial nonporous salt caverns [3]. For comparison, only three storage 

facilities are currently in operation for UHS, utilizing salt caverns in the UK and USA. 

The industrial experience with UHS in porous formations is even more scarce, limited 

to historical records of town gas storage in aquifers [21, 22] and two recent pilot tests 

in depleted gas fields in Argentina [23] and Austria [24]. The pilot results demonstrated 

feasibility of H2 storage, with H2 recovery factor of up to 82% and no negative impact 

on infrastructure. The operating companies prefer depleted hydrocarbon fields over 

aquifers for UHS due to the established infrastructure and pre-existing knowledge 

about their structure. 

Despite promising pilot results and well-established technology of natural gas storage, 

direct knowledge transfer to UHS is not straightforward. H2 behavior in porous media 

may differ from that of CH4 due to low density and low viscosity of H2, coupled with 

its high flammability and high bio-geochemical activity [6, 7]. H2 is nine times less 

dense and four times less viscous than CH4 at 100 bar and 50 °C [25]. Microbial activity 
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is a significant contributor to H2 loss in subsurface porous media [26, 27], as these 

environments usually accommodate a variety of microorganisms that can covert H2 to 

CH4, or to hydrogen sulfide (H2S). Another important difference between gases is that 

H2 has lower energy density per unit volume than CH4, requiring larger storage space. 

Overall, the unique properties of H2 emphasize the importance of understanding H2 

interactions in porous media, essential for establishing feasible storage technologies. 

This dissertation focuses on physical characteristics of H2 in the subsurface, whereas 

its bio-geochemical activity is outside the scope of this work.  

1.2 Physical factors influencing H2 flow in porous media 

This chapter outlines the dominant physical phenomena, which are expected to affect 

storage efficiency (Fig. 2). Storage reservoirs cannot use 100% of their pore space to 

accommodate H2 due to critical saturations of native fluids such as water, oil and/or 

formation gas. Injection and withdrawal of H2 in porous reservoirs will induce a variety 

of complex physical processes including trapping mechanisms, unstable displacement, 

gravitational effects, gas mixing and hysteresis. Microscopic trapping will occur 

through residual and dissolution trapping mechanisms, making H2 physically 

unrecoverable. Low viscosity and low density of H2 can promote viscous fingering and 

gravity override, which represents a risk of migration and leakage. The intermittent 

nature of H2 injection and withdrawal can cause hysteresis effects, leading to less 

predictable storage cycles. Mixing between cushion and working gases can reduce the 

purity of withdrawn gas stream. The aforementioned factors are described in detail 

below. 
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Fig. 2. Overview of scientific challenges related to physical aspects of UHS. Modified from paper 3. 

1.2.1 Microscopic factors 

Pore scale drainage mechanisms 

Prior to H2 injection, i.e. non-wetting phase drainage, a storage media is saturated with 

native fluids such as water and formation gas, which must be displaced by H2. The 

concept of drainage displacement at the pore level was described by Lenormand et al., 

based on the interplay between capillary and viscous forces in the absence of 

gravitational forces [28]. When capillary forces dominate in the two-phase 

displacement, pore-filling direction is controlled by capillary pressure, defined as the 

difference between the non-wetting and wetting phase pressures. For the non-wetting 

phase to invade a pore, the capillary pressure must exceed the threshold pressure of the 

pore throats, which is inversely proportional to their radius. With a uniform pressure 

distribution between two fluids, the non-wetting phase invades first the pore bodies 

with the largest throats, following the direction of the lowest capillary resistance. The 

non-uniform pressure distribution emerges with the increasing influence of viscous 

forces, allowing the non-wetting fluid to enter smaller pore throats. 
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Flow regimes 

The interplay between capillary and viscous forces is quantified through two 

dimensionless formulations: the viscosity ratio (M), i.e. ratio between viscosities of the 

displacing and the displaced phases, and the microscopic capillary number (NCa), 

defined as: 

𝑁𝐶𝑎 =
viscous forces

capillary forces
=

𝑈 ∙ µ

𝜎
 

where U is the injection velocity [m/s], µ is the viscosity of the invading phase [Pa∙s] 

and σ is the interfacial tension between the invading and the invaded phase [N/m]. 

A flow diagram, based on a logarithmic plot of NCa vs M (Fig. 3), was proposed to 

distinguish between different pore scale flow regimes with unique flow patterns: 

capillary fingering, viscous fingering or stable displacement [29]. At low capillary 
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Fig. 3. A flow diagram based on a logarithmic plot of capillary number (NCa) vs viscosity ratio (M), 

defining different flow regimes. The solid lines define the flow boundaries and patterns, proposed by 

Lenormand et al. [29]. The dashed lines denote a renewed view on the flow diagram with the extended 

boundaries from Zhang et al. [30]. 

Drainage snap-off 

A non-wetting phase injection normally results in well-connected flow patterns across 

the pore space. Under certain conditions, the displacing phase may, however, break 

into several non-connected ganglia (Fig. 4), caused by Roof snap-off [31]. This 

mechanism is triggered by destabilization of the front interface when the displacing 

phase enters the adjacent pore clusters. The front destabilization results from the 

thickening of the displaced phase in the pore throat, required to maintain capillary 

equilibrium. As a result, the displacing phase disconnects, leading to the formation of 

the trapped ganglia. In the seminal work of Roof, the conditions for snap-off during 

drainage were related to availability and mobility of fluids: 1) The pore throat must be 

surrounded by a sufficient amount of the displaced fluid, 2) the displacing fluid must 

be able to propagate through the pore throat for a minimum distance of seven times the 

throat radius. More recent studies indicated that drainage snap-off can be controlled by 

global dynamic parameters: capillary number, viscosity ratio and compressibility [32, 

33]. In the case of UHS, the formation of disconnected H2 ganglia represents a potential 

loss mechanism because these ganglia may dissolve in water during H2 withdrawal.  
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Fig. 4. Snap-off during drainage by Roof mechanism [31]. The image shows two timesteps of the Snap-

off, which occurred on a millisecond scale: 1) The connected non-wetting phase (white + grey) prior 

to disconnection, 2) the resulting disconnected ganglia (grey) in the pore throats denoted by the red 

arrows. From paper 2.  

Capillary desaturation theory 

A traditional capillary desaturation theory states that the residual phase saturation will 

only be mobilized after reaching a critical capillary number. A relation between 

residual saturation and capillary number (Fig. 5) is described by a capillary desaturation 

curve (CDC), commonly used in studies of Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR). Fig. 5 

represents a theoretical CDC where constant saturation values are followed by a steeply 

decreasing trend after reaching a critical capillary number. Scientific studies showed 

that the CDC can exhibit both monotonic and non-monotonic trends [34].  

The CDC concept can be adapted to UHS to estimate maximum H2 saturation after 

drainage, which will represent maximum microscopic storage capacity. This will 

require plotting of H2 drainage saturations (instead of apparent irreducible water 

saturation) as a function of capillary number. In EOR, a common measure to mobilize 

the residual oil is to increase capillary number by lowering the interfacial tension. This 

dissertation will however focus on increasing the injection velocity to achieve 

maximum H2 saturation. The range of capillary number will cover typical reservoir 

conditions, which is expected to occur under the range of 10-8-10-2 [35]. Caution should 
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be taken while using a microscopic definition of the capillary number to describe 

phenomena at macro scale, where the reservoir parameters such as heterogeneity, 

gravity and wettability become more important. Various capillary numbers have been 

formulated to capture macroscopic effects at the reservoir scale [34]. 

 

Fig. 5. Conceptual capillary desaturation curve (CDC) from Lake [36]. Image modified from Guo et 

al. [34]. 

1.2.2 Macroscopic factors 

Viscous fingering 

H2 injection at the reservoir scale is prone to unstable displacement, caused by 

unfavourable viscosity ratio between H2 and water. Unstable displacement, common 

for high injection rates, will result in the development of macroscopic viscous fingers, 

leading to large unswept areas. This undesired outcome can reduce storage capacity, 

promote H2 dissolution in water and cause H2 leakage if the fingers reach the reservoir 

outer boundaries [37]. It is suggested to mitigate viscous fingering by low injection 

rates while storing H2 in steeply dipping reservoirs with high porosity and high 

permeability [5, 37]. 
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Gravity override and segregation 

At low injection rate, the gravitational forces control the displacement process. A large 

density contrast between H2 and the displaced fluids can result in gravity override (Fig. 

6), where less dense fluid accumulates preferentially at the reservoir top and denser 

fluid occupies the bottom. Gravity override can also influence a gas-gas displacement 

when using other cushion gases than H2 due to its low density. The H2 accumulation at 

the reservoir top can make it more challenging to recover from the deeper wells. On 

the other hand, gravity override can assist in gravitational segregation of H2 and 

cushion gas, which is positive for the purity of the withdrawn gas stream. Gravity 

segregation is expected to emerge in the far-well area due to sufficient time for vertical 

separation of gases. In the absence of a shut-in period between H2 injection and 

withdrawal, a dispersed gas zone can develop in the near-well area with nearly uniform 

vertical distribution of H2 and cushion gas. 

 

Fig. 6. Gravity override in a 2D reservoir model, occurring due to H2 injection into a gas saturated 

(left) and water saturated (right) reservoir [38]. The injector is placed on the left flank of the reservoir.  

Gas mixing  

Gas mixing will have a vital impact on UHS in depleted gas reservoirs and/or when H2 

and cushion gas have different compositions. The mixing process will be controlled by 

molecular diffusion, advection and mechanical dispersion [39]. The intensity of mixing 

due to advection depends on the duration of injection-withdrawal cycles, where shorter 

cycles facilitate mixing [17]. The process of diffusive mixing occurs independently of 

advection and can become dominant during shut-in periods between injection and 

withdrawal. In mechanical dispersion, a mixing between fluids takes place when they 
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propagate with different velocities, caused by heterogeneities in the porous media. 

Mechanical dispersion is anticipated to cause a significantly greater effect on gas 

mixing when compared to molecular diffusion acting alone [38]. 

1.2.3 Pore scale loss mechanisms 

Residual trapping 

Various physical, bio-geochemical and operation losses can reduce storage efficiency 

[5]. Bio-geochemical losses are induced by chemical reactions between H2 and rock 

minerals and bacterial consumption, whereas operation losses include material losses 

due to leakage and energy losses due to the friction in the well.  This chapter highlights 

physical losses only, namely pore scale trapping mechanisms which are expected to 

occur during H2 withdrawal, i.e. wetting phase imbibition. Residual and dissolution 

trapping are two main microscopic mechanisms, responsible for pore scale H2 

entrapment. When water displaces H2, some fraction of continuous H2 phase is 

disconnected, rendering H2 immobile in the form of residually trapped ganglia. 

Residual trapping occurs in a reservoir where water is available and mobile, i.e. the 

transition zone between H2 and water. Recent studies have quantified the residual 

saturation of H2 in sandstones [40-43]. 

There are four displacement mechanisms that classic pore scale displacement theory 

identifies as dominant during imbibition [28]: piston-like, snap-off, I1 imbibition, and 

I2 imbibition (Fig. 7). Piston-like mechanism involves a stable displacement front 

between the propagating fluids in a pore channel. Snap-off is a phenomenon in which 

the non-wetting phase disconnects to form small droplets due to the pinching at the 

pore walls. The I1 and I2 imbibition mechanisms occur due to the curvature 

destabilization, caused by its detachment from the pore walls. Both mechanisms vary 

in terms of the final location of the non-wetting phase, which can be displaced either 

into one pore (I1) or several pores neighbouring pores (I2). The outcome of this 

displacement largely depends on the structure of the pore network and can result in 

residual trapping. 
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Fig. 7. Displacement mechanisms during imbibition, which can result in residual trapping of the non-

wetting phase [44]. 

Dissolution trapping 

The residually trapped H2 ganglia can dissolve in water, governed by H2 solubility and 

diffusivity. When water is mobile, dissolution is controlled by the solubility and 

advection, whereas diffusivity comes into play when water becomes immobile. Under 

storage conditions, H2 solubility increases with increasing pressure and decrease with 

increasing salinity [45]. H2 is approximately one order of magnitude more soluble in 

pure hydrocarbons than in brines, suggesting a more pronounced H2 dissolution in 

depleted oil reservoirs than in aquifers [46]. The importance of H2 dissolution has been 

reported by two previous UHS studies [41, 47]. 

At the pore level, the dissolution of the non-wetting phase can occur by three main 

mechanisms [48, 49]: dissolution from one end of the bubble, dissolution from two 

ends of the bubble, and dissolution while in displacement. In a one-end dissolution, the 

bubble dissolves from one end in the direction of the water flow; the two-end 

dissolution takes place at both sides of the bubble simultaneously. The displacement 

dissolution mechanism involves the mobilization of small bubbles which enter narrow 

pore throats. In porous systems, non-equilibrium dissolution can take place, that is 

when dissolved concentration of the non-wetting phase is less than predicted from 
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solubility measurements. This phenomenon was reported for CO2 storage, attributed to 

small CO2-water interface area and their non-uniform distribution [14, 50, 51]. At low 

injection rates and in the absence of strong heterogeneity, the dissolution will 

eventually approach equilibrium at the reservoir scale.  

1.2.4 Hysteresis 

Hysteresis can be defined as the dependence of a state of a system on its history. In 

porous media flow, hysteresis reflects the differences between drainage and imbibition 

in contact angles and flow functions, i.e. capillary pressure and relative permeability. 

The contact angle hysteresis originates from the differences between water receding 

(drainage) and water advancing (imbibition) contact angles, caused by surface 

roughness or chemical heterogeneities [52]. The hysteresis in flow functions arises 

from the differences in the flow paths due to the entrapment of the displaced phase. 

During drainage, the displaced wetting phase remains connected along the grain 

surfaces after its entrapment, facilitating the flow of the displacing non-wetting phase 

through the pore centre. During imbibition, the entrapment of the non-wetting phase 

takes place in the pore centre in the form of disconnected ganglia, acting as barrier for 

the flow of both wetting and non-wetting phases. 

Relative permeability hysteresis is expected to play a vital role in UHS due to cyclic 

loading of H2. The studies of different gas-water systems agreed that the hysteresis in 

the non-wetting phase is pronounced due to residual gas trapping, leading to lower 

imbibition relative permeability compared to drainage [13, 14, 53-55]. However, there 

are inconsistencies regarding the hysteresis in the wetting phase. It was shown that the 

relative permeability to the wetting phase was higher for imbibition, attributed to 

contact angle hysteresis [14, 53, 54]. Other studies did not report any hysteresis in the 

wetting phase relative permeability, likely because drainage and imbibition processes 
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The Killough hysteresis model is one of the available formulations to describe relative 

permeability hysteresis [56]. This model introduces so-called scanning curves, 

enclosed between the drainage and imbibition curves to model the transition between 

them (Fig. 8). The scanning curves are reversible, meaning that they are identical for 

both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at any point on the 

curve. In addition to the actual relative permeability curves, the Land trapping model 

[57] is needed to calculate the scanning curves of the non-wetting phase. For the 

wetting phase, it is also necessary to include a free input parameter. When the actual 

relative permeabilities are not available, the scanning curves can be computed based 

on a parametric interpolation method. 
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2 Methodological summary 

This dissertation represents a combined experimental and numerical approach across 

multiple length scales (Fig. 9). Pore scale mechanisms were examined using 

microfluidics (papers 1-3), which is a suitable tool to describe qualitative phenomena. 

The micromodel was based on 36 repetitions of the pore patterns with realistic 

geometry and topological features of an actual sandstone. Two experimental setups 

were used to observe different micromodel areas. One of the setups used the full area 

to gather quantitative results (paper 1), whereas the other covered about 1% of the total 

area (papers 2-3), referred as a field of view (FoV). The extrapolation of quantitative 

results to natural environments requires caution, and core scale measurements are 

better suited for this purpose. 

 

Fig. 9. Methodological approaches used in this dissertation: 1) Pore scale studies using microfluidics, 

2) core flooding for relative permeability measurements and 3) reservoir simulations.  

Steady state relative permeability measurements were performed in a Berea sandstone 

core, supported with X-ray monitoring and numerical history matching (paper 4). The 

resulting drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities were implemented in a 

reservoir model of an aquifer, using the commercial Eclipse E100 black oil simulator 

(paper 6). The Solvent option of this simulator, allowing to introduce H2 as the second 
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gas component, was used to model the storage performance in a depleted hydrocarbon 

field (paper 5). Reservoir simulation is a valuable tool for predicting storage efficiency 

under different management strategies. The black oil models were preferred over the 

compositional one because of the absence of major compositional changes in the 

modelling process and their computational efficiency. 
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3 Results and discussion  

This chapter summarizes key findings from a multiscale research project, based on pore 

scale experiments using microfluidics (papers 1-3), relative permeability 

measurements (paper 4) and reservoir modelling (papers 5-6). One cycle of pore scale 

H2 injection and withdrawal are outlined in chapters 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, with 

focus on H2 saturation, its connectivity and trapping mechanisms. To reproduce a more 

realistic scenario of cyclic H2 storage, multiple cycles of H2 injection and withdrawal 

are covered in chapter 3.3. Core scale H2-H2O relative permeability data are described 

in chapter 3.4, measured during drainage and imbibition and supported with numerical 

history matching. Chapter 3.5 discusses the impact of cushion gas and hysteresis on H2 

recovery using reservoir scale cyclic injections. Chapter 3.6 connects the separate 

papers by discussing their field scale implications.  

3.1 Hydrogen injection 

Gas injection is an initial stage of any underground gas storage project, affected by past 

reservoir history and interactions with native rock and reservoir fluids. The involved 

pore scale mechanisms are best described through visualization techniques like 

microfluidics, providing a direct observation of the pore space. This chapter describes 

microfluidic H2 drainage experiments from paper 1, performed at 30 °C under the 

pressure of 30 and 100 bar. The following phenomena are covered: microscopic storage 

capacity (chapter 3.1.1), H2 connectivity in the pore space (chapter 3.1.2), and 

comparison with other gases (chapter 3.1.3). The experimental data were extracted 

from the full micromodel area. 

3.1.1 Microscopic storage capacity 

The H2 injection resulted in an immediate filling of the pore space, dominated by 

capillary fingering with forward and transverse H2 fingers bypassing large pore clusters 

(Fig. 10). After H2 break-through at the micromodel outlet, the H2 flow propagated 

through the preferential displacement paths without entering the bypassed pore 

clusters. Capillary fingering was additionally confirmed by a fractal dimension 
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analysis, explained in detail in paper 1. The H2 saturation (Sgi) after drainage (Fig. 11) 

followed a monotonically increasing trend in accordance with classic capillary 

desaturation curve (CDC). Moreover, the Sgi seemed to be independent of pressure, 

likely due to minor differences in viscosity (1% increase) and interfacial tension (2% 

decrease) from 30 to 100 bar. After reaching a critical value of capillary number (NCa) 

> 7∙10-7, the Sgi flattened out with the values between 0.35 and 0.39, representing 

maximum microscopic H2 storage capacity. The maximum Sgi values were comparable 

with the literature values of 0.36 – 0.48 derived from core flooding experiments under 

the NCa range of 10-9 – 10-8 [41, 43, 58].  

 

Fig. 10. H2 flow patterns (white) and corresponding saturation (𝑆𝑔𝑖) in the pore space after drainage 

under five capillary numbers (𝑁𝐶𝑎) at 30 bar. The capillary dominated H2 flow propagated through the 

preferential paths without entering the neighboring pore clusters after H2 reached the outlet. Modified 

from paper 1. 
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Fig. 11. Initial H2 saturation after drainage (Sgi) at 30 and 100 bar. The Sgi increased monotonically 

until a critical NCa of ~ 7∙10-7, followed by a nearly flat trend. The maximum Sgi ranged between 0.35 

and 0.39, representing maximum microscopic storage capacity of the pore space. No clear pressure 

impact on the Sgi was observed. The H2 distribution in the pore space at 30 bar is shown in Fig. 10. 

Modified from paper 1. 

3.1.2 Hydrogen connectivity across the pore space 

The H2 connectivity across the pore space is important for assessment of the effective 

storage capacity, which can be attenuated by the H2 disconnection events. The H2 

disconnection was evident at higher NCa (> 10-7) due to Roof snap-off [31], resulting in 

several disconnected H2 ganglia (Fig. 12). The snap-off was attributed to water 

availability and mobility as well as NCa. The percentage of disconnected H2 in the total 

saturation ranged between 12% and 25% (Fig. 14). The H2 ganglia were larger than the 

average pore size and ranged between ~ 108 and 109 µm3, consistent with the literature 

[41, 43, 58]. The H2 disconnection represents a potential loss mechanism because the 

resulting ganglia may remain disconnected and/or dissolve during imbibition. It is 

therefore necessary to choose an optimal injection rate, yielding the maximum storage 

capacity but with the lowest risk of H2 disconnection. Based on the microfluidic 

experiments, the optimal NCa was in the order of 10-7, equivalent to the experimental 

injection velocity of ~ 70 m/day. 
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Fig. 12. H2 connectivity in the pore space after drainage at 30 bar: disconnected H2 ganglia (red), 

connected H2 phase (blue), water (white) and the rock grains (black).  Roof snap-off occurred at higher 

NCa (> 10-7), forming several clusters of disconnected H2 ganglia. The percentage of disconnected H2 

ganglia ranged between 12% and 25% of the total H2 saturation. Modified from paper 1. 

3.1.3 Impact of gas type 

Several decades of commercial experience with underground natural gas storage raises 

a question whether the knowledge transfer to UHS is technically feasible. A 

comparison with other gases is therefore essential for the knowledge transfer. The H2 

drainage experiments were repeated with pure CH4, mixture of 50 mol% H2 – 50 mol%, 

pure CH4 and pure N2. It was found that the maximum gas saturations were similar for 

all gases, within the range of 0.39 - 0.46 (Fig. 13). However, the gas saturations differed 

at lower NCa (< 10-7), which increased with increasing gas viscosity as follows: pure H2 

with the lowest saturation, followed by a 50% H2 - 50% CH4 mixture, then pure CH4, 

and finally N2. In addition, the gas connectivity was affected by the gas type, where N2 

showed the highest amount of disconnected gas ganglia equal to 39 % - 76 % of the 

total gas saturation (Fig. 14). Overall, the results imply that a substitute laboratory gas 

for H2 may be used at higher NCa (> 10-7) only, where the gas saturations become 

similar. Moreover, CH4 appears to be a more effective cushion gas due to its better 

connectivity compared to N2. This will minimize cushion gas loss due to dissolution, 

ensuring better control of the reservoir pressure.  
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a question whether the knowledge transfer to UHS is technically feasible. A 

comparison with other gases is therefore essential for the knowledge transfer. The H2 

drainage experiments were repeated with pure CH4, mixture of 50 mol% H2 – 50 mol%, 

pure CH4 and pure N2. It was found that the maximum gas saturations were similar for 

all gases, within the range of 0.39 - 0.46 (Fig. 13). However, the gas saturations differed 

at lower NCa (< 10
-7

), which increased with increasing gas viscosity as follows: pure H2 

with the lowest saturation, followed by a 50% H2 - 50% CH4 mixture, then pure CH4, 

and finally N2. In addition, the gas connectivity was affected by the gas type, where N2 

showed the highest amount of disconnected gas ganglia equal to 39 % - 76 % of the 

total gas saturation (Fig. 14). Overall, the results imply that a substitute laboratory gas 

for H2 may be used at higher NCa (> 10
-7

) only, where the gas saturations become 

similar. Moreover, CH4 appears to be a more effective cushion gas due to its better 

connectivity compared to N2. This will minimize cushion gas loss due to dissolution, 

ensuring better control of the reservoir pressure.  
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Fig. 13. Impact of gas type on the initial saturation (Sgi) after drainage at 30 bar. At lower NCa (< 10-7), 

the Sgi increased with the increasing gas viscosity as follows: first H2, followed by a 50% H2 - 50% 

CH4 mixture, then CH4, and finally N2. At higher NCa (> 10-7), the difference between gases minimized 

yielding similar maximum Sgi values in the range of 0.39-0.46. Modified from paper 1. 

 

Fig. 14. Impact of gas type on the gas connectivity in the pore space after drainage at 30 bar. The H2 

connectivity was relatively high with less than 25% disconnected ganglia of the total H2 saturation at 

higher NCa (> 10-7). In contrast, the percentage of disconnected N2 ganglia ranged between 39% and 

76%. From paper 1. 
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3.2 Hydrogen withdrawal 

The injected H2 during drainage is withdrawn from a reservoir to meet high demand. 

In microfluidics this is achieved through imbibition experiments, where water is 

injected to displace H2 from the pore space. During displacement some portion of H2 

is lost in the pore space due to several trapping mechanisms. This chapter describes 

microfluidic imbibition injections from paper 2, as part of one-cycle experiments at 5 

bar and ambient temperature. The following phenomena are emphasized: the H2 

displacement and residual trapping mechanisms (chapter 3.2.1), dissolution trapping 

(chapter 3.2.2), and contact angle measurements (chapter 3.2.3). Contrary to paper 1 

(chapter 3.1), the experimental data were extracted from a limited micromodel area 

equivalent to ~1% of the total area, referred as the field of view (FoV). 

3.2.1 Displacement and residual trapping mechanisms 

The imbibition experiments were performed under the NCa range of 7.7∙10-7 – 3.8∙10-4 

and involved two main stages: H2 displacement and trapping. The H2 displacement was 

predominantly controlled by I1 imbibition (Fig. 15a), where H2 was displaced from 

several neighbouring pores to one pore. The less common displacement mechanisms 

included piston-like displacement and redistribution. The piston-like displacement 

occurred at low NCa (= 7.7∙10-7), characterized by a stable displacement front within an 

individual pore channel. The H2 redistribution was common at higher NCa (≥ 7.7∙10-5) 

where H2 was first displaced by water, followed by a reconnection with H2 which 

redistributed from other pore clusters. After being displaced from the pore centre to the 

pore wall, H2 was disconnected and residually trapped by I2 imbibition mechanism 

(Fig. 15b). In some cases (NCa ≥ 7.7∙10-5), the trapping by bypass mechanism was 

observed where water was not able to displace H2 from the large pore clusters with 

narrow pore throats.  
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Fig. 15. Two dominant displacement and trapping mechanisms of H2 (white and grey): I1 imbibition 

and I2 imbibition, respectively. Colors and outlines indicate the time intervals of displacement (1-4). 

(a) I1 imbibition involved H2 displacement from several neighboring pores (t1,2,3; white) to one pore 

(t4; grey, ∆t4-1 = 1 s). (b) I2 imbibition occurred when H2 was displaced to the pore wall (t3; dashed 

outline) where H2 was disconnected and residually trapped (t4; grey, ∆t4-1 = 1.3 s). Modified from paper 

2. 

3.2.2 Dissolution trapping 

Following the entrapment of H2, water was continuously injected to the micromodel, 

promoting the dissolution of the residually trapped H2 ganglia. Three dissolution 

mechanisms were identified controlled by waterfront direction and rate: one-end 

dissolution, two-end dissolution, and displacement dissolution (Fig. 16). The one-end 

dissolution was common at higher NCa (≥ 7.7∙10-5), characterized by dissolution from 

one end of the ganglia in the direction of waterfront. The two-end dissolution 

mechanism was observed at lower NCa (= 7.7∙10-6), where the H2 ganglia dissolved 

from all sides. The displacement dissolution mechanism occurred at higher NCa (≥ 

7.7∙10-5), where smaller H2 ganglia mobilized and entered the narrow pore throats while 

gradually dissolving. 
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Fig. 16. H2 (white and grey) dissolution mechanisms. Colors and outlines indicate the time intervals of 

dissolution (1-5). (a) One-end dissolution where H2 dissolved from one side of the ganglia (∆t5-1 = 22 

s). (b) In two-end dissolution, H2 dissolved across all sides of the ganglia (∆t4-1 = 134 s). (c) 

Displacement dissolution involved dissolution of the ganglia while displacement through the pore 

throats (∆t4-1 = 5 s). Modified from paper 2. 

The dissolved H2 concentration was quantified as the average dissolved H2 amount per 

the injected water mass. The dissolved H2 amount was calculated based on the H2 

saturation decrease during dissolution, assuming that the H2 depletion was governed 

by dissolution and water advection, while neglecting the diffusion. The average 

dissolved H2 concentration ranged between 6.4 x 10-4 and 1.1 x 10-3 mol/kg, equivalent 

to 16% and 28% of the reported H2 solubility data [45]. The fact that the dissolved H2 

concentration was lower the reported H2 solubility (Fig. 17) indicated that dissolution 

occurred under the non-equilibrium regime, consistent with the studies of CO2 

dissolution [50, 51]. The non-equilibrium dissolution of H2 was also reported for 

pressures of 1 and 30 bars, gathered from the same experimental setup [59]. 
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Fig. 17. Dissolved H2 concentration (C, mol/kg) relative to the literature H2 solubility data (Cs, mol/kg 

[45]). At 5 bars, the average dissolved H2 concentration corresponded to 16% and 28% of the reported 

literature solubility, indicating non-equilibrium dissolution. Similar dissolution trends were observed 

for the data from the same experimental setup at 1 and 30 bars [59]. Dataset from paper 2. 

3.2.3 Contact angle hysteresis 

The receding and advancing contact angles were measured during H2 injection and 

withdrawal, respectively (Fig. 18). The receding angles ranged between 21° and 24° 

which were lower than the advancing angles of 39°-47°, as expected from a classic 

theory [60]. The measured contact angles were consistent with the literature values 

reported for H2, demonstrating strong hydrophilic preference [61-64]. The difference 

between the receding and advancing contact angles indicated that the H2 injection and 

withdrawal are hysteretic processes. The contact angles are one of the input parameters 

for pore scale modelling, aimed at estimating the capillary pressure and relative 

permeability functions [65]. The contact angle hysteresis may result in hysteretic 

capillary pressure and relative permeability functions, and this will be discussed in 

chapter 3.4. On the other hand, the observed hysteresis from one cycle of H2 injection 

and withdrawal raises the question whether the hysteretic effects will intensify with the 

increasing number of injection-withdrawal cycles. 
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between the receding and advancing contact angles indicated that the H2 injection and 

withdrawal are hysteretic processes. The contact angles are one of the input parameters 

for pore scale modelling, aimed at estimating the capillary pressure and relative 

permeability functions [65]. The contact angle hysteresis may result in hysteretic 

capillary pressure and relative permeability functions, and this will be discussed in 

chapter 3.4. On the other hand, the observed hysteresis from one cycle of H2 injection 

and withdrawal raises the question whether the hysteretic effects will intensify with the 

increasing number of injection-withdrawal cycles. 
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Fig. 18. Average receding and advancing contact angles, measured during H2 drainage and imbibition, 

respectively. The contact angle hysteresis was evident, where the advancing contact angles (39°-47°) 

were higher than the receding (21-24°). Modified from paper 2. 

3.3 Hydrogen reconnection and trapping during cyclic 

injections 

The fundamental pore scale mechanisms were examined through one cycle of injection 

and withdrawal in chapters 3.1 and 3.2. The commercial underground storage involves 

numerous cycles of injection and withdrawal that may induce the hysteretic effects 

influencing the H2 distribution and residual trapping. This chapter summarizes the 

microfluidic experiments from paper 3 examining the five cycles of H2 injection and 

withdrawal at 40 bar and ambient temperature. Chapter 3.3.1 describes cyclic 

variations in the pore space H2 distribution and reconnection of the residually trapped 

H2. Chapter 3.3.2 quantifies the initial and residual H2 saturations over the injection 

cycles. The experimental data were extracted from the micromodel field of view (FoV). 

3.3.1 Reconnection mechanisms 

The H2 distribution within the pore space showed hysteresis across the injection cycles 

(Fig. 19). The initial H2 distribution after drainage was mainly spread over the large, 

connected pore clusters (blue + purple). The residual H2 ganglia predominantly resided 

in the same pores as the initial distribution (purple), with minor observations of ganglia 
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redistribution to the adjacent pore clusters (red). The residually trapped ganglia could 

either connect with the newly injected H2 in the subsequent drainage cycle or remain 

disconnected, described below. 

 

Fig. 19. Combined images of the initial, Sgi (blue + purple), and residual, Sgr (red + purple) H2 

saturations during five cycles of drainage and imbibition at 5 mL/h. The purple color highlights the 

intersection area of the H2-filed pore space after drainage and after imbibition. The residual H2 ganglia 

remained mainly in the same pore clusters as the initial H2 distribution (purple), but redistribution to 

neighbouring pores was also observed (red). The distribution of the residual H2 ganglia showed 

hysteresis over the injection cycles, characterized by changing H2 distribution in the pore space despite 

similar Sgr values in the range of ~ 0.30. From paper 3.  

The reconnection of residual H2 ganglia seemed to be governed by the pore cluster 

geometry (Fig. 20). This process was favoured in the proximity to pore clusters with 

wide pore throats, while being hindered by narrow pore throats. The saturations of 

disconnected H2 were compared between imbibition and the next drainage cycle (Fig. 

21). The disconnected H2 saturation after imbibition decreased in 9 out of 12 

subsequent drainage cycles, and on average 56% of the disconnected H2 is reconnected. 

A high reconnection ability is beneficial for the underground storage, minimizing the 

risk of H2 loss due to residual trapping. 
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Fig. 20. Reconnection of residually trapped H2 after imbibition, Sgr (dis) (yellow + purple) with the 

newly injected H2 in a subsequent drainage cycle (light blue): (a) From cycle 3 to 4 at 2.5 mL/h, and 

(b) from cycle 4 to 5 at 5 mL/h. A fraction of the previously disconnected ganglia reconnected with 

the newly injected H2 (yellow), whereas the remaining fraction remained disconnected, Sgi (dis) 

(purple). H2 reconnection prevailed near pore clusters with wide pore throats. Quantification of the 

disconnected H2 saturations is shown in Fig. 21. From paper 3.  

 

Fig. 21. Comparison between disconnected H2 saturation after imbibition, Sgr (dis) (blue) and after 

subsequent drainage cycle, Sgi (dis) (gray). For all cycles in the experiments at 2.5, 5 and 10 mL/h, two 

disconnected saturations resulting from sequent imbibition-drainage injections are grouped on the 

horizontal axis. The transition from imbibition in cycle 1 to drainage in cycle 2 is defined as D2. A 

high reconnection ability of H2 ganglia was observed, characterized by a decreased Sgi (dis) compared 

to Sgr (dis) in the previous imbibition cycle. From paper 3. 
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3.3.2 Residual trapping  

The initial (Sgi) and residual (Sgr) H2 saturations were quantified in the micromodel 

field of view (FoV) for all cycles in the experiments performed at four injection rates 

in the range of 1-10 mL/h (Fig. 22). The average Sgi from each experiment depended 

on the injection rate. The lowest injection rate (1 mL/h) resulted in the lowest Sgi of 

0.03-0.14, with an increase to 0.27-0.73 at higher injection rates (≥ 2.5 mL/h). The Sgi 

fluctuated between the cycles due to the H2 redistribution from outside the FoV. 

Conversely, the Sgr values were more reproducible between the cycles, equal to ~ 0.4 

at 2.5 mL/h and ~ 0.3 at 5-10 mL/h. This phenomenon was attributed to hydrophilic 

micromodel surfaces: water injection is facilitated through the wetting water films 

around the grain surfaces, resulting in the well-defined water injection patterns. It 

should be emphasized that maximum Sgi, observed in the micromodel FoV at high 

injection rates, were higher than estimated from the full micromodel area (maximum 

Sgi of 0.39 from chapter 3.1.3). This implies that the FoV saturations should not be 

extrapolated to the full micromodel at high injection rates (Fig. S1).  

 

Fig. 22. Initial (Sgi) and residual (Sgr) H2 saturation during cyclic injections at the experimental injection 

rate of: (a) 1 mL/h, (b) 2.5 mL/h, (c) 5 mL/h, and (d) 10 mL/h. The average Sgi, calculated for all cycles 

in each experiment, was the lowest (~0.10) at the injection rate of 1 mL/h. Fluctuations in the Sgi were 
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observed between the cycles, caused by H2 redistribution from outside the FoV. In contrast, the Sgr 

demonstrated improved reproducibility, maintaining nearly constant values between the cycles. 

Modified from paper 3. 

3.4 Hydrogen relative permeability 

Data collection across different length scales is essential for enhancing the multiscale 

understanding of H2 flow dynamics. Although the microfluidic experiments from 

chapters 3.1-3.2 provided the insight into the pore scale behaviour, the quantitative 

results are not directly applicable to reservoir scale models due to the influence of 

gravity and pore space heterogeneity. Core scale experiments are more conventional 

technique to acquire the quantitative data needed for input to reservoir models. In 

particular, relative permeability is one of the crucial functions defining the H2 

multiphase flow. This chapter reports the steady state H2-H2O relative permeability 

measurements from paper 4, performed during drainage and imbibition at 30 bar and 

30 °C. Chapter 3.4.1 discusses the hysteresis between drainage and imbibition relative 

permeability, whereas chapter 3.4.2 compares the drainage H2 and N2 relative 

permeability curves. 

3.4.1 Impact of hysteresis 

The drainage experiment resulted in a high endpoint water saturation of Sw = 0.59, with 

a corresponding H2 relative permeability of Krg = 0.04 (Fig. 23). An irreducible water 

saturation (Swirr) was not achieved, and porous plate capillary measurements were 

therefore required to find Swirr (= 0.15). The next step was to measure the imbibition 

relative permeability, resulting in an endpoint H2O relative permeability of Krw = 0.36 

at Sw = 0.64. Both drainage and imbibition experiments were history matched based on 

the LET correlation [66, 67] and experimental differential pressure, production and 

saturation data, using commercial core-scale simulator Sendra [68]. A reasonable 

match between the experimental and simulated data was achieved for the drainage 

experiment, whereas the match quality was reduced in the imbibition experiment. The 

experimental relative permeability assumes homogenous rock properties and zero 

capillary pressure, contrary to the simulated data with more realistic capillary pressure 
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gradients. Therefore, the simulated relative permeability better represents reservoir 

flow and should be used as input in numerical reservoir models. 

The resulting relative permeabilities showed strong hysteresis, with lower imbibition 

Krg and higher imbibition Krw, both compared to drainage. The relative permeability 

hysteresis in the non-wetting phase (H2) is attributed to residual trapping, whereas the 

wetting (H2O) phase hysteresis arises from contact angle hysteresis [14, 54, 69]. It 

should be noted that nonhysteretic H2O relative permeability can be found in literature, 

explained by reproducibility of injection cycles in hydrophilic core samples [13, 55]. 

The observed differences between the drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative 

permeabilities imply that hysteresis should be included in reservoir modelling of 

porous media H2 storage. This will ensure more reliable predictions of the storage 

efficiency and will be discussed in chapter 3.5.4. The H2-H2O system showed strong 

hydrophilic preference, reflected by a high cross-point value of Sw = 0.71 with the 

corresponding Krg = Krw = 0.025. The hysteretic and hydrophilic nature of the H2-H2O 

relative permeability corroborate the microfluidic contact angles measurements 

reported in chapter 3.2.3. A comparison with available H2-H2O relative permeability 

data can be found elsewhere [12]. 

 

Fig. 23. Primary drainage (PD) and imbibition (IMB) H2 (Krg, red) and H2O (Krw, blue) relative 

permeability on semilogarithmic scale. The markers indicate experimental measurements, whereas the 
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solid and dashed curves denote history matched simulated data for primary drainage and imbibition, 

respectively. Strong hysteresis between drainage and imbibition was observed both for H2 and H2O. 

Modified from paper 4. 

3.4.2 Impact of gas type 

The drainage experiment was repeated with N2 yielding a similar shape of the curve, 

albeit with higher Krg and Krw values compared to H2-H2O system (Fig. 24). The 

difference between H2 and N2 relative permeability curves was attributed to the 

increased gas-water viscosity ratio [70], where N2 has two times higher viscosity than 

H2 at experimental conditions. Note that the endpoint Krg* at Swirr was not measured 

for N2. The sensitivity analysis was therefore performed in the Sendra simulator to find 

the most suitable Krg* based on the uncertainty span from the H2-experiment (Krg* = 

0.61 ± 0.12). The simulation results showed that Krg* of 0.73 yielded a better history 

match of the N2-experiment. The uncertainty in Krg* and other parameters in the N2-

experiment might have overestimated the actual difference between H2 and N2 relative 

permeability curves. 

 

Fig. 24. Comparison between H2- and N2-H2O primary drainage relative permeability on 

semilogarithmic scale. The markers indicate experimental H2 (squares) and N2 (crosses) measurements, 

whereas the solid and dot-dash curves denote history matched simulated data for H2 and N2, 

respectively. The N2-H2O relative permeability shifted upwards compared to a H2 system, explained 

by a difference in the gas-water viscosity ratio. The endpoint N2 relative permeability (0.73) was 
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assumed to be equal to the upper uncertainty limit of the endpoint H2 relative permeability (0.61 ± 

0.12). Modified from paper 4. 

3.5 Reservoir scale cyclic injections 

The knowledge about pore scale mechanisms and core scale flow functions from 

chapters 3.1-3.4 cannot alone serve for design of the field tests of H2 storage in porous 

media. The pre-screening phase is best achieved through reservoir simulation which is 

a cost and time efficient tool to predict reservoir performance under various storage 

scenarios. This chapter summarizes key findings from reservoir simulations of H2 

storage in a depleted hydrocarbon field and in an aquifer, using a commercial black-oil 

reservoir simulator Eclipse 100. Chapters 3.5.1-3.5.3 are based on paper 5 which 

focused on the storage capacity, recovery factor and impact of cushion gas in a depleted 

field. Chapter 3.5.4 discusses the impact of relative permeability hysteresis on the 

storage performance in an aquifer reported in paper 6.  

3.5.1 Macroscopic storage and working gas capacities 

The middle-size oil and gas Norne field was selected to evaluate H2 storage using one 

vertical well for injection and withdrawal. Three different storage schemes were 

implemented, examining H2 storage in gas, oil and water storage zones separately. The 

results showed (Table 1) that each storage zone can accommodate ~ 3 billion Sm3 of 

H2, using the injection rate of 3 million Sm3/day and total injection time of ~ 1000 days 

in the gas and oil zones and ~ 2000 days in the water zone. The injected H2 accumulated 

at the uppermost regions of gas and oil zones (Fig. 25a, b) and occupied ~ 50% of the 

near-well pore space. The H2 accumulation was more widespread in the water zone, 

eventually reaching the highest point of the oil zone due to upward movement in the 

far-well region (Fig. 25c). 
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Fig. 25. Vertical xy-slice of the Norne simulation model demonstrating the H2 distribution at the end 

of initial injection stage in three storage zones: (a) gas, (b) oil, and (c) water. The arrows indicate the 

injector location (C-3H) and the white bars show the perforation intervals. The H2 accumulation at the 

reservoir top was observed in the gas and oil zones. Conversely, H2 was more widely distributed in the 

water zone, reaching the uppermost regions of the oil zone. Vertical distance is 5-times exaggerated. 

Modified from paper 5. 

After the initial injection stage, the storage cycles were repeated annually with one 5-

month withdrawal and one 7-month injection periods. The withdrawal rate was 

constant and equal to 3 million Sm3/day in the gas and oil zones, contrary to the water 

zone with the decreasing withdrawal rates (Fig. 26a). This was due to a steeper bottom-

hole (BHP) decline in the water zone which reached its BHP lower limit of 180 bar 

(Fig. 26b). The volume of H2 that was withdrawn from each zone after the first cycle, 

known as the working gas capacity, ranged between 373 and 462 million Sm3 (Table 

1). The highest working gas capacity was found in the oil zone, whereas the water zone 

showed the lowest capacity. It is important to note that the range of the working gas 

capacities in three storage zones corresponded to 12-16% of the initially injected 

volume. This implies that a significant amount of H2 remained in the reservoir as 

cushion gas. Low working gas capacity agreed with the literature values of ~15-30% 

[9, 71, 72]. 
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[9, 71, 72]. 
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Fig. 25. Vertical xy-slice of the Norne simulation model demonstrating the H2 distribution at the end 

of initial injection stage in three storage zones: (a) gas, (b) oil, and (c) water. The arrows indicate the 

injector location (C-3H) and the white bars show the perforation intervals. The H2 accumulation at the 

reservoir top was observed in the gas and oil zones. Conversely, H2 was more widely distributed in the 

water zone, reaching the uppermost regions of the oil zone. Vertical distance is 5-times exaggerated. 

Modified from paper 5. 
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Table 1. Summary results of H2 storage in the gas, oil and water zones of the Norne oil and gas field. 

Three cases were examined, differed in terms of gas injection during initial injection stage. Reference 

case (Ref): Injection of pure H2; Case 1: Injection of pure formation gas, later replaced by pure H2; and 

Case 2: Injection of a H2-formation gas mixture (30%-70%). Modified from paper 5. 

Storage 

zone 

Case Initial H2 

injected 

[Billion Sm3] 

H2 share in 

initially 

injected gas 

H2 withdrawn 

1st cycle 

[Billion Sm3] 

H2 recovery 

factor          

1st cycle 

Final H2 

recovery 

factor 

Gas Ref 3.26 100% 0.432 13% 87% 

 Case 1 0.75 20% 0.436 58% 93% 

 Case 2 1.08 30% 0.137 13% 91% 

Oil Ref 2.91 100% 0.462 16% 77% 

 Case 1 0.84 26% 0.436 52% 95% 

 Case 2 0.97 30% 0.126 13% 82% 

Water Ref 3.05 100% 0.373 12% 49% 

 Case 1 0.69 20% 0.356 52% 84% 

 Case 2 0.98 30% 0.085 9% 47% 

 

3.5.2 Recovery factor 

To efficiently extract the remaining cushion gas, a prolonged withdrawal period was 

simulated until the withdrawal rate reached its economic limit of 1 million Sm3/day 

(Fig. 26a). The prolonged withdrawal in the gas and oil zones was characterized by an 

initial constant rate of 3 million Sm3/day, followed by a declining rate due to break-

through of native reservoir fluids. The withdrawal lasted for 1094 and 880 days in the 

gas and oil zones, yielding a final recovery factor of 87% and 77%, respectively (Table 

1). The water zone showed the lowest recovery factor (49%) due to shorter withdrawal 

period (415 days) and pronounced water production. Overall, high recovery factor 

makes the gas zone the most preferred target for H2 storage in a depleted field, whereas 

the water zone demonstrated the lowest storage efficiency. 
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Fig. 26. Three scenarios of H2 storage in the gas (black), oil (gray) and water (blue) zones of the Norne 

oil and gas field. Each storage scenario implemented four annual withdrawal-injection cycles, followed 

by one prolonged withdrawal period. (a) H2 withdrawal (positive values) and injection rates (negative 

values). (b) Bottom-hole pressure in the injector. During the first four withdrawal cycles, constant rates 

prevailed in the gas and oil zones. Conversely, the water zone underwent declining withdrawal rates 

due to the bottom-hole pressure reaching its lower limit of 180 bar. The prolonged withdrawal period 

continued until the economic rate of 1 million Sm3/day, which occurred first in the water zone, leading 

to the lowest H2 recovery factor. Modified from paper 5.  

3.5.3 Impact of cushion gas 

When using H2 as cushion gas, only 12-16% of the initially injected H2 was available 

for cyclic withdrawal as discussed in chapter 3.5.1 (defined now as a reference case). 

To decrease the volume of H2 cushion gas, two cases (Table 1) were examined focusing 

on the effects of cushion gas type (case 1) and its composition (case 2). In case 1, the 

initial injection stage started with the injection of formation gas (CH4) until reaching 

the reservoir pressure of 220 bar, followed by the injection of H2 until 250 bar. The 

share of H2 in the total gas volume, injected during the initial stage, ranged between 

20% and 26%. Compared to the reference case, the H2 recovery factor after the 1st cycle 

increased in all storage zones: gas – 58%, oil – 52% and water – 52%. The H2 purity 

in the withdrawn gas mixture was however reduced, with gradually decreasing H2 

fractions down to 81%, 82% and 70% in the gas, oil and water zones, respectively (Fig. 

27a,c,e). The water zone (Fig. 27e) underwent the steepest decline in the withdrawn H2 

fraction, caused by H2 losses due to upward migration. The final H2 recovery factors 

after the prolonged withdrawal period were higher in case 1: gas – 93%, oil – 95% and 

water – 84%. Overall, the injection of formation gas during the initial stage increased 

the H2 recovery factor (both 1st cycle and final), albeit with decreasing H2 fractions in 
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the withdrawn gas mixture. The risk of impurities in the withdrawn gas mixture can be 

effectively reduced by injecting a minimum of 60-80% H2 cushion gas, as shown in 

paper 5.   

In case 2, a H2-CH4 gas mixture (30%-70%) was injected during the initial injection 

stage, yielding the H2 recovery factors after the 1st cycle similar to the reference case: 

gas – 13%, oil – 13% and water – 9%. The H2 fractions in the withdrawn gas mixture 

showed nonmonotonic behaviour (Fig. 27b,d,f). The initially declining H2 fractions 

reversed to an increasing trend after ~50 days in the gas and oil zones (Fig. 27b,d), and 

ultimately stabilizing in the water zone (Fig. 27f). This behaviour was attributed to 

gravity segregation, which established in the far-well area only. In contrast, the near-

well area represented a disperse zone with uniformly distributed H2 and formation gas 

because there was no shut-in period between injection and withdrawal. During gas 

withdrawal, the segregated gas accumulation from the far-well area reached the well 

with a delay of ~50 days. This resulted in the increased H2 fraction in the gas and oil 

zones due to higher H2 mobility compared to formation gas. In the water zone, the H2 

fraction did not increase but stabilized at nearly constant values after 50 days, due to a 

partial H2 loss caused by upward migration.  

Another feature of case 2 was that the H2 fraction increased with the increasing number 

of cycles in all storage zones, attributed to longer injection (7 months) relative to 

withdrawal periods (5 months). Compared to the reference case, the final H2 recovery 

factors were higher in the gas and oil zones, but lower in the water zone: gas – 91%, 

oil – 82% and water – 47%. To summarize, the injection of a H2-CH4 mixture (case 2) 

increased the final H2 recovery factor, but most of the initially injected H2 (87-91%) 

remained in the reservoir as cushion gas similar to the reference case. Therefore, the 

injection of pure H2 and formation gas instead of their mixtures (case 1) is a preferred 

measure to reduce the volume of H2 cushion gas. 
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Fig. 27. H2 fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture in the gas (black), oil (gray) and water (blue) zones 

during the first four withdrawal-injection cycles. Case 1 (left: a, c, e): Cushion gas injection of 

formation gas (CH4) followed by H2. The H2 fraction reduced over time, with the most rapid decline 

observed in the water zone. Case 2 (right: b, d, f): Cushion gas injection of H2-CH4 gas mixture (30%-

70%). The H2 fraction exhibited a downward trend during the initial 50 days, followed by an upward 

trend in the gas and oil zones, and flattening in the water zone. The H2 fraction increased with the 

number of cycles. Modified from paper 5. 
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the Killough hysteresis formulation [56] in a reservoir model of the Johansen formation 

aquifer to study the hysteresis effects. 

The storage scheme initiated with H2 injection at 3 million Sm3/day for 1098 days, 

followed by annual cycles with equally long withdrawal and injection periods of six 

months. The final withdrawal period lasted until the economic limit of 1 million 

Sm3/day was reached. Two different cases were simulated: without and with relative 

permeability hysteresis (Table 2; Fig. 28). The H2 recovery factor after the 1st and final 

cycles reduced in the case with hysteresis from 16% to 14% and from 68% to 37%, 

respectively. This reduction was caused by BHP lower limit of 160 bar which was 

reached in the case with hysteresis, thus decreasing the withdrawal rate. The BHP 

behaviour was governed by the inflow performance equation in the Eclipse simulator: 

Qg = Tw∙Mg∙(pgrid – pBHP – phead), where Qg is the H2 withdrawal rate, Tw is the grid 

connection transmissibility factor, Mg is the H2 mobility, pgrid is the grid connection 

pressure, pBHP is the BHP, and phead is the pressure head between the grid connection 

and bottom hole. According to this equation, the reduced H2 mobility in the case with 

hysteresis required the reduction in the BHP to maintain constant withdrawal rate of 3 

million Sm3/day. The decrease in H2 recovery factors due to hysteresis was consistent 

with the literature [9, 10]. 

Table 2. Impact of relative permeability hysteresis on H2 storage in the Johansen aquifer. Modified 

from paper 6. 

Case H2 withdrawn [Million Sm3] H2 recovery factor 

1st 

cycle 

2nd 

cycle 

3rd 

cycle 

4th 

cycle 

5th 

cycle 

1st   

cycle 

Final 

No hysteresis 540 540 540 540 1560 16 % 68 % 

Hysteresis 451 390 388 393 391 14 % 37 % 
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Fig. 28. Impact of relative permeability hysteresis on H2 storage in the Johansen aquifer, examined by 

two cases: without (solid curves) and with hysteresis (dashed curves). (a) H2 withdrawal (positive 

values) and injection rates (negative values). (b) Bottom-hole pressure in the injector. The withdrawal 

rate reduced in the case with hysteresis due to the bottom-hole pressure reaching its lower limit of 160 

bar. Modified from paper 6. 

The H2 plume dynamics were similar for two cases, characterized by a cone-like shape 

and vertical contraction and expansion during withdrawal and injection, respectively 

(Fig. 29). No horizontal H2 spreading was observed due to equal volumes of injected 

and withdrawn in each annual cycle. The control of lateral H2 extent is needed to 

minimize the risk of leakage outside the reservoir boundaries. The main difference 

between two cases was related to the final H2 distribution after the prolonged 

withdrawal period. The unextracted H2 accumulated in the top layer in the case without 

hysteresis, contrary to a cone-like H2 distribution in both top and lower layers in the 

case with hysteresis.  
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Fig. 29. Vertical slice of the Johansen aquifer simulation grid demonstrating H2 distribution after the 

final injection (top) and withdrawal (bottom) periods in the cases without (left) and with hysteresis 

(right). Similar H2 plume dynamics was observed, with a cone-like plume shape contracting and 

expanding vertically during withdrawal and injection, respectively. However, at the end of the last 

withdrawal period, the remaining H2 concentrated in the uppermost layer in the nonhysteretic case, 

contrary to a more vertically distributed H2 in the hysteretic case. Vertical distance is 10-times 

exaggerated. From paper 6. 

3.6 Field scale implications 

The results of this dissertation have several noteworthy implications for underground 

H2 storage in porous systems. New insights are provided in optimal injection rates, 

trapping mechanisms, hysteresis, selection of proxy gas in laboratory tests and cushion 

gas in field pilots. As highlighted in chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, higher injection rates 

resulted in the highest microscopic storage capacity, but at the same time with the 

highest amount of disconnected H2 ganglia. The latter effect is undesirable because it 

may increase the risk of H2 loss due to dissolution. To strike a balance between 
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maximizing storage capacity and minimizing the formation of disconnected H2, an 

optimal NCa in the order of 10-7 was found. This number is equivalent to a field scale 

injection rate of ~50000 m3/day, assuming an experimental injection velocity of ~ 70 

m/day and an injector perforation length of 30 m. 

The use of a proxy laboratory gas may be advantageous for safety reasons due to the 

wide H2 flammability range. In chapter 3.1.3, it was shown that the differences in 2D 

drainage saturations between gases were mostly pronounced at low injection rates. This 

suggests that CH4 and N2 cannot be used as proper substitutes for H2 in a low-rate 

injection mode, further confirmed by relative permeability measurements, as outlined 

in chapter 3.4.2. Conversely, a proxy gas may be used at high injection rates due to 

minor differences in the 2D saturations, yet with caution. It should be noted that 

microfluidic experiments are typically employed for qualitative analysis. The process 

of upscaling 2D saturations to underground reservoirs, where gravitational forces play 

a vital role, may present some limitations. However, the 2D gas saturation trends were 

consistent with classic capillary desaturation theory and existing 3D H2 literature, as 

discussed in chapter 3.1.1. As such, the microfluidic 2D saturations may be used 

temporarily to supplement missing 3D data, which are important when designing field 

projects.  

The H2 withdrawal from a reservoir involves various trapping mechanisms, 

representing a potential loss risk. In chapter 3.2.2, it appeared that if sufficient 

imbibition times are allowed, residually trapped H2 may be subjected to a slow non-

equilibrium dissolution. The findings of this dissertation, supported by relevant 

literature [41, 47], suggest that dissolution seems to be a significant contributor to H2 

losses. In natural reservoirs, water upconing may intensify the dissolution process. 

However, the occurrence of non-equilibrium dissolution is uncertain, as dissolution 

could eventually approach equilibrium over longer timescales, particularly relevant for 

CO2 storage [50]. In the case of H2 storage, which involves multiple cycles of injection 

and withdrawal at high rates, it is reasonable to speculate that there is a higher 

possibility of dissolution occurring under a non-equilibrium regime. This outcome is 
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more favorable because less H2 will dissolve in water compared to equilibrium 

dissolution. 

Residually trapped H2, if not completely dissolved in water during withdrawal, may 

either remain disconnected or connect with newly introduced H2 during cyclic 

injections. In chapter 3.3.1, it was found that most of trapped H2 ganglia were able to 

reconnect with the injected H2 in the next drainage cycle. Moreover, the residual H2 

saturation remained nearly constant over multiple injection cycles, as highlighted in 

chapter 3.3.2. A high H2 tendency to reconnect, coupled with nonincreasing residual 

trapping, are beneficial for minimizing the H2 loss at field scale. 

It is essential to better understand the implications of hysteresis due to cyclicity of H2 

storage. The evidence of hysteresis in contact angles (chapter 3.2.3) and relative 

permeability (chapter 3.5.4) proved the importance of hysteresis for H2 storage, further 

confirmed by reservoir simulations (chapter 3.5.4). The relative permeability hysteresis 

was required in reservoir simulations to ensure more reliable predictions of storage 

performance, as neglecting it resulted in overestimation of the H2 recovery factor. At 

the same time, the measurement uncertainties require additional sensitivity studies to 

reflect the range of input parameters.  

The selection of appropriate cushion gas is critical for pressure support and purity of 

the withdrawn gas stream. In chapter 3.1.3, it appeared that N2 and CH4 could be 

preferred cushion gases compared to H2 due to higher 2D saturations, albeit applicable 

at low injection rate only. The higher gas saturations imply that more cushion gas can 

be injected using the same injection rate. Furthermore, CH4 can be considered as a more 

effective cushion gas than N2 due to its higher connectivity in the pore space. The 

benefit is that the higher injected volumes and connectivity of cushion gas ensure a 

more controlled reservoir pressure support during withdrawal cycles.  

The relative permeability measurements from chapter 3.4.2 further indicated that N2 

could be a better choice for cushion gas than H2, especially during gas injection cycles. 

When displacing H2O from a reservoir using N2 or H2, a higher H2O relative 

permeability for a N2-H2O system will enhance the efficiency of water displacement 
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during N2 injection compared to H2. However, this positive outcome may be 

counteracted by a higher N2 relative permeability during gas withdrawal. This will in 

turn lead to a faster N2 breakthrough in the producer compared to H2, increasing the 

impurities in the withdrawn gas mixture. In chapter 3.5.3, reservoir simulations showed 

that the use of other than H2 cushion gases decreased the purity of the withdrawn gas 

stream, despite an increased H2 recovery factor. To prevent gas impurities, it was 

shown that the injected gas must contain a minimum H2 fraction in the range of 60-

80%. Due to the absence of gravity segregation between H2 and formation gas in the 

near-well region, it is proposed to incorporate a shut-in period between injection and 

withdrawal. Overall, the selection of cushion gas must be made on a case-by-case basis, 

with attention given to the maximum H2 recovery and desired gas purity.  

Most experimental measurements of this dissertation were performed under the 

pressure range of 5-40 bar in a H2-H2O system, relevant for H2 storage in shallow 

geological formations, i.e. aquifers and a gas-water transition zone in depleted 

reservoirs. However, the experimental results may be applicable for deeper reservoirs 

too due to minor differences in H2 properties at higher pressures, partially supported 

by a microfluidic experiment at 100 bar from chapter 3.1.1 and existing literature [43, 

61, 73, 74].  
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4 Conclusions and future work 

4.1 Conclusions 

This dissertation presented a multiscale experimental and numerical approach, with a 

focus on H2 flow physics relevant for underground storage in porous media. Pore scale 

mechanisms were examined using a microfluidic device with sandstone-like pore 

network. The injection rate of H2 played a vital role in determining its storage capacity 

and connectivity in the pore space. The storage capacity increased with the increasing 

injection rate, resulting in a maximum H2 saturation of ~ 40%. However, an injection 

rate that is too high can lead to the formation of disconnected H2 after drainage. It was 

therefore recommended to use an optimal injection rate equivalent to capillary number 

in the order of 10-7 to ensure maximum storage capacity with minimal amount of 

disconnected H2. The maximum storage capacity appeared to be independent of gas 

type. Conversely, gas connectivity was significantly lower for N2 compared to H2, CH4 

and a mixture of 50% H2 - 50% CH4.  

H2 entrapment during withdrawal was governed by residual and dissolution trapping 

mechanisms, where the later occurred under a slow non-equilibrium regime. Cyclic 

injections demonstrated that most of residually trapped H2 can reconnect in the 

subsequent cycles, without increasing the residual H2 saturation. The microfluidic-

based H2 contact angles showed that the advancing angles were on average ~ 19° higher 

than the receding one, indicating hysteresis between injection and withdrawal. 

The drainage and imbibition H2-water relative permeabilities were measured in a 

sandstone and extrapolated with numerical history matching to cover the full range of 

mobile water saturations. Strong hysteresis was evident, with higher H2 and lower 

water relative permeabilities during drainage compared to imbibition. The resulting 

relative permeability curves were implemented in a reservoir model of the Johansen 

aquifer using a black-oil Eclipse 100 simulator. The effect of relative permeability 

hysteresis was pronounced, with significantly lower H2 recovery factor (37%) 

compared to a case where the hysteresis was neglected (68%).  
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The effect of reservoir zone and cushion gas on the storage efficiency was examined 

using the reservoir model of the Norne hydrocarbon field. The H2 storage was 

recommended in a thin gas zone, which showed the highest final H2 recovery factor of 

87%. In contrast, a water zone was the least preferred storage target with a much lower 

final recovery factor of 49%. The use of CH4 as cushion gas instead of H2 effectively 

increased the final H2 recovery factor in all storage zones, albeit with the reduced H2 

purity in the withdrawn gas mixture. An injection of cushion gas with at least 60-80% 

H2 fraction could reduce the impurities to a minimum. Conversely, the injection of a 

30% H2-70% formation gas mixture turned out to be an ineffective measure to reduce 

the amount of H2 cushion gas. The cushion gas must be chosen with caution based on 

the preferred outcome, balancing between the maximum H2 recovery and purity of the 

withdrawn gas mixture. 

This dissertation contributes to an enhanced understanding of H2 flow in porous media, 

relevant for subsurface storage. To improve the efficiency and safety of operations, the 

findings can be applied when deciding the optimal injection rate, laboratory proxy gas 

or reservoir cushion gas. The microfluidic results improved the comprehension of the 

pore scale behaviour during cyclic flow. Core scale measurements identified the 

importance of relative permeability hysteresis, further demonstrated by reservoir 

modelling.  

4.2 Future work 

Research in underground H2 storage is a rapidly growing field, requiring 

interdisciplinary understanding to confirm its feasibility. The author’s interest and 

unanswered research questions that remain unaddressed in this dissertation provide the 

basis for the following suggestions for future studies, given more time and funding. 

First, the use of a more realistic micromodel with non-repeatable pore patterns and 

heterogenous minerology would enhance the reliability of the observed pore scale H2 

flow mechanisms. Second, the microfluidic cyclic injections should be repeated with 

core flooding experiments, which would make it possible to extrapolate the results to 

natural environments. The advanced imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance 
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imaging (MRI) can corroborate the observed pore scale mechanisms from microfluidic 

experiments. Third, reservoir modelling should include H2 dissolution and focus on the 

comprehensive uncertainty analysis based on the range of input relative permeabilities. 

Finally, H2 is susceptible to bio-geochemical activity, and studying the microbial 

effects on the H2 flow physics would be essential for advancing the understanding of 

coupled mechanisms. 
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Appendix 

Extrapolation of the field-of-view (FoV) saturations to the micromodel total area 

The difference between microfluidic setups in paper 1 and papers 2-3 was related to 

the size of the micromodel area, observed by a microscope. In paper 1, the total area of 

the micromodel was studied. Conversely, a limited field of view (FoV), covering ~1% 

of the total area, was observed in papers 2 and 3. A comparison between H2 saturations 

after drainage is plotted in Fig. S1. It shows that the FoV saturations can be extrapolated 

to the total micromodel area at low capillary number only, where the FoV and total 

saturations are similar. 

 

Fig. S1. Comparison of H2 saturations after drainage, estimated from the total micromodel area (paper 

1) and from the micromodel FoV (papers 2-3). The FoV saturations at high capillary number are not 

representative of the total micromodel area.  
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Highlights 

• Gas drainage in a micromodel with realistic pore patterns.  

• The gas type affects its drainage saturation, but at low injection rates only. 

• Nitrogen is a poor proxy for hydrogen at low injection rates.  

• Maximum gas saturation equal to 39-46%, independent of the gas type. 

• Large number of disconnected gas ganglia at high injection rates. 

Abstract 

Underground hydrogen storage (UHS) in geological reservoirs is proposed as a technically feasible 

solution to balance mismatch between supply and demand in emerging markets. However, unique 

hydrogen properties and coupled flow mechanisms require new investigations to fully understand 

transport and storage of hydrogen in porous media across scales. Here we use microfluidics to 

investigate the effect of gas type and injection rate on flow patterns, saturation and connectivity of the 

gas phase. We visually observe that gas flow is characterized by capillary fingering, further confirmed 

by fractal dimension analysis. At lower injection rates, the gas saturation after drainage appears to 

increase with gas viscosity, with lower hydrogen saturation compared to methane and nitrogen. The 

maximum gas saturations (39-46%) were achieved at higher injection rates, showing no clear 

correlation to gas type. However, the high-rate injections lead to undesired outcomes in terms of 

formation of disconnected gas ganglia, mostly pronounced for nitrogen. We identify an optimal 

injection rate to achieve maximum gas saturation with the least amount of disconnected gas. The 

experimental results are supported with pore network modeling to derive relative permeability and 

capillary pressure functions.  

Keywords: underground hydrogen storage, microfluidics, storage capacity, gas ganglia, pore network 

modeling, relative permeability 

1 Introduction  
Hydrogen (H2) is an energy carrier with no carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions upon combustion and may 

therefore play a significant role in climate change mitigation. The H2 demand is predicted to increase 

from 94 million tons (Mt) in 2021 to ~ 150 Mt in 2030 according to the IEA 2050 Net Zero Scenario, 

with a further increase in 2050 resulting in ~ 10 % share in the total final energy consumption [1]. An 

increasing H2 demand will require storage solutions to balance seasonal fluctuations between demand 

and supply. Underground H2 storage (UHS) in salt caverns and porous formations like depleted 

hydrocarbon fields and aquifers has been proposed as one of the solutions for large-scale storage [2, 
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hydrocarbon fields and aquifers has been proposed as one of the solutions for large-scale storage [2, 



3]. The concept of underground gas storage has been used in the petroleum industry for decades, 

where gas is injected at peak supply and is withdrawn at peak demand. Prior to gas injection, the 

storage reservoir must be filled with cushion gas to maintain constant reservoir pressure. Contrary to 

UHS in salt caverns, the experience with commercial storage in porous rocks is scarce, limited to two 

pilot tests of H2-CH4 gas mixture storage in depleted gas fields [4, 5] and town gas storage in aquifers 

[6, 7]. Compared to other gases, H2 gas characterized by low density and low viscosity coupled with 

high microbial activity. We need to identify differences between H2 and other gases from the 

perspective of their behavior in porous media. 

Porous reservoirs cannot use 100 % of their volume to store H2 due to the presence of reservoir fluids 

such as water and formation gas. The interactions between H2 and reservoir fluids and rocks are 

controlled by complex pore scale mechanisms which will affect storage performance. Core flooding on 

miniature rocks with microCT imaging and microfluidic experiments are suitable techniques for 

investigation of pore- and core- scale mechanisms which control H2 distribution, connectivity, and 

interplay between viscous and capillary forces. The microCT core flooding experiments reported H2 

storage capacities of 36 – 65 % [8-11]. The H2 recovery factor was influenced by the brine type, where 

the H2-equilibrated brine resulted in a 12% recovery reduction compared to the non-equilibrated brine 

[8]. The injection rate and pressure were other parameters influencing the H2 recovery, which increased 

with increasing injection rate and decreased with increasing pressure [10]. Ostwald ripening  is 

observed in the rearrangement of the trapped H2, characterized by  larger ganglia growing at the 

expense of smaller ganglia [11]. Microfluidic experiments investigated flow mechanisms, dissolution 

and cyclic injections [12-14]. A pore scale modeling study examined the impact of wettability on flow 

mechanisms [15]. 

Available studies did not draw consistent conclusions on the impact of gas type and pressure on UHS. 

A comparative study is key for the choice of cushion gas and also in laboratory applications, where a 

suitable proxy gas is preferred over highly flammable H2 gas. Some studies showed that N2 is a poor 

proxy for H2, reflected by the differences in initial saturations [11, 16], residual saturations [10], and 

steady state relative permeability [17]. In contrast, unsteady state relative permeability measurements 

reported similar H2 and N2 values which were lower than for CH4 [18]. Contact angle measurements did 

not report any meaningful difference between H2, CH4, H2-CH4 mixtures and N2 [19, 20]. The impact of 

pressure was mainly examined for contact angles, showing discrepancies. The tilted plate method 

reported an increase in H2 contact angles with increasing pressure [21, 22], whereas no pressure effect 

was observed with the captive bubble method [19, 23]. Moreover, relative permeability measurements 

were reported independent of pressure [24], so was the H2 saturation after core scale drainage  [10] 

and microfluidic experiments [13].  

In this study, gas drainage experiments were performed with a range of injection rates at 30 bar and 

30 °C using a silicon microfluidic device with irregular sandstone-like pore patterns. Our pore scale 

analysis aims at the impact of gas type and injection rate on gas flow patterns, saturation and 

connectivity in the pore space using pure H2 gas, a mixture of 50 mol% H2 – 50 mol% CH4, pure CH4 gas 

and pure N2 gas. Furthermore, the effect of pressure on H2 drainage was investigated at 100 bar. The 

experimental results were supplemented with pore network modeling to derive relative permeability 

and capillary pressure. To our knowledge this work is the first attempt to examine pore scale flow 

mechanisms using other gases than H2 and N2, and quantify the disconnected gas saturation under a 
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range of injection rates. The implications of our results are applicable for the choice of cushion gas and 

injection rate in field pilots and for the use of a substitute gas in the laboratory.  

2 Methodology 

2.1 Porous material 

The gas drainage experiments were performed in a high-pressure micromodel with a silicon bottom 

and borosilicate glass top. The porous media was represented by a unique pore pattern from a natural 

sandstone which was etched on the micromodel bottom with 36 repetitions and an etching depth of 

0.03 mm.  The length and width of the porous media are 27 mm and 22 mm, respectively, with a total 

porosity of 0.61 and pore volume of 11.1 µL [25]. The micromodel permeability (2970 mD) was higher 

than in a representative rock sample due to the opening of the isolated pores to facilitate flow through 

the pore network. The manufacturing procedure [26] resulted in strongly hydrophilic grain surfaces 

(100% pure quartz) with a 100 nm roughness and a correct dimension of pore bodies and throats, 

ensuring realistic magnitude of capillary forces. The ports were created in each corner of the pore 

network for injection and production of fluids, and two separate open channels (100% porosity) were 

built between ports 1 to 2 and ports 3 to 4 (Fig. 1).  

 

Figure 1. Top: experimental setup including the Quizix pump for H2O injection, the gas-H2O filled accumulator for gas 

injection, the syringe for dyed (FL) H2O injection, the back pressure regulator (BPR), and the micromodel. The high-

resolution microscope with a moving stage is not shown. Bottom: the micromodel with the etched irregular pore network 

based on a natural sandstone. The micromodel was designed with one port in each corner and two open channels (100% 
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porosity). The fluids were injected through port 1 and produced through port 4, keeping the remaining ports closed. The 

experimental setup enabled image acquisition of the entire pore network area during experiments.  

2.2 Experimental setup and procedures 

A syringe pump (Quizix SP-5200) controlled the injection rate of filtered and deionized H2O and gas via 

an accumulator. The micromodel was mounted in a PEEK holder and placed on a moving stage (Fig. 1). 

Internal copper tubes ensured a constant temperature of the PEEK holder by circulating heated water. 

The system pressure was maintained by a back pressure regulator (EB1ZF1 Equilibar Zero Flow) 

connected to a pressurized 300 mL N2 cylinder. Fluids were injected in port 1 and produced from port 

4. The fluorescence-dyed (FL) H2O was injected through a syringe in port 1, creating a color contrast 

between gas and H2O on the images. The FL H2O was prepared by mixing the distilled H2O with 

fluorescein sodium salt (500 PPM C20H10Na2O5, F6377 Sigma-Aldrich). The experimental setup was 

equipped with a Zeiss microscope (Axio Zoom. V16, Zeiss), illuminated by a cold light source (CL 9000 

LED). The moving stage enabled us to visualize the entire porous network area, yielding 121 unique 

images of different parts of the pore space with a resolution of 4.38 µm/pixel and acquisition time of 

277 s. Four different gases were used in the experiments: pure H2, 50 mol% H2 – 50 mol% CH4, pure 

CH4 and N2 with > 99 % purity. The gas properties are listed in Table 1. 

Four different gases (Table 1) were used during gas drainage, with constant volumetric injection rates 

between 0.1 and 50 mL/h to establish a range of capillary numbers (Table 2). The capillary numbers 

(NCa) ranged between 7.1 x 10-9 and 4.9 x 10-6, calculated according to the equation: NCa = U x µ / σ, 

where U is the injection velocity [m/s], µ is the gas viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the H2-H2O interfacial tension 

[N/m]. The injection velocity was calculated as follows: U=Q / (L x d x ф), where Q is the injection rate 

[m3/s], ф is the micromodel porosity [faction], and L and d are the micromodel length (= 0.027 m) and 

depth (= 3 x 10-5 m), respectively. Pore pressures were kept at 30 bar and the system temperature was 

constant at 30 ± 1 °C, representing gas storage in shallow reservoirs. For comparison, a pilot project in 

Argentina tested H2 storage in a depleted gas field at pressures down to 5-10 bar [4]. Our drainage 

experiments with pure H2 were repeated at 100 bar pore pressure. A summary of experimental 

conditions is plotted in a Log (NCa)-Log (M) flow chart (Fig. 2). 

Prior to each gas drainage experiment, the porous network was cleaned with distilled H2O, ethanol, 

and H2O2 (ACS reagent, 30 wt% solution in water) to achieve identical initial conditions. The pore 

network was then fully saturated with distilled H2O and pressurized using the syringe pump and BPR to 

desired pore pressure. Next, 1 mL of the FL H2O was injected into the pore network through port 1 

using a syringe pump. The system was now ready for  gas drainage at a constant flow rate that lasted 

until ~ 50 - 100 pore volumes (PVs) of gas had been injected after the gas breakthrough at the 

micromodel outlet. The images of the pore space were continuously taken during drainage using a 

high-resolution fluorescent microscope system with a movable stage. In the end, the microfluidic 

system was cleaned with distilled H2O, preparing for the next experiment. Some of the experiments 

were repeated at the same p-T conditions to confirm reproducibility of the results. 
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Table 1. Fluid properties at 30 and 100 bar and 30 °C. M is defined as the viscosity ratio between gas and H2O. The H2-H2O 

mixture viscosity (µ) was calculated assuming a 0.4% reduction of CH4 viscosity per addition of 5 mol% H2 [27]. The 

interfacial tension (σ) of H2-CH4 mixture was reported to be within the σ range of pure H2 and CH4 [28]. In our work, the 

σH2-CH4 was assumed to be the average of σH2 and σCH4 due to lack of literature data relevant for our experimental conditions.  

p [bar] Gas type µgas [Pa∙s] [29] M σgas-H2O [N/m] [30] 

30  H2 9.02 x 10-6 1.13 x 10-2 0.071 

 50% H2-50% CH4 1.12 x 10-5 1.41 x 10-2 0.069 

 CH4 1.17 x 10-5 1.47 x 10-2 0.068 

 N2 1.85 x 10-5 2.32 x 10-2 0.070 

100 H2 9.12 x 10-6 1.14 x 10-2 0.069 

 

 

Figure 2. Log (NCa)-Log (M) stability diagram, where M is the viscosity ratio between gas and H2O. The solid lines show the 

boundaries proposed by Zhang et al. [44], whereas the symbols locate our experiments. 

2.3 Image analysis 

Following the gas breakthrough in the outlet, a series of at least three images was consistently 

acquired, portraying the network in both fluorescence and brightfield channels. Image segmentation 

and subsequent analyses used an in-house coded Python algorithm [31]. The intricate pore network 

was divided into 288 individual units, each exhibiting a porosity ranging between 0.59 and 0.66. Within 

each unit, both fluorescence and brightfield channels were transformed into grayscale, thus facilitating 

the calculation of their corresponding grayscale histograms. The pore space was computed from the 

brightfield channel image using OpenCV's thresholding techniques, allowing for a precise segmentation 

of pore space from silicon grains. The fluorescence channel image underwent a bifurcation into two 

distinct classes using the Multi-Otsu algorithm from scikit-image library [32], the silicon-gas phase and 

the water phase highlighted by the fluorescent tracer. The quantitative evaluation of the pore network's 

porosity was executed by aggregating pore space pixels within each unit and subsequently dividing this 

by the image's size. Subsequently, gas saturation (Sg) was deduced by subtracting the quotient of water 

pixel count from the total pore space from 1. The determination of disconnected gas saturation (𝑆𝑔
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐) 

relies on identifying gas bubbles that lack gas phase connectivity to all the four edges of the pore 
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boundaries proposed by Zhang et al. [44], whereas the symbols locate our experiments. 

2.3 Image analysis 

Following the gas breakthrough in the outlet, a series of at least three images was consistently 

acquired, portraying the network in both fluorescence and brightfield channels. Image segmentation 

and subsequent analyses used an in-house coded Python algorithm [31]. The intricate pore network 

was divided into 288 individual units, each exhibiting a porosity ranging between 0.59 and 0.66. Within 

each unit, both fluorescence and brightfield channels were transformed into grayscale, thus facilitating 

the calculation of their corresponding grayscale histograms. The pore space was computed from the 

brightfield channel image using OpenCV's thresholding techniques, allowing for a precise segmentation 

of pore space from silicon grains. The fluorescence channel image underwent a bifurcation into two 

distinct classes using the Multi-Otsu algorithm from scikit-image library [32], the silicon-gas phase and 

the water phase highlighted by the fluorescent tracer. The quantitative evaluation of the pore network's 

porosity was executed by aggregating pore space pixels within each unit and subsequently dividing this 

by the image's size. Subsequently, gas saturation (Sg) was deduced by subtracting the quotient of water 

pixel count from the total pore space from 1. The determination of disconnected gas saturation (𝑆𝑔
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐

) 

relies on identifying gas bubbles that lack gas phase connectivity to all the four edges of the pore 
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network. A more detailed description of the image processing and analysis can be found elsewhere 

[25, 33]. 

For comparison, the Sg were re-calculated using a manual color thresholding method in ImageJ. The 

total Sg uncertainty was estimated as the squared root of the sum in quadrature of standard deviation 

between sequential images with equal quasi-steady-state Sg, repeated experiments (where applicable), 

and methodological uncertainty (code vs ImageJ). We used the ImageJ plugin FracLac [34] to calculate 

the fractal dimension which can be defined as the pore-filling ability of the gas. 

2.4 Pore network modeling 

We created a pore network model (PNM) based on the 2D image of the micromodel pore space using 

an open-source python-based OpenPNM package [35]. The gas-water relative permeability and 

capillary pressure curves were estimated by creating a 3D network, where geometric properties were 

assigned by an inbuilt geometry model assuming that pores are spheres and throats are cylinders. The 

invasion percolation algorithm was applied to generate the invasion sequence during gas drainage. 

Invasion percolation is a volume-controlled injection where the injected phase percolates the pore 

network based on the pore throat entry pressure, contrary to our rate-controlled experiments. The 

Stokes flow algorithm with constant pressure boundary condition was implemented to calculate 

relative permeability. To account for the two-phase flow, the multiphase conduit conductance model 

was assigned to gas and water. The input viscosities and gas-water interfacial tension were taken from 

Table 1. The contact angles were assumed to be identical for all gases and equal to 45 °, which is within 

the reported range [19, 36].  

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Flow patterns 

Quasi steady state gas distribution after breakthrough at the micromodel outlet are shown in Fig. 3. 

The resulting flow patterns can be classified into four groups, numbered according to an increasing 

capillary number and separated by colored boundaries in Fig. 3: 1) A single large forward (top-to-

bottom) finger reaching the bottom micromodel channel, where a few minor fingers developed near 

the production channel because their viscous pressure exceeded the capillary pressure of the invaded 

pores; 2) Channelized flow with four large forward fingers distributed evenly in identical pore clusters 

reflecting the micromodel design with repeatable pore patterns; 3) Connection of four forward fingers 

through smaller transverse fingers, leaving a significant portion of pore clusters bypassed; 4) 

Multidirectional filling of bypassed pore space. A common observation was that the flow occurred 

through a preferential displacement path, developed after the gas escaped through the outlet without 

entering the remaining pore space. The development of the preferential flow paths was consistent with 

pore scale H2 storage experiments using microfluidics [14]. Channelized flow, which was observed in 

our work for NCa between 9.7 x 10-9 and 9.1 x 10-8, was also reported for microfluidic studies of CO2 

storage [37, 38]. 
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Figure 3. Gas flow patterns (white) and corresponding gas saturations (Sg) at quasi steady state after the gas breakthrough. 

Each row corresponds to one gas type, and the values in parentheses on the vertical right side of each image were defined 

as (NCa, Sg) where the NCa increases from left to right. On each image, the gas was injected from top left corner and was 

produced from bottom right corner, as shown in Fig. 1. The colored boundaries differentiated four different groups of flow 

patterns: 1) A single, large forward finger with several small fingers at the micromodel bottom; 2) Channelized flow with 

four large, forward fingers; 3) Connection of four forward fingers through smaller transverse fingers; 4) Multidirectional 

filling of bypassed pore space. The flow patterns represented typical capillary-dominated flow.  

A visual inspection of flow patterns revealed that the gas drainage was dominated by capillary fingering 

at NCa ≤ 10-7, characterized by forward and transverse gas fingers which bypassed the large pore 

clusters. The characteristics of the observed capillary fingers were consistent with relevant literature 

[37, 39, 40]. Neither viscous fingering, with several narrow fingers and limited transverse propagation, 

nor crossover zone, where both capillary and viscous fingering are suppressed, were confirmed visually. 

Therefore, a quantitative analysis was required to determine the dominating flow regime at NCa > 10-7. 

A fractal dimension (Df) is a common parameter used to describe fluid distribution in the pore space 

and to identify the boundary between various flow regimes [39-42]. This parameter estimates the 

space-filling ability of an object by quantifying the complexity of patterns as a ratio of the change in 

detail to the change in scale. In this work, the Df was calculated for the gas-invaded area, based on the 

box-counting method using an ImageJ FracLac plugin [34].  

The Df values (Fig. 4, Table 2) ranged between 1.65 and 1.82 with weakly increasing trend as NCa 

increased until NCa > 10-7, followed by nearly constant values of Df ≈ 1.80. The presence of the crossover 

zone and viscous fingering would have been detected by the decreasing Df. The estimated Df range was 

consistent with literature [39-42], and for NCa > 10-7 our values were close to the theoretical value (Df = 

1.82) for the capillary fingering [43]. This indicated that all our experiments were performed under the 

capillary-dominated flow regime, although the crossover zone was expected for NCa > 7 x 10-7 according 

to the extended Log (NCa) - Log (M) stability diagram in Fig. 2 [44]. Our results suggest that the boundary 
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diagram is sensitive to the system studied [44], and the proposed boundaries are therefore not 

necessarily valid for our system.  

Table 2. Experimental conditions and results including injection rate (Q), capillary number (NCa), fractal dimension (Df), gas 

saturation (Sg) after drainage (Fig. 5; Fig. 6), and the percentage of disconnected Sg (% 𝑺𝒈
𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄) in the total Sg (Fig. 7). The 

following experiments were repeated confirming the reproducibility of the results: CH4 (5 mL/h), N2 (0.1, 5 and 10 mL/h), 

H2 at 100 bar (5 mL/h). The provided data represents the averages derived from these experiments. 

p [bar] Gas type Q [mL/h] NCa Df Sg % 𝑆𝑔
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 

30 H2 0.1 7.1 x 10-9 1.70 0.08 0 % 

  1 7.1 x 10-8 1.65 0.20 0 % 

  5 3.6 x 10-7 1.78 0.37 12 % 

  10 7.1 x 10-7 1.77 0.35 24 % 

  50 3.6 x 10-6 1.79 0.39 25 % 

 50% H2-50 % CH4 0.1 9.1 x 10-9 1.71 0.08 0 % 

  1 9.1 x 10-8 1.73 0.32 2 % 

  5 4.5 x 10-7 1.78 0.37 13 % 

  10 9.1 x 10-7 1.79 0.40 38 % 

  50 4.5 x 10-6 1.80 0.42 12 % 

 CH4 0.1 9.7 x 10-9 1.73 0.31 0 % 

  1 9.7 x 10-8 1.76 0.36 2 % 

  5 4.9 x 10-7 1.78 0.36 5 % 

  10 9.7 x 10-7 1.79 0.39 46 % 

  50 4.9 x 10-6 1.82 0.46 36 % 

 N2 0.1 1.5 x 10-8 1.72 0.26 2 % 

  1 1.5 x 10-7 1.78 0.44 46 % 

  2.4 3.6 x 10-7 1.80 0.43 60 % 

  5 7.5 x 10-7 1.80 0.43 66 % 

  10 1.5 x 10-6 1.80 0.39 39 % 

100 H2 0.1 7.4 x 10-9 1.54 0.04 0 % 

  1 7.4 x 10-8 1.72 0.30 0 % 

  5 3.7 x 10-7 1.75 0.33 3 % 

  10 7.4 x 10-7 1.78 0.37 14 % 

  50 3.7 x 10-6 1.81 0.39 44 % 
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Figure 4. Fractal dimension (Df), defined as the pore-filling ability of a gas, plotted as a function of capillary number (NCa). 

The Df ranged between 1.65 and 1.82, with nearly constant values of ~ 1.80 at NCa > 10-7 confirming the dominance of 

capillary-dominated flow identified in Fig. 3.  

3.2 Microscopic storage capacity 

Following qualitative analysis of the flow patterns in section 3.1, the 2D gas saturations (Sg) from Fig. 3 

were quantified and plotted as a function of NCa to compare the microscopic storage capacities of 

different gases (Fig. 5, Table 2). The Sg exhibited a monotonically increasing trend until a critical NCa of 

~ 7 x 10-7, followed by a plateau region with nearly flattening Sg values. The monotonically increasing 

Sg values confirmed the absence of the crossover zone as concluded in section 3.1, which would 

otherwise have resulted in a nonmonotonic variation of Sg values [37, 41, 45]. The maximum Sg for all 

gases ranged between 0.39 and 0.46, representing the maximum microscopic storage capacity, i.e. 

available pore space for gas storage. In particular, the maximum Sg for H2 was equal to 0.39, consistent 

with the literature range of 0.36 – 0.48 from core scale H2 drainage experiments [8, 10, 11, 17, 46]. 

Conversely, the microfluidic H2 and CO2 drainage experiments reported higher maximum gas 

saturations: 0.50 – 0.95 [14] and 0.60 – 0.70 [37, 45], respectively.  

The impact of the gas type on Sg (Fig. 5) was evident at lower NCa (< 10-7). The Sg increased in a specific 

order, with pure H2 gas having the lowest Sg, followed by a mixture of 50% H2-50% CH4, pure CH4 gas, 

and finally pure N2 gas. This increasing Sg trend reflected the increasing gas viscosity. However, the 

difference between the gases became less pronounced at higher NCa (> 7 x 10-7), resulting similar Sg 

values. We attribute this phenomenon to a decreasing influence of viscosity when the channelized flow 

patterns were replaced by multidirectional filling of the bypassed, smaller pore clusters where the 

dominance of capillary forces increases (Fig. 3).  

The saturation differences between gases have implications for using a proxy laboratory gas for H2 and 

selecting a cushion gas for field pilots. Our results imply that N2 and CH4 are not suitable laboratory 

substitutes for H2 at low injection rates (NCa < 10-7). This finding correlates with existing literature that 

reported ~2-3 times higher N2 drainage saturation compared to H2 [11, 16] as well as differences in 

their relative permeability [17, 18]. On the other hand, N2 and CH4 are preferred over H2 as cushion gas 
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at low injection rates due to higher drainage saturations, resulting in a larger cushion gas volume in the 

storage reservoir. This is beneficial for maintaining pressure support during withdrawal cycles. If a high-

rate injection is technically feasible, the cushion gas volume will be unaffected by the gas type due to 

minimal differences in saturation between gases. Note that the micromodels are mostly suitable for 

qualitative analysis, implying that the 2D saturations have a limited applicability to natural reservoirs 

where the gravitational effects become more pronounced. Nevertheless, the monotonically increasing 

Sg values (Fig. 5) followed classic capillary desaturation theory [47] and were within the literature range 

of 3D H2 saturations after drainage. The use of a micromodel with heterogenous pore patterns ensured 

that the saturations were not unrealistically overestimated, as discussed by other microfluidic studies 

[48, 49]. Our 2D saturations can therefore serve as a substitute for missing 3D data, covering porous 

media flow with different gases under a range of capillary numbers.  
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hydrophilic system. The 2D H2 distribution in the pore space at arbitrary saturation points is shown in 

Fig. 10.  

In addition to H2, the Kr and Pc curves were also estimated for CH4, 50% H2-CH4 mixture and N2, 

demonstrating identical results likely due to similar input viscosity, interfacial tension and contact 

angles. In contrast, core flooding Kr measurements showed differences between H2, N2 and CH4 [17, 

18]. Our PNM was generated with one set of fixed input parameters, unlike another quasi-static PNM 

study with focus on uncertainty quantification based on the range of fluid and rock properties [54]. I 

this study the authors found that the Kr and Pc curves showed hysteresis between drainage and 

imbibition. The magnitude of the hysteresis was shown to be affected by contact angles, rock structure 

and clay content. The range of flow functions from PNM enables a fine starting point for sensitivity 

studies to determine the most influencing parameters. However, this should be done with caution due 

to challenges with upscaling of pore scale phenomena to reservoir scale. Pore scale models do not 

properly account for reservoir scale aspects such as gravity and viscous forces. If available, the core 

flooding Kr must always be the first choice for input in reservoir models. 
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Table 1. Tabulated relative permeability values from pore 
network modeling (PNM) for H2 (Krg) and H2O (Krw). 

Sw Krg Krw 
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0.687 2.80E-06 0.063 

0.580 0.015 0.061 

0.476 0.015 0.052 

0.388 0.019 0.027 

0.300 0.030 0.019 

0.235 0.112 0.007 

0.175 0.171 0.003 

0.133 0.320 3.74E-04 

0.109 0.412 9.35E-05 

0.087 0.514 3.75E-05 

0.069 0.606 2.00E-05 

0.033 0.828 5.86E-06 

0.014 0.941 2.51E-06 
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Table 2. Tabulated capillary pressure values (Pc) from 
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Table 2. Tabulated capillary pressure values (Pc) from 
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0.918 1.61E-07 0.400 
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0.959 3.41E-09 0.547 

0.980 7.38E-11 0.674 

1 0 1 
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pressure.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Underground hydrogen storage (UHS) has been launched as a catalyst to the low-carbon energy transitions. The 
limited understanding of the subsurface processes is a major obstacle for rapid and widespread UHS imple-
mentation. We use microfluidics to experimentally describe pore-scale multiphase hydrogen flow in an aquifer 
storage scenario. In a series of drainage-imbibition experiments we report the effect of capillary number on 
hydrogen saturations, displacement/trapping mechanisms, dissolution kinetics and contact angle hysteresis. We 
find that the hydrogen saturation after injection (drainage) increases with increasing capillary number. During 
hydrogen withdrawal (imbibition) two distinct mechanisms control the displacement and residual trapping – I1 
and I2 imbibition mechanisms, respectively. Local hydrogen dissolution kinetics show dependency on injection 
rate and hydrogen cluster size. Dissolved global hydrogen concentration corresponds up to 28% of reported 
hydrogen solubility, indicating pore-scale non-equilibrium dissolution. Contact angles show hysteresis and vary 
between 17 and 56◦ Our results provide key UHS experimental data to improve understanding of hydrogen 
multiphase flow behaviour.   

1. Introduction 

As a no-carbon energy carrier, hydrogen may play a significant role 
in the energy transition needed to reach net-zero societies. Hydrogen 
implementation in transport, heating and power generation will require 
large-scale seasonal storage, and underground hydrogen storage (UHS) 
in aquifers has been proposed as one option (Carden and Paterson 1979; 
Lord et al., 2014). Technical aspects of UHS are similar to natural gas 
storge (UGS), where gas is injected in the subsurface (cushion gas) and is 
then withdrawn at peak demand (working gas). Although knowledge 
transfer from UGS is possible, high hydrogen mobility and its potential 
biogeochemical activity (Panfilov 2010) calls for caution and revision of 
conventional storage practices. Experience with commercial under-
ground storage of pure hydrogen is limited to salt caverns (Ozarslan 
2012). Underground aquifers have been used for town gas storage only, 
with hydrogen content up to 50–60% (Smigan et al., 1990; Panfilov 
2016). 

Hydrogen injection and withdrawal in underground porous forma-
tions involve complex displacement and trapping mechanisms, 
controlled by hydrogen flow properties and interactions with reservoir 
fluids and rocks. The understanding of hydrogen flow physics and 
trapping in porous media is therefore essential to establishing reliable 
storage models for lab-scale tests, feasibility studies and piloting. Most 

porous media research on hydrogen is mainly focused on biogeochem-
ical interactions (Berta et al., 2018; Flesch et al., 2018; Bo et al., 2021), 
but there are fewer fundamental studies reporting multiphase flow data 
with the dominance of the numerical modelling approaches (Lubon and 
Tarkowski 2021; Lysyy et al., 2021; Mahdi Kanaani 2022). Most nu-
merical studies use extrapolated flow functions not specifically 
measured for hydrogen; thus experimental efforts are needed to improve 
the hydrogen flow modelling. A single reported experimental core-scale 
study found that hydrogen-water relative permeability is independent of 
pressure and temperature conditions (Yekta et al., 2018). A major 
concern is that the displacement is prone to front instabilities and 
viscous fingering due to an unfavourable hydrogen-water mobility ratio. 
Microscopic viscous fingers were confirmed with laboratory models 
(Paterson 1983). In addition, hydrogen withdrawal will be associated 
with loss caused by residual and dissolution trapping. Unlike CO2 
sequestration, residual and dissolution trapping are not desirable in UHS 
as it leads to unrecoverable hydrogen, thus representing a permanent 
loss (Carden and Paterson 1979). UHS involves many 
injection-withdrawal cycles, and the residually trapped hydrogen may 
reconnect during subsequent hydrogen injections, known as hysteresis. 

Microfluidic experiments are perfectly suited for visualization of 
porous media hydrogen flow, thereby providing direct evidence of the 
proposed displacement and trapping mechanisms to corroborate core- 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 

grains. 
The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 × 9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2. Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16′’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 
(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p = 5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa = U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U = Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q = rate [m3/s], L = near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d = porous network depth [m], ф = porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3. Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2.Materials and methods 

2.1.Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 

grains. 
The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 ×9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2.Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16′’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 
(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p =5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa =U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U =Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q =rate [m3/s], L =near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d =porous network depth [m], ф =porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3.Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2.Materials and methods 

2.1.Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 

grains. 
The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 ×9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2.Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16′’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 
(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p =5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa =U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U =Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q =rate [m3/s], L =near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d =porous network depth [m], ф =porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3.Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 

grains. 
The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 × 9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2. Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16

′
’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 

(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p = 5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa = U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U = Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q = rate [m3/s], L = near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d = porous network depth [m], ф = porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3. Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 

grains. 
The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 × 9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2. Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16

′
’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 

(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p = 5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa = U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U = Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q = rate [m3/s], L = near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d = porous network depth [m], ф = porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3. Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2.Materials and methods 

2.1.Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 
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The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 ×9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2.Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16
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’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 

(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p =5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa =U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U =Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q =rate [m3/s], L =near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d =porous network depth [m], ф =porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3.Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2.Materials and methods 

2.1.Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 

grains. 
The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 ×9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2.Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16
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’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 

(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p =5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa =U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U =Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q =rate [m3/s], L =near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d =porous network depth [m], ф =porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3.Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 
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hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 
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All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 
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mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 ×9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2.Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16

′
’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 

(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p =5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa =U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U =Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q =rate [m3/s], L =near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d =porous network depth [m], ф =porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3.Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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scale measurements. Due to the 2D nature of the micromodels and their 
limited volume, microfluidic experiments should mainly focus on the 
qualitative rather than quantitative results. Extrapolation of quantita-
tive 2D data to 3D natural environment should be done with caution, 
best achieved through pore-scale modelling. In particular hydrogen 
contact angle measurements assist the pore-scale models in estimating 
upscaled relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, which 
can be used as input for numerical studies at field scale (Hashemi et al., 
2021). 

Classical pore-scale displacement theory defines four displacement 
mechanisms which may result in residual trapping – piston-like, snap- 
off, I1 imbibition, and I2 imbibition (Lenormand et al., 1983). Dissolu-
tion trapping occurs when the residually trapped phase dissolves in 
water, controlled by the trapped phase diffusivity and solubility. 
Hydrogen solubility studies relevant for UHS demonstrated in-
consistencies due to missing experimental support and/or different 
measurement approaches (De Lucia, Pilz et al. 2015; Li et al., 2018; 
Lopez-Lazaro et al., 2019; Chabab et al., 2020). 

Contact angle measurements are commonly used in multiphase 
transport research to understand the effects of wettability and capillary 
pressure and relative permeability hysteresis on fluid systems. The 
hydrogen-water system is still not adequately investigated and lack 
consistent and systematic approaches. However, hydrogen contact an-
gles have been derived for basalt (Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and measured 
for quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) and sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) 
rocks, and the results showed discrepancies in terms of pressure, tem-
perature and salinity effects. 

Overall, pore-scale displacement and trapping mechanisms are well 
described for CO2 sequestration (Buchgraber et al., 2012; Cao et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2020) but re-
mains, to our knowledge, unaddressed for hydrogen. Our work examines 
hydrogen flow behaviour in an initially water-filled micromodel rele-
vant for UHS in aquifers. We perform a series of injection (drainage) and 
withdrawal (imbibition) experiments to qualitatively describe 
pore-scale hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. With 
image analysis, we quantify hydrogen dissolution kinetics and measure 
contact angles. This study is relevant for readers seeking to under-
standing of hydrogen flow physics in porous media and adds new data to 
experimental dataset. 

2.Materials and methods 

2.1.Micromodel 

All drainage and imbibition experiments were conducted in a silicon- 
wafer micromodel based on natural sandstone pore patterns with a large 
variation in grain and pore sizes and shapes. Extracted from the scanning 
electron microscope image of a representative sandstone thin section 
and slightly modified to enable flow, the 2D pore network was etched 
into silicon wafer with deep reactive ion etching, DRIE (Hornbrook 
et al., 1991; Buchgraber et al., 2012). The DRIE realistically reproduces 
topological features such as high pore body to pore throat ratio, coor-
dination number (4–8), sharp pore walls and surface roughness 
(100 nm). The exact reproduction of pore and pore throat sizes generate 
capillary forces at the magnitude relevant for real porous rocks. The 
heterogeneous mineralogy is, however, not reproduced, i.e. no clay 
and/or calcite minerals present. The silicon dioxide layer on the 
micromodel surfaces prevents hydrogen adsorption. Four ports, etched 
through the micromodel bottom, facilitate external access to the porous 
network, whereas two high-permeable fracture channels between the 
ports allow to easily distribute the injected fluids. The micromodel 
bottom (silicon wafer) and top (borosilicate glass) surfaces were con-
nected through anodic bonding, resulting in the hydrophilic pore 
network. The micromodel hydrophilic nature allowed us to distinguish 
between the injected fluids. Under microscopic view (Fig. 2), hydrogen 
(light blue) develops a convex curvature towards water (blue) and the 

grains. 
The etched porous network has the length x width x depth di-

mensions of 2.8 cm x 2.2 cm x 0.0030 cm respectively and porosity of 
~60%, yielding the pore volume of ~11 µL. The average pore diameter 
is in the order of 100 µm, with the grain size and pore throat length 
distributions of 100–7900 µm2 and 10–200 µm, respectively (Alcorn 
et al., 2020). The pore network extraction tends to increase the total 
micromodel porosity compared with the representative rock, and the 
micromodel porosities up to 46–55% can be found in the literature 
(Buchgraber et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). Our pore 
network was based on the thin rock section, containing both small and 
large pore clusters. The pore network was repeated 36 (4 ×9) times and 
stitched together on the micromodel surface, resulting in relatively high 
total porosity of ~60%. Note, however, that our microscope provided 
the observations of the micromodel field of view (FoV) only, which is 
approximately 1% of the whole micromodel area. The local FoV porosity 
is in the order of ~30%, which is closer to the natural rocks. 

2.2.Experimental set-up and procedure 

The micromodel was mounted in the PEEK holder and connected to 
two Quizix pumps through 1/16

′
’ PEEK and stainless-steel tubing 

(Fig. 1a). Quizix SP-5200 pump (cylinder C5000–10K-SS-AT) was filled 
with pure hydrogen (≥99.999%), whereas Quizix QX pump contained 
distilled water. The micromodel was illuminated by a light source 
(Photonic LED F1 Cold light 5500 K). A microscope (Nikon SMZ1500), 
connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer, provided direct 
real-time observations of the FoV. Experimental data was acquired 
through live-view video recordings, with the frame rate 29.97 fps and 
the resolution of 0.5 pixels/µm. 

Prior to every run, consisting of hydrogen and water injections, the 
pore-space was initially 100% saturated with distilled water. Every 
experiment consisted of one hydrogen injection (drainage) and one 
water injection (imbibition) from two opposite inlets, creating a diag-
onal flow through the pore network. All injections used a pore-pressure 
of p =5 bar and room temperature. Constant pressure was maintained 
with a hydrogen-filled pump, whereas a water-filled pump performed 
water withdrawal/injection at constant flow rates. Hydrogen injections 
(drainage) were initiated by water withdrawal and lasted until between 
50 and 500 water pore volumes (PV) were withdrawn after hydrogen 
invasion, enabling quasi steady-state. Subsequently, water injection 
(imbibition) started with the same flow rate and the injection was 
maintained until hydrogen was completely dissolved, thereby running a 
single cycle of hydrogen injection-withdrawal only. The micromodel 
was then cleaned with distilled water to remove any residual hydrogen 
and to re-saturate the pore space with 100% distilled water, making the 
system ready for the next experiment. Four different flow rates were 
applied: 0.1, 1, 10, and 50 mL/h, with corresponding capillary numbers 
(NCa) calculated from the equation: NCa =U∙µ/σ, where U is flow ve-
locity [m/s], µ is the wetting-phase (water) viscosity [Pa∙s], and σ is the 
interfacial tension [N/m]. Flow velocity, U, was calculated as U =Q/ 
(L∙d∙ф), with Q =rate [m3/s], L =near-inlet length inside the micro-
model [m], d =porous network depth [m], ф =porosity [fraction]. 
Hydrogen interfacial tension, σ, at experimental pressure was calculated 
to 0.072 N/m based on the empirical formulation (Massoudi and King 
1974). The calculated capillary numbers allowed to locate our experi-
ments on the log(NCa)-log(M) stability diagram (Fig. 1b), where M is 
defined as the hydrogen-water viscosity ratio. 

2.3.Relevance of experimental conditions 

Our experiments were run under low pressure and with distilled 
water. The reservoir brine salinity may affect the gas surface properties: 
the gas-brine interfacial tension (Duchateau and Broseta 2012) and 
contact angles (Jafari and Jung 2019) increase with increasing salinity. 
These correlations are yet to be confirmed for hydrogen-brine systems 
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4. Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1. Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
Re=ρ∙U∙D50/µ with ρ=water density [kg/m3] and 
D50=median grain diameter [=1.1∙10−4 m].   
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4.Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1.Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1.(a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
Re=ρ∙U∙D50/µ with ρ=water density [kg/m3] and 
D50=median grain diameter [=1.1∙10−4 m].   
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4.Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1.Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1.(a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
Re=ρ∙U∙D50/µ with ρ=water density [kg/m3] and 
D50=median grain diameter [=1.1∙10−4 m].   
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4. Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1. Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
Re=ρ∙U∙D50/µ with ρ=water density [kg/m3] and 
D50=median grain diameter [=1.1∙10

−4 m].   
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4. Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1. Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
Re=ρ∙U∙D50/µ with ρ=water density [kg/m3] and 
D50=median grain diameter [=1.1∙10
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4.Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1.Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1.(a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
Re=ρ∙U∙D50/µ with ρ=water density [kg/m3] and 
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4.Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1.Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1.(a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4.Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1.Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 
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drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
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and should be addressed in future studies. Low pressure was selected in 
our work due to the safety risks associated with hydrogen flammability 
and equipment compatibility under high pressure. Hydrogen properties 
affecting 2D porous media multiphase flow (viscosity and H2–H2O 
interfacial tension) do not vary significantly with increasing storage 
depths (increasing pressure and temperature), unlike many other gases 
like CO2, N2 and CH2 (Beckingham and Winningham 2020; al. 2022). 
Pressure-dependant variations in hydrogen density play an important 
role in gravity-dominated 3D problems and thus are assumed to be 
insignificant in our 2D microfluidic study. Moreover, one of the 
hydrogen storage projects was operated at pressures down to 5–10 bars 
in the Argentinian depleted gas field (Pérez et al., 2016). Our 
low-pressure study is therefore relevant for the real storage conditions. 

2.4.Image analysis 

Experimental data was quantified with image analysis in the open- 
source ImageJ software. Hydrogen saturations were estimated based 
on colour thresholding, permitting to calculate local FoV porosity and 
distinguish hydrogen from water. Dissolution data was obtained by 
measuring the areal decrease of the hydrogen phase with time. Contact 
angles were measured using an angle tool. Static contact angles were 
measured when the hydrogen-water interface did not move, whereas 
paused videos allowed to measure dynamic contact angles when the 
hydrogen-water interface moved during water withdrawal/injection. 
Receding contact angles were measured when hydrogen displaced water 
(drainage). Advancing contact angles were measured when water dis-
placed hydrogen (imbibition). Note that the image analysis is dependant 
on the image resolution, segmentation, and user adjustments. The image 
resolution was high enough to distinguish between hydrogen and water. 

In some cases, the light source limitations resulting in the image gra-
dients required pre-processing of the images, with the manual segmen-
tation of fluids. 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Hydrogen saturation establishment during drainage 

Hydrogen invaded the pores immediately after entering the FoV, 
indicating that non-wetting phase invasion occurred on millisecond 
scale independent of capillary number (NCa). This is consistent with 
previous micromodel studies in oil/air-water systems (Mohanty et al., 
1987; Moebius and Or 2012; Armstrong and Berg 2013). Rapid 
hydrogen pore invasion serves as indirect evidence of hydrogen 
non-wetting nature (Andrew et al., 2015), which was directly confirmed 
by contact angle measurements (detailed in Section 3.4). 

3.1.1.Initial hydrogen saturation 
The FoV hydrogen saturation (Sg) after drainage increased with 

increasing NCa (Fig. 2), as expected from classical pore-scale displace-
ment theory (Lenormand et al., 1983). Hydrogen invasion into neigh-
bouring pore clusters was restricted by narrow pore throats with higher 
capillary entry pressures. Pores invaded by hydrogen were predomi-
nantly saturated with hydrogen, with some visible water accumulations 
(droplet forms) on the pore bottom due to surface roughness (white 
arrows in Fig. 2). Number of water droplets were largest at upper me-
dium and high NCa, whereas they were absent at low NCa at the end of 
drainage. At the hydrogen breakthrough, however, water droplets 
formed even at low NCa (Fig. 3). With continued hydrogen injection the 
droplets were displaced, likely due to (1) the hydrophilic micromodel 

Fig. 1.(a) Schematic of experimental set-up with the micro-
model, pumps for pressure control and fluid injection/with-
drawal, the microscope, and the camera for live-view video 
recordings of the porous network. Hydrogen and water are 
injected from two opposite inlets. (b) Log(NCa)-Log(M) stability 
diagram, where the solid lines represent the originally pro-
posed boundaries (Lenormand et al., 1988), and the dashed 
lines denote the extended boundaries (Zhang et al., 2011). The 
circles locate experiments performed in this work. Reynold 
number (Re) ranges between 0.006 and 3.1, where 
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surfaces with high water phase connectivity through connected wetting 
films, and/or (2) water evaporation in hydrogen. The water droplet 
displacement/evaporation demonstrated the pore-scale efficiency of 
low-NCa drainage when multiple pore-occupancies establish in hydro-
philic systems. From this we could expect that hydrogen injection stra-
tegies that result in pore-occupancy by hydrogen phase only (no pore 
water) will decrease water-cut upon hydrogen withdrawal in aquifer 
storage, improving overall storage performance. Low-NCa hydrogen in-
jection may therefore be preferred from the perspective of the 
pore-occupancies. 

3.1.2. Hydrogen connectivity 
The non-wetting phase connectivity defines if the phase is connected 

through the pore clusters. The hydrogen connectivity was high at low 
and medium NCa, with observations of several connected gas paths 
(Fig. 2a-c). At high NCa, both connected and disconnected hydrogen 
phases established (Fig. 2d), with disconnected hydrogen phase ac-
counting for ~ 11% of the total FoV hydrogen saturation. The pre-
dominant mechanism for disconnected hydrogen was Roof snap-off 
(Roof 1970) due to the front interface destabilization after entering the 
neighbouring pore. To maintain capillary equilibrium, water thickens in 
the pore throat, leading to the non-wetting phase (hydrogen in our case) 
disconnection. For Roof snap-off to occur, high water availability is 

Fig. 2. FoV hydrogen (light blue) saturation (Sg) after drainage at various capillary numbers (NCa); the remaining pores were saturated with water (blue). Hydrogen 
was injected from the top right in every image. Sg increased with increasing NCa: (a) Sg=0.18 at NCa=7.68∙10−7, (b) Sg=0.22 at NCa=7.68∙10−6, (c) Sg=0.41 at NCa 
=7.68∙10−5, (d) Sg=0.79 at NCa =3.84∙10−4. The white arrows indicate water droplet accumulations in the surface roughness in the micromodel bottom. The 
hydrogen phase remained connected from low (image a) to upper medium (image c) NCa. At high NCa (image d) parts of the hydrogen phase became disconnected 
(indicated in grey). The drainage capillary desaturation curve was calculated based on Sg and NCa values and found in supplementary materials (Fig. S1). 

Fig. 3. Water droplets (white arrows) displacement by hydrogen during drainage at NCa = 7.68∙10−7. Water droplets residing below hydrogen in the surface 
roughness of the micromodel were gradually displaced by hydrogen. Hydrogen percolation was restricted by small pore throats. 
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tegies that result in pore-occupancy by hydrogen phase only (no pore 
water) will decrease water-cut upon hydrogen withdrawal in aquifer 
storage, improving overall storage performance. Low-NCa hydrogen in-
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and medium NCa, with observations of several connected gas paths 
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phases established (Fig. 2d), with disconnected hydrogen phase ac-
counting for ~ 11% of the total FoV hydrogen saturation. The pre-
dominant mechanism for disconnected hydrogen was Roof snap-off 
(Roof 1970) due to the front interface destabilization after entering the 
neighbouring pore. To maintain capillary equilibrium, water thickens in 
the pore throat, leading to the non-wetting phase (hydrogen in our case) 
disconnection. For Roof snap-off to occur, high water availability is 
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was injected from the top right in every image. Sg increased with increasing NCa: (a) Sg=0.18 at NCa=7.68∙10−7, (b) Sg=0.22 at NCa=7.68∙10−6, (c) Sg=0.41 at NCa 
=7.68∙10−5, (d) Sg=0.79 at NCa =3.84∙10−4. The white arrows indicate water droplet accumulations in the surface roughness in the micromodel bottom. The 
hydrogen phase remained connected from low (image a) to upper medium (image c) NCa. At high NCa (image d) parts of the hydrogen phase became disconnected 
(indicated in grey). The drainage capillary desaturation curve was calculated based on Sg and NCa values and found in supplementary materials (Fig. S1). 

Fig. 3.Water droplets (white arrows) displacement by hydrogen during drainage at NCa =7.68∙10−7. Water droplets residing below hydrogen in the surface 
roughness of the micromodel were gradually displaced by hydrogen. Hydrogen percolation was restricted by small pore throats. 
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surfaces with high water phase connectivity through connected wetting 
films, and/or (2) water evaporation in hydrogen. The water droplet 
displacement/evaporation demonstrated the pore-scale efficiency of 
low-NCa drainage when multiple pore-occupancies establish in hydro-
philic systems. From this we could expect that hydrogen injection stra-
tegies that result in pore-occupancy by hydrogen phase only (no pore 
water) will decrease water-cut upon hydrogen withdrawal in aquifer 
storage, improving overall storage performance. Low-NCa hydrogen in-
jection may therefore be preferred from the perspective of the 
pore-occupancies. 

3.1.2.Hydrogen connectivity 
The non-wetting phase connectivity defines if the phase is connected 

through the pore clusters. The hydrogen connectivity was high at low 
and medium NCa, with observations of several connected gas paths 
(Fig. 2a-c). At high NCa, both connected and disconnected hydrogen 
phases established (Fig. 2d), with disconnected hydrogen phase ac-
counting for ~ 11% of the total FoV hydrogen saturation. The pre-
dominant mechanism for disconnected hydrogen was Roof snap-off 
(Roof 1970) due to the front interface destabilization after entering the 
neighbouring pore. To maintain capillary equilibrium, water thickens in 
the pore throat, leading to the non-wetting phase (hydrogen in our case) 
disconnection. For Roof snap-off to occur, high water availability is 

Fig. 2.FoV hydrogen (light blue) saturation (Sg) after drainage at various capillary numbers (NCa); the remaining pores were saturated with water (blue). Hydrogen 
was injected from the top right in every image. Sg increased with increasing NCa: (a) Sg=0.18 at NCa=7.68∙10−7, (b) Sg=0.22 at NCa=7.68∙10−6, (c) Sg=0.41 at NCa 
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Fig. 3.Water droplets (white arrows) displacement by hydrogen during drainage at NCa =7.68∙10−7. Water droplets residing below hydrogen in the surface 
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low-NCa drainage when multiple pore-occupancies establish in hydro-
philic systems. From this we could expect that hydrogen injection stra-
tegies that result in pore-occupancy by hydrogen phase only (no pore 
water) will decrease water-cut upon hydrogen withdrawal in aquifer 
storage, improving overall storage performance. Low-NCa hydrogen in-
jection may therefore be preferred from the perspective of the 
pore-occupancies. 

3.1.2. Hydrogen connectivity 
The non-wetting phase connectivity defines if the phase is connected 
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and medium NCa, with observations of several connected gas paths 
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counting for ~ 11% of the total FoV hydrogen saturation. The pre-
dominant mechanism for disconnected hydrogen was Roof snap-off 
(Roof 1970) due to the front interface destabilization after entering the 
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surfaces with high water phase connectivity through connected wetting 
films, and/or (2) water evaporation in hydrogen. The water droplet 
displacement/evaporation demonstrated the pore-scale efficiency of 
low-NCa drainage when multiple pore-occupancies establish in hydro-
philic systems. From this we could expect that hydrogen injection stra-
tegies that result in pore-occupancy by hydrogen phase only (no pore 
water) will decrease water-cut upon hydrogen withdrawal in aquifer 
storage, improving overall storage performance. Low-NCa hydrogen in-
jection may therefore be preferred from the perspective of the 
pore-occupancies. 

3.1.2.Hydrogen connectivity 
The non-wetting phase connectivity defines if the phase is connected 

through the pore clusters. The hydrogen connectivity was high at low 
and medium NCa, with observations of several connected gas paths 
(Fig. 2a-c). At high NCa, both connected and disconnected hydrogen 
phases established (Fig. 2d), with disconnected hydrogen phase ac-
counting for ~ 11% of the total FoV hydrogen saturation. The pre-
dominant mechanism for disconnected hydrogen was Roof snap-off 
(Roof 1970) due to the front interface destabilization after entering the 
neighbouring pore. To maintain capillary equilibrium, water thickens in 
the pore throat, leading to the non-wetting phase (hydrogen in our case) 
disconnection. For Roof snap-off to occur, high water availability is 

Fig. 2.FoV hydrogen (light blue) saturation (Sg) after drainage at various capillary numbers (NCa); the remaining pores were saturated with water (blue). Hydrogen 
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(indicated in grey). The drainage capillary desaturation curve was calculated based on Sg and NCa values and found in supplementary materials (Fig. S1). 
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philic systems. From this we could expect that hydrogen injection stra-
tegies that result in pore-occupancy by hydrogen phase only (no pore 
water) will decrease water-cut upon hydrogen withdrawal in aquifer 
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jection may therefore be preferred from the perspective of the 
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and medium NCa, with observations of several connected gas paths 
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counting for ~ 11% of the total FoV hydrogen saturation. The pre-
dominant mechanism for disconnected hydrogen was Roof snap-off 
(Roof 1970) due to the front interface destabilization after entering the 
neighbouring pore. To maintain capillary equilibrium, water thickens in 
the pore throat, leading to the non-wetting phase (hydrogen in our case) 
disconnection. For Roof snap-off to occur, high water availability is 
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low-NCa drainage when multiple pore-occupancies establish in hydro-
philic systems. From this we could expect that hydrogen injection stra-
tegies that result in pore-occupancy by hydrogen phase only (no pore 
water) will decrease water-cut upon hydrogen withdrawal in aquifer 
storage, improving overall storage performance. Low-NCa hydrogen in-
jection may therefore be preferred from the perspective of the 
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(Roof 1970) due to the front interface destabilization after entering the 
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required near the pore throat and the non-wetting phase must pass the 
pore throat for a distance of at least seven times the throat radius. 
Snap-off controlled by capillary pressure is expected in smaller pore 
throats. In our work, Roof snap-off occurred in small (15 µm) and large 
(25 µm) pore throats, without occurring in neighbouring pore throats of 
similar sizes (Fig. 4). This implies that Roof snap-off was a local phe-
nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
gested for drainage snap-off in a CO2-brine system (Andrew et al., 2015). 
The pore throat water thickening, which was believed to cause hydrogen 
snap-off, was not possible to confirm visually because of sub-second 
snap-off and insufficient microscope resolution to detect thin wetting 
films. Before snap-off occurred in small and large pores (Fig. 4), the 
distance propagated by hydrogen corresponded to ~ 35 and 15 times of 
the pore throat radius respectively, fulfilling the condition for Roof 
snap-off. 

Snap-off during drainage is less common than in imbibition and is 
still not appropriately investigated. In the seminal work of Roof (1970), 
the criteria for drainage snap-off were linked to local conditions – water 
availability, pore throat and interface size, wettability. The drainage 
snap-off dependency on global dynamic conditions – viscosity ratio, 
compressibility, capillary number – were proposed (Deng et al., 2015; 
Herring et al., 2018). Our results suggest that drainage snap-off was 
triggered by both local and global factors. The snap-off independence on 
pore throat sizes (Fig. 4) showed local features of snap-off events, 
whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
drainage was correlated to global dynamic parameter – NCa. 

Snap-off during and after drainage is undesired in seasonal hydrogen 
storage as this may lead to permanent hydrogen entrapment. In our 
work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
nect during imbibition, resulting in a complete hydrogen dissolution. 
Although the highest hydrogen saturation (Fig. 2) was achieved at high 
NCa (3.84∙10−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3. Flow regime 
According to the logNCa-logM phase diagram (Fig. 1b), unstable 

viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
narrow pore throats, may show the importance of capillary fingering at 

low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2. Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1. Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 

3.2.2. Residual trapping 
Hydrogen disconnection, leading to residual trapping, occurred 

mainly by I2 imbibition mechanism (Fig. 6a). Displacement from the 

Fig. 4. Roof snap-off during drainage was observed at high NCa=3.84∙10−4 only. Hydrogen phase distribution after breakthrough (white) changed within less than 
one second due to snap-off. The red arrows locate the pore throats where snap-off occurred, resulting in disconnected hydrogen bubbles (grey). 
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whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
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work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
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NCa (3.84∙10−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3.Flow regime 
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viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
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low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2.Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1.Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 
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throats. In our work, Roof snap-off occurred in small (15 µm) and large 
(25 µm) pore throats, without occurring in neighbouring pore throats of 
similar sizes (Fig. 4). This implies that Roof snap-off was a local phe-
nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
gested for drainage snap-off in a CO2-brine system (Andrew et al., 2015). 
The pore throat water thickening, which was believed to cause hydrogen 
snap-off, was not possible to confirm visually because of sub-second 
snap-off and insufficient microscope resolution to detect thin wetting 
films. Before snap-off occurred in small and large pores (Fig. 4), the 
distance propagated by hydrogen corresponded to ~ 35 and 15 times of 
the pore throat radius respectively, fulfilling the condition for Roof 
snap-off. 

Snap-off during drainage is less common than in imbibition and is 
still not appropriately investigated. In the seminal work of Roof (1970), 
the criteria for drainage snap-off were linked to local conditions – water 
availability, pore throat and interface size, wettability. The drainage 
snap-off dependency on global dynamic conditions – viscosity ratio, 
compressibility, capillary number – were proposed (Deng et al., 2015; 
Herring et al., 2018). Our results suggest that drainage snap-off was 
triggered by both local and global factors. The snap-off independence on 
pore throat sizes (Fig. 4) showed local features of snap-off events, 
whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
drainage was correlated to global dynamic parameter – NCa. 

Snap-off during and after drainage is undesired in seasonal hydrogen 
storage as this may lead to permanent hydrogen entrapment. In our 
work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
nect during imbibition, resulting in a complete hydrogen dissolution. 
Although the highest hydrogen saturation (Fig. 2) was achieved at high 
NCa (3.84∙10−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3.Flow regime 
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viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
narrow pore throats, may show the importance of capillary fingering at 

low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2.Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1.Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 
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nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
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systems. 
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observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1. Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 

3.2.2. Residual trapping 
Hydrogen disconnection, leading to residual trapping, occurred 

mainly by I2 imbibition mechanism (Fig. 6a). Displacement from the 

Fig. 4. Roof snap-off during drainage was observed at high NCa=3.84∙10
−4 only. Hydrogen phase distribution after breakthrough (white) changed within less than 

one second due to snap-off. The red arrows locate the pore throats where snap-off occurred, resulting in disconnected hydrogen bubbles (grey). 
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required near the pore throat and the non-wetting phase must pass the 
pore throat for a distance of at least seven times the throat radius. 
Snap-off controlled by capillary pressure is expected in smaller pore 
throats. In our work, Roof snap-off occurred in small (15 µm) and large 
(25 µm) pore throats, without occurring in neighbouring pore throats of 
similar sizes (Fig. 4). This implies that Roof snap-off was a local phe-
nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
gested for drainage snap-off in a CO2-brine system (Andrew et al., 2015). 
The pore throat water thickening, which was believed to cause hydrogen 
snap-off, was not possible to confirm visually because of sub-second 
snap-off and insufficient microscope resolution to detect thin wetting 
films. Before snap-off occurred in small and large pores (Fig. 4), the 
distance propagated by hydrogen corresponded to ~ 35 and 15 times of 
the pore throat radius respectively, fulfilling the condition for Roof 
snap-off. 

Snap-off during drainage is less common than in imbibition and is 
still not appropriately investigated. In the seminal work of Roof (1970), 
the criteria for drainage snap-off were linked to local conditions – water 
availability, pore throat and interface size, wettability. The drainage 
snap-off dependency on global dynamic conditions – viscosity ratio, 
compressibility, capillary number – were proposed (Deng et al., 2015; 
Herring et al., 2018). Our results suggest that drainage snap-off was 
triggered by both local and global factors. The snap-off independence on 
pore throat sizes (Fig. 4) showed local features of snap-off events, 
whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
drainage was correlated to global dynamic parameter – NCa. 

Snap-off during and after drainage is undesired in seasonal hydrogen 
storage as this may lead to permanent hydrogen entrapment. In our 
work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
nect during imbibition, resulting in a complete hydrogen dissolution. 
Although the highest hydrogen saturation (Fig. 2) was achieved at high 
NCa (3.84∙10

−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3. Flow regime 
According to the logNCa-logM phase diagram (Fig. 1b), unstable 

viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
narrow pore throats, may show the importance of capillary fingering at 

low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2. Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1. Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 

3.2.2. Residual trapping 
Hydrogen disconnection, leading to residual trapping, occurred 

mainly by I2 imbibition mechanism (Fig. 6a). Displacement from the 

Fig. 4. Roof snap-off during drainage was observed at high NCa=3.84∙10
−4 only. Hydrogen phase distribution after breakthrough (white) changed within less than 

one second due to snap-off. The red arrows locate the pore throats where snap-off occurred, resulting in disconnected hydrogen bubbles (grey). 
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required near the pore throat and the non-wetting phase must pass the 
pore throat for a distance of at least seven times the throat radius. 
Snap-off controlled by capillary pressure is expected in smaller pore 
throats. In our work, Roof snap-off occurred in small (15 µm) and large 
(25 µm) pore throats, without occurring in neighbouring pore throats of 
similar sizes (Fig. 4). This implies that Roof snap-off was a local phe-
nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
gested for drainage snap-off in a CO2-brine system (Andrew et al., 2015). 
The pore throat water thickening, which was believed to cause hydrogen 
snap-off, was not possible to confirm visually because of sub-second 
snap-off and insufficient microscope resolution to detect thin wetting 
films. Before snap-off occurred in small and large pores (Fig. 4), the 
distance propagated by hydrogen corresponded to ~ 35 and 15 times of 
the pore throat radius respectively, fulfilling the condition for Roof 
snap-off. 

Snap-off during drainage is less common than in imbibition and is 
still not appropriately investigated. In the seminal work of Roof (1970), 
the criteria for drainage snap-off were linked to local conditions – water 
availability, pore throat and interface size, wettability. The drainage 
snap-off dependency on global dynamic conditions – viscosity ratio, 
compressibility, capillary number – were proposed (Deng et al., 2015; 
Herring et al., 2018). Our results suggest that drainage snap-off was 
triggered by both local and global factors. The snap-off independence on 
pore throat sizes (Fig. 4) showed local features of snap-off events, 
whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
drainage was correlated to global dynamic parameter – NCa. 

Snap-off during and after drainage is undesired in seasonal hydrogen 
storage as this may lead to permanent hydrogen entrapment. In our 
work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
nect during imbibition, resulting in a complete hydrogen dissolution. 
Although the highest hydrogen saturation (Fig. 2) was achieved at high 
NCa (3.84∙10

−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3.Flow regime 
According to the logNCa-logM phase diagram (Fig. 1b), unstable 

viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
narrow pore throats, may show the importance of capillary fingering at 

low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2.Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1.Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 

3.2.2.Residual trapping 
Hydrogen disconnection, leading to residual trapping, occurred 

mainly by I2 imbibition mechanism (Fig. 6a). Displacement from the 

Fig. 4.Roof snap-off during drainage was observed at high NCa=3.84∙10
−4 only. Hydrogen phase distribution after breakthrough (white) changed within less than 

one second due to snap-off. The red arrows locate the pore throats where snap-off occurred, resulting in disconnected hydrogen bubbles (grey). 
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required near the pore throat and the non-wetting phase must pass the 
pore throat for a distance of at least seven times the throat radius. 
Snap-off controlled by capillary pressure is expected in smaller pore 
throats. In our work, Roof snap-off occurred in small (15 µm) and large 
(25 µm) pore throats, without occurring in neighbouring pore throats of 
similar sizes (Fig. 4). This implies that Roof snap-off was a local phe-
nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
gested for drainage snap-off in a CO2-brine system (Andrew et al., 2015). 
The pore throat water thickening, which was believed to cause hydrogen 
snap-off, was not possible to confirm visually because of sub-second 
snap-off and insufficient microscope resolution to detect thin wetting 
films. Before snap-off occurred in small and large pores (Fig. 4), the 
distance propagated by hydrogen corresponded to ~ 35 and 15 times of 
the pore throat radius respectively, fulfilling the condition for Roof 
snap-off. 

Snap-off during drainage is less common than in imbibition and is 
still not appropriately investigated. In the seminal work of Roof (1970), 
the criteria for drainage snap-off were linked to local conditions – water 
availability, pore throat and interface size, wettability. The drainage 
snap-off dependency on global dynamic conditions – viscosity ratio, 
compressibility, capillary number – were proposed (Deng et al., 2015; 
Herring et al., 2018). Our results suggest that drainage snap-off was 
triggered by both local and global factors. The snap-off independence on 
pore throat sizes (Fig. 4) showed local features of snap-off events, 
whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
drainage was correlated to global dynamic parameter – NCa. 

Snap-off during and after drainage is undesired in seasonal hydrogen 
storage as this may lead to permanent hydrogen entrapment. In our 
work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
nect during imbibition, resulting in a complete hydrogen dissolution. 
Although the highest hydrogen saturation (Fig. 2) was achieved at high 
NCa (3.84∙10

−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3.Flow regime 
According to the logNCa-logM phase diagram (Fig. 1b), unstable 

viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
narrow pore throats, may show the importance of capillary fingering at 

low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2.Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1.Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 

3.2.2.Residual trapping 
Hydrogen disconnection, leading to residual trapping, occurred 

mainly by I2 imbibition mechanism (Fig. 6a). Displacement from the 

Fig. 4.Roof snap-off during drainage was observed at high NCa=3.84∙10
−4 only. Hydrogen phase distribution after breakthrough (white) changed within less than 

one second due to snap-off. The red arrows locate the pore throats where snap-off occurred, resulting in disconnected hydrogen bubbles (grey). 
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required near the pore throat and the non-wetting phase must pass the 
pore throat for a distance of at least seven times the throat radius. 
Snap-off controlled by capillary pressure is expected in smaller pore 
throats. In our work, Roof snap-off occurred in small (15 µm) and large 
(25 µm) pore throats, without occurring in neighbouring pore throats of 
similar sizes (Fig. 4). This implies that Roof snap-off was a local phe-
nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
gested for drainage snap-off in a CO2-brine system (Andrew et al., 2015). 
The pore throat water thickening, which was believed to cause hydrogen 
snap-off, was not possible to confirm visually because of sub-second 
snap-off and insufficient microscope resolution to detect thin wetting 
films. Before snap-off occurred in small and large pores (Fig. 4), the 
distance propagated by hydrogen corresponded to ~ 35 and 15 times of 
the pore throat radius respectively, fulfilling the condition for Roof 
snap-off. 

Snap-off during drainage is less common than in imbibition and is 
still not appropriately investigated. In the seminal work of Roof (1970), 
the criteria for drainage snap-off were linked to local conditions – water 
availability, pore throat and interface size, wettability. The drainage 
snap-off dependency on global dynamic conditions – viscosity ratio, 
compressibility, capillary number – were proposed (Deng et al., 2015; 
Herring et al., 2018). Our results suggest that drainage snap-off was 
triggered by both local and global factors. The snap-off independence on 
pore throat sizes (Fig. 4) showed local features of snap-off events, 
whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
drainage was correlated to global dynamic parameter – NCa. 

Snap-off during and after drainage is undesired in seasonal hydrogen 
storage as this may lead to permanent hydrogen entrapment. In our 
work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
nect during imbibition, resulting in a complete hydrogen dissolution. 
Although the highest hydrogen saturation (Fig. 2) was achieved at high 
NCa (3.84∙10

−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3.Flow regime 
According to the logNCa-logM phase diagram (Fig. 1b), unstable 

viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
narrow pore throats, may show the importance of capillary fingering at 

low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2.Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1.Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 

3.2.2.Residual trapping 
Hydrogen disconnection, leading to residual trapping, occurred 

mainly by I2 imbibition mechanism (Fig. 6a). Displacement from the 

Fig. 4.Roof snap-off during drainage was observed at high NCa=3.84∙10
−4 only. Hydrogen phase distribution after breakthrough (white) changed within less than 

one second due to snap-off. The red arrows locate the pore throats where snap-off occurred, resulting in disconnected hydrogen bubbles (grey). 
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required near the pore throat and the non-wetting phase must pass the 
pore throat for a distance of at least seven times the throat radius. 
Snap-off controlled by capillary pressure is expected in smaller pore 
throats. In our work, Roof snap-off occurred in small (15 µm) and large 
(25 µm) pore throats, without occurring in neighbouring pore throats of 
similar sizes (Fig. 4). This implies that Roof snap-off was a local phe-
nomenon, likely controlled by water mobility and availability, as sug-
gested for drainage snap-off in a CO2-brine system (Andrew et al., 2015). 
The pore throat water thickening, which was believed to cause hydrogen 
snap-off, was not possible to confirm visually because of sub-second 
snap-off and insufficient microscope resolution to detect thin wetting 
films. Before snap-off occurred in small and large pores (Fig. 4), the 
distance propagated by hydrogen corresponded to ~ 35 and 15 times of 
the pore throat radius respectively, fulfilling the condition for Roof 
snap-off. 

Snap-off during drainage is less common than in imbibition and is 
still not appropriately investigated. In the seminal work of Roof (1970), 
the criteria for drainage snap-off were linked to local conditions – water 
availability, pore throat and interface size, wettability. The drainage 
snap-off dependency on global dynamic conditions – viscosity ratio, 
compressibility, capillary number – were proposed (Deng et al., 2015; 
Herring et al., 2018). Our results suggest that drainage snap-off was 
triggered by both local and global factors. The snap-off independence on 
pore throat sizes (Fig. 4) showed local features of snap-off events, 
whereas the snap-off occurrence at high NCa only suggests that snap-off 
drainage was correlated to global dynamic parameter – NCa. 

Snap-off during and after drainage is undesired in seasonal hydrogen 
storage as this may lead to permanent hydrogen entrapment. In our 
work, most of disconnected hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 2d) did not recon-
nect during imbibition, resulting in a complete hydrogen dissolution. 
Although the highest hydrogen saturation (Fig. 2) was achieved at high 
NCa (3.84∙10

−4), high injection rates will not necessarily yield the 
maximum injection efficiency in aquifer storage projects considering the 
possibility for snap-off. 

3.1.3.Flow regime 
According to the logNCa-logM phase diagram (Fig. 1b), unstable 

viscous-dominated displacement was expected to prevail over capillary- 
dominated flow. The logNCa-logM phase diagram boundaries are, how-
ever, system-dependant (Zhang et al., 2011), and are not necessarily 
applicable for our micromodel. Neither viscous nor capillary fingering 
were possible to observe due to the limited FoV. Nevertheless, some 
indirect evidence of viscous and capillary flow regimes was observed 
locally. The establishment of the connected hydrogen phase, stopped by 
narrow pore throats, may show the importance of capillary fingering at 

low/medium NCa. Roof snap-off, caused by hydrogen penetration 
through narrow pore throats, indicate the dominance of viscous forces at 
high NCa (Zhang et al., 2011). Micromodel studies enabling to observe 
the entire micromodel at a wider NCa range will be beneficial for a direct 
determination of the dominating flow regime in hydrogen-water 
systems. 

3.2.Displacement and residual trapping during imbibition 

Hydrogen displacement and disconnection (residual trapping) was 
observed during imbibition, that started with water injection into the 
same fluid system which established after drainage. Imbibition pro-
ceeded in three main steps, common for all NCa: 1) displacement, 2) 
disconnection, 3) dissolution. An additional step (between steps 1 and 2) 
was observed at upper medium and high NCa – hydrogen redistribution 
caused by fluid displacement from outside the FoV. This section de-
scribes the first two steps, displacement and disconnection, in addition 
to redistribution. Dissolution will be described in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1.Displacement mechanisms 
Hydrogen displacement was mainly governed by I1 imbibition 

mechanism (Fig. 5a). Initially occupying three pores, hydrogen was 
forced into a single pore because of the curvature instability, resulting 
from the curvature detachment from the pore walls. Two other 
displacement mechanisms were common at specific NCa: piston-like 
displacement and redistribution. Piston-like displacement was 
observed at low NCa, where a stable displacement front moved through a 
single pore channel (Fig. 5b). The pore channel was surrounded by 
narrow pore throats, forcing water to displace hydrogen from one di-
rection only. At upper medium and high NCa, hydrogen redistribution 
occurred (Fig. 5c), where the original hydrogen phase was first displaced 
and trapped, followed by a partial reconnection with surrounding 
hydrogen. This mechanism occurred because of high hydrogen satura-
tion after upper medium/high-NCa drainage, permitting hydrogen 
movement through the entire micromodel during imbibition. Note that 
most of the hydrogen bubbles, disconnected due to Roof snap-off during 
drainage, remained disconnected during redistribution. Only a single 
hydrogen bubble in the FoV reconnected with the continuous hydrogen 
phase. The inability to reconnect resulted in a complete hydrogen 
bubble dissolution, demonstrating the disadvantages of the drainage 
snap-off. 

3.2.2.Residual trapping 
Hydrogen disconnection, leading to residual trapping, occurred 

mainly by I2 imbibition mechanism (Fig. 6a). Displacement from the 

Fig. 4.Roof snap-off during drainage was observed at high NCa=3.84∙10
−4 only. Hydrogen phase distribution after breakthrough (white) changed within less than 

one second due to snap-off. The red arrows locate the pore throats where snap-off occurred, resulting in disconnected hydrogen bubbles (grey). 
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pore centre towards the pore wall resulted in hydrogen disconnection 
when the hydrogen-water interface reached the pore wall. The discon-
nected hydrogen occupied two pores. Trapping by bypass was observed 
at upper medium and high NCa (Fig. 6b). The water flow paths did not 
manage to invade the large hydrogen-saturated pore clusters with nar-
row pore throats, resulting in a significant hydrogen fraction being 
bypassed. The dominance of the I2 mechanism over bypass was likely 
due to topological reasons (high coordination number), permitting the 
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bypassed. The dominance of the I2 mechanism over bypass was likely 
due to topological reasons (high coordination number), permitting the 
transverse-to-hydrogen water flow paths. Bypass is expected in large 
pore clusters with narrow pore throats (Chatzis et al., 1983), consistent 
with our observations. However, at low and lower medium NCa, 
hydrogen did not occupy the large pore clusters (Fig. 2a,b), where 
bypass was observed at upper medium and high NCa. For a more general 
conclusion on the relative importance of I2 and bypass mechanisms, 
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is challenging to control in the heterogeneous pore space with the 
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due to topological reasons (high coordination number), permitting the 
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microbubble final state at the end of dissolution. In homogenous 
dissolution, microbubbles dissolved completely, whereas the residual 
microbubbles accumulated at the surface roughness in heterogeneous 
dissolution. Homogenous/heterogeneous dissolution as well as 
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where hydrogen residing in several pores (t1; 
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Δt4–1 =1 s). (b)Piston-like displacement was 
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−7, where initial 
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bubble reconnected with hydrogen phase dur-
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the hydrogen bubbles remained disconnected. 
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pore centre towards the pore wall resulted in hydrogen disconnection 
when the hydrogen-water interface reached the pore wall. The discon-
nected hydrogen occupied two pores. Trapping by bypass was observed 
at upper medium and high NCa (Fig. 6b). The water flow paths did not 
manage to invade the large hydrogen-saturated pore clusters with nar-
row pore throats, resulting in a significant hydrogen fraction being 
bypassed. The dominance of the I2 mechanism over bypass was likely 
due to topological reasons (high coordination number), permitting the 
transverse-to-hydrogen water flow paths. Bypass is expected in large 
pore clusters with narrow pore throats (Chatzis et al., 1983), consistent 
with our observations. However, at low and lower medium NCa, 
hydrogen did not occupy the large pore clusters (Fig. 2a,b), where 
bypass was observed at upper medium and high NCa. For a more general 
conclusion on the relative importance of I2 and bypass mechanisms, 
hydrogen must occupy the same pore clusters in all experiments, which 
is challenging to control in the heterogeneous pore space with the 
micromodels used in this study. Trapping by snap-off was not identified 
despite high micromodel aspect ratio and roughness, likely due to 
experimental conditions. Snap-off is expected to dominate at NCa <10

−7 

(Hu et al., 2017), whereas our experiments were conducted at NCa ≥

7.68∙10
−7. The FoV hydrogen saturation profiles were estimated for 

imbibition to construct the imbibition CDC and gas trapping curves (Fig. 
S2 and Fig. S1 in the supplementary materials, respectively). 
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in one main direction, was not able to enter narrow pore throats counter- 
currently against the main flow direction. Hence, dissolution initiated 
only from one end of the trapped hydrogen bubble, residing in the pore 
corners surrounded by narrow pore throats. The one-end dissolution was 
also observed in supercritical CO2 dissolution in micromodel (Chang 
et al., 2016). The two-end dissolution mechanism (Fig. 7b) prevailed at 
lower medium NCa where the hydrogen bubbles were dissolved at both 
sides simultaneously. This mechanism was attributed to a more stable 
waterfront and greater water availability, originating from lower 
hydrogen saturation developed after drainage. The displacement disso-
lution mechanism (Fig. 7c) was characterized by mobilization of smaller 
hydrogen bubbles that were able to penetrate narrow pore throats. This 
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displacement dissolution (Fig. 7c) were also reported for CO2 dissolution 
in micromodel (Buchgraber et al., 2012). 

3.3.2. Dissolution kinetics 
Local and global dissolution kinetics were estimated based on the 

image analysis. Local dissolution kinetics was quantified by calculating 
the temporal change in the individual hydrogen bubble size and the 
depletion rate (Fig. 8). As expected, time required for compete disso-
lution decreased with increasing NCa because of the faster water supply 
(Fig. 8a). The total dissolution time in every experiment was nearly 

equal and independent of the initial bubble area, implying simultaneous 
dissolution in the entire FoV. The depletion rate (Fig. 8b) was calculated 
as the depleted hydrogen mass per time interval between two sequential 
images: Qd = (ΔA∙d∙ρH2)/Δt, where ΔA = decrease in individual 
hydrogen bubble area between two sequential images, d = porous 
network depth, ρH2 = hydrogen density under experimental conditions 
(4.12∙10−4 g/mL), Δt = time interval between two sequential images. 
The depletion rate changed with time, shifting from nearly constant 
values to increasing or decreasing trends. Similar discrepancies in 
depletion rate trends were also observed in pore-scale supercritical CO2 

Fig. 6. Hydrogen trapping mechanisms 
during imbibition. Colors and outlines 
indicate the hydrogen phase after each time 
step ti. (a)Trapping by I2 type imbibition 
resulting in residual trapping, where 
hydrogen originally residing in a single 
pore (t1, white) was displaced towards the 
pore wall (t2,3; solid and dashed outlines) 
until hydrogen disconnection occurred. The 
disconnected hydrogen occupied two pores 
(t4; grey, Δt4–1 = 1.3 s). (b)Trapping by 
bypass was observed at NCa ≥ 7.68∙10−5. A 
hydrogen cluster residing in large pores 
surrounded by narrow pore throats (t1, 
white) was bypassed by water (dark blue 
arrows; show the general water flow di-
rection, but not the exact flow path through 
the pores) resulting in trapped hydrogen 
(t2; grey, Δt2–1 = 1 s). The raw image 
sequence of Fig. 6 is shown in the supple-
mentary materials (Fig. S4) together with 
live-time FOV videos.   

Fig. 7. Hydrogen dissolution mechanisms. Colors and outlines indicate the hydrogen phase after each time step ti. (a) In one-end dissolution, the hydrogen bubbles 
(t1, white) were dissolved from one end only (t2,3, 4; solid and dashed outlines) reflecting the water flow direction (left to right) until the hydrogen was partially (t5, 
grey) or completely dissolved (Δt5–1 = 22 s). (b) In two-end dissolution, the hydrogen bubble (t1, white) was dissolved from two ends (t2,3; solid and dashed outlines) 
until partial dissolution (t4, grey, Δt4–1 = 134 s). (c) In displacement dissolution, the hydrogen bubble (t1, white) was displaced when its size decreased (t2,3,4; solid 
and dashed outlines, Δt4–1 = 5 s) to below the pore throat gaps. One-end dissolution (a) and displacement dissolution (c) occurred at NCa ≥ 7.68∙10−5, whereas two- 
end dissolution (b) was common at NCa=7.68∙10−6. The one-end and two-end dissolution kinetics is quantified in Fig. 8. The raw image sequence of Fig. 7 is shown in 
the supplementary materials (Fig. S5) together with live-time FOV videos. 
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grey) or completely dissolved (Δt5–1 =22 s). (b) In two-end dissolution, the hydrogen bubble (t1, white) was dissolved from two ends (t2,3; solid and dashed outlines) 
until partial dissolution (t4, grey, Δt4–1 =134 s). (c) In displacement dissolution, the hydrogen bubble (t1, white) was displaced when its size decreased (t2,3,4; solid 
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−5, whereas two- 
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dissolution, explained by the number of water flow paths, their direction 
(transverse or longitudinal), and the CO2-water interface area (Chang 
et al., 2016). The average hydrogen depletion rate ranged from 
2.3∙10−12 to 22∙10−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 
lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
rate due to the smaller initial bubble size compared with upper medi-
um-NCa cases. When comparing bubbles of similar size, high-NCa 
depletion rate was higher than upper medium-NCa (Table 2). 

Global dissolution kinetics was analysed based on the FoV hydrogen 
saturation profiles during dissolution (Fig. 9). The global depletion rate 
(Fig. 9b) was calculated as follows: Qd (global) = (ΔSg∙Vp∙ρH2)/Δt, 
where ΔSg = decrease in the FoV hydrogen saturation between two 
sequential images, Vp = micromodel pore volume, ρH2 = hydrogen den-
sity under experimental conditions, Δt = time interval between two 
sequential images. The global depletion rate calculations assume that 
FoV hydrogen saturation profiles are representative for the entire 
micromodel. The global depletion rates showed non-constant trends, 
and on average varied between 3.6∙10−10 to 277∙10−10 g/sec, two or-
ders of magnitude higher compared with local depletion rate of indi-
vidual bubbles, similar to observations of CO2 dissolution (Chang et al., 
2016). The global depletion rate was the lowest at lower medium NCa 
and highest at high NCa (Table 2). 

3.3.2.1. Dissolved hydrogen concentration and solubility. The averaged 
dissolved hydrogen concentration (Table 2) was calculated as the dis-
solved hydrogen amount per injected water mass between two 

Fig. 8. Local dissolution kinetics. (a) Temporal change in bubble area for NCa; 
time required for complete dissolution decreased with increasing NCa. For the 
same NCa, the total dissolution time was equal, independent of initial bubble 
area size. (b) Depletion rate as a function of time was not constant. Average 
depletion rate was the fastest at NCa=7.68∙10−5 and the slowest at 
NCa=7.68∙10−6. The depletion rate at NCa=7.68∙10−4 was slower than at 
NCa=7.68∙10−5 due to smaller initial bubble area. Black and grey circles show 
the dissolution kinetics of the hydrogen bubbles presented in Fig. 7a (marked 
with t1–5) and in Fig. 7b, respectively. 

Table 1 
Experimental conditions and micromodel properties.  

Experimental 
conditions 

Micromodel 
properties 

Flow 
rate, 
Q 
[mL/ 
h] 

Flow 
velocity, 
U [m/s] 

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Capillary 
number 
classification 

p = 5 bar L = 2.8 cm 0.1 5.5∙10−5 7.68∙10−7 Low NCa 

t = 20 ◦C d = 30 µm 1 5.5∙10−4 7.68∙10−6 Lower 
medium NCa  

Vp = 11 µL 10 5.5∙10−3 7.68∙10−5 Upper 
medium NCa  

ф=0.6 50 2.8∙10−2 3.84∙10−4 High NCa  

Table 2 
Hydrogen dissolution kinetics: average hydrogen depletion rate and dissolved 
hydrogen concentration in injected water mass.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Initial 
bubble 
area, Ai 

[µm2] 

Depletion 
rate, Qd [g/ 
sec] 

Dissolved 
concentration, C 
[mol/kg] 

Concentration 
relative to H2 

solubility, C/Cs 

[%] 

7.68∙10−6 74∙103 3.3∙10−12 5.9∙10−6 0.15  
52∙103 2.3∙10−12 4.2∙10−6 0.10  
Global 3.6∙10−10 6.4∙10−4 16.0 

7.68∙10−5 120∙103 22∙10−12 3.9∙10−6 0.10  
99∙103 17∙10−12 3.1∙10−6 0.08  
40∙103 6.2∙10−12 1.1∙10−6 0.03  
Global 63∙10−10 11∙10−4 28.3 

3.84∙10−4 43∙103 16∙10−12 0.6∙10−6 0.01  
36∙103 12∙10−12 0.4∙10−6 0.01  
Global 277∙10−10 9.9∙10−4 24.7  

Fig. 9. Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 9.Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
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2.3∙10−12 to 22∙10−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 
lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
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a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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dissolution, explained by the number of water flow paths, their direction 
(transverse or longitudinal), and the CO2-water interface area (Chang 
et al., 2016). The average hydrogen depletion rate ranged from 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 

lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
rate due to the smaller initial bubble size compared with upper medi-
um-NCa cases. When comparing bubbles of similar size, high-NCa 
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and on average varied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec, two or-

ders of magnitude higher compared with local depletion rate of indi-
vidual bubbles, similar to observations of CO2 dissolution (Chang et al., 
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and highest at high NCa (Table 2). 

3.3.2.1. Dissolved hydrogen concentration and solubility. The averaged 
dissolved hydrogen concentration (Table 2) was calculated as the dis-
solved hydrogen amount per injected water mass between two 

Fig. 8. Local dissolution kinetics. (a) Temporal change in bubble area for NCa; 
time required for complete dissolution decreased with increasing NCa. For the 
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−6. The depletion rate at NCa=7.68∙10
−4 was slower than at 

NCa=7.68∙10
−5 due to smaller initial bubble area. Black and grey circles show 

the dissolution kinetics of the hydrogen bubbles presented in Fig. 7a (marked 
with t1–5) and in Fig. 7b, respectively. 
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Fig. 9. Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10

−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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dissolution, explained by the number of water flow paths, their direction 
(transverse or longitudinal), and the CO2-water interface area (Chang 
et al., 2016). The average hydrogen depletion rate ranged from 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 

lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
rate due to the smaller initial bubble size compared with upper medi-
um-NCa cases. When comparing bubbles of similar size, high-NCa 
depletion rate was higher than upper medium-NCa (Table 2). 

Global dissolution kinetics was analysed based on the FoV hydrogen 
saturation profiles during dissolution (Fig. 9). The global depletion rate 
(Fig. 9b) was calculated as follows: Qd (global) = (ΔSg∙Vp∙ρH2)/Δt, 
where ΔSg = decrease in the FoV hydrogen saturation between two 
sequential images, Vp = micromodel pore volume, ρH2 = hydrogen den-
sity under experimental conditions, Δt = time interval between two 
sequential images. The global depletion rate calculations assume that 
FoV hydrogen saturation profiles are representative for the entire 
micromodel. The global depletion rates showed non-constant trends, 
and on average varied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec, two or-

ders of magnitude higher compared with local depletion rate of indi-
vidual bubbles, similar to observations of CO2 dissolution (Chang et al., 
2016). The global depletion rate was the lowest at lower medium NCa 
and highest at high NCa (Table 2). 

3.3.2.1. Dissolved hydrogen concentration and solubility. The averaged 
dissolved hydrogen concentration (Table 2) was calculated as the dis-
solved hydrogen amount per injected water mass between two 

Fig. 8. Local dissolution kinetics. (a) Temporal change in bubble area for NCa; 
time required for complete dissolution decreased with increasing NCa. For the 
same NCa, the total dissolution time was equal, independent of initial bubble 
area size. (b) Depletion rate as a function of time was not constant. Average 
depletion rate was the fastest at NCa=7.68∙10

−5 and the slowest at 
NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The depletion rate at NCa=7.68∙10
−4 was slower than at 

NCa=7.68∙10
−5 due to smaller initial bubble area. Black and grey circles show 

the dissolution kinetics of the hydrogen bubbles presented in Fig. 7a (marked 
with t1–5) and in Fig. 7b, respectively. 
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Fig. 9. Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10

−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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dissolution, explained by the number of water flow paths, their direction 
(transverse or longitudinal), and the CO2-water interface area (Chang 
et al., 2016). The average hydrogen depletion rate ranged from 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 

lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
rate due to the smaller initial bubble size compared with upper medi-
um-NCa cases. When comparing bubbles of similar size, high-NCa 
depletion rate was higher than upper medium-NCa (Table 2). 

Global dissolution kinetics was analysed based on the FoV hydrogen 
saturation profiles during dissolution (Fig. 9). The global depletion rate 
(Fig. 9b) was calculated as follows: Qd (global) =(ΔSg∙Vp∙ρH2)/Δt, 
where ΔSg =decrease in the FoV hydrogen saturation between two 
sequential images, Vp =micromodel pore volume, ρH2 =hydrogen den-
sity under experimental conditions, Δt =time interval between two 
sequential images. The global depletion rate calculations assume that 
FoV hydrogen saturation profiles are representative for the entire 
micromodel. The global depletion rates showed non-constant trends, 
and on average varied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec, two or-

ders of magnitude higher compared with local depletion rate of indi-
vidual bubbles, similar to observations of CO2 dissolution (Chang et al., 
2016). The global depletion rate was the lowest at lower medium NCa 
and highest at high NCa (Table 2). 

3.3.2.1.Dissolved hydrogen concentration and solubility.The averaged 
dissolved hydrogen concentration (Table 2) was calculated as the dis-
solved hydrogen amount per injected water mass between two 

Fig. 8.Local dissolution kinetics. (a) Temporal change in bubble area for NCa; 
time required for complete dissolution decreased with increasing NCa. For the 
same NCa, the total dissolution time was equal, independent of initial bubble 
area size. (b) Depletion rate as a function of time was not constant. Average 
depletion rate was the fastest at NCa=7.68∙10

−5 and the slowest at 
NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The depletion rate at NCa=7.68∙10
−4 was slower than at 

NCa=7.68∙10
−5 due to smaller initial bubble area. Black and grey circles show 

the dissolution kinetics of the hydrogen bubbles presented in Fig. 7a (marked 
with t1–5) and in Fig. 7b, respectively. 
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Fig. 9.Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10

−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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dissolution, explained by the number of water flow paths, their direction 
(transverse or longitudinal), and the CO2-water interface area (Chang 
et al., 2016). The average hydrogen depletion rate ranged from 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 

lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
rate due to the smaller initial bubble size compared with upper medi-
um-NCa cases. When comparing bubbles of similar size, high-NCa 
depletion rate was higher than upper medium-NCa (Table 2). 

Global dissolution kinetics was analysed based on the FoV hydrogen 
saturation profiles during dissolution (Fig. 9). The global depletion rate 
(Fig. 9b) was calculated as follows: Qd (global) =(ΔSg∙Vp∙ρH2)/Δt, 
where ΔSg =decrease in the FoV hydrogen saturation between two 
sequential images, Vp =micromodel pore volume, ρH2 =hydrogen den-
sity under experimental conditions, Δt =time interval between two 
sequential images. The global depletion rate calculations assume that 
FoV hydrogen saturation profiles are representative for the entire 
micromodel. The global depletion rates showed non-constant trends, 
and on average varied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec, two or-

ders of magnitude higher compared with local depletion rate of indi-
vidual bubbles, similar to observations of CO2 dissolution (Chang et al., 
2016). The global depletion rate was the lowest at lower medium NCa 
and highest at high NCa (Table 2). 

3.3.2.1.Dissolved hydrogen concentration and solubility.The averaged 
dissolved hydrogen concentration (Table 2) was calculated as the dis-
solved hydrogen amount per injected water mass between two 

Fig. 8.Local dissolution kinetics. (a) Temporal change in bubble area for NCa; 
time required for complete dissolution decreased with increasing NCa. For the 
same NCa, the total dissolution time was equal, independent of initial bubble 
area size. (b) Depletion rate as a function of time was not constant. Average 
depletion rate was the fastest at NCa=7.68∙10

−5 and the slowest at 
NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The depletion rate at NCa=7.68∙10
−4 was slower than at 

NCa=7.68∙10
−5 due to smaller initial bubble area. Black and grey circles show 

the dissolution kinetics of the hydrogen bubbles presented in Fig. 7a (marked 
with t1–5) and in Fig. 7b, respectively. 
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medium NCa  
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−3 7.68∙10
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medium NCa  
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Hydrogen dissolution kinetics: average hydrogen depletion rate and dissolved 
hydrogen concentration in injected water mass.  
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Depletion 
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Fig. 9.Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10

−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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dissolution, explained by the number of water flow paths, their direction 
(transverse or longitudinal), and the CO2-water interface area (Chang 
et al., 2016). The average hydrogen depletion rate ranged from 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 

lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
rate due to the smaller initial bubble size compared with upper medi-
um-NCa cases. When comparing bubbles of similar size, high-NCa 
depletion rate was higher than upper medium-NCa (Table 2). 

Global dissolution kinetics was analysed based on the FoV hydrogen 
saturation profiles during dissolution (Fig. 9). The global depletion rate 
(Fig. 9b) was calculated as follows: Qd (global) =(ΔSg∙Vp∙ρH2)/Δt, 
where ΔSg =decrease in the FoV hydrogen saturation between two 
sequential images, Vp =micromodel pore volume, ρH2 =hydrogen den-
sity under experimental conditions, Δt =time interval between two 
sequential images. The global depletion rate calculations assume that 
FoV hydrogen saturation profiles are representative for the entire 
micromodel. The global depletion rates showed non-constant trends, 
and on average varied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec, two or-

ders of magnitude higher compared with local depletion rate of indi-
vidual bubbles, similar to observations of CO2 dissolution (Chang et al., 
2016). The global depletion rate was the lowest at lower medium NCa 
and highest at high NCa (Table 2). 

3.3.2.1.Dissolved hydrogen concentration and solubility.The averaged 
dissolved hydrogen concentration (Table 2) was calculated as the dis-
solved hydrogen amount per injected water mass between two 

Fig. 8.Local dissolution kinetics. (a) Temporal change in bubble area for NCa; 
time required for complete dissolution decreased with increasing NCa. For the 
same NCa, the total dissolution time was equal, independent of initial bubble 
area size. (b) Depletion rate as a function of time was not constant. Average 
depletion rate was the fastest at NCa=7.68∙10

−5 and the slowest at 
NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The depletion rate at NCa=7.68∙10
−4 was slower than at 

NCa=7.68∙10
−5 due to smaller initial bubble area. Black and grey circles show 

the dissolution kinetics of the hydrogen bubbles presented in Fig. 7a (marked 
with t1–5) and in Fig. 7b, respectively. 
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Fig. 9.Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10

−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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dissolution, explained by the number of water flow paths, their direction 
(transverse or longitudinal), and the CO2-water interface area (Chang 
et al., 2016). The average hydrogen depletion rate ranged from 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec, with the lowest rate observed at 

lower-medium NCa (expected) and the highest rate observed at upper 
medium NCa (unexpected). High NCa did not yield the highest depletion 
rate due to the smaller initial bubble size compared with upper medi-
um-NCa cases. When comparing bubbles of similar size, high-NCa 
depletion rate was higher than upper medium-NCa (Table 2). 

Global dissolution kinetics was analysed based on the FoV hydrogen 
saturation profiles during dissolution (Fig. 9). The global depletion rate 
(Fig. 9b) was calculated as follows: Qd (global) =(ΔSg∙Vp∙ρH2)/Δt, 
where ΔSg =decrease in the FoV hydrogen saturation between two 
sequential images, Vp =micromodel pore volume, ρH2 =hydrogen den-
sity under experimental conditions, Δt =time interval between two 
sequential images. The global depletion rate calculations assume that 
FoV hydrogen saturation profiles are representative for the entire 
micromodel. The global depletion rates showed non-constant trends, 
and on average varied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec, two or-

ders of magnitude higher compared with local depletion rate of indi-
vidual bubbles, similar to observations of CO2 dissolution (Chang et al., 
2016). The global depletion rate was the lowest at lower medium NCa 
and highest at high NCa (Table 2). 

3.3.2.1.Dissolved hydrogen concentration and solubility.The averaged 
dissolved hydrogen concentration (Table 2) was calculated as the dis-
solved hydrogen amount per injected water mass between two 

Fig. 8.Local dissolution kinetics. (a) Temporal change in bubble area for NCa; 
time required for complete dissolution decreased with increasing NCa. For the 
same NCa, the total dissolution time was equal, independent of initial bubble 
area size. (b) Depletion rate as a function of time was not constant. Average 
depletion rate was the fastest at NCa=7.68∙10

−5 and the slowest at 
NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The depletion rate at NCa=7.68∙10
−4 was slower than at 

NCa=7.68∙10
−5 due to smaller initial bubble area. Black and grey circles show 

the dissolution kinetics of the hydrogen bubbles presented in Fig. 7a (marked 
with t1–5) and in Fig. 7b, respectively. 
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−12 4.2∙10

−6 0.10  
Global 3.6∙10

−10 6.4∙10
−4 16.0 

7.68∙10
−5 120∙103 22∙10

−12 3.9∙10
−6 0.10  

99∙103 17∙10
−12 3.1∙10

−6 0.08  
40∙103 6.2∙10

−12 1.1∙10
−6 0.03  

Global 63∙10
−10 11∙10

−4 28.3 
3.84∙10

−4 43∙103 16∙10
−12 0.6∙10

−6 0.01  
36∙103 12∙10

−12 0.4∙10
−6 0.01  

Global 277∙10
−10 9.9∙10

−4 24.7  

Fig. 9.Global dissolution kinetics. (a) Change in hydrogen saturation (Sg) as a 
function of time at various NCa. Sg was calculated in the FoV under the 
assumption to approximate the entire micromodel. (b) Global depletion rate as 
a function of time was not constant; being the fastest at NCa=3.84∙10

−4 and the 
slowest at NCa=7.68∙10

−6. The global depletion rate was two orders of 
magnitude faster than the depletion rate of individual bubbles (Fig. 8). 
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sequential images according to the formula: C = Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd = hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 = hydrogen molar mass, 
Q = water injection rate, ρH2O = water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10−6 and 5.9∙10−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 
the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10−4 to 
11∙10−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 
solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4. Contact angles 

3.4.1. Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56◦, similar to contact angles of 22–45◦ for 
hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA > θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈ θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈ θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA > θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1. Equilibrium contact angles. The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE =

cos−1( RA ⋅cosθA+RR ⋅cosθR
RA+RR

), where RA =

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR =

Fig. 10. Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10−7 22 ± 5 23 ± 4 37 ± 4 40 ± 6 32 
7.68∙10−6 21 ± 6 21 ± 6 24 ± 5 39 ± 9 30 
7.68∙10−5 22 ± 6 24 ± 6 30 ± 8 40 ± 6 32 
3.84∙10−4 25 ± 4 22 ± 4 35 ± 4 47 ± 7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C =Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd =hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 =hydrogen molar mass, 
Q =water injection rate, ρH2O =water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10−6 and 5.9∙10−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 
the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10−4 to 
11∙10−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 
solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4.Contact angles 

3.4.1.Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56◦, similar to contact angles of 22–45◦for 
hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA >θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA >θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1.Equilibrium contact angles.The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE=

cos−1(RA⋅cosθA+RR⋅cosθR
RA+RR

), where RA=

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR=

Fig. 10.Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10−7 22 ±5 23 ±4 37 ±4 40 ±6 32 
7.68∙10−6 21 ±6 21 ±6 24 ±5 39 ±9 30 
7.68∙10−5 22 ±6 24 ±6 30 ±8 40 ±6 32 
3.84∙10−4 25 ±4 22 ±4 35 ±4 47 ±7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C =Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd =hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 =hydrogen molar mass, 
Q =water injection rate, ρH2O =water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10−6 and 5.9∙10−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 
the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10−4 to 
11∙10−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 
solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4.Contact angles 

3.4.1.Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56◦, similar to contact angles of 22–45◦for 
hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA >θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA >θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1.Equilibrium contact angles.The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE=

cos−1(RA⋅cosθA+RR⋅cosθR
RA+RR

), where RA=

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR=

Fig. 10.Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10−7 22 ±5 23 ±4 37 ±4 40 ±6 32 
7.68∙10−6 21 ±6 21 ±6 24 ±5 39 ±9 30 
7.68∙10−5 22 ±6 24 ±6 30 ±8 40 ±6 32 
3.84∙10−4 25 ±4 22 ±4 35 ±4 47 ±7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C = Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd = hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 = hydrogen molar mass, 
Q = water injection rate, ρH2O = water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10

−6 and 5.9∙10
−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 

the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10
−4 to 

11∙10
−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 

solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4. Contact angles 

3.4.1. Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56

◦
, similar to contact angles of 22–45

◦
for 

hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA > θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈ θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈ θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA > θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1. Equilibrium contact angles. The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE =

cos
−1( RA ⋅cosθA+RR ⋅cosθR

RA+RR ), where RA =

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR =

Fig. 10. Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10
−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10
−7 22 ± 5 23 ± 4 37 ± 4 40 ± 6 32 

7.68∙10
−6 21 ± 6 21 ± 6 24 ± 5 39 ± 9 30 

7.68∙10
−5 22 ± 6 24 ± 6 30 ± 8 40 ± 6 32 

3.84∙10
−4 25 ± 4 22 ± 4 35 ± 4 47 ± 7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C = Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd = hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 = hydrogen molar mass, 
Q = water injection rate, ρH2O = water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10

−6 and 5.9∙10
−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 

the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10
−4 to 

11∙10
−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 

solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4. Contact angles 

3.4.1. Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56

◦
, similar to contact angles of 22–45

◦
for 

hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA > θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈ θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈ θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA > θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1. Equilibrium contact angles. The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE =

cos
−1( RA ⋅cosθA+RR ⋅cosθR

RA+RR ), where RA =

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR =

Fig. 10. Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10
−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10
−7 22 ± 5 23 ± 4 37 ± 4 40 ± 6 32 

7.68∙10
−6 21 ± 6 21 ± 6 24 ± 5 39 ± 9 30 

7.68∙10
−5 22 ± 6 24 ± 6 30 ± 8 40 ± 6 32 

3.84∙10
−4 25 ± 4 22 ± 4 35 ± 4 47 ± 7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C =Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd =hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 =hydrogen molar mass, 
Q =water injection rate, ρH2O =water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10

−6 and 5.9∙10
−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 

the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10
−4 to 

11∙10
−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 

solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4.Contact angles 

3.4.1.Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56

◦
, similar to contact angles of 22–45

◦
for 

hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA >θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA >θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1.Equilibrium contact angles.The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE=

cos
−1(RA⋅cosθA+RR⋅cosθR

RA+RR), where RA=

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR=

Fig. 10.Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10
−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10
−7 22 ±5 23 ±4 37 ±4 40 ±6 32 

7.68∙10
−6 21 ±6 21 ±6 24 ±5 39 ±9 30 

7.68∙10
−5 22 ±6 24 ±6 30 ±8 40 ±6 32 

3.84∙10
−4 25 ±4 22 ±4 35 ±4 47 ±7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C =Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd =hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 =hydrogen molar mass, 
Q =water injection rate, ρH2O =water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10

−6 and 5.9∙10
−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 

the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10
−4 to 

11∙10
−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 

solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4.Contact angles 

3.4.1.Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56

◦
, similar to contact angles of 22–45

◦
for 

hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA >θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA >θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1.Equilibrium contact angles.The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE=

cos
−1(RA⋅cosθA+RR⋅cosθR

RA+RR), where RA=

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR=

Fig. 10.Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10
−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10
−7 22 ±5 23 ±4 37 ±4 40 ±6 32 

7.68∙10
−6 21 ±6 21 ±6 24 ±5 39 ±9 30 

7.68∙10
−5 22 ±6 24 ±6 30 ±8 40 ±6 32 

3.84∙10
−4 25 ±4 22 ±4 35 ±4 47 ±7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C =Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd =hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 =hydrogen molar mass, 
Q =water injection rate, ρH2O =water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10

−6 and 5.9∙10
−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 

the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10
−4 to 

11∙10
−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 

solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4.Contact angles 

3.4.1.Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56

◦
, similar to contact angles of 22–45

◦
for 

hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA >θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA >θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1.Equilibrium contact angles.The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE=

cos
−1(RA⋅cosθA+RR⋅cosθR

RA+RR), where RA=

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR=

Fig. 10.Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10
−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10
−7 22 ±5 23 ±4 37 ±4 40 ±6 32 

7.68∙10
−6 21 ±6 21 ±6 24 ±5 39 ±9 30 

7.68∙10
−5 22 ±6 24 ±6 30 ±8 40 ±6 32 

3.84∙10
−4 25 ±4 22 ±4 35 ±4 47 ±7 35  
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sequential images according to the formula: C =Qd/(MH2∙Q∙ρH2O), 
where Qd =hydrogen depletion rate, MH2 =hydrogen molar mass, 
Q =water injection rate, ρH2O =water density. These calculations were 
based on the mass balance principle, assuming that hydrogen depletion 
is solely controlled by dissolution and water advection (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). Hydrogen depletion will be controlled by 
diffusion when the water phase is immobile, which is not the case in our 
work where water is continuously injected during imbibition. In local 
dissolution, the dissolved individual hydrogen bubble concentration 
ranged between 0.4∙10

−6 and 5.9∙10
−6 mol/kg. In global dissolution, 

the dissolved hydrogen concentration varied from 6.4∙10
−4 to 

11∙10
−4 mol/kg, corresponding to 16.0% and 28.3% of the hydrogen 

solubility under the applied experimental conditions (Chabab et al., 
2020). Lower-than-solubility hydrogen concentrations indicate 
non-equilibrium hydrogen dissolution in our work, conflicting with 
classic equilibrium dissolution theories applied in numerical modelling 
(Pruess and Spycher 2007). 

Non-equilibrium (slow) dissolution has also been reported for CO2, 
both in experimental core- scale (Akbarabadi and Piri 2013; Chang et al., 
2013) and pore-scale (Chang et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019) studies, as 
well as numerical studies (Chen et al., 2018). For instance, CO2 disso-
lution measurements in micromodels showed that the average CO2 
concentration varied between 0.25–13% of CO2 solubility (Chang et al., 
2016; Chang et al., 2019). They explained non-equilibrium dissolution 
by insufficient CO2-water interface area and non-uniform CO2-mobile 
water distribution. They argued that at reservoir-scale, where dissolu-
tion occurs at slower timescales, CO2 dissolution after the injection stop 
will approach equilibrium unless strong heterogeneity is present. In 
hydrogen aquifer storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn 
at high rates, and we therefore speculate that non-equilibrium dissolu-
tion may play an important role. 

3.4.Contact angles 

3.4.1.Static and dynamic contact angles 
Static (θS) and dynamic (θD) contact angles were measured during 

drainage and imbibition. Each measurement was performed five times at 
the same measuring point and then averaged, with the uncertainty 
represented as standard deviation. The measured contact angles 
(Fig. 10) varied from 17 to 56

◦
, similar to contact angles of 22–45

◦
for 

hydrogen-water-sandstone systems (Yekta et al., 2018; Hashemi et al., 
2021). Our results confirmed that the micromodel is hydrophilic when 
exposed to hydrogen. No clear relationship between contact angles and 
pore diameter emerged, although the contact angle range appeared to 
narrow with increasing pore diameter (majority of measurements 

performed in pores with diameter between 50 and 125 µm). 
Four contact angle types – receding (θR), advancing (θA), static in 

drainage (θS,DR) and static in imbibition (θS,IM), were averaged for each 
experiment (Table 3) and plotted as a function of NCa (Fig. 11a). The θA 
were significantly higher than the θR, consistent with classic theories 
(Johnson and Dettre 1964). As expected, θA >θS,IM, but θR and θS,DR 
were surprisingly similar, θR ≈θS,DR. The similarity between θR and θS,DR 
could be linked to the experimental procedure. After hydrogen break-
through under drainage, hydrogen injection continued through the 
connected hydrogen phase, and the θS,DR were measured when the 
interface movement terminated visually. In this state, despite being 
motionless, the interfaces did not reach the equilibrium due to contin-
uous hydrogen injection. The measured θS,DR approached more dynamic 
than static states, resulting in θR ≈θS,DR, and were thus believed to be 
underestimated and less reproducible. On the other hand, the water 
breakthrough under imbibition resulted in hydrogen residual trapping, 
with several hydrogen clusters being bypassed by water. In these re-
gions, the interface was believed to be surrounded by immobile water, 
thus approaching equilibrium and yielding θA >θS,IM. The lower θS 
reproducibility was also reported for CO2 contact angle measurements in 
micromodels using similar experimental methods (Jafari and Jung 
2017). Note that θD are more important for hydrogen storge than less 
reproducible θS because θD represent dynamic hydrogen 
injection/withdrawal. 

3.4.1.1.Equilibrium contact angles.The equilibrium contact angles (θE) 
were estimated based on the following equation (Tadmor 2004): θE=

cos
−1(RA⋅cosθA+RR⋅cosθR

RA+RR), where RA=

(
sin3θA

2−3cosθA+cos3θA

)1
3 

and RR=

Fig. 10.Measured contact angles (left) and an example showing how static in imbibition angles were measured at NCa=7.68∙10
−6 (right).  

Table 3 
Average contact angles measured during drainage/imbibition and calculated 
equilibrium angles.  

Capillary 
number, 
NCa 

Drainage Imbibition Calculated 
Equilibrium 
angle, θE 

[deg]  
Static 
angle, 
θS,DR 

[deg] 

Receding 
angle, 
θR[deg] 

Static 
angle, 
θS,IM 

[deg] 

Advancing 
angle, 
θA[deg]  

7.68∙10
−7 22 ±5 23 ±4 37 ±4 40 ±6 32 

7.68∙10
−6 21 ±6 21 ±6 24 ±5 39 ±9 30 

7.68∙10
−5 22 ±6 24 ±6 30 ±8 40 ±6 32 

3.84∙10
−4 25 ±4 22 ±4 35 ±4 47 ±7 35  
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(
sin3θR

2−3cosθR+cos3θR

)1
3

. The calculated θE were plotted together with the 

measured θA and θR (Fig. 11b), and compared with the original rela-
tionship based on the measurements through the capillary rise in poly-
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubes (Morrow 1975). In the seminal work of 
Morrow, three different classes were defined, depending on the degree 
of surface roughness where the contact angles were measured: Class I – 
on smooth surfaces (θA= θR); Class II – on slightly roughened surfaces; 
and Class III – on well roughened surfaces. Our results showed that 
hydrogen-water fluid pair in a natural sandstone-based micromodel fit 
Class II behaviour, although the θR were slightly overestimated. This 
overestimation could be attributed to the difference in the measurement 
procedures. In our work, the θE were calculated based on the equation 
and the measured θA and θR in the heterogeneous micromodel with 
realistic pore geometries, whereas in Morrow (1975) both θE and θA/θR 
were experimentally measured in PTFE tubes which cannot account for 
the effect of the pore geometries. 

The relationship between θE and θA/θR is essential for pore-scaling 
modelling, where Class III behaviour is widely implemented generally 
(Valvatne and Blunt 2004) and for hydrogen in particular (Hashemi 
et al., 2021). With known contact angles, relative permeability and 
capillary pressure functions can be predicted using pore-scale modelling 
and then upscaled for field-scale applications. Discrepancies between 
the pore-scale modelling approaches, which use Class III behaviour (well 
roughened surfaces), and our results showing Class II behaviour (slightly 
roughened surfaces) has a direct impact on understanding hydrogen 
pore-scale flow physics. Although the micromodel, used in this study, 
was reproduced with 100 nm surface roughness (Buchgraber et al., 
2012), the micromodel may not be sufficiently rough to accurately 
reproduce the experimental results with pore-scale modelling. Mismatch 

between the experimental and simulated data may be expected when 
using Class III behaviour as the modelling input. 

3.4.2. Contact angle hysteresis 
Hysteresis was estimated for dynamic, ΔθD=θA – θR, and static con-

tact angles, ΔθS=θS,IM – θS,DR (Fig. 12a). As expected, static contact angle 
hysteresis (ΔθS) was lower than the dynamic one (ΔθD). No clear rela-
tionship was noted between ΔθS and NCa, likely due to lower θS repro-
ducibility in the micromodels as discussed earlier. On the other hand, 
ΔθD seemed to depend on NCa, with nearly constant value until a slight 
increase at NCa > 7.68∙10−5. The ΔθD is expected to increase with 
increasing NCa, due to increasing θA and decreasing θR (Eral et al., 2013). 
A theoretical model for liquid-gas systems (Hoffman 1983) showed that 
the increase in θA becomes more pronounced at NCa ≥ 10−4–10−3, 
comparable with our threshold NCa > 7.68∙10−5. The ΔθS is mainly 
attributed to surface roughness/heterogeneity (Joanny and Degennes 
1984) or disjoining/conjoining pressure isotherm in the three-phase 
contact line (Kuchin and Starov 2016), whereas the ΔθD is due to local 
surface blemishes which pin the three-phase contact line (Tadmor 
2004). The ΔθD dependency on NCa originates from competition be-
tween capillary and viscous forces (Friedman 1999). 

Hysteresis may also be described by comparing the static and dy-
namic contact angles in each injection process, where drainage hyster-
esis describes the difference between θS,DR and θR and imbibition 
hysteresis refers to θS,IM and θA. Several models have been proposed to 
characterize imbibition hysteresis through the following equation (Jiang 
et al., 1979; Seebergh and Berg 1992; Li et al., 2013): cosθS, IM−cosθA

cosθS, IM+1 =

Fig. 11. (a) Average contact angles as a function of NCa. As expected, the 
advancing contact angles were higher compared with receding contact angles. 
(b) Dynamic (receding and advancing) contact angles as a function of calcu-
lated equilibrium angles. The solid and dashed curves represent the literature- 
based relationship (Morrow 1975) for Class III and Class II behaviour, respec-
tively. Our results fit Class II behaviour. 

Fig. 12. Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
static contact angle hysteresis, ΔθS, defined as the difference between static 
angles in imbibition and drainage. Dynamic contact angle hysteresis increased 
at NCa > 7.68∙10−5, whereas no clear trend was observed for static angle 
hysteresis. (b) Drainage/imbibition contact angle hysteresis, which represent 
the difference between static and dynamic angles in each injection process. The 
data points were fitted with literature models (Jiang et al., 1979; Shi 
et al., 2018). 
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(
sin3θR

2−3cosθR+cos3θR

)1
3

. The calculated θE were plotted together with the 

measured θA and θR (Fig. 11b), and compared with the original rela-
tionship based on the measurements through the capillary rise in poly-
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubes (Morrow 1975). In the seminal work of 
Morrow, three different classes were defined, depending on the degree 
of surface roughness where the contact angles were measured: Class I – 
on smooth surfaces (θA=θR); Class II – on slightly roughened surfaces; 
and Class III – on well roughened surfaces. Our results showed that 
hydrogen-water fluid pair in a natural sandstone-based micromodel fit 
Class II behaviour, although the θR were slightly overestimated. This 
overestimation could be attributed to the difference in the measurement 
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hysteresis (ΔθS) was lower than the dynamic one (ΔθD). No clear rela-
tionship was noted between ΔθS and NCa, likely due to lower θS repro-
ducibility in the micromodels as discussed earlier. On the other hand, 
ΔθD seemed to depend on NCa, with nearly constant value until a slight 
increase at NCa >7.68∙10−5. The ΔθD is expected to increase with 
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the increase in θA becomes more pronounced at NCa ≥10−4–10−3, 
comparable with our threshold NCa >7.68∙10−5. The ΔθS is mainly 
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1984) or disjoining/conjoining pressure isotherm in the three-phase 
contact line (Kuchin and Starov 2016), whereas the ΔθD is due to local 
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Hysteresis may also be described by comparing the static and dy-
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esis describes the difference between θS,DR and θR and imbibition 
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Fig. 11.(a) Average contact angles as a function of NCa. As expected, the 
advancing contact angles were higher compared with receding contact angles. 
(b) Dynamic (receding and advancing) contact angles as a function of calcu-
lated equilibrium angles. The solid and dashed curves represent the literature- 
based relationship (Morrow 1975) for Class III and Class II behaviour, respec-
tively. Our results fit Class II behaviour. 

Fig. 12.Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
static contact angle hysteresis, ΔθS, defined as the difference between static 
angles in imbibition and drainage. Dynamic contact angle hysteresis increased 
at NCa >7.68∙10−5, whereas no clear trend was observed for static angle 
hysteresis. (b) Drainage/imbibition contact angle hysteresis, which represent 
the difference between static and dynamic angles in each injection process. The 
data points were fitted with literature models (Jiang et al., 1979; Shi 
et al., 2018). 
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Fig. 12.Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
static contact angle hysteresis, ΔθS, defined as the difference between static 
angles in imbibition and drainage. Dynamic contact angle hysteresis increased 
at NCa >7.68∙10−5, whereas no clear trend was observed for static angle 
hysteresis. (b) Drainage/imbibition contact angle hysteresis, which represent 
the difference between static and dynamic angles in each injection process. The 
data points were fitted with literature models (Jiang et al., 1979; Shi 
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Fig. 12. Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
static contact angle hysteresis, ΔθS, defined as the difference between static 
angles in imbibition and drainage. Dynamic contact angle hysteresis increased 
at NCa > 7.68∙10

−5, whereas no clear trend was observed for static angle 
hysteresis. (b) Drainage/imbibition contact angle hysteresis, which represent 
the difference between static and dynamic angles in each injection process. The 
data points were fitted with literature models (Jiang et al., 1979; Shi 
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Fig. 12. Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
static contact angle hysteresis, ΔθS, defined as the difference between static 
angles in imbibition and drainage. Dynamic contact angle hysteresis increased 
at NCa > 7.68∙10

−5, whereas no clear trend was observed for static angle 
hysteresis. (b) Drainage/imbibition contact angle hysteresis, which represent 
the difference between static and dynamic angles in each injection process. The 
data points were fitted with literature models (Jiang et al., 1979; Shi 
et al., 2018). 
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Fig. 11.(a) Average contact angles as a function of NCa. As expected, the 
advancing contact angles were higher compared with receding contact angles. 
(b) Dynamic (receding and advancing) contact angles as a function of calcu-
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Fig. 12.Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
static contact angle hysteresis, ΔθS, defined as the difference between static 
angles in imbibition and drainage. Dynamic contact angle hysteresis increased 
at NCa >7.68∙10

−5, whereas no clear trend was observed for static angle 
hysteresis. (b) Drainage/imbibition contact angle hysteresis, which represent 
the difference between static and dynamic angles in each injection process. The 
data points were fitted with literature models (Jiang et al., 1979; Shi 
et al., 2018). 
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Fig. 12.Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
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hydrogen-water fluid pair in a natural sandstone-based micromodel fit 
Class II behaviour, although the θR were slightly overestimated. This 
overestimation could be attributed to the difference in the measurement 
procedures. In our work, the θE were calculated based on the equation 
and the measured θA and θR in the heterogeneous micromodel with 
realistic pore geometries, whereas in Morrow (1975) both θE and θA/θR 
were experimentally measured in PTFE tubes which cannot account for 
the effect of the pore geometries. 

The relationship between θE and θA/θR is essential for pore-scaling 
modelling, where Class III behaviour is widely implemented generally 
(Valvatne and Blunt 2004) and for hydrogen in particular (Hashemi 
et al., 2021). With known contact angles, relative permeability and 
capillary pressure functions can be predicted using pore-scale modelling 
and then upscaled for field-scale applications. Discrepancies between 
the pore-scale modelling approaches, which use Class III behaviour (well 
roughened surfaces), and our results showing Class II behaviour (slightly 
roughened surfaces) has a direct impact on understanding hydrogen 
pore-scale flow physics. Although the micromodel, used in this study, 
was reproduced with 100 nm surface roughness (Buchgraber et al., 
2012), the micromodel may not be sufficiently rough to accurately 
reproduce the experimental results with pore-scale modelling. Mismatch 

between the experimental and simulated data may be expected when 
using Class III behaviour as the modelling input. 

3.4.2.Contact angle hysteresis 
Hysteresis was estimated for dynamic, ΔθD=θA – θR, and static con-

tact angles, ΔθS=θS,IM – θS,DR (Fig. 12a). As expected, static contact angle 
hysteresis (ΔθS) was lower than the dynamic one (ΔθD). No clear rela-
tionship was noted between ΔθS and NCa, likely due to lower θS repro-
ducibility in the micromodels as discussed earlier. On the other hand, 
ΔθD seemed to depend on NCa, with nearly constant value until a slight 
increase at NCa >7.68∙10

−5. The ΔθD is expected to increase with 
increasing NCa, due to increasing θA and decreasing θR (Eral et al., 2013). 
A theoretical model for liquid-gas systems (Hoffman 1983) showed that 
the increase in θA becomes more pronounced at NCa ≥10

−4–10
−3, 

comparable with our threshold NCa >7.68∙10
−5. The ΔθS is mainly 

attributed to surface roughness/heterogeneity (Joanny and Degennes 
1984) or disjoining/conjoining pressure isotherm in the three-phase 
contact line (Kuchin and Starov 2016), whereas the ΔθD is due to local 
surface blemishes which pin the three-phase contact line (Tadmor 
2004). The ΔθD dependency on NCa originates from competition be-
tween capillary and viscous forces (Friedman 1999). 

Hysteresis may also be described by comparing the static and dy-
namic contact angles in each injection process, where drainage hyster-
esis describes the difference between θS,DR and θR and imbibition 
hysteresis refers to θS,IM and θA. Several models have been proposed to 
characterize imbibition hysteresis through the following equation (Jiang 
et al., 1979; Seebergh and Berg 1992; Li et al., 2013): 

cosθS,IM−cosθA
cosθS,IM+1=

Fig. 11.(a) Average contact angles as a function of NCa. As expected, the 
advancing contact angles were higher compared with receding contact angles. 
(b) Dynamic (receding and advancing) contact angles as a function of calcu-
lated equilibrium angles. The solid and dashed curves represent the literature- 
based relationship (Morrow 1975) for Class III and Class II behaviour, respec-
tively. Our results fit Class II behaviour. 

Fig. 12.Contact angle hysteresis. (a) Dynamic contact angle hysteresis, ΔθD, 
defined as the difference between advancing and receding contact angles, and 
static contact angle hysteresis, ΔθS, defined as the difference between static 
angles in imbibition and drainage. Dynamic contact angle hysteresis increased 
at NCa >7.68∙10

−5, whereas no clear trend was observed for static angle 
hysteresis. (b) Drainage/imbibition contact angle hysteresis, which represent 
the difference between static and dynamic angles in each injection process. The 
data points were fitted with literature models (Jiang et al., 1979; Shi 
et al., 2018). 
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B1⋅NB2
Ca. This model was recently adapted for drainage hysteresis in 

liquid bridges as follows (Shi et al., 2018): cosθR−cosθS, DR
cosθS, DR+1 = B1⋅NB2

Ca. We 
applied these models to estimate drainage and imbibition hysteresis 
(Fig. 12b). Our contact angles were fitted with B1=18.8 and B2=1.0 for 
drainage and B1=0.29 and B2=0.16 for imbibition, but the correlation 
was poor with R2=0.38 and R2=0.47, respectively. Note, however, that 
for field-scale implications drainage/imbibition hysteresis is less 
important than the dynamic one (ΔθD) as discussed above. The ΔθD can 
be used to estimate drainage/imbibition hydrogen-water relative 
permeability curves. 

3.4.3. Discussion on measurement techniques 
Literature data on hydrogen contact angles is scare, despite being 

highly relevant for wettability and relative permeability estimations. 
Our contact angle measurements matched well with θS reported for 
hydrogen in Berea sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) and with θR in 
Vosges sandstone (Yekta et al., 2018), but were higher than θE in basaltic 
(Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and θD in quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) rocks. 
Inconsistency between literature results may be related to different 
experimental conditions, measurement techniques, and cleaning pro-
cedures (Iglauer et al., 2015). Contact angle dependency on pressure and 
temperature was showed with tilted plate method (Al-Yaseri and Jha 
2021; Iglauer et al., 2021) and core-scale steady-state drainage (Yekta 
et al., 2018), whereas the captive-bubble method did not identify any 
pressure, temperature and salinity effects (Hashemi et al., 2021). 
Micromodel-based measurement technique used in this study is uncon-
ventional and relatively novel, previously applied by a few CO2 studies 
only (Hu et al., 2017; Jafari and Jung 2017; Chang et al., 2020). How-
ever, this measurement method is valuable as it provides direct static 
and dynamic contact angle measurements in micromodel pores, thus 
representing multiphase flow in porous media more accurately than 
indirect measurements. Our results can enhance understanding of 
wettability as well as relative permeability and capillary pressure hys-
teresis, which are well-recognized in natural gas storage (Colonna et al., 
1972) but not appropriately studied for hydrogen. 

Despite being valuable for wettability and hysteresis determination 
in real pore structures, our measurement technique possessed several 
sources of uncertainties. The first source was related to the identification 
of the hydrogen-grain contact line, caused by non-planar grain surfaces 
and shadows due to non-vertical pore walls. To minimize this error, 
sufficiently long contact lines were selected on nearly flat grains. The 
second source of uncertainties was linked to the tangent line drawn 
along the hydrogen-water curvature. The third source was caused by 
random hydrogen distribution, which did not allow to measure all four 
contact angle types in the same pore, enhancing local effect on the 
measurements. To suppress the effect of uncertainties, the contact angles 
measurements were repeated five times in each measurement and 
average values were reported together with uncertainties, thus adding 
reliability to our measurements. 

3.5. Discussion on implications and methodologies 

Our results have several field scale implications. Hydrogen satura-
tion after drainage increased with increasing injection rate, suggesting 
the storage site development is the most efficient at high injection rates. 
Nevertheless, the Roof snap-off was observed at the highest injection 
rate (NCa = 3.84∙10−4). This resulted in hydrogen disconnection and 
trapping, potentially leading to lower storage efficiencies. The obser-
vations of the drainage snap-off show that current pore-scale modelling 
approaches, based on invasion percolation and static snap-off criteria, 
should be revisited (Roman et al., 2017; Herring et al., 2018). Note that 
UHS field scale projects will use intermittent hydrogen injections with 
various frequencies and loads, potentially resulting in reconnection of 
the residually trapped hydrogen. 

If the drainage snap-off occurs at NCa= 3.84∙10−4, the corresponding 

field-scale injection rate would be approximately 1.7 million Sm3/ 
d (standard cubic metre per day), based on the perforation length of 
30 m and experimental injection velocity. Lower hydrogen injection 
rates (< 1.7 million Sm3/d) may therefore be preferred to avoid the 
hydrogen disconnection. Note, however, that the laboratory NCa should 
be applied for field-scale implications with caution because they do not 
account for important reservoir parameters such as gravity, heteroge-
neity, and wettability. 

Despite low solubility in water, direct pore-scale hydrogen dissolu-
tion was observed in our work. Hydrogen dissolution is undesired in 
storage projects due to loss of recoverable hydrogen (Carden and 
Paterson 1979). The observed dissolution emphasizes the importance of 
the cushion gas composition, where other-than-hydrogen cushion gases 
with low solubility in water are preferred. Moreover, hydrogen disso-
lution may be enhanced by water encroachment during withdrawal, as 
well as the buoyancy-driven hydrogen injection from the reservoir 
bottom. Non-equilibrium dissolution, if valid at the reservoir-scale, is in 
turn more favourable compared with the equilibrium one, leading to 
slower hydrogen dissolution. Under subsurface conditions, hydrogen 
dissolution kinetics is expected to change according to the literature 
solubility data: hydrogen solubility increases with increasing pressure 
and decreases with increasing salinity (Chabab et al., 2020). 

The numerical approach dominates the UHS literature, relying on the 
parameter approximations without exact knowledge. Since the UHS is 
an emerging field, the models need to be validated with hydrogen lab-
oratory data. Microfluidics offers systematic investigation of the 
parameter space to collaborate model development. However, upscaling 
of microfluidic experiments to field scale should be implemented with 
caution, due to their 2D nature with lack of gravitational effects and 
heterogeneity. Furthermore, the interactions between viscous/capillary 
and gravitational forces become more pronounced at field scale. The 
most suitable way to upscale the microfluidic experiments is through 
pore-scale modelling. For future work, we recommend coupling micro-
fluidic experiments and pore-scale modelling to support the proposed 
models of hydrogen behaviour in porous media. 

4. Conclusions 

Microfluidic drainage and imbibition experiments were performed to 
examine the hydrogen-water flow in a natural sandstone geometry. In 
situ live camera monitoring provided qualitative data describing 
hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. Hydrogen dissolution 
kinetics and contact angles were quantified using image processing. We 
summarize our main findings as follows:  

• Hydrogen saturation after drainage increased with increasing capil-
lary number (NCa). Hydrogen phase connectivity was generally high 
except for high-NCa (3.84∙10−4) drainage, where disconnected 
hydrogen phase established due to Roof snap-off.  

• Hydrogen displacement during imbibition was mainly governed by 
I1 imbibition mechanism, whereas hydrogen disconnection with 
subsequent residual trapping was generally triggered by I2 imbibi-
tion mechanism. Hydrogen dissolution occurred at one end of the 
bubble mainly.  

• Hydrogen dissolution kinetics was quantified showing that average 
depletion rate of individual hydrogen bubbles ranged between 
2.3∙10−12 to 22∙10−12 g/sec and appeared to depend on NCa and 
initial bubble size. The average global hydrogen depletion rate var-
ied between 3.6∙10−10 to 277∙10−10 g/sec. The average dissolved 
hydrogen concentration in injected water mass was within the range 
of 6.4∙10−4 to 11∙10−4 mol/kg, which was only 16.0–28.3% of the 
literature solubility, demonstrating the non-equilibrium dissolution.  

• Static and dynamic contact angles ranged from 17 to 56◦, confirming 
the non-wetting hydrogen nature. The equilibrium angle calculations 
fit Class II behaviour. Hysteresis was quantified showing that dy-
namic contact angle hysteresis was higher than the static. 
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oratory data. Microfluidics offers systematic investigation of the 
parameter space to collaborate model development. However, upscaling 
of microfluidic experiments to field scale should be implemented with 
caution, due to their 2D nature with lack of gravitational effects and 
heterogeneity. Furthermore, the interactions between viscous/capillary 
and gravitational forces become more pronounced at field scale. The 
most suitable way to upscale the microfluidic experiments is through 
pore-scale modelling. For future work, we recommend coupling micro-
fluidic experiments and pore-scale modelling to support the proposed 
models of hydrogen behaviour in porous media. 

4.Conclusions 

Microfluidic drainage and imbibition experiments were performed to 
examine the hydrogen-water flow in a natural sandstone geometry. In 
situ live camera monitoring provided qualitative data describing 
hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. Hydrogen dissolution 
kinetics and contact angles were quantified using image processing. We 
summarize our main findings as follows:  

•Hydrogen saturation after drainage increased with increasing capil-
lary number (NCa). Hydrogen phase connectivity was generally high 
except for high-NCa (3.84∙10−4) drainage, where disconnected 
hydrogen phase established due to Roof snap-off.  

•Hydrogen displacement during imbibition was mainly governed by 
I1 imbibition mechanism, whereas hydrogen disconnection with 
subsequent residual trapping was generally triggered by I2 imbibi-
tion mechanism. Hydrogen dissolution occurred at one end of the 
bubble mainly.  

•Hydrogen dissolution kinetics was quantified showing that average 
depletion rate of individual hydrogen bubbles ranged between 
2.3∙10−12 to 22∙10−12 g/sec and appeared to depend on NCa and 
initial bubble size. The average global hydrogen depletion rate var-
ied between 3.6∙10−10 to 277∙10−10 g/sec. The average dissolved 
hydrogen concentration in injected water mass was within the range 
of 6.4∙10−4 to 11∙10−4 mol/kg, which was only 16.0–28.3% of the 
literature solubility, demonstrating the non-equilibrium dissolution.  

•Static and dynamic contact angles ranged from 17 to 56◦, confirming 
the non-wetting hydrogen nature. The equilibrium angle calculations 
fit Class II behaviour. Hysteresis was quantified showing that dy-
namic contact angle hysteresis was higher than the static. 
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applied these models to estimate drainage and imbibition hysteresis 
(Fig. 12b). Our contact angles were fitted with B1=18.8 and B2=1.0 for 
drainage and B1=0.29 and B2=0.16 for imbibition, but the correlation 
was poor with R2=0.38 and R2=0.47, respectively. Note, however, that 
for field-scale implications drainage/imbibition hysteresis is less 
important than the dynamic one (ΔθD) as discussed above. The ΔθD can 
be used to estimate drainage/imbibition hydrogen-water relative 
permeability curves. 

3.4.3. Discussion on measurement techniques 
Literature data on hydrogen contact angles is scare, despite being 

highly relevant for wettability and relative permeability estimations. 
Our contact angle measurements matched well with θS reported for 
hydrogen in Berea sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) and with θR in 
Vosges sandstone (Yekta et al., 2018), but were higher than θE in basaltic 
(Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and θD in quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) rocks. 
Inconsistency between literature results may be related to different 
experimental conditions, measurement techniques, and cleaning pro-
cedures (Iglauer et al., 2015). Contact angle dependency on pressure and 
temperature was showed with tilted plate method (Al-Yaseri and Jha 
2021; Iglauer et al., 2021) and core-scale steady-state drainage (Yekta 
et al., 2018), whereas the captive-bubble method did not identify any 
pressure, temperature and salinity effects (Hashemi et al., 2021). 
Micromodel-based measurement technique used in this study is uncon-
ventional and relatively novel, previously applied by a few CO2 studies 
only (Hu et al., 2017; Jafari and Jung 2017; Chang et al., 2020). How-
ever, this measurement method is valuable as it provides direct static 
and dynamic contact angle measurements in micromodel pores, thus 
representing multiphase flow in porous media more accurately than 
indirect measurements. Our results can enhance understanding of 
wettability as well as relative permeability and capillary pressure hys-
teresis, which are well-recognized in natural gas storage (Colonna et al., 
1972) but not appropriately studied for hydrogen. 

Despite being valuable for wettability and hysteresis determination 
in real pore structures, our measurement technique possessed several 
sources of uncertainties. The first source was related to the identification 
of the hydrogen-grain contact line, caused by non-planar grain surfaces 
and shadows due to non-vertical pore walls. To minimize this error, 
sufficiently long contact lines were selected on nearly flat grains. The 
second source of uncertainties was linked to the tangent line drawn 
along the hydrogen-water curvature. The third source was caused by 
random hydrogen distribution, which did not allow to measure all four 
contact angle types in the same pore, enhancing local effect on the 
measurements. To suppress the effect of uncertainties, the contact angles 
measurements were repeated five times in each measurement and 
average values were reported together with uncertainties, thus adding 
reliability to our measurements. 

3.5. Discussion on implications and methodologies 

Our results have several field scale implications. Hydrogen satura-
tion after drainage increased with increasing injection rate, suggesting 
the storage site development is the most efficient at high injection rates. 
Nevertheless, the Roof snap-off was observed at the highest injection 
rate (NCa = 3.84∙10

−4). This resulted in hydrogen disconnection and 
trapping, potentially leading to lower storage efficiencies. The obser-
vations of the drainage snap-off show that current pore-scale modelling 
approaches, based on invasion percolation and static snap-off criteria, 
should be revisited (Roman et al., 2017; Herring et al., 2018). Note that 
UHS field scale projects will use intermittent hydrogen injections with 
various frequencies and loads, potentially resulting in reconnection of 
the residually trapped hydrogen. 

If the drainage snap-off occurs at NCa= 3.84∙10
−4, the corresponding 

field-scale injection rate would be approximately 1.7 million Sm3/ 
d (standard cubic metre per day), based on the perforation length of 
30 m and experimental injection velocity. Lower hydrogen injection 
rates (< 1.7 million Sm3/d) may therefore be preferred to avoid the 
hydrogen disconnection. Note, however, that the laboratory NCa should 
be applied for field-scale implications with caution because they do not 
account for important reservoir parameters such as gravity, heteroge-
neity, and wettability. 

Despite low solubility in water, direct pore-scale hydrogen dissolu-
tion was observed in our work. Hydrogen dissolution is undesired in 
storage projects due to loss of recoverable hydrogen (Carden and 
Paterson 1979). The observed dissolution emphasizes the importance of 
the cushion gas composition, where other-than-hydrogen cushion gases 
with low solubility in water are preferred. Moreover, hydrogen disso-
lution may be enhanced by water encroachment during withdrawal, as 
well as the buoyancy-driven hydrogen injection from the reservoir 
bottom. Non-equilibrium dissolution, if valid at the reservoir-scale, is in 
turn more favourable compared with the equilibrium one, leading to 
slower hydrogen dissolution. Under subsurface conditions, hydrogen 
dissolution kinetics is expected to change according to the literature 
solubility data: hydrogen solubility increases with increasing pressure 
and decreases with increasing salinity (Chabab et al., 2020). 

The numerical approach dominates the UHS literature, relying on the 
parameter approximations without exact knowledge. Since the UHS is 
an emerging field, the models need to be validated with hydrogen lab-
oratory data. Microfluidics offers systematic investigation of the 
parameter space to collaborate model development. However, upscaling 
of microfluidic experiments to field scale should be implemented with 
caution, due to their 2D nature with lack of gravitational effects and 
heterogeneity. Furthermore, the interactions between viscous/capillary 
and gravitational forces become more pronounced at field scale. The 
most suitable way to upscale the microfluidic experiments is through 
pore-scale modelling. For future work, we recommend coupling micro-
fluidic experiments and pore-scale modelling to support the proposed 
models of hydrogen behaviour in porous media. 

4. Conclusions 

Microfluidic drainage and imbibition experiments were performed to 
examine the hydrogen-water flow in a natural sandstone geometry. In 
situ live camera monitoring provided qualitative data describing 
hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. Hydrogen dissolution 
kinetics and contact angles were quantified using image processing. We 
summarize our main findings as follows:  

• Hydrogen saturation after drainage increased with increasing capil-
lary number (NCa). Hydrogen phase connectivity was generally high 
except for high-NCa (3.84∙10

−4) drainage, where disconnected 
hydrogen phase established due to Roof snap-off.  

• Hydrogen displacement during imbibition was mainly governed by 
I1 imbibition mechanism, whereas hydrogen disconnection with 
subsequent residual trapping was generally triggered by I2 imbibi-
tion mechanism. Hydrogen dissolution occurred at one end of the 
bubble mainly.  

• Hydrogen dissolution kinetics was quantified showing that average 
depletion rate of individual hydrogen bubbles ranged between 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec and appeared to depend on NCa and 

initial bubble size. The average global hydrogen depletion rate var-
ied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec. The average dissolved 

hydrogen concentration in injected water mass was within the range 
of 6.4∙10

−4 to 11∙10
−4 mol/kg, which was only 16.0–28.3% of the 

literature solubility, demonstrating the non-equilibrium dissolution.  
• Static and dynamic contact angles ranged from 17 to 56

◦
, confirming 

the non-wetting hydrogen nature. The equilibrium angle calculations 
fit Class II behaviour. Hysteresis was quantified showing that dy-
namic contact angle hysteresis was higher than the static. 
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storage projects due to loss of recoverable hydrogen (Carden and 
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the cushion gas composition, where other-than-hydrogen cushion gases 
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lution may be enhanced by water encroachment during withdrawal, as 
well as the buoyancy-driven hydrogen injection from the reservoir 
bottom. Non-equilibrium dissolution, if valid at the reservoir-scale, is in 
turn more favourable compared with the equilibrium one, leading to 
slower hydrogen dissolution. Under subsurface conditions, hydrogen 
dissolution kinetics is expected to change according to the literature 
solubility data: hydrogen solubility increases with increasing pressure 
and decreases with increasing salinity (Chabab et al., 2020). 

The numerical approach dominates the UHS literature, relying on the 
parameter approximations without exact knowledge. Since the UHS is 
an emerging field, the models need to be validated with hydrogen lab-
oratory data. Microfluidics offers systematic investigation of the 
parameter space to collaborate model development. However, upscaling 
of microfluidic experiments to field scale should be implemented with 
caution, due to their 2D nature with lack of gravitational effects and 
heterogeneity. Furthermore, the interactions between viscous/capillary 
and gravitational forces become more pronounced at field scale. The 
most suitable way to upscale the microfluidic experiments is through 
pore-scale modelling. For future work, we recommend coupling micro-
fluidic experiments and pore-scale modelling to support the proposed 
models of hydrogen behaviour in porous media. 

4. Conclusions 

Microfluidic drainage and imbibition experiments were performed to 
examine the hydrogen-water flow in a natural sandstone geometry. In 
situ live camera monitoring provided qualitative data describing 
hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. Hydrogen dissolution 
kinetics and contact angles were quantified using image processing. We 
summarize our main findings as follows:  

• Hydrogen saturation after drainage increased with increasing capil-
lary number (NCa). Hydrogen phase connectivity was generally high 
except for high-NCa (3.84∙10

−4) drainage, where disconnected 
hydrogen phase established due to Roof snap-off.  

• Hydrogen displacement during imbibition was mainly governed by 
I1 imbibition mechanism, whereas hydrogen disconnection with 
subsequent residual trapping was generally triggered by I2 imbibi-
tion mechanism. Hydrogen dissolution occurred at one end of the 
bubble mainly.  

• Hydrogen dissolution kinetics was quantified showing that average 
depletion rate of individual hydrogen bubbles ranged between 
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−12 g/sec and appeared to depend on NCa and 

initial bubble size. The average global hydrogen depletion rate var-
ied between 3.6∙10
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hydrogen concentration in injected water mass was within the range 
of 6.4∙10
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literature solubility, demonstrating the non-equilibrium dissolution.  
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the non-wetting hydrogen nature. The equilibrium angle calculations 
fit Class II behaviour. Hysteresis was quantified showing that dy-
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lution may be enhanced by water encroachment during withdrawal, as 
well as the buoyancy-driven hydrogen injection from the reservoir 
bottom. Non-equilibrium dissolution, if valid at the reservoir-scale, is in 
turn more favourable compared with the equilibrium one, leading to 
slower hydrogen dissolution. Under subsurface conditions, hydrogen 
dissolution kinetics is expected to change according to the literature 
solubility data: hydrogen solubility increases with increasing pressure 
and decreases with increasing salinity (Chabab et al., 2020). 

The numerical approach dominates the UHS literature, relying on the 
parameter approximations without exact knowledge. Since the UHS is 
an emerging field, the models need to be validated with hydrogen lab-
oratory data. Microfluidics offers systematic investigation of the 
parameter space to collaborate model development. However, upscaling 
of microfluidic experiments to field scale should be implemented with 
caution, due to their 2D nature with lack of gravitational effects and 
heterogeneity. Furthermore, the interactions between viscous/capillary 
and gravitational forces become more pronounced at field scale. The 
most suitable way to upscale the microfluidic experiments is through 
pore-scale modelling. For future work, we recommend coupling micro-
fluidic experiments and pore-scale modelling to support the proposed 
models of hydrogen behaviour in porous media. 

4.Conclusions 

Microfluidic drainage and imbibition experiments were performed to 
examine the hydrogen-water flow in a natural sandstone geometry. In 
situ live camera monitoring provided qualitative data describing 
hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. Hydrogen dissolution 
kinetics and contact angles were quantified using image processing. We 
summarize our main findings as follows:  

•Hydrogen saturation after drainage increased with increasing capil-
lary number (NCa). Hydrogen phase connectivity was generally high 
except for high-NCa (3.84∙10

−4) drainage, where disconnected 
hydrogen phase established due to Roof snap-off.  

•Hydrogen displacement during imbibition was mainly governed by 
I1 imbibition mechanism, whereas hydrogen disconnection with 
subsequent residual trapping was generally triggered by I2 imbibi-
tion mechanism. Hydrogen dissolution occurred at one end of the 
bubble mainly.  

•Hydrogen dissolution kinetics was quantified showing that average 
depletion rate of individual hydrogen bubbles ranged between 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec and appeared to depend on NCa and 

initial bubble size. The average global hydrogen depletion rate var-
ied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec. The average dissolved 

hydrogen concentration in injected water mass was within the range 
of 6.4∙10

−4 to 11∙10
−4 mol/kg, which was only 16.0–28.3% of the 

literature solubility, demonstrating the non-equilibrium dissolution.  
•Static and dynamic contact angles ranged from 17 to 56

◦
, confirming 

the non-wetting hydrogen nature. The equilibrium angle calculations 
fit Class II behaviour. Hysteresis was quantified showing that dy-
namic contact angle hysteresis was higher than the static. 
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B1⋅NB2
Ca. This model was recently adapted for drainage hysteresis in 

liquid bridges as follows (Shi et al., 2018): 
cosθR−cosθS,DR

cosθS,DR+1=B1⋅NB2
Ca. We 

applied these models to estimate drainage and imbibition hysteresis 
(Fig. 12b). Our contact angles were fitted with B1=18.8 and B2=1.0 for 
drainage and B1=0.29 and B2=0.16 for imbibition, but the correlation 
was poor with R2=0.38 and R2=0.47, respectively. Note, however, that 
for field-scale implications drainage/imbibition hysteresis is less 
important than the dynamic one (ΔθD) as discussed above. The ΔθD can 
be used to estimate drainage/imbibition hydrogen-water relative 
permeability curves. 

3.4.3.Discussion on measurement techniques 
Literature data on hydrogen contact angles is scare, despite being 

highly relevant for wettability and relative permeability estimations. 
Our contact angle measurements matched well with θS reported for 
hydrogen in Berea sandstone (Hashemi et al., 2021) and with θR in 
Vosges sandstone (Yekta et al., 2018), but were higher than θE in basaltic 
(Al-Yaseri and Jha 2021) and θD in quartz (Iglauer et al., 2021) rocks. 
Inconsistency between literature results may be related to different 
experimental conditions, measurement techniques, and cleaning pro-
cedures (Iglauer et al., 2015). Contact angle dependency on pressure and 
temperature was showed with tilted plate method (Al-Yaseri and Jha 
2021; Iglauer et al., 2021) and core-scale steady-state drainage (Yekta 
et al., 2018), whereas the captive-bubble method did not identify any 
pressure, temperature and salinity effects (Hashemi et al., 2021). 
Micromodel-based measurement technique used in this study is uncon-
ventional and relatively novel, previously applied by a few CO2 studies 
only (Hu et al., 2017; Jafari and Jung 2017; Chang et al., 2020). How-
ever, this measurement method is valuable as it provides direct static 
and dynamic contact angle measurements in micromodel pores, thus 
representing multiphase flow in porous media more accurately than 
indirect measurements. Our results can enhance understanding of 
wettability as well as relative permeability and capillary pressure hys-
teresis, which are well-recognized in natural gas storage (Colonna et al., 
1972) but not appropriately studied for hydrogen. 

Despite being valuable for wettability and hysteresis determination 
in real pore structures, our measurement technique possessed several 
sources of uncertainties. The first source was related to the identification 
of the hydrogen-grain contact line, caused by non-planar grain surfaces 
and shadows due to non-vertical pore walls. To minimize this error, 
sufficiently long contact lines were selected on nearly flat grains. The 
second source of uncertainties was linked to the tangent line drawn 
along the hydrogen-water curvature. The third source was caused by 
random hydrogen distribution, which did not allow to measure all four 
contact angle types in the same pore, enhancing local effect on the 
measurements. To suppress the effect of uncertainties, the contact angles 
measurements were repeated five times in each measurement and 
average values were reported together with uncertainties, thus adding 
reliability to our measurements. 

3.5.Discussion on implications and methodologies 

Our results have several field scale implications. Hydrogen satura-
tion after drainage increased with increasing injection rate, suggesting 
the storage site development is the most efficient at high injection rates. 
Nevertheless, the Roof snap-off was observed at the highest injection 
rate (NCa =3.84∙10

−4). This resulted in hydrogen disconnection and 
trapping, potentially leading to lower storage efficiencies. The obser-
vations of the drainage snap-off show that current pore-scale modelling 
approaches, based on invasion percolation and static snap-off criteria, 
should be revisited (Roman et al., 2017; Herring et al., 2018). Note that 
UHS field scale projects will use intermittent hydrogen injections with 
various frequencies and loads, potentially resulting in reconnection of 
the residually trapped hydrogen. 

If the drainage snap-off occurs at NCa=3.84∙10
−4, the corresponding 

field-scale injection rate would be approximately 1.7 million Sm3/ 
d (standard cubic metre per day), based on the perforation length of 
30 m and experimental injection velocity. Lower hydrogen injection 
rates (<1.7 million Sm3/d) may therefore be preferred to avoid the 
hydrogen disconnection. Note, however, that the laboratory NCa should 
be applied for field-scale implications with caution because they do not 
account for important reservoir parameters such as gravity, heteroge-
neity, and wettability. 

Despite low solubility in water, direct pore-scale hydrogen dissolu-
tion was observed in our work. Hydrogen dissolution is undesired in 
storage projects due to loss of recoverable hydrogen (Carden and 
Paterson 1979). The observed dissolution emphasizes the importance of 
the cushion gas composition, where other-than-hydrogen cushion gases 
with low solubility in water are preferred. Moreover, hydrogen disso-
lution may be enhanced by water encroachment during withdrawal, as 
well as the buoyancy-driven hydrogen injection from the reservoir 
bottom. Non-equilibrium dissolution, if valid at the reservoir-scale, is in 
turn more favourable compared with the equilibrium one, leading to 
slower hydrogen dissolution. Under subsurface conditions, hydrogen 
dissolution kinetics is expected to change according to the literature 
solubility data: hydrogen solubility increases with increasing pressure 
and decreases with increasing salinity (Chabab et al., 2020). 

The numerical approach dominates the UHS literature, relying on the 
parameter approximations without exact knowledge. Since the UHS is 
an emerging field, the models need to be validated with hydrogen lab-
oratory data. Microfluidics offers systematic investigation of the 
parameter space to collaborate model development. However, upscaling 
of microfluidic experiments to field scale should be implemented with 
caution, due to their 2D nature with lack of gravitational effects and 
heterogeneity. Furthermore, the interactions between viscous/capillary 
and gravitational forces become more pronounced at field scale. The 
most suitable way to upscale the microfluidic experiments is through 
pore-scale modelling. For future work, we recommend coupling micro-
fluidic experiments and pore-scale modelling to support the proposed 
models of hydrogen behaviour in porous media. 

4.Conclusions 

Microfluidic drainage and imbibition experiments were performed to 
examine the hydrogen-water flow in a natural sandstone geometry. In 
situ live camera monitoring provided qualitative data describing 
hydrogen displacement and trapping mechanisms. Hydrogen dissolution 
kinetics and contact angles were quantified using image processing. We 
summarize our main findings as follows:  

•Hydrogen saturation after drainage increased with increasing capil-
lary number (NCa). Hydrogen phase connectivity was generally high 
except for high-NCa (3.84∙10

−4) drainage, where disconnected 
hydrogen phase established due to Roof snap-off.  

•Hydrogen displacement during imbibition was mainly governed by 
I1 imbibition mechanism, whereas hydrogen disconnection with 
subsequent residual trapping was generally triggered by I2 imbibi-
tion mechanism. Hydrogen dissolution occurred at one end of the 
bubble mainly.  

•Hydrogen dissolution kinetics was quantified showing that average 
depletion rate of individual hydrogen bubbles ranged between 
2.3∙10

−12 to 22∙10
−12 g/sec and appeared to depend on NCa and 

initial bubble size. The average global hydrogen depletion rate var-
ied between 3.6∙10

−10 to 277∙10
−10 g/sec. The average dissolved 

hydrogen concentration in injected water mass was within the range 
of 6.4∙10

−4 to 11∙10
−4 mol/kg, which was only 16.0–28.3% of the 

literature solubility, demonstrating the non-equilibrium dissolution.  
•Static and dynamic contact angles ranged from 17 to 56

◦
, confirming 

the non-wetting hydrogen nature. The equilibrium angle calculations 
fit Class II behaviour. Hysteresis was quantified showing that dy-
namic contact angle hysteresis was higher than the static. 
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� Microfluidics for examination of

cyclic hydrogen injections.

� Microscopic hydrogen storage ca-

pacities up to 60% of the pore

space.

� Reproducible residual hydrogen

saturation between the injection

cycles.

� Efficient reconnection of residually

trapped hydrogen in the next

drainage cycle.
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a b s t r a c t

Long-term and large-scale H2 storage is vital for a sustainable H2 economy. Research in

underground H2 storage (UHS) in porous media is emerging, but the understanding of H2

reconnection and recovery mechanisms under cyclic loading is not yet adequate. This

paper reports a qualitative and quantitative investigation of H2 reconnection and recovery

mechanisms in repeated injection-withdrawal cycles. Here we use microfluidics to

experimentally investigate up to 5 cycles of H2 injection and withdrawal under a range of

injection rates at shallow reservoir storage conditions. We find that H2 storage capacities

increase with increasing injection rate and range between ~10% and 60%. The residual H2

saturation is in the same range between cycles (30e40%), but its distribution in the pore

space visually appears to be hysteretic. In most cases, the residually trapped H2 reconnects

in the subsequent injection cycle, predominantly in proximity to the large pore clusters.

Our results provide valuable experimental data to advance the understanding of multiple

H2 injection cycles in UHS schemes.
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abstract

Long-termandlarge-scaleH2storageisvitalforasustainableH2economy.Researchin

undergroundH2storage(UHS)inporousmediaisemerging,buttheunderstandingofH2

reconnectionandrecoverymechanismsundercyclicloadingisnotyetadequate.This

paperreportsaqualitativeandquantitativeinvestigationofH2reconnectionandrecovery

mechanismsinrepeatedinjection-withdrawalcycles.Hereweusemicrofluidicsto

experimentallyinvestigateupto5cyclesofH2injectionandwithdrawalunderarangeof

injectionratesatshallowreservoirstorageconditions.WefindthatH2storagecapacities

increasewithincreasinginjectionrateandrangebetween~10%and60%.TheresidualH2

saturationisinthesamerangebetweencycles(30e40%),butitsdistributioninthepore

spacevisuallyappearstobehysteretic.Inmostcases,theresiduallytrappedH2reconnects

inthesubsequentinjectioncycle,predominantlyinproximitytothelargeporeclusters.

Ourresultsprovidevaluableexperimentaldatatoadvancetheunderstandingofmultiple

H2injectioncyclesinUHSschemes.
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Introduction

Hydrogen (H2) is an emission-free energy carrier and its wider

use can contribute to climate changemitigation by decreasing

the share of fossil fuels in the global energy mix. Full-scale

industrial implementation in a global H2 economy will

require numerous storage sites and solutions [1]. Future H2

storage demand in Europe is predicted to range between 63

and 180 billion standard m3 in 2050, assuming H2 total de-

mand of 780e2251 TWh [2] and 24% storage capacity [3]. Un-

derground H2 storage (UHS) in depleted hydrocarbon fields

and aquifers has been proposed as a reliable and safe storage

technology due to the presence of an impermeable seal and

large pore space [4,5]. The technicalities are similar to natural

gas storage (UGS), where cushion gas remains in reservoir to

maintain the target pressure and working gas is injected at

peak supply (summer) and withdrawn at peak demand

(winter). However, H2 is a low density and low viscosity gas

with high diffusivity and biogeochemical reactivity and

therefore its behavior in porous media will differ from that of

other gases. The experience with UHS in porous media is

limited to: 1) two pilot tests in depleted gas fields [6,7] and 2)

town gas storage in aquifers [8,9].

Scientific challenges relevant for the UHS arise from H2

physical properties as well as reactions with rock minerals

and microorganisms, potentially reducing the storage effi-

ciency [5,10]. H2 injections are prone to unstable displacement

and gravity override due to low viscosity and density. More-

over, a certain amount of H2 may be permanently lost during

storage operation by various physical, chemical and operating

loss mechanisms [4]. Reservoir simulation and wettability

studies are currently dominating the research literature in the

field of UHS flow physics. Storage capacities and recovery

factors have been estimated using conceptual reservoir

models with extrapolated input parameters not specifically

measured for H2 [11,12].

Contact angle measurements indicated that H2 is a non-

wetting fluid on pure quartz surfaces and sandstones but

shifts to intermediate-wet state in the presence of organic

acids [13e16]. No clear difference in contact angles was re-

ported between H2, CH4, H2eCH4 mixtures and N2 using a

captive-bubble method in sandstones and a borosilicate

micromodel at pressures between10and100bar [17,18]. On the

other hand, CO2 was found to be more wetting, i.e. higher

contact angles, compared to H2 [13,16]. Note that the contact

angle differences between various gases are expected to

become more pronounced at pressures above 100 bar due to

the increasing gasdensitydifferences, shownforbasaltic rocks

[19]. Moreover, rock-gas interfacial tension calculations indi-

cated significant differences between H2, CH4 and CO2 [20].

There are also discrepancies regarding the influence of pres-

sure, temperature and salinity on H2 wettability. H2 contact

angles increased with increasing pressure and temperature

when using the tilted plate method [13,16], whereas no

meaningful effect of pressure, temperature and salinity was

reported using the captive bubble technique under a range of

7e207 bar, 20e50 �Cand 1000e50000 ppmNaCl brine [14,15,17].

Neither reservoir simulations nor wettability studies can

adequately describe pore scale influencing factors on UHS

such as interactions between H2, reservoir rock and its native

fluid as well as trappingmechanisms [21]. Residual trapping is

recognized as one of the major H2 loss mechanisms [4,22],

which is expected to decrease with decreasing capillary forces

and increasing H2 wetting [23]. The UHS involves multiple

cycles of H2 injection (drainage) and withdrawal (imbibition),

and residual trapping occurs during imbibition where water is

available and mobile in the reservoir, e.g. in the H2eH2O

transition zones. The residually trapped H2 ganglia may

reconnect during drainage due to hysteresis. Hysteresis was

evident from relative permeability measurements [24,25] and

microfluidic-based contact angle measurements [26], but it

remains unaddressed for several injection-withdrawal cycles.

A few laboratory investigations of H2 residual trapping

used in-situ visualization of a single drainage-imbibition cycle

in different sandstones. The initial and residual H2 saturations

in the pore space (values between 0 and 1) were measured to

be 0.65 and 0.41, respectively [27]. H2 recovery decreased from

43.1% when flooded with non-H2-equilibrated brine to 31.6%

for H2-equilibrated brine [28]. The initial H2 saturation was ~6

times lower compared to N2 using the same injection rate [29].

No clear pressure impact on the initial H2 saturation was

evident, contrary to H2 residual trappingwhich increasedwith

increasing pressure and decreasing injection rate [30].

H2 cyclic injections were only performed for two drainage-

imbibition cycles and resulted in similar initial and residual H2

saturations: 0.48 and 0.07, respectively [30]. In contrast, cyclic

injections have been extensively investigated for CO2 storage,

where some studies indicated an increased residual trapping

over the injection cycles [31e33], contradicting a classic

trapping theory [34]. More systematic studies with the

increased number of injection cycles are required to find out

whether the multiple injection cycles can potentially result in

hysteresis and increase H2 residual trapping.

Microfluidics is a valuable tool for direct observations of

pore space to corroborate core scale measurements. Small

pore volumes are beneficial for the sake of time and safety

when working with highly flammable H2 gas at elevated

pressures. In this work, we qualitatively describe hysteretic H2

trapping and reconnection mechanisms during cyclic in-

jections in a silicon-wafer micromodel with pore patterns

resembling a natural sandstone. Up to 4e5 drainage-

imbibition cycles were run under a wide range of injection

rates at 40 bar and ambient temperature, representing the

storage conditions of a shallow aquifer or a gas-water transi-

tion zone in a depleted gas field. An in-house MATLAB code

was developed to quantify microscopic H2 storage capacity,

residual trapping and recovery factors. Our results add new

experimental data, enhancing the understating of hysteretic

H2 behavior during multiple injection cycles.

Materials and methods

Porous material

We used a silicon micromodel capable of withstanding pres-

sure up to 150 bar (Fig. 1). The irregular sandstone-based pore

patterns (pure quartz) were etched and repeated 36 (4 � 9)

times on the silicon wafer using deep reactive ioning etching
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Introduction

Hydrogen (H2) is an emission-free energy carrier and its wider

use can contribute to climate changemitigation by decreasing

the share of fossil fuels in the global energy mix. Full-scale

industrial implementation in a global H2 economy will

require numerous storage sites and solutions [1]. Future H2

storage demand in Europe is predicted to range between 63

and 180 billion standard m
3
in 2050, assuming H2 total de-

mand of 780e2251 TWh [2] and 24% storage capacity [3]. Un-

derground H2 storage (UHS) in depleted hydrocarbon fields

and aquifers has been proposed as a reliable and safe storage

technology due to the presence of an impermeable seal and

large pore space [4,5]. The technicalities are similar to natural

gas storage (UGS), where cushion gas remains in reservoir to

maintain the target pressure and working gas is injected at

peak supply (summer) and withdrawn at peak demand

(winter). However, H2 is a low density and low viscosity gas

with high diffusivity and biogeochemical reactivity and

therefore its behavior in porous media will differ from that of

other gases. The experience with UHS in porous media is

limited to: 1) two pilot tests in depleted gas fields [6,7] and 2)

town gas storage in aquifers [8,9].

Scientific challenges relevant for the UHS arise from H2

physical properties as well as reactions with rock minerals

and microorganisms, potentially reducing the storage effi-

ciency [5,10]. H2 injections are prone to unstable displacement

and gravity override due to low viscosity and density. More-

over, a certain amount of H2 may be permanently lost during

storage operation by various physical, chemical and operating

loss mechanisms [4]. Reservoir simulation and wettability

studies are currently dominating the research literature in the

field of UHS flow physics. Storage capacities and recovery

factors have been estimated using conceptual reservoir

models with extrapolated input parameters not specifically

measured for H2 [11,12].

Contact angle measurements indicated that H2 is a non-

wetting fluid on pure quartz surfaces and sandstones but

shifts to intermediate-wet state in the presence of organic

acids [13e16]. No clear difference in contact angles was re-

ported between H2, CH4, H2eCH4 mixtures and N2 using a

captive-bubble method in sandstones and a borosilicate

micromodel at pressures between10and100bar [17,18]. On the

other hand, CO2 was found to be more wetting, i.e. higher

contact angles, compared to H2 [13,16]. Note that the contact

angle differences between various gases are expected to

become more pronounced at pressures above 100 bar due to

the increasing gasdensitydifferences, shownforbasaltic rocks

[19]. Moreover, rock-gas interfacial tension calculations indi-

cated significant differences between H2, CH4 and CO2 [20].

There are also discrepancies regarding the influence of pres-

sure, temperature and salinity on H2 wettability. H2 contact

angles increased with increasing pressure and temperature

when using the tilted plate method [13,16], whereas no

meaningful effect of pressure, temperature and salinity was

reported using the captive bubble technique under a range of

7e207 bar, 20e50 �Cand 1000e50000 ppmNaCl brine [14,15,17].

Neither reservoir simulations nor wettability studies can

adequately describe pore scale influencing factors on UHS

such as interactions between H2, reservoir rock and its native

fluid as well as trappingmechanisms [21]. Residual trapping is

recognized as one of the major H2 loss mechanisms [4,22],

which is expected to decrease with decreasing capillary forces

and increasing H2 wetting [23]. The UHS involves multiple

cycles of H2 injection (drainage) and withdrawal (imbibition),

and residual trapping occurs during imbibition where water is

available and mobile in the reservoir, e.g. in the H2eH2O

transition zones. The residually trapped H2 ganglia may

reconnect during drainage due to hysteresis. Hysteresis was

evident from relative permeability measurements [24,25] and

microfluidic-based contact angle measurements [26], but it

remains unaddressed for several injection-withdrawal cycles.

A few laboratory investigations of H2 residual trapping

used in-situ visualization of a single drainage-imbibition cycle

in different sandstones. The initial and residual H2 saturations

in the pore space (values between 0 and 1) were measured to

be 0.65 and 0.41, respectively [27]. H2 recovery decreased from

43.1% when flooded with non-H2-equilibrated brine to 31.6%

for H2-equilibrated brine [28]. The initial H2 saturation was ~6

times lower compared to N2 using the same injection rate [29].

No clear pressure impact on the initial H2 saturation was

evident, contrary to H2 residual trappingwhich increasedwith

increasing pressure and decreasing injection rate [30].

H2 cyclic injections were only performed for two drainage-

imbibition cycles and resulted in similar initial and residual H2

saturations: 0.48 and 0.07, respectively [30]. In contrast, cyclic

injections have been extensively investigated for CO2 storage,

where some studies indicated an increased residual trapping

over the injection cycles [31e33], contradicting a classic

trapping theory [34]. More systematic studies with the

increased number of injection cycles are required to find out

whether the multiple injection cycles can potentially result in

hysteresis and increase H2 residual trapping.

Microfluidics is a valuable tool for direct observations of

pore space to corroborate core scale measurements. Small

pore volumes are beneficial for the sake of time and safety

when working with highly flammable H2 gas at elevated

pressures. In this work, we qualitatively describe hysteretic H2

trapping and reconnection mechanisms during cyclic in-

jections in a silicon-wafer micromodel with pore patterns

resembling a natural sandstone. Up to 4e5 drainage-

imbibition cycles were run under a wide range of injection

rates at 40 bar and ambient temperature, representing the

storage conditions of a shallow aquifer or a gas-water transi-

tion zone in a depleted gas field. An in-house MATLAB code

was developed to quantify microscopic H2 storage capacity,

residual trapping and recovery factors. Our results add new

experimental data, enhancing the understating of hysteretic

H2 behavior during multiple injection cycles.

Materials and methods

Porous material

We used a silicon micromodel capable of withstanding pres-

sure up to 150 bar (Fig. 1). The irregular sandstone-based pore

patterns (pure quartz) were etched and repeated 36 (4 � 9)

times on the silicon wafer using deep reactive ioning etching
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experimental data, enhancing the understating of hysteretic
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acids[13e16].Nocleardifferenceincontactangleswasre-

portedbetweenH2,CH4,H2eCH4mixturesandN2usinga

captive-bubblemethodinsandstonesandaborosilicate

micromodelatpressuresbetween10and100bar[17,18].Onthe

otherhand,CO2wasfoundtobemorewetting,i.e.higher

contactangles,comparedtoH2[13,16].Notethatthecontact

angledifferencesbetweenvariousgasesareexpectedto

becomemorepronouncedatpressuresabove100bardueto

theincreasinggasdensitydifferences,shownforbasalticrocks

[19].Moreover,rock-gasinterfacialtensioncalculationsindi-

catedsignificantdifferencesbetweenH2,CH4andCO2[20].

Therearealsodiscrepanciesregardingtheinfluenceofpres-

sure,temperatureandsalinityonH2wettability.H2contact

anglesincreasedwithincreasingpressureandtemperature

whenusingthetiltedplatemethod[13,16],whereasno

meaningfuleffectofpressure,temperatureandsalinitywas

reportedusingthecaptivebubbletechniqueunderarangeof

7e207bar,20e50�Cand1000e50000ppmNaClbrine[14,15,17].

Neitherreservoirsimulationsnorwettabilitystudiescan

adequatelydescribeporescaleinfluencingfactorsonUHS

suchasinteractionsbetweenH2,reservoirrockanditsnative

fluidaswellastrappingmechanisms[21].Residualtrappingis

recognizedasoneofthemajorH2lossmechanisms[4,22],

whichisexpectedtodecreasewithdecreasingcapillaryforces

andincreasingH2wetting[23].TheUHSinvolvesmultiple

cyclesofH2injection(drainage)andwithdrawal(imbibition),

andresidualtrappingoccursduringimbibitionwherewateris

availableandmobileinthereservoir,e.g.intheH2eH2O

transitionzones.TheresiduallytrappedH2gangliamay

reconnectduringdrainageduetohysteresis.Hysteresiswas

evidentfromrelativepermeabilitymeasurements[24,25]and

microfluidic-basedcontactanglemeasurements[26],butit

remainsunaddressedforseveralinjection-withdrawalcycles.

AfewlaboratoryinvestigationsofH2residualtrapping

usedin-situvisualizationofasingledrainage-imbibitioncycle

indifferentsandstones.TheinitialandresidualH2saturations

intheporespace(valuesbetween0and1)weremeasuredto

be0.65and0.41,respectively[27].H2recoverydecreasedfrom

43.1%whenfloodedwithnon-H2-equilibratedbrineto31.6%

forH2-equilibratedbrine[28].TheinitialH2saturationwas~6

timeslowercomparedtoN2usingthesameinjectionrate[29].

NoclearpressureimpactontheinitialH2saturationwas

evident,contrarytoH2residualtrappingwhichincreasedwith

increasingpressureanddecreasinginjectionrate[30].

H2cyclicinjectionswereonlyperformedfortwodrainage-

imbibitioncyclesandresultedinsimilarinitialandresidualH2

saturations:0.48and0.07,respectively[30].Incontrast,cyclic

injectionshavebeenextensivelyinvestigatedforCO2storage,

wheresomestudiesindicatedanincreasedresidualtrapping

overtheinjectioncycles[31e33],contradictingaclassic

trappingtheory[34].Moresystematicstudieswiththe

increasednumberofinjectioncyclesarerequiredtofindout

whetherthemultipleinjectioncyclescanpotentiallyresultin

hysteresisandincreaseH2residualtrapping.

Microfluidicsisavaluabletoolfordirectobservationsof

porespacetocorroboratecorescalemeasurements.Small

porevolumesarebeneficialforthesakeoftimeandsafety

whenworkingwithhighlyflammableH2gasatelevated

pressures.Inthiswork,wequalitativelydescribehystereticH2

trappingandreconnectionmechanismsduringcyclicin-

jectionsinasilicon-wafermicromodelwithporepatterns

resemblinganaturalsandstone.Upto4e5drainage-

imbibitioncycleswererununderawiderangeofinjection

ratesat40barandambienttemperature,representingthe

storageconditionsofashallowaquiferoragas-watertransi-

tionzoneinadepletedgasfield.Anin-houseMATLABcode

wasdevelopedtoquantifymicroscopicH2storagecapacity,

residualtrappingandrecoveryfactors.Ourresultsaddnew

experimentaldata,enhancingtheunderstatingofhysteretic

H2behaviorduringmultipleinjectioncycles.

Materialsandmethods

Porousmaterial

Weusedasiliconmicromodelcapableofwithstandingpres-

sureupto150bar(Fig.1).Theirregularsandstone-basedpore

patterns(purequartz)wereetchedandrepeated36(4�9)

timesonthesiliconwaferusingdeepreactiveioningetching
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(DRIE) with an etching depth of 30 mm. The DRIE technique

ensured a correct reproduction of morphological and topo-

logical features, preserving the sharp grain walls with a sur-

face roughness of 100 nm and high aspect ratio and

coordination number, which ensured a correct magnitude of

the capillary forces. The micromodel top (transparent boro-

silicate glass) and bottom (silicon) surfaces were anodically

bonded and producedwith strongly hydrophilic surfaces, with

measured H2 contact angles ranging between 19� and 60�. The
micromodel surfaces were not aged in organic acids, making

them more hydrophilic than natural reservoirs [13,16]. The

micromodel has two open channels (100% void space), con-

nected from ports 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4. The pore network has

a length of 27 mm and a width of 21.4 mm, with a total

porosity of 61% (Table 1). The micromodel studied region is

defined as the field of view (FoV) and represents approxi-

mately 1% of the entire area micromodel. A more detailed

description of the micromodel construction procedure and its

properties can be found elsewhere [35,36].

Experimental setup and procedures

The micromodel was assembled in the PEEK holder with four

outlet ports connected to the 1/1600 PEEK tubing, where two

tubes from the diagonally located ports (2 and 3) were con-

nected to two Quizix pumps through 1/16” stainless-steel

tubing (Fig. 1). Quizix QX pump was filled with filtered

deionized H2O, whereas H2 was accommodated by Quizix SP-

5200 pump (cylinder C5000-10K-SS-AT). A microscope (Nikon

SMZ1500) connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer

enabled us to directly observe themicromodel FoV, whichwas

illuminated by a light source with spot lighting (Photonic LED

F1 Cold light 5500K).

Two different groups of experiments were performed at

pore pressure of 40 bar and ambient temperature (20 ± 1 �C): 1)
Single-cycle of H2 injection and withdrawal, i.e. primary

drainage and imbibition only (experiments A1-A4) and 2)

multiple cycles of H2 injection and withdrawal (experiments

B1eB4). An overview of experiments and key results are

shown in Table 3. In the experiments A1-A4, the H2O pump

was used for H2O withdrawal (drainage) and injection (imbi-

bition), whereas the constant pressure in themicromodel was

maintained by the H2 pump. In total, single-cycle injection-

withdrawal experiments were performed four times at

different injection rates in the range of 0.1e50 mL/h.

In experiments B1eB4, the pump operation modes were

different. During drainage, the H2O pump was set to constant

pressure and H2 was injected from the H2 pump at constant

flow rate. After drainage, the tubing connection from the H2O

pump to themicromodelwas cleanedwithH2O via the by-pass

tubing to remove the remaining H2, preventing the H2eH2O

slug flow in the micromodel. During imbibition, both pumps

wereoperatedat constantflowrateswhereH2Owas injected in

the micromodel while the piston in the H2 pump retracted.

Imbibition was terminated after the establishment of the

residually trappedH2 ganglia. Then the systemwas ready for a

newdrainage-imbibition cycle,whichwas repeated three-four

times. Prior to a newcycle, H2was injected to the bypass line to

remove the remaining H2O. In total, four cyclic experiments

were run at various injection rates in the range of 1e10 mL/h.

Dimensionless numbers describe the interplay between

various forces acting on two-phase flow. In this work, the

capillary number (the ratio of viscous to capillary forces) is

defined as NCa ¼ U�m/s, where U is the injection velocity [m/s],

m is the invading fluid viscosity [mH2 ¼ 8.8 � 10�6 Pa s and

Fig. 1 e Left: Micromodel with irregular pore patterns replicating natural sandstone. The micromodel was built with four

ports (1e4) and two open channels (from the ports 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4). The field of view (FoV) refers to the micromodel

area observed by the microscope (not to scale). Right: Experimental setup consisting of the micromodel, two pumps for H2

and H2O injections and pressure control as well as the microscope equipped with the light source and the camera. H2 and

H2O were injected diagonally from the opposite ports, i.e. from ports 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 1 e Micromodel properties.

Micromodel Micromodel FoV

Length [mm] 27 3.5

Width [mm] 21.4 1.96

Depth [mm] 30

Pore volume [mL] 11 0.09

Porosity [frac.] 0.61 0.44

Permeability [D] 2.97

Pore throat length [mm] 10e300

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 8 ( 2 0 2 3 ) 3 1 2 9 4e3 1 3 0 431296

(DRIE)withanetchingdepthof30mm.TheDRIEtechnique

ensuredacorrectreproductionofmorphologicalandtopo-

logicalfeatures,preservingthesharpgrainwallswithasur-

faceroughnessof100nmandhighaspectratioand

coordinationnumber,whichensuredacorrectmagnitudeof

thecapillaryforces.Themicromodeltop(transparentboro-

silicateglass)andbottom(silicon)surfaceswereanodically

bondedandproducedwithstronglyhydrophilicsurfaces,with

measuredH2contactanglesrangingbetween19�and60�.The
micromodelsurfaceswerenotagedinorganicacids,making

themmorehydrophilicthannaturalreservoirs[13,16].The

micromodelhastwoopenchannels(100%voidspace),con-

nectedfromports1to2andfrom3to4.Theporenetworkhas

alengthof27mmandawidthof21.4mm,withatotal

porosityof61%(Table1).Themicromodelstudiedregionis

definedasthefieldofview(FoV)andrepresentsapproxi-

mately1%oftheentireareamicromodel.Amoredetailed

descriptionofthemicromodelconstructionprocedureandits

propertiescanbefoundelsewhere[35,36].

Experimentalsetupandprocedures

ThemicromodelwasassembledinthePEEKholderwithfour

outletportsconnectedtothe1/1600PEEKtubing,wheretwo

tubesfromthediagonallylocatedports(2and3)werecon-

nectedtotwoQuizixpumpsthrough1/16”stainless-steel

tubing(Fig.1).QuizixQXpumpwasfilledwithfiltered

deionizedH2O,whereasH2wasaccommodatedbyQuizixSP-

5200pump(cylinderC5000-10K-SS-AT).Amicroscope(Nikon

SMZ1500)connectedtoacamera(NikonD7100)andcomputer

enabledustodirectlyobservethemicromodelFoV,whichwas

illuminatedbyalightsourcewithspotlighting(PhotonicLED

F1Coldlight5500K).

Twodifferentgroupsofexperimentswereperformedat

porepressureof40barandambienttemperature(20±1�C):1)
Single-cycleofH2injectionandwithdrawal,i.e.primary

drainageandimbibitiononly(experimentsA1-A4)and2)

multiplecyclesofH2injectionandwithdrawal(experiments

B1eB4).Anoverviewofexperimentsandkeyresultsare

showninTable3.IntheexperimentsA1-A4,theH2Opump

wasusedforH2Owithdrawal(drainage)andinjection(imbi-

bition),whereastheconstantpressureinthemicromodelwas

maintainedbytheH2pump.Intotal,single-cycleinjection-

withdrawalexperimentswereperformedfourtimesat

differentinjectionratesintherangeof0.1e50mL/h.

InexperimentsB1eB4,thepumpoperationmodeswere

different.Duringdrainage,theH2Opumpwassettoconstant

pressureandH2wasinjectedfromtheH2pumpatconstant

flowrate.Afterdrainage,thetubingconnectionfromtheH2O

pumptothemicromodelwascleanedwithH2Oviatheby-pass

tubingtoremovetheremainingH2,preventingtheH2eH2O

slugflowinthemicromodel.Duringimbibition,bothpumps

wereoperatedatconstantflowrateswhereH2Owasinjectedin

themicromodelwhilethepistonintheH2pumpretracted.

Imbibitionwasterminatedaftertheestablishmentofthe

residuallytrappedH2ganglia.Thenthesystemwasreadyfora

newdrainage-imbibitioncycle,whichwasrepeatedthree-four

times.Priortoanewcycle,H2wasinjectedtothebypasslineto

removetheremainingH2O.Intotal,fourcyclicexperiments

wererunatvariousinjectionratesintherangeof1e10mL/h.

Dimensionlessnumbersdescribetheinterplaybetween

variousforcesactingontwo-phaseflow.Inthiswork,the

capillarynumber(theratioofviscoustocapillaryforces)is

definedasNCa¼U�m/s,whereUistheinjectionvelocity[m/s],

mistheinvadingfluidviscosity[mH2¼8.8�10�6Pasand

Fig.1eLeft:Micromodelwithirregularporepatternsreplicatingnaturalsandstone.Themicromodelwasbuiltwithfour

ports(1e4)andtwoopenchannels(fromtheports1to2andfrom3to4).Thefieldofview(FoV)referstothemicromodel

areaobservedbythemicroscope(nottoscale).Right:Experimentalsetupconsistingofthemicromodel,twopumpsforH2

andH2Oinjectionsandpressurecontrolaswellasthemicroscopeequippedwiththelightsourceandthecamera.H2and

H2Owereinjecteddiagonallyfromtheoppositeports,i.e.fromports2and3,respectively.

Table1eMicromodelproperties.

MicromodelMicromodelFoV

Length[mm]273.5

Width[mm]21.41.96

Depth[mm]30

Porevolume[mL]110.09

Porosity[frac.]0.610.44

Permeability[D]2.97

Porethroatlength[mm]10e300
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ensuredacorrectreproductionofmorphologicalandtopo-

logicalfeatures,preservingthesharpgrainwallswithasur-

faceroughnessof100nmandhighaspectratioand

coordinationnumber,whichensuredacorrectmagnitudeof

thecapillaryforces.Themicromodeltop(transparentboro-

silicateglass)andbottom(silicon)surfaceswereanodically

bondedandproducedwithstronglyhydrophilicsurfaces,with

measuredH2contactanglesrangingbetween19�and60�.The
micromodelsurfaceswerenotagedinorganicacids,making

themmorehydrophilicthannaturalreservoirs[13,16].The

micromodelhastwoopenchannels(100%voidspace),con-

nectedfromports1to2andfrom3to4.Theporenetworkhas

alengthof27mmandawidthof21.4mm,withatotal

porosityof61%(Table1).Themicromodelstudiedregionis

definedasthefieldofview(FoV)andrepresentsapproxi-

mately1%oftheentireareamicromodel.Amoredetailed

descriptionofthemicromodelconstructionprocedureandits

propertiescanbefoundelsewhere[35,36].

Experimentalsetupandprocedures

ThemicromodelwasassembledinthePEEKholderwithfour

outletportsconnectedtothe1/1600PEEKtubing,wheretwo

tubesfromthediagonallylocatedports(2and3)werecon-

nectedtotwoQuizixpumpsthrough1/16”stainless-steel

tubing(Fig.1).QuizixQXpumpwasfilledwithfiltered

deionizedH2O,whereasH2wasaccommodatedbyQuizixSP-

5200pump(cylinderC5000-10K-SS-AT).Amicroscope(Nikon

SMZ1500)connectedtoacamera(NikonD7100)andcomputer

enabledustodirectlyobservethemicromodelFoV,whichwas

illuminatedbyalightsourcewithspotlighting(PhotonicLED

F1Coldlight5500K).

Twodifferentgroupsofexperimentswereperformedat

porepressureof40barandambienttemperature(20±1�C):1)
Single-cycleofH2injectionandwithdrawal,i.e.primary

drainageandimbibitiononly(experimentsA1-A4)and2)

multiplecyclesofH2injectionandwithdrawal(experiments

B1eB4).Anoverviewofexperimentsandkeyresultsare

showninTable3.IntheexperimentsA1-A4,theH2Opump

wasusedforH2Owithdrawal(drainage)andinjection(imbi-

bition),whereastheconstantpressureinthemicromodelwas

maintainedbytheH2pump.Intotal,single-cycleinjection-

withdrawalexperimentswereperformedfourtimesat

differentinjectionratesintherangeof0.1e50mL/h.

InexperimentsB1eB4,thepumpoperationmodeswere

different.Duringdrainage,theH2Opumpwassettoconstant

pressureandH2wasinjectedfromtheH2pumpatconstant

flowrate.Afterdrainage,thetubingconnectionfromtheH2O

pumptothemicromodelwascleanedwithH2Oviatheby-pass

tubingtoremovetheremainingH2,preventingtheH2eH2O

slugflowinthemicromodel.Duringimbibition,bothpumps

wereoperatedatconstantflowrateswhereH2Owasinjectedin

themicromodelwhilethepistonintheH2pumpretracted.

Imbibitionwasterminatedaftertheestablishmentofthe

residuallytrappedH2ganglia.Thenthesystemwasreadyfora

newdrainage-imbibitioncycle,whichwasrepeatedthree-four

times.Priortoanewcycle,H2wasinjectedtothebypasslineto

removetheremainingH2O.Intotal,fourcyclicexperiments

wererunatvariousinjectionratesintherangeof1e10mL/h.

Dimensionlessnumbersdescribetheinterplaybetween

variousforcesactingontwo-phaseflow.Inthiswork,the

capillarynumber(theratioofviscoustocapillaryforces)is

definedasNCa¼U�m/s,whereUistheinjectionvelocity[m/s],

mistheinvadingfluidviscosity[mH2¼8.8�10�6Pasand

Fig.1eLeft:Micromodelwithirregularporepatternsreplicatingnaturalsandstone.Themicromodelwasbuiltwithfour

ports(1e4)andtwoopenchannels(fromtheports1to2andfrom3to4).Thefieldofview(FoV)referstothemicromodel

areaobservedbythemicroscope(nottoscale).Right:Experimentalsetupconsistingofthemicromodel,twopumpsforH2

andH2Oinjectionsandpressurecontrolaswellasthemicroscopeequippedwiththelightsourceandthecamera.H2and

H2Owereinjecteddiagonallyfromtheoppositeports,i.e.fromports2and3,respectively.

Table1eMicromodelproperties.

MicromodelMicromodelFoV

Length[mm]273.5

Width[mm]21.41.96

Depth[mm]30

Porevolume[mL]110.09

Porosity[frac.]0.610.44

Permeability[D]2.97

Porethroatlength[mm]10e300
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(DRIE) with an etching depth of 30 mm. The DRIE technique

ensured a correct reproduction of morphological and topo-

logical features, preserving the sharp grain walls with a sur-

face roughness of 100 nm and high aspect ratio and

coordination number, which ensured a correct magnitude of

the capillary forces. The micromodel top (transparent boro-

silicate glass) and bottom (silicon) surfaces were anodically

bonded and producedwith strongly hydrophilic surfaces, with

measured H2 contact angles ranging between 19� and 60�. The
micromodel surfaces were not aged in organic acids, making

them more hydrophilic than natural reservoirs [13,16]. The

micromodel has two open channels (100% void space), con-

nected from ports 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4. The pore network has

a length of 27 mm and a width of 21.4 mm, with a total

porosity of 61% (Table 1). The micromodel studied region is

defined as the field of view (FoV) and represents approxi-

mately 1% of the entire area micromodel. A more detailed

description of the micromodel construction procedure and its

properties can be found elsewhere [35,36].

Experimental setup and procedures

The micromodel was assembled in the PEEK holder with four

outlet ports connected to the 1/1600 PEEK tubing, where two

tubes from the diagonally located ports (2 and 3) were con-

nected to two Quizix pumps through 1/16” stainless-steel

tubing (Fig. 1). Quizix QX pump was filled with filtered

deionized H2O, whereas H2 was accommodated by Quizix SP-

5200 pump (cylinder C5000-10K-SS-AT). A microscope (Nikon

SMZ1500) connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer

enabled us to directly observe themicromodel FoV, whichwas

illuminated by a light source with spot lighting (Photonic LED

F1 Cold light 5500K).

Two different groups of experiments were performed at

pore pressure of 40 bar and ambient temperature (20 ± 1 �C): 1)
Single-cycle of H2 injection and withdrawal, i.e. primary

drainage and imbibition only (experiments A1-A4) and 2)

multiple cycles of H2 injection and withdrawal (experiments

B1eB4). An overview of experiments and key results are

shown in Table 3. In the experiments A1-A4, the H2O pump

was used for H2O withdrawal (drainage) and injection (imbi-

bition), whereas the constant pressure in themicromodel was

maintained by the H2 pump. In total, single-cycle injection-

withdrawal experiments were performed four times at

different injection rates in the range of 0.1e50 mL/h.

In experiments B1eB4, the pump operation modes were

different. During drainage, the H2O pump was set to constant

pressure and H2 was injected from the H2 pump at constant

flow rate. After drainage, the tubing connection from the H2O

pump to themicromodelwas cleanedwithH2O via the by-pass

tubing to remove the remaining H2, preventing the H2eH2O

slug flow in the micromodel. During imbibition, both pumps

wereoperatedat constantflowrateswhereH2Owas injected in

the micromodel while the piston in the H2 pump retracted.

Imbibition was terminated after the establishment of the

residually trappedH2 ganglia. Then the systemwas ready for a

newdrainage-imbibition cycle,whichwas repeated three-four

times. Prior to a newcycle, H2was injected to the bypass line to

remove the remaining H2O. In total, four cyclic experiments

were run at various injection rates in the range of 1e10 mL/h.

Dimensionless numbers describe the interplay between

various forces acting on two-phase flow. In this work, the

capillary number (the ratio of viscous to capillary forces) is

defined as NCa ¼ U�m/s, where U is the injection velocity [m/s],

m is the invading fluid viscosity [mH2 ¼ 8.8 � 10�6
Pa s and

Fig. 1 e Left: Micromodel with irregular pore patterns replicating natural sandstone. The micromodel was built with four

ports (1e4) and two open channels (from the ports 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4). The field of view (FoV) refers to the micromodel

area observed by the microscope (not to scale). Right: Experimental setup consisting of the micromodel, two pumps for H2

and H2O injections and pressure control as well as the microscope equipped with the light source and the camera. H2 and

H2O were injected diagonally from the opposite ports, i.e. from ports 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 1 e Micromodel properties.

Micromodel Micromodel FoV

Length [mm] 27 3.5

Width [mm] 21.4 1.96

Depth [mm] 30

Pore volume [mL] 11 0.09

Porosity [frac.] 0.61 0.44

Permeability [D] 2.97

Pore throat length [mm] 10e300

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 8 ( 2 0 2 3 ) 3 1 2 9 4e3 1 3 0 431296

(DRIE) with an etching depth of 30 mm. The DRIE technique

ensured a correct reproduction of morphological and topo-

logical features, preserving the sharp grain walls with a sur-

face roughness of 100 nm and high aspect ratio and

coordination number, which ensured a correct magnitude of

the capillary forces. The micromodel top (transparent boro-

silicate glass) and bottom (silicon) surfaces were anodically

bonded and producedwith strongly hydrophilic surfaces, with

measured H2 contact angles ranging between 19� and 60�. The
micromodel surfaces were not aged in organic acids, making

them more hydrophilic than natural reservoirs [13,16]. The

micromodel has two open channels (100% void space), con-

nected from ports 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4. The pore network has

a length of 27 mm and a width of 21.4 mm, with a total

porosity of 61% (Table 1). The micromodel studied region is

defined as the field of view (FoV) and represents approxi-

mately 1% of the entire area micromodel. A more detailed

description of the micromodel construction procedure and its

properties can be found elsewhere [35,36].

Experimental setup and procedures

The micromodel was assembled in the PEEK holder with four

outlet ports connected to the 1/1600 PEEK tubing, where two

tubes from the diagonally located ports (2 and 3) were con-

nected to two Quizix pumps through 1/16” stainless-steel

tubing (Fig. 1). Quizix QX pump was filled with filtered

deionized H2O, whereas H2 was accommodated by Quizix SP-

5200 pump (cylinder C5000-10K-SS-AT). A microscope (Nikon

SMZ1500) connected to a camera (Nikon D7100) and computer

enabled us to directly observe themicromodel FoV, whichwas

illuminated by a light source with spot lighting (Photonic LED

F1 Cold light 5500K).

Two different groups of experiments were performed at

pore pressure of 40 bar and ambient temperature (20 ± 1 �C): 1)
Single-cycle of H2 injection and withdrawal, i.e. primary

drainage and imbibition only (experiments A1-A4) and 2)

multiple cycles of H2 injection and withdrawal (experiments

B1eB4). An overview of experiments and key results are

shown in Table 3. In the experiments A1-A4, the H2O pump

was used for H2O withdrawal (drainage) and injection (imbi-

bition), whereas the constant pressure in themicromodel was

maintained by the H2 pump. In total, single-cycle injection-

withdrawal experiments were performed four times at

different injection rates in the range of 0.1e50 mL/h.

In experiments B1eB4, the pump operation modes were

different. During drainage, the H2O pump was set to constant

pressure and H2 was injected from the H2 pump at constant

flow rate. After drainage, the tubing connection from the H2O

pump to themicromodelwas cleanedwithH2O via the by-pass

tubing to remove the remaining H2, preventing the H2eH2O

slug flow in the micromodel. During imbibition, both pumps

wereoperatedat constantflowrateswhereH2Owas injected in

the micromodel while the piston in the H2 pump retracted.

Imbibition was terminated after the establishment of the

residually trappedH2 ganglia. Then the systemwas ready for a

newdrainage-imbibition cycle,whichwas repeated three-four

times. Prior to a newcycle, H2was injected to the bypass line to

remove the remaining H2O. In total, four cyclic experiments

were run at various injection rates in the range of 1e10 mL/h.

Dimensionless numbers describe the interplay between

various forces acting on two-phase flow. In this work, the

capillary number (the ratio of viscous to capillary forces) is

defined as NCa ¼ U�m/s, where U is the injection velocity [m/s],

m is the invading fluid viscosity [mH2 ¼ 8.8 � 10�6
Pa s and

Fig. 1 e Left: Micromodel with irregular pore patterns replicating natural sandstone. The micromodel was built with four

ports (1e4) and two open channels (from the ports 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4). The field of view (FoV) refers to the micromodel

area observed by the microscope (not to scale). Right: Experimental setup consisting of the micromodel, two pumps for H2

and H2O injections and pressure control as well as the microscope equipped with the light source and the camera. H2 and

H2O were injected diagonally from the opposite ports, i.e. from ports 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 1 e Micromodel properties.

Micromodel Micromodel FoV

Length [mm] 27 3.5

Width [mm] 21.4 1.96

Depth [mm] 30

Pore volume [mL] 11 0.09

Porosity [frac.] 0.61 0.44

Permeability [D] 2.97

Pore throat length [mm] 10e300
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(DRIE)withanetchingdepthof30mm.TheDRIEtechnique

ensuredacorrectreproductionofmorphologicalandtopo-

logicalfeatures,preservingthesharpgrainwallswithasur-

faceroughnessof100nmandhighaspectratioand

coordinationnumber,whichensuredacorrectmagnitudeof

thecapillaryforces.Themicromodeltop(transparentboro-

silicateglass)andbottom(silicon)surfaceswereanodically

bondedandproducedwithstronglyhydrophilicsurfaces,with

measuredH2contactanglesrangingbetween19�and60�.The
micromodelsurfaceswerenotagedinorganicacids,making

themmorehydrophilicthannaturalreservoirs[13,16].The

micromodelhastwoopenchannels(100%voidspace),con-

nectedfromports1to2andfrom3to4.Theporenetworkhas

alengthof27mmandawidthof21.4mm,withatotal

porosityof61%(Table1).Themicromodelstudiedregionis

definedasthefieldofview(FoV)andrepresentsapproxi-

mately1%oftheentireareamicromodel.Amoredetailed

descriptionofthemicromodelconstructionprocedureandits

propertiescanbefoundelsewhere[35,36].

Experimentalsetupandprocedures

ThemicromodelwasassembledinthePEEKholderwithfour

outletportsconnectedtothe1/1600PEEKtubing,wheretwo

tubesfromthediagonallylocatedports(2and3)werecon-

nectedtotwoQuizixpumpsthrough1/16”stainless-steel

tubing(Fig.1).QuizixQXpumpwasfilledwithfiltered

deionizedH2O,whereasH2wasaccommodatedbyQuizixSP-

5200pump(cylinderC5000-10K-SS-AT).Amicroscope(Nikon

SMZ1500)connectedtoacamera(NikonD7100)andcomputer

enabledustodirectlyobservethemicromodelFoV,whichwas

illuminatedbyalightsourcewithspotlighting(PhotonicLED

F1Coldlight5500K).

Twodifferentgroupsofexperimentswereperformedat

porepressureof40barandambienttemperature(20±1�C):1)
Single-cycleofH2injectionandwithdrawal,i.e.primary

drainageandimbibitiononly(experimentsA1-A4)and2)

multiplecyclesofH2injectionandwithdrawal(experiments

B1eB4).Anoverviewofexperimentsandkeyresultsare

showninTable3.IntheexperimentsA1-A4,theH2Opump

wasusedforH2Owithdrawal(drainage)andinjection(imbi-

bition),whereastheconstantpressureinthemicromodelwas

maintainedbytheH2pump.Intotal,single-cycleinjection-

withdrawalexperimentswereperformedfourtimesat

differentinjectionratesintherangeof0.1e50mL/h.

InexperimentsB1eB4,thepumpoperationmodeswere

different.Duringdrainage,theH2Opumpwassettoconstant

pressureandH2wasinjectedfromtheH2pumpatconstant

flowrate.Afterdrainage,thetubingconnectionfromtheH2O

pumptothemicromodelwascleanedwithH2Oviatheby-pass

tubingtoremovetheremainingH2,preventingtheH2eH2O

slugflowinthemicromodel.Duringimbibition,bothpumps

wereoperatedatconstantflowrateswhereH2Owasinjectedin

themicromodelwhilethepistonintheH2pumpretracted.

Imbibitionwasterminatedaftertheestablishmentofthe

residuallytrappedH2ganglia.Thenthesystemwasreadyfora

newdrainage-imbibitioncycle,whichwasrepeatedthree-four

times.Priortoanewcycle,H2wasinjectedtothebypasslineto

removetheremainingH2O.Intotal,fourcyclicexperiments

wererunatvariousinjectionratesintherangeof1e10mL/h.

Dimensionlessnumbersdescribetheinterplaybetween

variousforcesactingontwo-phaseflow.Inthiswork,the

capillarynumber(theratioofviscoustocapillaryforces)is

definedasNCa¼U�m/s,whereUistheinjectionvelocity[m/s],

mistheinvadingfluidviscosity[mH2¼8.8�10�6
Pasand

Fig.1eLeft:Micromodelwithirregularporepatternsreplicatingnaturalsandstone.Themicromodelwasbuiltwithfour

ports(1e4)andtwoopenchannels(fromtheports1to2andfrom3to4).Thefieldofview(FoV)referstothemicromodel

areaobservedbythemicroscope(nottoscale).Right:Experimentalsetupconsistingofthemicromodel,twopumpsforH2

andH2Oinjectionsandpressurecontrolaswellasthemicroscopeequippedwiththelightsourceandthecamera.H2and

H2Owereinjecteddiagonallyfromtheoppositeports,i.e.fromports2and3,respectively.

Table1eMicromodelproperties.

MicromodelMicromodelFoV

Length[mm]273.5

Width[mm]21.41.96

Depth[mm]30

Porevolume[mL]110.09

Porosity[frac.]0.610.44

Permeability[D]2.97

Porethroatlength[mm]10e300
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(DRIE)withanetchingdepthof30mm.TheDRIEtechnique

ensuredacorrectreproductionofmorphologicalandtopo-

logicalfeatures,preservingthesharpgrainwallswithasur-

faceroughnessof100nmandhighaspectratioand

coordinationnumber,whichensuredacorrectmagnitudeof

thecapillaryforces.Themicromodeltop(transparentboro-

silicateglass)andbottom(silicon)surfaceswereanodically

bondedandproducedwithstronglyhydrophilicsurfaces,with

measuredH2contactanglesrangingbetween19�and60�.The
micromodelsurfaceswerenotagedinorganicacids,making

themmorehydrophilicthannaturalreservoirs[13,16].The

micromodelhastwoopenchannels(100%voidspace),con-

nectedfromports1to2andfrom3to4.Theporenetworkhas

alengthof27mmandawidthof21.4mm,withatotal

porosityof61%(Table1).Themicromodelstudiedregionis

definedasthefieldofview(FoV)andrepresentsapproxi-

mately1%oftheentireareamicromodel.Amoredetailed

descriptionofthemicromodelconstructionprocedureandits

propertiescanbefoundelsewhere[35,36].

Experimentalsetupandprocedures

ThemicromodelwasassembledinthePEEKholderwithfour

outletportsconnectedtothe1/1600PEEKtubing,wheretwo

tubesfromthediagonallylocatedports(2and3)werecon-

nectedtotwoQuizixpumpsthrough1/16”stainless-steel

tubing(Fig.1).QuizixQXpumpwasfilledwithfiltered

deionizedH2O,whereasH2wasaccommodatedbyQuizixSP-

5200pump(cylinderC5000-10K-SS-AT).Amicroscope(Nikon

SMZ1500)connectedtoacamera(NikonD7100)andcomputer

enabledustodirectlyobservethemicromodelFoV,whichwas

illuminatedbyalightsourcewithspotlighting(PhotonicLED

F1Coldlight5500K).

Twodifferentgroupsofexperimentswereperformedat

porepressureof40barandambienttemperature(20±1�C):1)
Single-cycleofH2injectionandwithdrawal,i.e.primary

drainageandimbibitiononly(experimentsA1-A4)and2)

multiplecyclesofH2injectionandwithdrawal(experiments

B1eB4).Anoverviewofexperimentsandkeyresultsare

showninTable3.IntheexperimentsA1-A4,theH2Opump

wasusedforH2Owithdrawal(drainage)andinjection(imbi-

bition),whereastheconstantpressureinthemicromodelwas

maintainedbytheH2pump.Intotal,single-cycleinjection-

withdrawalexperimentswereperformedfourtimesat

differentinjectionratesintherangeof0.1e50mL/h.

InexperimentsB1eB4,thepumpoperationmodeswere

different.Duringdrainage,theH2Opumpwassettoconstant

pressureandH2wasinjectedfromtheH2pumpatconstant

flowrate.Afterdrainage,thetubingconnectionfromtheH2O

pumptothemicromodelwascleanedwithH2Oviatheby-pass

tubingtoremovetheremainingH2,preventingtheH2eH2O

slugflowinthemicromodel.Duringimbibition,bothpumps

wereoperatedatconstantflowrateswhereH2Owasinjectedin

themicromodelwhilethepistonintheH2pumpretracted.

Imbibitionwasterminatedaftertheestablishmentofthe

residuallytrappedH2ganglia.Thenthesystemwasreadyfora

newdrainage-imbibitioncycle,whichwasrepeatedthree-four

times.Priortoanewcycle,H2wasinjectedtothebypasslineto

removetheremainingH2O.Intotal,fourcyclicexperiments

wererunatvariousinjectionratesintherangeof1e10mL/h.

Dimensionlessnumbersdescribetheinterplaybetween

variousforcesactingontwo-phaseflow.Inthiswork,the

capillarynumber(theratioofviscoustocapillaryforces)is

definedasNCa¼U�m/s,whereUistheinjectionvelocity[m/s],

mistheinvadingfluidviscosity[mH2¼8.8�10�6
Pasand
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ports(1e4)andtwoopenchannels(fromtheports1to2andfrom3to4).Thefieldofview(FoV)referstothemicromodel

areaobservedbythemicroscope(nottoscale).Right:Experimentalsetupconsistingofthemicromodel,twopumpsforH2

andH2Oinjectionsandpressurecontrolaswellasthemicroscopeequippedwiththelightsourceandthecamera.H2and

H2Owereinjecteddiagonallyfromtheoppositeports,i.e.fromports2and3,respectively.

Table1eMicromodelproperties.

MicromodelMicromodelFoV

Length[mm]273.5

Width[mm]21.41.96

Depth[mm]30

Porevolume[mL]110.09

Porosity[frac.]0.610.44

Permeability[D]2.97
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(DRIE)withanetchingdepthof30mm.TheDRIEtechnique

ensuredacorrectreproductionofmorphologicalandtopo-

logicalfeatures,preservingthesharpgrainwallswithasur-

faceroughnessof100nmandhighaspectratioand

coordinationnumber,whichensuredacorrectmagnitudeof

thecapillaryforces.Themicromodeltop(transparentboro-

silicateglass)andbottom(silicon)surfaceswereanodically

bondedandproducedwithstronglyhydrophilicsurfaces,with

measuredH2contactanglesrangingbetween19�and60�.The
micromodelsurfaceswerenotagedinorganicacids,making

themmorehydrophilicthannaturalreservoirs[13,16].The

micromodelhastwoopenchannels(100%voidspace),con-

nectedfromports1to2andfrom3to4.Theporenetworkhas

alengthof27mmandawidthof21.4mm,withatotal

porosityof61%(Table1).Themicromodelstudiedregionis

definedasthefieldofview(FoV)andrepresentsapproxi-

mately1%oftheentireareamicromodel.Amoredetailed

descriptionofthemicromodelconstructionprocedureandits

propertiescanbefoundelsewhere[35,36].

Experimentalsetupandprocedures

ThemicromodelwasassembledinthePEEKholderwithfour

outletportsconnectedtothe1/1600PEEKtubing,wheretwo

tubesfromthediagonallylocatedports(2and3)werecon-

nectedtotwoQuizixpumpsthrough1/16”stainless-steel

tubing(Fig.1).QuizixQXpumpwasfilledwithfiltered

deionizedH2O,whereasH2wasaccommodatedbyQuizixSP-

5200pump(cylinderC5000-10K-SS-AT).Amicroscope(Nikon

SMZ1500)connectedtoacamera(NikonD7100)andcomputer

enabledustodirectlyobservethemicromodelFoV,whichwas

illuminatedbyalightsourcewithspotlighting(PhotonicLED

F1Coldlight5500K).

Twodifferentgroupsofexperimentswereperformedat

porepressureof40barandambienttemperature(20±1�C):1)
Single-cycleofH2injectionandwithdrawal,i.e.primary

drainageandimbibitiononly(experimentsA1-A4)and2)

multiplecyclesofH2injectionandwithdrawal(experiments

B1eB4).Anoverviewofexperimentsandkeyresultsare

showninTable3.IntheexperimentsA1-A4,theH2Opump

wasusedforH2Owithdrawal(drainage)andinjection(imbi-

bition),whereastheconstantpressureinthemicromodelwas

maintainedbytheH2pump.Intotal,single-cycleinjection-

withdrawalexperimentswereperformedfourtimesat

differentinjectionratesintherangeof0.1e50mL/h.

InexperimentsB1eB4,thepumpoperationmodeswere

different.Duringdrainage,theH2Opumpwassettoconstant

pressureandH2wasinjectedfromtheH2pumpatconstant

flowrate.Afterdrainage,thetubingconnectionfromtheH2O

pumptothemicromodelwascleanedwithH2Oviatheby-pass

tubingtoremovetheremainingH2,preventingtheH2eH2O

slugflowinthemicromodel.Duringimbibition,bothpumps

wereoperatedatconstantflowrateswhereH2Owasinjectedin

themicromodelwhilethepistonintheH2pumpretracted.

Imbibitionwasterminatedaftertheestablishmentofthe

residuallytrappedH2ganglia.Thenthesystemwasreadyfora

newdrainage-imbibitioncycle,whichwasrepeatedthree-four

times.Priortoanewcycle,H2wasinjectedtothebypasslineto

removetheremainingH2O.Intotal,fourcyclicexperiments

wererunatvariousinjectionratesintherangeof1e10mL/h.

Dimensionlessnumbersdescribetheinterplaybetween

variousforcesactingontwo-phaseflow.Inthiswork,the

capillarynumber(theratioofviscoustocapillaryforces)is

definedasNCa¼U�m/s,whereUistheinjectionvelocity[m/s],

mistheinvadingfluidviscosity[mH2¼8.8�10�6
Pasand

Fig.1eLeft:Micromodelwithirregularporepatternsreplicatingnaturalsandstone.Themicromodelwasbuiltwithfour

ports(1e4)andtwoopenchannels(fromtheports1to2andfrom3to4).Thefieldofview(FoV)referstothemicromodel

areaobservedbythemicroscope(nottoscale).Right:Experimentalsetupconsistingofthemicromodel,twopumpsforH2

andH2Oinjectionsandpressurecontrolaswellasthemicroscopeequippedwiththelightsourceandthecamera.H2and

H2Owereinjecteddiagonallyfromtheoppositeports,i.e.fromports2and3,respectively.

Table1eMicromodelproperties.

MicromodelMicromodelFoV

Length[mm]273.5

Width[mm]21.41.96

Depth[mm]30

Porevolume[mL]110.09

Porosity[frac.]0.610.44

Permeability[D]2.97

Porethroatlength[mm]10e300
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porosityof61%(Table1).Themicromodelstudiedregionis
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wereoperatedatconstantflowrateswhereH2Owasinjectedin
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Imbibitionwasterminatedaftertheestablishmentofthe

residuallytrappedH2ganglia.Thenthesystemwasreadyfora

newdrainage-imbibitioncycle,whichwasrepeatedthree-four

times.Priortoanewcycle,H2wasinjectedtothebypasslineto

removetheremainingH2O.Intotal,fourcyclicexperiments

wererunatvariousinjectionratesintherangeof1e10mL/h.

Dimensionlessnumbersdescribetheinterplaybetween

variousforcesactingontwo-phaseflow.Inthiswork,the

capillarynumber(theratioofviscoustocapillaryforces)is

definedasNCa¼U�m/s,whereUistheinjectionvelocity[m/s],

mistheinvadingfluidviscosity[mH2¼8.8�10�6
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andH2Oinjectionsandpressurecontrolaswellasthemicroscopeequippedwiththelightsourceandthecamera.H2and

H2Owereinjecteddiagonallyfromtheoppositeports,i.e.fromports2and3,respectively.
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mH2O ¼ 1.0 � 10�3 Pa s [37]], and s is the H2eH2O interfacial

tension [ ¼ 0.073 N/m [38]]. The injection velocity was calcu-

lated as follows: U ¼ Q/(L·d·ф), where Q is the injection rate

[m3/s], ф is the micromodel porosity [faction], and L and d are

the micromodel length and depth [m], respectively. The Rey-

nolds number (the ratio of inertial to viscous forces) is defined

as Re ¼ r·U·D50/m, where r is the invading fluid density

[rH2¼ 3.2 kg/m3 and rH2O¼ 1000 kg/m3] andD50¼median grain

diameter [ ¼ 1.1 � 10�4 m] e an approximation of the char-

acteristic length scale [39]. The Peclet number correlates

convection and diffusion transport and is defined as

Pe ¼ U·D50/D, where D is the H2 diffusion coefficient through

water equal to 4 � 10�9 m2/s [40]. The Bond number (the ratio

of gravitational to surface tension forces) is defined as

Bo ¼ Dr·g·(D50)
2/s, where Dr is the density difference between

H2 and H2O, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The range

of various dimensionless numbers (Table 2) was estimated at

experimental conditions and indicated that the H2eH2O flow

occurred under the laminar flow regime, with the dominance

of convection and surface tension (i.e., capillary forces) over

diffusion and gravity. The interplay between viscous and

capillary forces was non-trivial where both forces could

compete because the experimental NCa-range belongs to the

transition zone in the Log (NCa)-flow diagram [26,41].

Image analysis

The raw images were processed and analyzed to calculate the

FoV porosity and H2 saturation using a combination of an

open-source ImageJ software and in-houseMATLAB code. The

color gradients due to a spotlight required the image pre-

processing with manual segmentation of the grains. The FoV

porosity was therefore calculated for each image using color

thresholding in ImageJ before further analysis in MATLAB.

The H2 saturations were calculated based on the in-house

MATLAB code that used the background subtraction algo-

rithm, with a background image of 100% H2O-saturated FoV.

The average relative uncertainty of H2 saturation was esti-

mated to be 9% and was related to the noise threshold, caused

by inclusion of the H2O droplets and small grains in the H2

saturation. By adjusting a threshold value of several sequen-

tial images with equal quasi-steady-state H2 saturation, the

relative uncertainty was calculated as standard deviation.

Results and discussion

Displacement, trapping and re-connection mechanisms

Primary drainage injections at low rates (�1 mL/h) resulted in

the low H2 saturation in the FoV (Sg < 0.20) due to high capil-

lary entry pressures (Fig. 2, Table 3). At high injection rates

(�10 mL/h) the H2 saturation increased by ~2e3 times and

both connected and disconnected H2 established due to Roof

snap-off [42]. H2 displacement and trapping during imbibition

was governed by I1 imbibition and I2 imbibition mechanisms,

respectively [43]. H2 was displaced from several pores to a

single pore (I1 imbibition), where H2 was disconnected at the

pore wall and residually trapped (I2 imbibition). Distribution

of the residually trapped H2 after imbibition (red þ purple in

Fig. 2) depended on the initial H2 distribution after drainage

(blue þ purple in Fig. 2). In most cases, the residually trapped

H2 remained in the same pores (purple in Fig. 2c and d), but

displacement to the neighboring pores was also observed (red

in Fig. 2c and d). The observed displacement and trapping

mechanisms corroborated our previous study in the same

micromodel at 5 bar [26], suggesting that displacement

Table 3 e Initial (Sgi) and residual (Sgr) H2 saturations and
recovery factors, defined as (Sgi e Sgr)/Sgi, during single-
cycle (A1-A4) and multiple-cycles (B1eB4) injections.

Exp ID Q [mL/h] Cycle
number

Sgi
[fraction]

Sgr
[fraction]

Recovery
factor

[fraction]

A1 0.1 1 0.09 0.04 0.53

A2 1 1 0.18 0.05 0.71

A3 10 1 0.61 0.33 0.45

A4 50 1 0.47 0.30 0.38

B1 1 1 0.14 0.03 0.44

2 0.09 0.04 0.49

3 0.13 0.07 0.48

4 0.06 0.08 N/A

B2 2.5 1 0.36 0.35 0.02

2 0.45 0.40 0.10

3 0.50 0.42 0.16

4 0.38 0.33 0.17

5 0.73 0.48 0.34

B3 5 1 0.42 0.32 0.23

2 0.60 0.31 0.48

3 0.67 0.28 0.59

4 0.53 0.32 0.40

5 0.60 0.34 0.42

B4 10 1 0.50 0.29 0.42

2 0.56 0.31 0.45

3 0.42 0.29 0.32

4 0.62 0.27 0.57

5 0.58 0.28 0.51

Table 2 e Flow conditions: Injection rate (Q) and injection velocity (U); and dimensionless numbers: Capillary (NCa),
Reynolds (Re), Peclet (Pe), and Bond numbers (Bo).

Q [mL/h] U [m/day] NCa Re Pe Bo

Drainage Imbibition Drainage Imbibition

0.1 4.9 6.8 � 10�9 7.7 � 10�7 0.002 0.006 1.6 0.0017

1 48.6 6.8 � 10�8 7.7 � 10�6 0.02 0.06 15.9

2.5 121.4 1.7 � 10�7 1.9 � 10�5 0.06 0.16 39.7

5 242.9 3.4 � 10�7 3.8 � 10�5 0.12 0.32 79.3

10 485.7 6.8 � 10�7 7.7 � 10�5 0.23 0.63 158.6

50 2428.7 3.4 � 10�6 3.4 � 10�4 1.16 3.17 793.2
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mH2O¼1.0�10�3Pas[37]],andsistheH2eH2Ointerfacial

tension[¼0.073N/m[38]].Theinjectionvelocitywascalcu-

latedasfollows:U¼Q/(L·d·ф),whereQistheinjectionrate

[m3/s],фisthemicromodelporosity[faction],andLanddare

themicromodellengthanddepth[m],respectively.TheRey-

noldsnumber(theratioofinertialtoviscousforces)isdefined

asRe¼r·U·D50/m,whereristheinvadingfluiddensity

[rH2¼3.2kg/m3andrH2O¼1000kg/m3]andD50¼mediangrain

diameter[¼1.1�10�4m]eanapproximationofthechar-

acteristiclengthscale[39].ThePecletnumbercorrelates

convectionanddiffusiontransportandisdefinedas

Pe¼U·D50/D,whereDistheH2diffusioncoefficientthrough

waterequalto4�10�9m2/s[40].TheBondnumber(theratio

ofgravitationaltosurfacetensionforces)isdefinedas

Bo¼Dr·g·(D50)
2/s,whereDristhedensitydifferencebetween

H2andH2O,andgistheaccelerationduetogravity.Therange

ofvariousdimensionlessnumbers(Table2)wasestimatedat

experimentalconditionsandindicatedthattheH2eH2Oflow

occurredunderthelaminarflowregime,withthedominance

ofconvectionandsurfacetension(i.e.,capillaryforces)over

diffusionandgravity.Theinterplaybetweenviscousand

capillaryforceswasnon-trivialwherebothforcescould

competebecausetheexperimentalNCa-rangebelongstothe

transitionzoneintheLog(NCa)-flowdiagram[26,41].

Imageanalysis

Therawimageswereprocessedandanalyzedtocalculatethe

FoVporosityandH2saturationusingacombinationofan

open-sourceImageJsoftwareandin-houseMATLABcode.The

colorgradientsduetoaspotlightrequiredtheimagepre-

processingwithmanualsegmentationofthegrains.TheFoV

porositywasthereforecalculatedforeachimageusingcolor

thresholdinginImageJbeforefurtheranalysisinMATLAB.

TheH2saturationswerecalculatedbasedonthein-house

MATLABcodethatusedthebackgroundsubtractionalgo-

rithm,withabackgroundimageof100%H2O-saturatedFoV.

TheaveragerelativeuncertaintyofH2saturationwasesti-

matedtobe9%andwasrelatedtothenoisethreshold,caused

byinclusionoftheH2OdropletsandsmallgrainsintheH2

saturation.Byadjustingathresholdvalueofseveralsequen-

tialimageswithequalquasi-steady-stateH2saturation,the

relativeuncertaintywascalculatedasstandarddeviation.

Resultsanddiscussion

Displacement,trappingandre-connectionmechanisms

Primarydrainageinjectionsatlowrates(�1mL/h)resultedin

thelowH2saturationintheFoV(Sg<0.20)duetohighcapil-

laryentrypressures(Fig.2,Table3).Athighinjectionrates

(�10mL/h)theH2saturationincreasedby~2e3timesand

bothconnectedanddisconnectedH2establishedduetoRoof

snap-off[42].H2displacementandtrappingduringimbibition

wasgovernedbyI1imbibitionandI2imbibitionmechanisms,

respectively[43].H2wasdisplacedfromseveralporestoa

singlepore(I1imbibition),whereH2wasdisconnectedatthe

porewallandresiduallytrapped(I2imbibition).Distribution

oftheresiduallytrappedH2afterimbibition(redþpurplein

Fig.2)dependedontheinitialH2distributionafterdrainage

(blueþpurpleinFig.2).Inmostcases,theresiduallytrapped

H2remainedinthesamepores(purpleinFig.2candd),but

displacementtotheneighboringporeswasalsoobserved(red

inFig.2candd).Theobserveddisplacementandtrapping

mechanismscorroboratedourpreviousstudyinthesame

micromodelat5bar[26],suggestingthatdisplacement

Table3eInitial(Sgi)andresidual(Sgr)H2saturationsand
recoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,duringsingle-
cycle(A1-A4)andmultiple-cycles(B1eB4)injections.

ExpIDQ[mL/h]Cycle
number

Sgi
[fraction]

Sgr
[fraction]

Recovery
factor
[fraction]

A10.110.090.040.53

A2110.180.050.71

A31010.610.330.45

A45010.470.300.38

B1110.140.030.44

20.090.040.49

30.130.070.48

40.060.08N/A

B22.510.360.350.02

20.450.400.10

30.500.420.16

40.380.330.17

50.730.480.34

B3510.420.320.23

20.600.310.48

30.670.280.59

40.530.320.40

50.600.340.42

B41010.500.290.42

20.560.310.45

30.420.290.32

40.620.270.57

50.580.280.51

Table2eFlowconditions:Injectionrate(Q)andinjectionvelocity(U);anddimensionlessnumbers:Capillary(NCa),
Reynolds(Re),Peclet(Pe),andBondnumbers(Bo).

Q[mL/h]U[m/day]NCaRePeBo

DrainageImbibitionDrainageImbibition

0.14.96.8�10�97.7�10�70.0020.0061.60.0017

148.66.8�10�87.7�10�60.020.0615.9

2.5121.41.7�10�71.9�10�50.060.1639.7

5242.93.4�10�73.8�10�50.120.3279.3

10485.76.8�10�77.7�10�50.230.63158.6

502428.73.4�10�63.4�10�41.163.17793.2
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mH2O¼1.0�10�3Pas[37]],andsistheH2eH2Ointerfacial

tension[¼0.073N/m[38]].Theinjectionvelocitywascalcu-

latedasfollows:U¼Q/(L·d·ф),whereQistheinjectionrate

[m3/s],фisthemicromodelporosity[faction],andLanddare

themicromodellengthanddepth[m],respectively.TheRey-

noldsnumber(theratioofinertialtoviscousforces)isdefined

asRe¼r·U·D50/m,whereristheinvadingfluiddensity

[rH2¼3.2kg/m3andrH2O¼1000kg/m3]andD50¼mediangrain

diameter[¼1.1�10�4m]eanapproximationofthechar-

acteristiclengthscale[39].ThePecletnumbercorrelates

convectionanddiffusiontransportandisdefinedas

Pe¼U·D50/D,whereDistheH2diffusioncoefficientthrough

waterequalto4�10�9m2/s[40].TheBondnumber(theratio

ofgravitationaltosurfacetensionforces)isdefinedas

Bo¼Dr·g·(D50)
2/s,whereDristhedensitydifferencebetween

H2andH2O,andgistheaccelerationduetogravity.Therange

ofvariousdimensionlessnumbers(Table2)wasestimatedat

experimentalconditionsandindicatedthattheH2eH2Oflow

occurredunderthelaminarflowregime,withthedominance

ofconvectionandsurfacetension(i.e.,capillaryforces)over

diffusionandgravity.Theinterplaybetweenviscousand

capillaryforceswasnon-trivialwherebothforcescould

competebecausetheexperimentalNCa-rangebelongstothe

transitionzoneintheLog(NCa)-flowdiagram[26,41].

Imageanalysis

Therawimageswereprocessedandanalyzedtocalculatethe

FoVporosityandH2saturationusingacombinationofan

open-sourceImageJsoftwareandin-houseMATLABcode.The

colorgradientsduetoaspotlightrequiredtheimagepre-

processingwithmanualsegmentationofthegrains.TheFoV

porositywasthereforecalculatedforeachimageusingcolor

thresholdinginImageJbeforefurtheranalysisinMATLAB.

TheH2saturationswerecalculatedbasedonthein-house

MATLABcodethatusedthebackgroundsubtractionalgo-

rithm,withabackgroundimageof100%H2O-saturatedFoV.

TheaveragerelativeuncertaintyofH2saturationwasesti-

matedtobe9%andwasrelatedtothenoisethreshold,caused

byinclusionoftheH2OdropletsandsmallgrainsintheH2

saturation.Byadjustingathresholdvalueofseveralsequen-

tialimageswithequalquasi-steady-stateH2saturation,the

relativeuncertaintywascalculatedasstandarddeviation.

Resultsanddiscussion

Displacement,trappingandre-connectionmechanisms

Primarydrainageinjectionsatlowrates(�1mL/h)resultedin

thelowH2saturationintheFoV(Sg<0.20)duetohighcapil-

laryentrypressures(Fig.2,Table3).Athighinjectionrates

(�10mL/h)theH2saturationincreasedby~2e3timesand

bothconnectedanddisconnectedH2establishedduetoRoof

snap-off[42].H2displacementandtrappingduringimbibition

wasgovernedbyI1imbibitionandI2imbibitionmechanisms,

respectively[43].H2wasdisplacedfromseveralporestoa

singlepore(I1imbibition),whereH2wasdisconnectedatthe

porewallandresiduallytrapped(I2imbibition).Distribution

oftheresiduallytrappedH2afterimbibition(redþpurplein

Fig.2)dependedontheinitialH2distributionafterdrainage

(blueþpurpleinFig.2).Inmostcases,theresiduallytrapped

H2remainedinthesamepores(purpleinFig.2candd),but

displacementtotheneighboringporeswasalsoobserved(red

inFig.2candd).Theobserveddisplacementandtrapping

mechanismscorroboratedourpreviousstudyinthesame

micromodelat5bar[26],suggestingthatdisplacement

Table3eInitial(Sgi)andresidual(Sgr)H2saturationsand
recoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,duringsingle-
cycle(A1-A4)andmultiple-cycles(B1eB4)injections.

ExpIDQ[mL/h]Cycle
number

Sgi
[fraction]

Sgr
[fraction]

Recovery
factor
[fraction]

A10.110.090.040.53

A2110.180.050.71

A31010.610.330.45

A45010.470.300.38
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20.090.040.49
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40.060.08N/A

B22.510.360.350.02

20.450.400.10

30.500.420.16

40.380.330.17

50.730.480.34

B3510.420.320.23

20.600.310.48

30.670.280.59

40.530.320.40

50.600.340.42

B41010.500.290.42

20.560.310.45

30.420.290.32

40.620.270.57

50.580.280.51

Table2eFlowconditions:Injectionrate(Q)andinjectionvelocity(U);anddimensionlessnumbers:Capillary(NCa),
Reynolds(Re),Peclet(Pe),andBondnumbers(Bo).

Q[mL/h]U[m/day]NCaRePeBo

DrainageImbibitionDrainageImbibition

0.14.96.8�10�97.7�10�70.0020.0061.60.0017

148.66.8�10�87.7�10�60.020.0615.9
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mH2O ¼ 1.0 � 10�3
Pa s [37]], and s is the H2eH2O interfacial

tension [ ¼ 0.073 N/m [38]]. The injection velocity was calcu-

lated as follows: U ¼ Q/(L·d·ф), where Q is the injection rate

[m
3
/s], ф is the micromodel porosity [faction], and L and d are

the micromodel length and depth [m], respectively. The Rey-

nolds number (the ratio of inertial to viscous forces) is defined

as Re ¼ r·U·D50/m, where r is the invading fluid density

[rH2¼ 3.2 kg/m
3
and rH2O¼ 1000 kg/m

3
] andD50¼median grain

diameter [ ¼ 1.1 � 10�4
m] e an approximation of the char-

acteristic length scale [39]. The Peclet number correlates

convection and diffusion transport and is defined as

Pe ¼ U·D50/D, where D is the H2 diffusion coefficient through

water equal to 4 � 10�9
m

2
/s [40]. The Bond number (the ratio

of gravitational to surface tension forces) is defined as

Bo ¼ Dr·g·(D50)
2
/s, where Dr is the density difference between

H2 and H2O, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The range

of various dimensionless numbers (Table 2) was estimated at

experimental conditions and indicated that the H2eH2O flow

occurred under the laminar flow regime, with the dominance

of convection and surface tension (i.e., capillary forces) over

diffusion and gravity. The interplay between viscous and

capillary forces was non-trivial where both forces could

compete because the experimental NCa-range belongs to the

transition zone in the Log (NCa)-flow diagram [26,41].

Image analysis

The raw images were processed and analyzed to calculate the

FoV porosity and H2 saturation using a combination of an

open-source ImageJ software and in-houseMATLAB code. The

color gradients due to a spotlight required the image pre-

processing with manual segmentation of the grains. The FoV

porosity was therefore calculated for each image using color

thresholding in ImageJ before further analysis in MATLAB.

The H2 saturations were calculated based on the in-house

MATLAB code that used the background subtraction algo-

rithm, with a background image of 100% H2O-saturated FoV.

The average relative uncertainty of H2 saturation was esti-

mated to be 9% and was related to the noise threshold, caused

by inclusion of the H2O droplets and small grains in the H2

saturation. By adjusting a threshold value of several sequen-

tial images with equal quasi-steady-state H2 saturation, the

relative uncertainty was calculated as standard deviation.

Results and discussion

Displacement, trapping and re-connection mechanisms

Primary drainage injections at low rates (�1 mL/h) resulted in

the low H2 saturation in the FoV (Sg < 0.20) due to high capil-

lary entry pressures (Fig. 2, Table 3). At high injection rates

(�10 mL/h) the H2 saturation increased by ~2e3 times and

both connected and disconnected H2 established due to Roof

snap-off [42]. H2 displacement and trapping during imbibition

was governed by I1 imbibition and I2 imbibition mechanisms,

respectively [43]. H2 was displaced from several pores to a

single pore (I1 imbibition), where H2 was disconnected at the

pore wall and residually trapped (I2 imbibition). Distribution

of the residually trapped H2 after imbibition (red þ purple in

Fig. 2) depended on the initial H2 distribution after drainage

(blue þ purple in Fig. 2). In most cases, the residually trapped

H2 remained in the same pores (purple in Fig. 2c and d), but

displacement to the neighboring pores was also observed (red

in Fig. 2c and d). The observed displacement and trapping

mechanisms corroborated our previous study in the same

micromodel at 5 bar [26], suggesting that displacement

Table 3 e Initial (Sgi) and residual (Sgr) H2 saturations and
recovery factors, defined as (Sgi e Sgr)/Sgi, during single-
cycle (A1-A4) and multiple-cycles (B1eB4) injections.

Exp ID Q [mL/h] Cycle
number

Sgi
[fraction]

Sgr
[fraction]

Recovery
factor

[fraction]

A1 0.1 1 0.09 0.04 0.53

A2 1 1 0.18 0.05 0.71

A3 10 1 0.61 0.33 0.45

A4 50 1 0.47 0.30 0.38

B1 1 1 0.14 0.03 0.44

2 0.09 0.04 0.49

3 0.13 0.07 0.48

4 0.06 0.08 N/A

B2 2.5 1 0.36 0.35 0.02

2 0.45 0.40 0.10

3 0.50 0.42 0.16

4 0.38 0.33 0.17

5 0.73 0.48 0.34

B3 5 1 0.42 0.32 0.23

2 0.60 0.31 0.48

3 0.67 0.28 0.59

4 0.53 0.32 0.40

5 0.60 0.34 0.42

B4 10 1 0.50 0.29 0.42

2 0.56 0.31 0.45

3 0.42 0.29 0.32

4 0.62 0.27 0.57

5 0.58 0.28 0.51

Table 2 e Flow conditions: Injection rate (Q) and injection velocity (U); and dimensionless numbers: Capillary (NCa),
Reynolds (Re), Peclet (Pe), and Bond numbers (Bo).

Q [mL/h] U [m/day] NCa Re Pe Bo

Drainage Imbibition Drainage Imbibition

0.1 4.9 6.8 � 10�9
7.7 � 10�7

0.002 0.006 1.6 0.0017

1 48.6 6.8 � 10�8
7.7 � 10�6

0.02 0.06 15.9

2.5 121.4 1.7 � 10�7
1.9 � 10�5

0.06 0.16 39.7

5 242.9 3.4 � 10�7
3.8 � 10�5

0.12 0.32 79.3

10 485.7 6.8 � 10�7
7.7 � 10�5

0.23 0.63 158.6

50 2428.7 3.4 � 10�6
3.4 � 10�4

1.16 3.17 793.2
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mH2O ¼ 1.0 � 10�3
Pa s [37]], and s is the H2eH2O interfacial

tension [ ¼ 0.073 N/m [38]]. The injection velocity was calcu-

lated as follows: U ¼ Q/(L·d·ф), where Q is the injection rate

[m
3
/s], ф is the micromodel porosity [faction], and L and d are

the micromodel length and depth [m], respectively. The Rey-

nolds number (the ratio of inertial to viscous forces) is defined

as Re ¼ r·U·D50/m, where r is the invading fluid density

[rH2¼ 3.2 kg/m
3
and rH2O¼ 1000 kg/m

3
] andD50¼median grain

diameter [ ¼ 1.1 � 10�4
m] e an approximation of the char-

acteristic length scale [39]. The Peclet number correlates

convection and diffusion transport and is defined as

Pe ¼ U·D50/D, where D is the H2 diffusion coefficient through

water equal to 4 � 10�9
m

2
/s [40]. The Bond number (the ratio

of gravitational to surface tension forces) is defined as

Bo ¼ Dr·g·(D50)
2
/s, where Dr is the density difference between
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single pore (I1 imbibition), where H2 was disconnected at the

pore wall and residually trapped (I2 imbibition). Distribution
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Fig. 2) depended on the initial H2 distribution after drainage

(blue þ purple in Fig. 2). In most cases, the residually trapped

H2 remained in the same pores (purple in Fig. 2c and d), but

displacement to the neighboring pores was also observed (red

in Fig. 2c and d). The observed displacement and trapping

mechanisms corroborated our previous study in the same

micromodel at 5 bar [26], suggesting that displacement
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mH2O¼1.0�10�3
Pas[37]],andsistheH2eH2Ointerfacial

tension[¼0.073N/m[38]].Theinjectionvelocitywascalcu-

latedasfollows:U¼Q/(L·d·ф),whereQistheinjectionrate

[m
3
/s],фisthemicromodelporosity[faction],andLanddare

themicromodellengthanddepth[m],respectively.TheRey-

noldsnumber(theratioofinertialtoviscousforces)isdefined

asRe¼r·U·D50/m,whereristheinvadingfluiddensity

[rH2¼3.2kg/m
3
andrH2O¼1000kg/m

3
]andD50¼mediangrain

diameter[¼1.1�10�4
m]eanapproximationofthechar-

acteristiclengthscale[39].ThePecletnumbercorrelates

convectionanddiffusiontransportandisdefinedas

Pe¼U·D50/D,whereDistheH2diffusioncoefficientthrough

waterequalto4�10�9
m

2
/s[40].TheBondnumber(theratio

ofgravitationaltosurfacetensionforces)isdefinedas

Bo¼Dr·g·(D50)
2
/s,whereDristhedensitydifferencebetween

H2andH2O,andgistheaccelerationduetogravity.Therange

ofvariousdimensionlessnumbers(Table2)wasestimatedat

experimentalconditionsandindicatedthattheH2eH2Oflow

occurredunderthelaminarflowregime,withthedominance

ofconvectionandsurfacetension(i.e.,capillaryforces)over

diffusionandgravity.Theinterplaybetweenviscousand

capillaryforceswasnon-trivialwherebothforcescould

competebecausetheexperimentalNCa-rangebelongstothe

transitionzoneintheLog(NCa)-flowdiagram[26,41].

Imageanalysis

Therawimageswereprocessedandanalyzedtocalculatethe

FoVporosityandH2saturationusingacombinationofan

open-sourceImageJsoftwareandin-houseMATLABcode.The

colorgradientsduetoaspotlightrequiredtheimagepre-

processingwithmanualsegmentationofthegrains.TheFoV

porositywasthereforecalculatedforeachimageusingcolor

thresholdinginImageJbeforefurtheranalysisinMATLAB.

TheH2saturationswerecalculatedbasedonthein-house

MATLABcodethatusedthebackgroundsubtractionalgo-

rithm,withabackgroundimageof100%H2O-saturatedFoV.

TheaveragerelativeuncertaintyofH2saturationwasesti-

matedtobe9%andwasrelatedtothenoisethreshold,caused

byinclusionoftheH2OdropletsandsmallgrainsintheH2

saturation.Byadjustingathresholdvalueofseveralsequen-

tialimageswithequalquasi-steady-stateH2saturation,the

relativeuncertaintywascalculatedasstandarddeviation.

Resultsanddiscussion

Displacement,trappingandre-connectionmechanisms

Primarydrainageinjectionsatlowrates(�1mL/h)resultedin

thelowH2saturationintheFoV(Sg<0.20)duetohighcapil-

laryentrypressures(Fig.2,Table3).Athighinjectionrates

(�10mL/h)theH2saturationincreasedby~2e3timesand

bothconnectedanddisconnectedH2establishedduetoRoof

snap-off[42].H2displacementandtrappingduringimbibition

wasgovernedbyI1imbibitionandI2imbibitionmechanisms,

respectively[43].H2wasdisplacedfromseveralporestoa

singlepore(I1imbibition),whereH2wasdisconnectedatthe

porewallandresiduallytrapped(I2imbibition).Distribution

oftheresiduallytrappedH2afterimbibition(redþpurplein

Fig.2)dependedontheinitialH2distributionafterdrainage

(blueþpurpleinFig.2).Inmostcases,theresiduallytrapped

H2remainedinthesamepores(purpleinFig.2candd),but

displacementtotheneighboringporeswasalsoobserved(red

inFig.2candd).Theobserveddisplacementandtrapping

mechanismscorroboratedourpreviousstudyinthesame

micromodelat5bar[26],suggestingthatdisplacement

Table3eInitial(Sgi)andresidual(Sgr)H2saturationsand
recoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,duringsingle-
cycle(A1-A4)andmultiple-cycles(B1eB4)injections.

ExpIDQ[mL/h]Cycle
number

Sgi
[fraction]

Sgr
[fraction]

Recovery
factor

[fraction]

A10.110.090.040.53

A2110.180.050.71

A31010.610.330.45

A45010.470.300.38

B1110.140.030.44

20.090.040.49

30.130.070.48

40.060.08N/A

B22.510.360.350.02

20.450.400.10

30.500.420.16

40.380.330.17

50.730.480.34

B3510.420.320.23

20.600.310.48

30.670.280.59

40.530.320.40

50.600.340.42

B41010.500.290.42

20.560.310.45

30.420.290.32

40.620.270.57

50.580.280.51

Table2eFlowconditions:Injectionrate(Q)andinjectionvelocity(U);anddimensionlessnumbers:Capillary(NCa),
Reynolds(Re),Peclet(Pe),andBondnumbers(Bo).

Q[mL/h]U[m/day]NCaRePeBo

DrainageImbibitionDrainageImbibition

0.14.96.8�10�9
7.7�10�7

0.0020.0061.60.0017

148.66.8�10�8
7.7�10�6

0.020.0615.9

2.5121.41.7�10�7
1.9�10�5

0.060.1639.7

5242.93.4�10�7
3.8�10�5

0.120.3279.3

10485.76.8�10�7
7.7�10�5

0.230.63158.6

502428.73.4�10�6
3.4�10�4

1.163.17793.2
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competebecausetheexperimentalNCa-rangebelongstothe

transitionzoneintheLog(NCa)-flowdiagram[26,41].

Imageanalysis

Therawimageswereprocessedandanalyzedtocalculatethe

FoVporosityandH2saturationusingacombinationofan

open-sourceImageJsoftwareandin-houseMATLABcode.The

colorgradientsduetoaspotlightrequiredtheimagepre-

processingwithmanualsegmentationofthegrains.TheFoV

porositywasthereforecalculatedforeachimageusingcolor

thresholdinginImageJbeforefurtheranalysisinMATLAB.

TheH2saturationswerecalculatedbasedonthein-house

MATLABcodethatusedthebackgroundsubtractionalgo-

rithm,withabackgroundimageof100%H2O-saturatedFoV.
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singlepore(I1imbibition),whereH2wasdisconnectedatthe

porewallandresiduallytrapped(I2imbibition).Distribution
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mH2O¼1.0�10�3
Pas[37]],andsistheH2eH2Ointerfacial

tension[¼0.073N/m[38]].Theinjectionvelocitywascalcu-

latedasfollows:U¼Q/(L·d·ф),whereQistheinjectionrate

[m
3
/s],фisthemicromodelporosity[faction],andLanddare

themicromodellengthanddepth[m],respectively.TheRey-

noldsnumber(theratioofinertialtoviscousforces)isdefined

asRe¼r·U·D50/m,whereristheinvadingfluiddensity

[rH2¼3.2kg/m
3
andrH2O¼1000kg/m

3
]andD50¼mediangrain

diameter[¼1.1�10�4
m]eanapproximationofthechar-

acteristiclengthscale[39].ThePecletnumbercorrelates

convectionanddiffusiontransportandisdefinedas

Pe¼U·D50/D,whereDistheH2diffusioncoefficientthrough

waterequalto4�10�9
m

2
/s[40].TheBondnumber(theratio

ofgravitationaltosurfacetensionforces)isdefinedas

Bo¼Dr·g·(D50)
2
/s,whereDristhedensitydifferencebetween

H2andH2O,andgistheaccelerationduetogravity.Therange

ofvariousdimensionlessnumbers(Table2)wasestimatedat

experimentalconditionsandindicatedthattheH2eH2Oflow

occurredunderthelaminarflowregime,withthedominance

ofconvectionandsurfacetension(i.e.,capillaryforces)over

diffusionandgravity.Theinterplaybetweenviscousand

capillaryforceswasnon-trivialwherebothforcescould

competebecausetheexperimentalNCa-rangebelongstothe

transitionzoneintheLog(NCa)-flowdiagram[26,41].

Imageanalysis

Therawimageswereprocessedandanalyzedtocalculatethe

FoVporosityandH2saturationusingacombinationofan

open-sourceImageJsoftwareandin-houseMATLABcode.The

colorgradientsduetoaspotlightrequiredtheimagepre-

processingwithmanualsegmentationofthegrains.TheFoV

porositywasthereforecalculatedforeachimageusingcolor

thresholdinginImageJbeforefurtheranalysisinMATLAB.

TheH2saturationswerecalculatedbasedonthein-house

MATLABcodethatusedthebackgroundsubtractionalgo-

rithm,withabackgroundimageof100%H2O-saturatedFoV.

TheaveragerelativeuncertaintyofH2saturationwasesti-

matedtobe9%andwasrelatedtothenoisethreshold,caused

byinclusionoftheH2OdropletsandsmallgrainsintheH2

saturation.Byadjustingathresholdvalueofseveralsequen-

tialimageswithequalquasi-steady-stateH2saturation,the

relativeuncertaintywascalculatedasstandarddeviation.

Resultsanddiscussion

Displacement,trappingandre-connectionmechanisms

Primarydrainageinjectionsatlowrates(�1mL/h)resultedin

thelowH2saturationintheFoV(Sg<0.20)duetohighcapil-

laryentrypressures(Fig.2,Table3).Athighinjectionrates

(�10mL/h)theH2saturationincreasedby~2e3timesand

bothconnectedanddisconnectedH2establishedduetoRoof

snap-off[42].H2displacementandtrappingduringimbibition

wasgovernedbyI1imbibitionandI2imbibitionmechanisms,

respectively[43].H2wasdisplacedfromseveralporestoa

singlepore(I1imbibition),whereH2wasdisconnectedatthe

porewallandresiduallytrapped(I2imbibition).Distribution

oftheresiduallytrappedH2afterimbibition(redþpurplein

Fig.2)dependedontheinitialH2distributionafterdrainage

(blueþpurpleinFig.2).Inmostcases,theresiduallytrapped

H2remainedinthesamepores(purpleinFig.2candd),but

displacementtotheneighboringporeswasalsoobserved(red

inFig.2candd).Theobserveddisplacementandtrapping

mechanismscorroboratedourpreviousstudyinthesame

micromodelat5bar[26],suggestingthatdisplacement

Table3eInitial(Sgi)andresidual(Sgr)H2saturationsand
recoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,duringsingle-
cycle(A1-A4)andmultiple-cycles(B1eB4)injections.

ExpIDQ[mL/h]Cycle
number

Sgi
[fraction]

Sgr
[fraction]

Recovery
factor

[fraction]

A10.110.090.040.53

A2110.180.050.71

A31010.610.330.45

A45010.470.300.38

B1110.140.030.44

20.090.040.49

30.130.070.48

40.060.08N/A

B22.510.360.350.02

20.450.400.10

30.500.420.16

40.380.330.17

50.730.480.34

B3510.420.320.23

20.600.310.48

30.670.280.59

40.530.320.40

50.600.340.42

B41010.500.290.42

20.560.310.45

30.420.290.32

40.620.270.57

50.580.280.51

Table2eFlowconditions:Injectionrate(Q)andinjectionvelocity(U);anddimensionlessnumbers:Capillary(NCa),
Reynolds(Re),Peclet(Pe),andBondnumbers(Bo).

Q[mL/h]U[m/day]NCaRePeBo

DrainageImbibitionDrainageImbibition

0.14.96.8�10�9
7.7�10�7

0.0020.0061.60.0017

148.66.8�10�8
7.7�10�6

0.020.0615.9

2.5121.41.7�10�7
1.9�10�5

0.060.1639.7

5242.93.4�10�7
3.8�10�5

0.120.3279.3

10485.76.8�10�7
7.7�10�5

0.230.63158.6

502428.73.4�10�6
3.4�10�4

1.163.17793.2
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mechanisms were independent of pressure in the 5e40 bar

range.

Cyclic injections resulted in fluctuating H2 saturation be-

tween 0.42 and 0.67 after drainage, due to the H2 movement

from outside the FoV (Fig. 3, Exp B3). H2 preferentially occu-

pied the large, connected pore clusters (middle, right region of

the images in Fig. 3). The residual H2 saturation after imbibi-

tion exhibited little variation over several cycles (average

Fig. 2 e Combined images of H2 saturation after primary drainage, Sgi (blueþ purple), and after imbibition, Sgr (redþ purple).

Purple color highlights the intersection area of the H2-filed pore space after drainage and after imbibition. The Sgi depended

on the injection rate, with higher rates (≥10 mL/h) yielding higher Sgi. In most cases, the Sgr resided in the same pores as the

Sgi (purple) but could also redistribute to the neighboring pores indicated with red color. (For interpretation of the references

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3 e Cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal at 5 mL/h (Exp B3), with the combined images of Sgi (blue þ purple) and Sgr
(red þ purple). In general, the H2 distribution varied between the cycles but was similar between cycles 2 and 3. The Sgi
tended to distribute in the large, connected pore clusters (middle right area of the images), whereas the Sgr distribution

changed over the cycles showing hysteresis despite having similar Sgr values of ~0.30. (For interpretation of the references

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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mechanismswereindependentofpressureinthe5e40bar

range.

CyclicinjectionsresultedinfluctuatingH2saturationbe-

tween0.42and0.67afterdrainage,duetotheH2movement

fromoutsidetheFoV(Fig.3,ExpB3).H2preferentiallyoccu-

piedthelarge,connectedporeclusters(middle,rightregionof

theimagesinFig.3).TheresidualH2saturationafterimbibi-

tionexhibitedlittlevariationoverseveralcycles(average

Fig.2eCombinedimagesofH2saturationafterprimarydrainage,Sgi(blueþpurple),andafterimbibition,Sgr(redþpurple).

PurplecolorhighlightstheintersectionareaoftheH2-filedporespaceafterdrainageandafterimbibition.TheSgidepended

ontheinjectionrate,withhigherrates(≥10mL/h)yieldinghigherSgi.Inmostcases,theSgrresidedinthesameporesasthe

Sgi(purple)butcouldalsoredistributetotheneighboringporesindicatedwithredcolor.(Forinterpretationofthereferences

tocolorinthisfigurelegend,thereaderisreferredtotheWebversionofthisarticle.)

Fig.3eCyclicH2injectionandwithdrawalat5mL/h(ExpB3),withthecombinedimagesofSgi(blueþpurple)andSgr
(redþpurple).Ingeneral,theH2distributionvariedbetweenthecyclesbutwassimilarbetweencycles2and3.TheSgi
tendedtodistributeinthelarge,connectedporeclusters(middlerightareaoftheimages),whereastheSgrdistribution

changedoverthecyclesshowinghysteresisdespitehavingsimilarSgrvaluesof~0.30.(Forinterpretationofthereferences

tocolorinthisfigurelegend,thereaderisreferredtotheWebversionofthisarticle.)
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Sgr ¼ 0.31 ± 0.03), however, its pore space distribution varied

between cycles due to hysteresis. Variations in the residual H2

distribution have also been reported during core flooding and

mCT imaging, despite equal residual H2 saturations [30]. In our

case, the residually trapped H2 was not necessarily immobile

in the subsequent cycle and could reconnect with the injected

H2, described next.

The ability of H2 ganglia to reconnect seemed stochastic

locally between pores but the global distribution appeared to

depend on the pore cluster morphology (Fig. 4). The H2 ganglia

in proximity to pore clusters with wide pore throats tended to

reconnect during drainage (yellow in Fig. 4), whereas H2

ganglia remained disconnected in the pores with narrow pore

throats (purple in Fig. 4). In contrast, the core flooding exper-

iments with mCT imaging showed that the residual CO2

ganglia size gradually changed with increasing number of

cycles, penetrating smaller pore throats [32,33]. Reconnection

of H2 ganglia during drainage was in general high, character-

ized by the amount reduction of H2 ganglia in 9 out of 12

drainage injections relative to previous imbibition injections

(Fig. 5). HighH2 ability to reconnect is favorable for real storage

projects, reducing H2 loss during cyclic injections.

Microscopic storage capacity

Microscopic H2 storage capacity was evaluated based on

capillary number correlation (CNC) and pore pressures (Fig. 6,

Table 3). The initial H2 saturation after drainage changed both

monotonically (at 5 bar) and nonmonotonically (at 1, 30 and

40 bar) with increased capillary number. A monotonic in-

crease after a plateau region was consistent with classic CNC

at core scale [44] and some microfluidic studies [41,45]. Non-

monotonic trends were also reported from micromodels

[46e48], likely due to the crossover from capillary to viscous

flow regimes and/or micromodel properties [44].

When averaged for a specific capillary number, the initial

H2 saturation exhibited a monotonic trend (Fig. 6). The critical

drainage capillary number ranged between 3.4e6.8 � 10�7,

corresponding tomaximumH2 storage capacity of ~60% of the

pore space. The optimal reservoir scale injection rate yielding

the highest storage capacitywould therefore be in the range of

~170e340 thousand standard m3/day, assuming the injector

perforation length of 30 m and the experimental injection

velocity. Our storage capacity and injection rates were com-

parable with the reservoir simulations of aquifer storage

assuming maximumH2 saturations of 70% and injection rates

of ~200e300 thousand standard m3/day [11,12,49].

No clear pressure effect was observed on the initial H2

saturation, contradicting classic threshold pressure phe-

nomena [50]. The saturation independence from pressure was

likely due to insignificant wettability and interfacial tension

alterations in the H2eH2O systems under the studied pressure

range of 1e40 bar. The H2 contact angles (i.e. wettability)

Fig. 4 e H2 reconnection with the injected H2 in the subsequent drainage cycle: (a) From cycle 3 to 4 at 2.5 mL/h (3 / 4), and

(b) from cycle 4 to 5 at 5 mL/h (4/ 5). H2 reconnection seemed somewhat stochastic locally but was favored in the large pore

clusters with wide pore throats. A portion of the disconnected H2 after imbibition, Sgr (dis) (yellow þ purple) connected with

the injected H2 during the subsequent drainage (yellow) and the rest remained as disconnected, Sgi (dis) (purple). The

injected H2 is not manually segmented and appears in the image in its original light blue color. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 5 e Quantification of the H2 ganglia reconnection, by

comparing the disconnected H2 saturation after imbibition,

Sgr (dis) (blue) and the subsequent drainage cycle, Sgi (dis)

(gray) at the injection rates of 2.5, 5 and 10 mL/h. The

horizontal axis compares the two subsequent cycles: The

transition from the imbibition cycle 1 to the drainage cycle

2 is denoted as D2. In most cases, the disconnected H2

saturation decreased in the subsequent drainage cycle,

indicating high reconnection ability. (For interpretation of

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Sgr¼0.31±0.03),however,itsporespacedistributionvaried

betweencyclesduetohysteresis.VariationsintheresidualH2

distributionhavealsobeenreportedduringcorefloodingand

mCTimaging,despiteequalresidualH2saturations[30].Inour

case,theresiduallytrappedH2wasnotnecessarilyimmobile

inthesubsequentcycleandcouldreconnectwiththeinjected

H2,describednext.

TheabilityofH2gangliatoreconnectseemedstochastic

locallybetweenporesbuttheglobaldistributionappearedto

dependontheporeclustermorphology(Fig.4).TheH2ganglia

inproximitytoporeclusterswithwideporethroatstendedto

reconnectduringdrainage(yellowinFig.4),whereasH2

gangliaremaineddisconnectedintheporeswithnarrowpore

throats(purpleinFig.4).Incontrast,thecorefloodingexper-

imentswithmCTimagingshowedthattheresidualCO2

gangliasizegraduallychangedwithincreasingnumberof

cycles,penetratingsmallerporethroats[32,33].Reconnection

ofH2gangliaduringdrainagewasingeneralhigh,character-

izedbytheamountreductionofH2gangliain9outof12

drainageinjectionsrelativetopreviousimbibitioninjections

(Fig.5).HighH2abilitytoreconnectisfavorableforrealstorage

projects,reducingH2lossduringcyclicinjections.

Microscopicstoragecapacity

MicroscopicH2storagecapacitywasevaluatedbasedon

capillarynumbercorrelation(CNC)andporepressures(Fig.6,

Table3).TheinitialH2saturationafterdrainagechangedboth

monotonically(at5bar)andnonmonotonically(at1,30and

40bar)withincreasedcapillarynumber.Amonotonicin-

creaseafteraplateauregionwasconsistentwithclassicCNC

atcorescale[44]andsomemicrofluidicstudies[41,45].Non-

monotonictrendswerealsoreportedfrommicromodels

[46e48],likelyduetothecrossoverfromcapillarytoviscous

flowregimesand/ormicromodelproperties[44].

Whenaveragedforaspecificcapillarynumber,theinitial

H2saturationexhibitedamonotonictrend(Fig.6).Thecritical

drainagecapillarynumberrangedbetween3.4e6.8�10�7,

correspondingtomaximumH2storagecapacityof~60%ofthe

porespace.Theoptimalreservoirscaleinjectionrateyielding

thehigheststoragecapacitywouldthereforebeintherangeof

~170e340thousandstandardm3/day,assumingtheinjector

perforationlengthof30mandtheexperimentalinjection

velocity.Ourstoragecapacityandinjectionrateswerecom-

parablewiththereservoirsimulationsofaquiferstorage

assumingmaximumH2saturationsof70%andinjectionrates

of~200e300thousandstandardm3/day[11,12,49].

NoclearpressureeffectwasobservedontheinitialH2

saturation,contradictingclassicthresholdpressurephe-

nomena[50].Thesaturationindependencefrompressurewas

likelyduetoinsignificantwettabilityandinterfacialtension

alterationsintheH2eH2Osystemsunderthestudiedpressure

rangeof1e40bar.TheH2contactangles(i.e.wettability)

Fig.4eH2reconnectionwiththeinjectedH2inthesubsequentdrainagecycle:(a)Fromcycle3to4at2.5mL/h(3/4),and

(b)fromcycle4to5at5mL/h(4/5).H2reconnectionseemedsomewhatstochasticlocallybutwasfavoredinthelargepore

clusterswithwideporethroats.AportionofthedisconnectedH2afterimbibition,Sgr(dis)(yellowþpurple)connectedwith

theinjectedH2duringthesubsequentdrainage(yellow)andtherestremainedasdisconnected,Sgi(dis)(purple).The

injectedH2isnotmanuallysegmentedandappearsintheimageinitsoriginallightbluecolor.(Forinterpretationofthe

referencestocolorinthisfigurelegend,thereaderisreferredtotheWebversionofthisarticle.)

Fig.5eQuantificationoftheH2gangliareconnection,by

comparingthedisconnectedH2saturationafterimbibition,

Sgr(dis)(blue)andthesubsequentdrainagecycle,Sgi(dis)

(gray)attheinjectionratesof2.5,5and10mL/h.The

horizontalaxiscomparesthetwosubsequentcycles:The

transitionfromtheimbibitioncycle1tothedrainagecycle

2isdenotedasD2.Inmostcases,thedisconnectedH2

saturationdecreasedinthesubsequentdrainagecycle,

indicatinghighreconnectionability.(Forinterpretationof

thereferencestocolorinthisfigurelegend,thereaderis

referredtotheWebversionofthisarticle.)
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Sgr¼0.31±0.03),however,itsporespacedistributionvaried

betweencyclesduetohysteresis.VariationsintheresidualH2

distributionhavealsobeenreportedduringcorefloodingand

mCTimaging,despiteequalresidualH2saturations[30].Inour

case,theresiduallytrappedH2wasnotnecessarilyimmobile

inthesubsequentcycleandcouldreconnectwiththeinjected

H2,describednext.

TheabilityofH2gangliatoreconnectseemedstochastic

locallybetweenporesbuttheglobaldistributionappearedto

dependontheporeclustermorphology(Fig.4).TheH2ganglia

inproximitytoporeclusterswithwideporethroatstendedto

reconnectduringdrainage(yellowinFig.4),whereasH2

gangliaremaineddisconnectedintheporeswithnarrowpore

throats(purpleinFig.4).Incontrast,thecorefloodingexper-

imentswithmCTimagingshowedthattheresidualCO2

gangliasizegraduallychangedwithincreasingnumberof

cycles,penetratingsmallerporethroats[32,33].Reconnection

ofH2gangliaduringdrainagewasingeneralhigh,character-

izedbytheamountreductionofH2gangliain9outof12

drainageinjectionsrelativetopreviousimbibitioninjections

(Fig.5).HighH2abilitytoreconnectisfavorableforrealstorage

projects,reducingH2lossduringcyclicinjections.
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Sgr ¼ 0.31 ± 0.03), however, its pore space distribution varied

between cycles due to hysteresis. Variations in the residual H2

distribution have also been reported during core flooding and

mCT imaging, despite equal residual H2 saturations [30]. In our

case, the residually trapped H2 was not necessarily immobile

in the subsequent cycle and could reconnect with the injected

H2, described next.

The ability of H2 ganglia to reconnect seemed stochastic

locally between pores but the global distribution appeared to

depend on the pore cluster morphology (Fig. 4). The H2 ganglia

in proximity to pore clusters with wide pore throats tended to

reconnect during drainage (yellow in Fig. 4), whereas H2

ganglia remained disconnected in the pores with narrow pore

throats (purple in Fig. 4). In contrast, the core flooding exper-

iments with mCT imaging showed that the residual CO2

ganglia size gradually changed with increasing number of

cycles, penetrating smaller pore throats [32,33]. Reconnection

of H2 ganglia during drainage was in general high, character-

ized by the amount reduction of H2 ganglia in 9 out of 12

drainage injections relative to previous imbibition injections

(Fig. 5). HighH2 ability to reconnect is favorable for real storage

projects, reducing H2 loss during cyclic injections.

Microscopic storage capacity

Microscopic H2 storage capacity was evaluated based on

capillary number correlation (CNC) and pore pressures (Fig. 6,

Table 3). The initial H2 saturation after drainage changed both

monotonically (at 5 bar) and nonmonotonically (at 1, 30 and

40 bar) with increased capillary number. A monotonic in-

crease after a plateau region was consistent with classic CNC

at core scale [44] and some microfluidic studies [41,45]. Non-

monotonic trends were also reported from micromodels

[46e48], likely due to the crossover from capillary to viscous

flow regimes and/or micromodel properties [44].

When averaged for a specific capillary number, the initial

H2 saturation exhibited a monotonic trend (Fig. 6). The critical

drainage capillary number ranged between 3.4e6.8 � 10�7
,

corresponding tomaximumH2 storage capacity of ~60% of the

pore space. The optimal reservoir scale injection rate yielding

the highest storage capacitywould therefore be in the range of

~170e340 thousand standard m
3
/day, assuming the injector

perforation length of 30 m and the experimental injection

velocity. Our storage capacity and injection rates were com-

parable with the reservoir simulations of aquifer storage

assuming maximumH2 saturations of 70% and injection rates

of ~200e300 thousand standard m
3
/day [11,12,49].

No clear pressure effect was observed on the initial H2

saturation, contradicting classic threshold pressure phe-

nomena [50]. The saturation independence from pressure was

likely due to insignificant wettability and interfacial tension

alterations in the H2eH2O systems under the studied pressure

range of 1e40 bar. The H2 contact angles (i.e. wettability)

Fig. 4 e H2 reconnection with the injected H2 in the subsequent drainage cycle: (a) From cycle 3 to 4 at 2.5 mL/h (3 / 4), and

(b) from cycle 4 to 5 at 5 mL/h (4/ 5). H2 reconnection seemed somewhat stochastic locally but was favored in the large pore

clusters with wide pore throats. A portion of the disconnected H2 after imbibition, Sgr (dis) (yellow þ purple) connected with

the injected H2 during the subsequent drainage (yellow) and the rest remained as disconnected, Sgi (dis) (purple). The

injected H2 is not manually segmented and appears in the image in its original light blue color. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 5 e Quantification of the H2 ganglia reconnection, by

comparing the disconnected H2 saturation after imbibition,

Sgr (dis) (blue) and the subsequent drainage cycle, Sgi (dis)

(gray) at the injection rates of 2.5, 5 and 10 mL/h. The

horizontal axis compares the two subsequent cycles: The

transition from the imbibition cycle 1 to the drainage cycle

2 is denoted as D2. In most cases, the disconnected H2

saturation decreased in the subsequent drainage cycle,

indicating high reconnection ability. (For interpretation of

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Sgr ¼ 0.31 ± 0.03), however, its pore space distribution varied

between cycles due to hysteresis. Variations in the residual H2

distribution have also been reported during core flooding and

mCT imaging, despite equal residual H2 saturations [30]. In our

case, the residually trapped H2 was not necessarily immobile

in the subsequent cycle and could reconnect with the injected

H2, described next.

The ability of H2 ganglia to reconnect seemed stochastic

locally between pores but the global distribution appeared to

depend on the pore cluster morphology (Fig. 4). The H2 ganglia

in proximity to pore clusters with wide pore throats tended to

reconnect during drainage (yellow in Fig. 4), whereas H2

ganglia remained disconnected in the pores with narrow pore

throats (purple in Fig. 4). In contrast, the core flooding exper-

iments with mCT imaging showed that the residual CO2

ganglia size gradually changed with increasing number of

cycles, penetrating smaller pore throats [32,33]. Reconnection

of H2 ganglia during drainage was in general high, character-

ized by the amount reduction of H2 ganglia in 9 out of 12

drainage injections relative to previous imbibition injections

(Fig. 5). HighH2 ability to reconnect is favorable for real storage

projects, reducing H2 loss during cyclic injections.

Microscopic storage capacity

Microscopic H2 storage capacity was evaluated based on

capillary number correlation (CNC) and pore pressures (Fig. 6,

Table 3). The initial H2 saturation after drainage changed both

monotonically (at 5 bar) and nonmonotonically (at 1, 30 and

40 bar) with increased capillary number. A monotonic in-

crease after a plateau region was consistent with classic CNC

at core scale [44] and some microfluidic studies [41,45]. Non-

monotonic trends were also reported from micromodels

[46e48], likely due to the crossover from capillary to viscous

flow regimes and/or micromodel properties [44].

When averaged for a specific capillary number, the initial

H2 saturation exhibited a monotonic trend (Fig. 6). The critical

drainage capillary number ranged between 3.4e6.8 � 10�7
,

corresponding tomaximumH2 storage capacity of ~60% of the

pore space. The optimal reservoir scale injection rate yielding

the highest storage capacitywould therefore be in the range of

~170e340 thousand standard m
3
/day, assuming the injector

perforation length of 30 m and the experimental injection

velocity. Our storage capacity and injection rates were com-

parable with the reservoir simulations of aquifer storage

assuming maximumH2 saturations of 70% and injection rates

of ~200e300 thousand standard m
3
/day [11,12,49].

No clear pressure effect was observed on the initial H2

saturation, contradicting classic threshold pressure phe-

nomena [50]. The saturation independence from pressure was

likely due to insignificant wettability and interfacial tension

alterations in the H2eH2O systems under the studied pressure

range of 1e40 bar. The H2 contact angles (i.e. wettability)

Fig. 4 e H2 reconnection with the injected H2 in the subsequent drainage cycle: (a) From cycle 3 to 4 at 2.5 mL/h (3 / 4), and

(b) from cycle 4 to 5 at 5 mL/h (4/ 5). H2 reconnection seemed somewhat stochastic locally but was favored in the large pore

clusters with wide pore throats. A portion of the disconnected H2 after imbibition, Sgr (dis) (yellow þ purple) connected with

the injected H2 during the subsequent drainage (yellow) and the rest remained as disconnected, Sgi (dis) (purple). The

injected H2 is not manually segmented and appears in the image in its original light blue color. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 5 e Quantification of the H2 ganglia reconnection, by

comparing the disconnected H2 saturation after imbibition,

Sgr (dis) (blue) and the subsequent drainage cycle, Sgi (dis)

(gray) at the injection rates of 2.5, 5 and 10 mL/h. The

horizontal axis compares the two subsequent cycles: The
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2 is denoted as D2. In most cases, the disconnected H2

saturation decreased in the subsequent drainage cycle,

indicating high reconnection ability. (For interpretation of
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Sgr¼0.31±0.03),however,itsporespacedistributionvaried

betweencyclesduetohysteresis.VariationsintheresidualH2

distributionhavealsobeenreportedduringcorefloodingand

mCTimaging,despiteequalresidualH2saturations[30].Inour

case,theresiduallytrappedH2wasnotnecessarilyimmobile

inthesubsequentcycleandcouldreconnectwiththeinjected

H2,describednext.

TheabilityofH2gangliatoreconnectseemedstochastic

locallybetweenporesbuttheglobaldistributionappearedto

dependontheporeclustermorphology(Fig.4).TheH2ganglia

inproximitytoporeclusterswithwideporethroatstendedto

reconnectduringdrainage(yellowinFig.4),whereasH2

gangliaremaineddisconnectedintheporeswithnarrowpore

throats(purpleinFig.4).Incontrast,thecorefloodingexper-

imentswithmCTimagingshowedthattheresidualCO2

gangliasizegraduallychangedwithincreasingnumberof

cycles,penetratingsmallerporethroats[32,33].Reconnection

ofH2gangliaduringdrainagewasingeneralhigh,character-

izedbytheamountreductionofH2gangliain9outof12

drainageinjectionsrelativetopreviousimbibitioninjections

(Fig.5).HighH2abilitytoreconnectisfavorableforrealstorage

projects,reducingH2lossduringcyclicinjections.

Microscopicstoragecapacity

MicroscopicH2storagecapacitywasevaluatedbasedon

capillarynumbercorrelation(CNC)andporepressures(Fig.6,

Table3).TheinitialH2saturationafterdrainagechangedboth

monotonically(at5bar)andnonmonotonically(at1,30and

40bar)withincreasedcapillarynumber.Amonotonicin-

creaseafteraplateauregionwasconsistentwithclassicCNC

atcorescale[44]andsomemicrofluidicstudies[41,45].Non-

monotonictrendswerealsoreportedfrommicromodels

[46e48],likelyduetothecrossoverfromcapillarytoviscous

flowregimesand/ormicromodelproperties[44].

Whenaveragedforaspecificcapillarynumber,theinitial

H2saturationexhibitedamonotonictrend(Fig.6).Thecritical

drainagecapillarynumberrangedbetween3.4e6.8�10�7
,

correspondingtomaximumH2storagecapacityof~60%ofthe

porespace.Theoptimalreservoirscaleinjectionrateyielding

thehigheststoragecapacitywouldthereforebeintherangeof

~170e340thousandstandardm
3
/day,assumingtheinjector

perforationlengthof30mandtheexperimentalinjection

velocity.Ourstoragecapacityandinjectionrateswerecom-

parablewiththereservoirsimulationsofaquiferstorage

assumingmaximumH2saturationsof70%andinjectionrates

of~200e300thousandstandardm
3
/day[11,12,49].

NoclearpressureeffectwasobservedontheinitialH2

saturation,contradictingclassicthresholdpressurephe-

nomena[50].Thesaturationindependencefrompressurewas

likelyduetoinsignificantwettabilityandinterfacialtension

alterationsintheH2eH2Osystemsunderthestudiedpressure

rangeof1e40bar.TheH2contactangles(i.e.wettability)

Fig.4eH2reconnectionwiththeinjectedH2inthesubsequentdrainagecycle:(a)Fromcycle3to4at2.5mL/h(3/4),and

(b)fromcycle4to5at5mL/h(4/5).H2reconnectionseemedsomewhatstochasticlocallybutwasfavoredinthelargepore

clusterswithwideporethroats.AportionofthedisconnectedH2afterimbibition,Sgr(dis)(yellowþpurple)connectedwith

theinjectedH2duringthesubsequentdrainage(yellow)andtherestremainedasdisconnected,Sgi(dis)(purple).The

injectedH2isnotmanuallysegmentedandappearsintheimageinitsoriginallightbluecolor.(Forinterpretationofthe

referencestocolorinthisfigurelegend,thereaderisreferredtotheWebversionofthisarticle.)

Fig.5eQuantificationoftheH2gangliareconnection,by

comparingthedisconnectedH2saturationafterimbibition,

Sgr(dis)(blue)andthesubsequentdrainagecycle,Sgi(dis)

(gray)attheinjectionratesof2.5,5and10mL/h.The

horizontalaxiscomparesthetwosubsequentcycles:The

transitionfromtheimbibitioncycle1tothedrainagecycle

2isdenotedasD2.Inmostcases,thedisconnectedH2

saturationdecreasedinthesubsequentdrainagecycle,

indicatinghighreconnectionability.(Forinterpretationof

thereferencestocolorinthisfigurelegend,thereaderis

referredtotheWebversionofthisarticle.)
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Sgr¼0.31±0.03),however,itsporespacedistributionvaried

betweencyclesduetohysteresis.VariationsintheresidualH2

distributionhavealsobeenreportedduringcorefloodingand

mCTimaging,despiteequalresidualH2saturations[30].Inour

case,theresiduallytrappedH2wasnotnecessarilyimmobile

inthesubsequentcycleandcouldreconnectwiththeinjected

H2,describednext.

TheabilityofH2gangliatoreconnectseemedstochastic

locallybetweenporesbuttheglobaldistributionappearedto

dependontheporeclustermorphology(Fig.4).TheH2ganglia

inproximitytoporeclusterswithwideporethroatstendedto

reconnectduringdrainage(yellowinFig.4),whereasH2

gangliaremaineddisconnectedintheporeswithnarrowpore

throats(purpleinFig.4).Incontrast,thecorefloodingexper-

imentswithmCTimagingshowedthattheresidualCO2

gangliasizegraduallychangedwithincreasingnumberof

cycles,penetratingsmallerporethroats[32,33].Reconnection

ofH2gangliaduringdrainagewasingeneralhigh,character-

izedbytheamountreductionofH2gangliain9outof12

drainageinjectionsrelativetopreviousimbibitioninjections

(Fig.5).HighH2abilitytoreconnectisfavorableforrealstorage

projects,reducingH2lossduringcyclicinjections.

Microscopicstoragecapacity

MicroscopicH2storagecapacitywasevaluatedbasedon

capillarynumbercorrelation(CNC)andporepressures(Fig.6,

Table3).TheinitialH2saturationafterdrainagechangedboth

monotonically(at5bar)andnonmonotonically(at1,30and

40bar)withincreasedcapillarynumber.Amonotonicin-

creaseafteraplateauregionwasconsistentwithclassicCNC

atcorescale[44]andsomemicrofluidicstudies[41,45].Non-

monotonictrendswerealsoreportedfrommicromodels

[46e48],likelyduetothecrossoverfromcapillarytoviscous

flowregimesand/ormicromodelproperties[44].
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drainagecapillarynumberrangedbetween3.4e6.8�10�7
,

correspondingtomaximumH2storagecapacityof~60%ofthe

porespace.Theoptimalreservoirscaleinjectionrateyielding

thehigheststoragecapacitywouldthereforebeintherangeof

~170e340thousandstandardm
3
/day,assumingtheinjector

perforationlengthof30mandtheexperimentalinjection

velocity.Ourstoragecapacityandinjectionrateswerecom-

parablewiththereservoirsimulationsofaquiferstorage

assumingmaximumH2saturationsof70%andinjectionrates

of~200e300thousandstandardm
3
/day[11,12,49].

NoclearpressureeffectwasobservedontheinitialH2

saturation,contradictingclassicthresholdpressurephe-

nomena[50].Thesaturationindependencefrompressurewas

likelyduetoinsignificantwettabilityandinterfacialtension

alterationsintheH2eH2Osystemsunderthestudiedpressure

rangeof1e40bar.TheH2contactangles(i.e.wettability)
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Sgr¼0.31±0.03),however,itsporespacedistributionvaried

betweencyclesduetohysteresis.VariationsintheresidualH2

distributionhavealsobeenreportedduringcorefloodingand

mCTimaging,despiteequalresidualH2saturations[30].Inour

case,theresiduallytrappedH2wasnotnecessarilyimmobile

inthesubsequentcycleandcouldreconnectwiththeinjected

H2,describednext.
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locallybetweenporesbuttheglobaldistributionappearedto
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gangliasizegraduallychangedwithincreasingnumberof
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(Fig.5).HighH2abilitytoreconnectisfavorableforrealstorage

projects,reducingH2lossduringcyclicinjections.
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monotonically(at5bar)andnonmonotonically(at1,30and
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,
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/day,assumingtheinjector

perforationlengthof30mandtheexperimentalinjection

velocity.Ourstoragecapacityandinjectionrateswerecom-
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assumingmaximumH2saturationsof70%andinjectionrates

of~200e300thousandstandardm
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/day[11,12,49].
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showed no pressure dependence under the range of

20e100 bar in Berea and Bentheimer sandstones [14]. Insig-

nificant contact angle changes of ~5� were reported for H2 on

the pure quartz surface for pore pressures ranging between 1

and 50 bar and room temperature [16]. The H2eH2O interfacial

tension increases by less than 1% from 1 to 40 bar [38]. No
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been reported for CO2, N2, and H2 at core scale [30,51],

corroborating our results.

Residual trapping and microscopic recovery during cyclic
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factor was calculated for every cycle (Fig. 7, Table 3). The H2
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tion rate, in accordance with the critical capillary number

from the CNC (Fig. 6). The low injection rate (1 mL/h) resulted

in a low saturation range between 0.03 and 0.14 (Fig. 7a), with

an increase up to 0.27e0.73 at higher injection rates

(�2.5 mL/h) (Fig. 7bed). The initial H2 saturation varied be-

tween the cycles at higher injection rates, whereas the re-

sidual H2 remained nearly constant and equal to ~0.43 at

2.5 mL/h, ~0.31 at 5 mL/h, and ~0.29 at 10 mL/h, explained

next.

The reason for the fluctuations in the initial H2 saturation

could be twofold: 1) H2 redistribution from outside the FoV,

caused by random H2 injection patterns, and/or 2) the pres-

ence of the disconnected H2 ganglia. A further analysis (Fig. 8)

revealed that both connected and disconnected H2 saturation

were stochastic without any clear trend, meaning that H2

redistribution (reason 1) was the main cause for the fluctu-

ating initial saturations. The opposite was observed for n-

hexane (C6H14, used as a proxy for CO2) cyclic injections in a

micromodel, where the amount of the disconnected C6H14

increased over the cycles due to the converged injection pat-

terns through the most accessed pore channels [53]. The dis-

crepancies with our study were likely caused by the

differences in the micromodel design. In our case, two open

Fig. 6 e Microscopic H2 storage capacity from the capillary

number correlation (CNC) compared with the results from

the samemicromodel at 1, 5, and 30 bar [26,52]. The Sgi was

independent of pressure. The maximum H2 storage

capacity was on average equal to ~60% of the pore space

(gray curve). The error bars represent the image analysis

relative uncertainty (9%).

Fig. 7 e Initial (Sgi) and residual (Sgr) H2 saturation and the resulting microscopic recovery factors during cyclic injections at

the flow rate of: (a) 1 mL/h, (b) 2.5 mL/h, (c) 5 mL/h, (d) 10 mL/h. The Sgi fluctuated between the cycles due to H2 redistribution

from outside the FoV. In contrast, the Sgr showed better reproducibility, with nearly constant values throughout the cycles.

The microscopic recovery factors reflected the fluctuations in the Sgi. The error bars represent the image analysis relative

uncertainty (9%).
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couldbetwofold:1)H2redistributionfromoutsidetheFoV,

causedbyrandomH2injectionpatterns,and/or2)thepres-

enceofthedisconnectedH2ganglia.Afurtheranalysis(Fig.8)

revealedthatbothconnectedanddisconnectedH2saturation

werestochasticwithoutanycleartrend,meaningthatH2

redistribution(reason1)wasthemaincauseforthefluctu-

atinginitialsaturations.Theoppositewasobservedforn-

hexane(C6H14,usedasaproxyforCO2)cyclicinjectionsina

micromodel,wheretheamountofthedisconnectedC6H14

increasedoverthecyclesduetotheconvergedinjectionpat-

ternsthroughthemostaccessedporechannels[53].Thedis-
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Fig.7eInitial(Sgi)andresidual(Sgr)H2saturationandtheresultingmicroscopicrecoveryfactorsduringcyclicinjectionsat

theflowrateof:(a)1mL/h,(b)2.5mL/h,(c)5mL/h,(d)10mL/h.TheSgifluctuatedbetweenthecyclesduetoH2redistribution

fromoutsidetheFoV.Incontrast,theSgrshowedbetterreproducibility,withnearlyconstantvaluesthroughoutthecycles.

ThemicroscopicrecoveryfactorsreflectedthefluctuationsintheSgi.Theerrorbarsrepresenttheimageanalysisrelative

uncertainty(9%).
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from the CNC (Fig. 6). The low injection rate (1 mL/h) resulted

in a low saturation range between 0.03 and 0.14 (Fig. 7a), with

an increase up to 0.27e0.73 at higher injection rates

(�2.5 mL/h) (Fig. 7bed). The initial H2 saturation varied be-

tween the cycles at higher injection rates, whereas the re-

sidual H2 remained nearly constant and equal to ~0.43 at

2.5 mL/h, ~0.31 at 5 mL/h, and ~0.29 at 10 mL/h, explained

next.

The reason for the fluctuations in the initial H2 saturation

could be twofold: 1) H2 redistribution from outside the FoV,

caused by random H2 injection patterns, and/or 2) the pres-

ence of the disconnected H2 ganglia. A further analysis (Fig. 8)

revealed that both connected and disconnected H2 saturation

were stochastic without any clear trend, meaning that H2

redistribution (reason 1) was the main cause for the fluctu-

ating initial saturations. The opposite was observed for n-

hexane (C6H14, used as a proxy for CO2) cyclic injections in a

micromodel, where the amount of the disconnected C6H14

increased over the cycles due to the converged injection pat-

terns through the most accessed pore channels [53]. The dis-

crepancies with our study were likely caused by the

differences in the micromodel design. In our case, two open

Fig. 6 e Microscopic H2 storage capacity from the capillary

number correlation (CNC) compared with the results from

the samemicromodel at 1, 5, and 30 bar [26,52]. The Sgi was

independent of pressure. The maximum H2 storage

capacity was on average equal to ~60% of the pore space
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Fig. 7 e Initial (Sgi) and residual (Sgr) H2 saturation and the resulting microscopic recovery factors during cyclic injections at

the flow rate of: (a) 1 mL/h, (b) 2.5 mL/h, (c) 5 mL/h, (d) 10 mL/h. The Sgi fluctuated between the cycles due to H2 redistribution

from outside the FoV. In contrast, the Sgr showed better reproducibility, with nearly constant values throughout the cycles.

The microscopic recovery factors reflected the fluctuations in the Sgi. The error bars represent the image analysis relative

uncertainty (9%).
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nificantcontactanglechangesof~5�werereportedforH2on

thepurequartzsurfaceforporepressuresrangingbetween1

and50barandroomtemperature[16].TheH2eH2Ointerfacial

tensionincreasesbylessthan1%from1to40bar[38].No

correlationbetweeninitialgassaturationandpressurehas

beenreportedforCO2,N2,andH2atcorescale[30,51],

corroboratingourresults.

Residualtrappingandmicroscopicrecoveryduringcyclic
injections

TheinitialandresidualH2saturationswerequantifiedfor

cyclicinjectionsandthecorrespondingmicroscopicrecovery

factorwascalculatedforeverycycle(Fig.7,Table3).TheH2

saturationrangebetweenthecyclesdependedontheinjec-

tionrate,inaccordancewiththecriticalcapillarynumber

fromtheCNC(Fig.6).Thelowinjectionrate(1mL/h)resulted

inalowsaturationrangebetween0.03and0.14(Fig.7a),with

anincreaseupto0.27e0.73athigherinjectionrates
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hexane(C6H14,usedasaproxyforCO2)cyclicinjectionsina

micromodel,wheretheamountofthedisconnectedC6H14

increasedoverthecyclesduetotheconvergedinjectionpat-
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crepancieswithourstudywerelikelycausedbythe
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channels along the micromodel length (Fig. 1) resulted in

crossflow, facilitating more random injection patterns in

multiple directions. In the case of C6H14 injections, the open

channels were built in the opposite direction, that is along the

micromodel widths, creating one-directional injection

pattern.

Contrary to the initial H2 saturation, the residual H2

saturation was more reproducible because the H2O injection

was eased in a strongly hydrophilic system, with well-

established injection patterns through the wetting H2O

films coating the grain surfaces. Note that natural reservoirs

contain organic-rich material, making their rock surfaces

more hydrophobic than our micromodel [13,16]. Greater

reproducibility of the residual H2 saturation throughout the

cycles is beneficial from the storage perspective, permitting a

better control of the H2 loss due to residual trapping. The

distribution of the residual H2, however, visually changed

over the cycles as mentioned in section 3.1 (Fig. 3). Such

hysteretic behavior due to residual trapping can affect the

imbibition relative permeability, and hysteresis in H2eH2O

relative permeability has already been demonstrated at core

scale [24,25].

The microscopic recovery factors, defined as (Sgi e Sgr)/Sgi,

fluctuated between the cycles, in alignment with the initial H2

saturation (Fig. 7). The recovery factors ranged between 2%

and 77% with an average of ~40%, comparable with the re-

covery factors from reservoir simulations of H2 storage in the

H2O zone of a depleted hydrocarbon field: 49% [54] and aquifer

storage: 36e59% [11,55]. Note that recovery factors from

reservoir simulations are macroscopic and valid for the entire

reservoir, contrary to microfluidics which deal with the

microscopic phenomena. The highest H2 saturation is ex-

pected in the near-well area, with gradually decreasing H2

saturation when approaching the H2eH2O transition zone in

the far-well area [11,12,49]. During cyclic injections, the H2e

H2O transition boundary is constantly moving, resulting in

increasing H2O saturation during H2 withdrawal with associ-

ated residual H2 trapping. Hence, the reported microscopic

recovery factors aremostly relevant for the H2eH2O transition

zone.

Trapping model

We combine H2 saturations after primary drainage and imbi-

bition together with the results from the same micromodel at

1e30 bar and available H2 data at core scale (Fig. 9), to

construct H2 trapping relationship based on an empirical Land

model [34]. Thismodelwas derived from themeasurements of

the initial and residual gas saturations in sandstone core

samples, defined as follows: Sgr ¼ Sgi/(1 þ C·Sgi), where C is the

trapping coefficient. The data points were greatly scattered

and mostly fell within the trapping coefficient (C) range be-

tween 1 and 5. The upper boundary points matched the CO2

trapping models in different sandstones, with the trapping

coefficient range of 0.2e2.1 [56,57]. In contrast, the lower

boundary points were outside the reported CO2 data, indi-

cating that less H2 trappingmay be expected compared to CO2.

The lower boundary points disagreed with the contact angle

measurements which reported less H2 wetting (more hydro-

philic) compared to CO2 [13,16], that in turn implies more H2

trapping [23]. Greater scatter and disagreement of lower

boundary H2 data points with CO2 data could be due to the

differences in the porous materials and methodologies. The

CO2 measurements were obtained from conventional core

flooding with the core length of 6e12 cm, whereas micro-

fluidics and shorter core plugs of 1.5e5.7 cm were used for

most H2 saturation measurements.

The initial and residual H2 saturations from cyclic in-

jections (Fig. 10) showed no significant increase in residual

trapping over the cycles for similar initial H2 saturations,

consistent with the Land model and corroborated by H2 [30]

and some CO2 cyclic injection studies [58,59]. In contrast,

some CO2 measurements deviated from the Land model, with

a sharp increase in residual saturations over the injection

cycles [31e33]. The exact mechanism for this deviation is still

poorly understood but could be attributed to pore throat

blockage due to fines migration, CO2 adhesion to the grain

surfaces, and/or wettability alteration to a “patchy” mixed-

Fig. 8 e Share of the connected and disconnected initial H2

saturation (Sgi) during cyclic injections (cycles 1e5) at the

injection rate of 2.5, 5 and 10 mL/h. No clear trend was

observed, meaning that the presence of the disconnected

H2 did not cause the fluctuations in the Sgi in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 e Trapping model based on H2 saturations after

primary drainage (Sgi) and imbibition (Sgr), combined with

the results from the same micromodel at 1, 5 and 30 bar

[26,52] and the literature H2 data at core scale denoted by

colored crosses [24,25,27e30]. Most of the measurements

followed the Land trapping model with the trapping

coefficients C ¼ 1 and C ¼ 5. The upper limit data points

were comparable to CO2 with the trapping coefficients

between 0.2 and 2.1 in sandstones [56,57].
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channelsalongthemicromodellength(Fig.1)resultedin

crossflow,facilitatingmorerandominjectionpatternsin

multipledirections.InthecaseofC6H14injections,theopen

channelswerebuiltintheoppositedirection,thatisalongthe

micromodelwidths,creatingone-directionalinjection

pattern.

ContrarytotheinitialH2saturation,theresidualH2

saturationwasmorereproduciblebecausetheH2Oinjection

waseasedinastronglyhydrophilicsystem,withwell-

establishedinjectionpatternsthroughthewettingH2O

filmscoatingthegrainsurfaces.Notethatnaturalreservoirs

containorganic-richmaterial,makingtheirrocksurfaces

morehydrophobicthanourmicromodel[13,16].Greater

reproducibilityoftheresidualH2saturationthroughoutthe

cyclesisbeneficialfromthestorageperspective,permittinga

bettercontroloftheH2lossduetoresidualtrapping.The

distributionoftheresidualH2,however,visuallychanged

overthecyclesasmentionedinsection3.1(Fig.3).Such

hystereticbehaviorduetoresidualtrappingcanaffectthe

imbibitionrelativepermeability,andhysteresisinH2eH2O

relativepermeabilityhasalreadybeendemonstratedatcore

scale[24,25].

Themicroscopicrecoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,

fluctuatedbetweenthecycles,inalignmentwiththeinitialH2

saturation(Fig.7).Therecoveryfactorsrangedbetween2%

and77%withanaverageof~40%,comparablewiththere-

coveryfactorsfromreservoirsimulationsofH2storageinthe

H2Ozoneofadepletedhydrocarbonfield:49%[54]andaquifer

storage:36e59%[11,55].Notethatrecoveryfactorsfrom

reservoirsimulationsaremacroscopicandvalidfortheentire

reservoir,contrarytomicrofluidicswhichdealwiththe

microscopicphenomena.ThehighestH2saturationisex-

pectedinthenear-wellarea,withgraduallydecreasingH2

saturationwhenapproachingtheH2eH2Otransitionzonein

thefar-wellarea[11,12,49].Duringcyclicinjections,theH2e

H2Otransitionboundaryisconstantlymoving,resultingin

increasingH2OsaturationduringH2withdrawalwithassoci-

atedresidualH2trapping.Hence,thereportedmicroscopic

recoveryfactorsaremostlyrelevantfortheH2eH2Otransition

zone.

Trappingmodel

WecombineH2saturationsafterprimarydrainageandimbi-

bitiontogetherwiththeresultsfromthesamemicromodelat

1e30barandavailableH2dataatcorescale(Fig.9),to

constructH2trappingrelationshipbasedonanempiricalLand

model[34].Thismodelwasderivedfromthemeasurementsof

theinitialandresidualgassaturationsinsandstonecore

samples,definedasfollows:Sgr¼Sgi/(1þC·Sgi),whereCisthe

trappingcoefficient.Thedatapointsweregreatlyscattered

andmostlyfellwithinthetrappingcoefficient(C)rangebe-

tween1and5.TheupperboundarypointsmatchedtheCO2

trappingmodelsindifferentsandstones,withthetrapping

coefficientrangeof0.2e2.1[56,57].Incontrast,thelower

boundarypointswereoutsidethereportedCO2data,indi-

catingthatlessH2trappingmaybeexpectedcomparedtoCO2.

Thelowerboundarypointsdisagreedwiththecontactangle

measurementswhichreportedlessH2wetting(morehydro-

philic)comparedtoCO2[13,16],thatinturnimpliesmoreH2

trapping[23].Greaterscatteranddisagreementoflower

boundaryH2datapointswithCO2datacouldbeduetothe

differencesintheporousmaterialsandmethodologies.The

CO2measurementswereobtainedfromconventionalcore

floodingwiththecorelengthof6e12cm,whereasmicro-

fluidicsandshortercoreplugsof1.5e5.7cmwereusedfor

mostH2saturationmeasurements.

TheinitialandresidualH2saturationsfromcyclicin-

jections(Fig.10)showednosignificantincreaseinresidual

trappingoverthecyclesforsimilarinitialH2saturations,

consistentwiththeLandmodelandcorroboratedbyH2[30]

andsomeCO2cyclicinjectionstudies[58,59].Incontrast,

someCO2measurementsdeviatedfromtheLandmodel,with

asharpincreaseinresidualsaturationsovertheinjection

cycles[31e33].Theexactmechanismforthisdeviationisstill

poorlyunderstoodbutcouldbeattributedtoporethroat

blockageduetofinesmigration,CO2adhesiontothegrain

surfaces,and/orwettabilityalterationtoa“patchy”mixed-

Fig.8eShareoftheconnectedanddisconnectedinitialH2

saturation(Sgi)duringcyclicinjections(cycles1e5)atthe

injectionrateof2.5,5and10mL/h.Nocleartrendwas

observed,meaningthatthepresenceofthedisconnected

H2didnotcausethefluctuationsintheSgiinFig.7.

Fig.9eTrappingmodelbasedonH2saturationsafter

primarydrainage(Sgi)andimbibition(Sgr),combinedwith

theresultsfromthesamemicromodelat1,5and30bar

[26,52]andtheliteratureH2dataatcorescaledenotedby

coloredcrosses[24,25,27e30].Mostofthemeasurements

followedtheLandtrappingmodelwiththetrapping

coefficientsC¼1andC¼5.Theupperlimitdatapoints

werecomparabletoCO2withthetrappingcoefficients

between0.2and2.1insandstones[56,57].
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channels along the micromodel length (Fig. 1) resulted in

crossflow, facilitating more random injection patterns in

multiple directions. In the case of C6H14 injections, the open

channels were built in the opposite direction, that is along the

micromodel widths, creating one-directional injection

pattern.

Contrary to the initial H2 saturation, the residual H2

saturation was more reproducible because the H2O injection

was eased in a strongly hydrophilic system, with well-

established injection patterns through the wetting H2O

films coating the grain surfaces. Note that natural reservoirs

contain organic-rich material, making their rock surfaces

more hydrophobic than our micromodel [13,16]. Greater

reproducibility of the residual H2 saturation throughout the

cycles is beneficial from the storage perspective, permitting a

better control of the H2 loss due to residual trapping. The

distribution of the residual H2, however, visually changed

over the cycles as mentioned in section 3.1 (Fig. 3). Such

hysteretic behavior due to residual trapping can affect the

imbibition relative permeability, and hysteresis in H2eH2O

relative permeability has already been demonstrated at core
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reservoir, contrary to microfluidics which deal with the

microscopic phenomena. The highest H2 saturation is ex-

pected in the near-well area, with gradually decreasing H2

saturation when approaching the H2eH2O transition zone in

the far-well area [11,12,49]. During cyclic injections, the H2e

H2O transition boundary is constantly moving, resulting in

increasing H2O saturation during H2 withdrawal with associ-

ated residual H2 trapping. Hence, the reported microscopic
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zone.
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construct H2 trapping relationship based on an empirical Land
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the initial and residual gas saturations in sandstone core

samples, defined as follows: Sgr ¼ Sgi/(1 þ C·Sgi), where C is the

trapping coefficient. The data points were greatly scattered

and mostly fell within the trapping coefficient (C) range be-

tween 1 and 5. The upper boundary points matched the CO2

trapping models in different sandstones, with the trapping

coefficient range of 0.2e2.1 [56,57]. In contrast, the lower

boundary points were outside the reported CO2 data, indi-

cating that less H2 trappingmay be expected compared to CO2.

The lower boundary points disagreed with the contact angle

measurements which reported less H2 wetting (more hydro-

philic) compared to CO2 [13,16], that in turn implies more H2

trapping [23]. Greater scatter and disagreement of lower

boundary H2 data points with CO2 data could be due to the

differences in the porous materials and methodologies. The

CO2 measurements were obtained from conventional core

flooding with the core length of 6e12 cm, whereas micro-

fluidics and shorter core plugs of 1.5e5.7 cm were used for

most H2 saturation measurements.

The initial and residual H2 saturations from cyclic in-

jections (Fig. 10) showed no significant increase in residual

trapping over the cycles for similar initial H2 saturations,

consistent with the Land model and corroborated by H2 [30]

and some CO2 cyclic injection studies [58,59]. In contrast,

some CO2 measurements deviated from the Land model, with

a sharp increase in residual saturations over the injection

cycles [31e33]. The exact mechanism for this deviation is still

poorly understood but could be attributed to pore throat

blockage due to fines migration, CO2 adhesion to the grain

surfaces, and/or wettability alteration to a “patchy” mixed-

Fig. 8 e Share of the connected and disconnected initial H2

saturation (Sgi) during cyclic injections (cycles 1e5) at the

injection rate of 2.5, 5 and 10 mL/h. No clear trend was

observed, meaning that the presence of the disconnected

H2 did not cause the fluctuations in the Sgi in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 e Trapping model based on H2 saturations after

primary drainage (Sgi) and imbibition (Sgr), combined with

the results from the same micromodel at 1, 5 and 30 bar

[26,52] and the literature H2 data at core scale denoted by

colored crosses [24,25,27e30]. Most of the measurements

followed the Land trapping model with the trapping

coefficients C ¼ 1 and C ¼ 5. The upper limit data points

were comparable to CO2 with the trapping coefficients

between 0.2 and 2.1 in sandstones [56,57].
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channels along the micromodel length (Fig. 1) resulted in

crossflow, facilitating more random injection patterns in

multiple directions. In the case of C6H14 injections, the open

channels were built in the opposite direction, that is along the

micromodel widths, creating one-directional injection

pattern.

Contrary to the initial H2 saturation, the residual H2

saturation was more reproducible because the H2O injection

was eased in a strongly hydrophilic system, with well-

established injection patterns through the wetting H2O

films coating the grain surfaces. Note that natural reservoirs

contain organic-rich material, making their rock surfaces

more hydrophobic than our micromodel [13,16]. Greater

reproducibility of the residual H2 saturation throughout the

cycles is beneficial from the storage perspective, permitting a

better control of the H2 loss due to residual trapping. The

distribution of the residual H2, however, visually changed

over the cycles as mentioned in section 3.1 (Fig. 3). Such

hysteretic behavior due to residual trapping can affect the

imbibition relative permeability, and hysteresis in H2eH2O

relative permeability has already been demonstrated at core

scale [24,25].

The microscopic recovery factors, defined as (Sgi e Sgr)/Sgi,

fluctuated between the cycles, in alignment with the initial H2

saturation (Fig. 7). The recovery factors ranged between 2%

and 77% with an average of ~40%, comparable with the re-

covery factors from reservoir simulations of H2 storage in the

H2O zone of a depleted hydrocarbon field: 49% [54] and aquifer

storage: 36e59% [11,55]. Note that recovery factors from

reservoir simulations are macroscopic and valid for the entire

reservoir, contrary to microfluidics which deal with the

microscopic phenomena. The highest H2 saturation is ex-

pected in the near-well area, with gradually decreasing H2

saturation when approaching the H2eH2O transition zone in

the far-well area [11,12,49]. During cyclic injections, the H2e

H2O transition boundary is constantly moving, resulting in

increasing H2O saturation during H2 withdrawal with associ-

ated residual H2 trapping. Hence, the reported microscopic

recovery factors aremostly relevant for the H2eH2O transition

zone.

Trapping model

We combine H2 saturations after primary drainage and imbi-

bition together with the results from the same micromodel at

1e30 bar and available H2 data at core scale (Fig. 9), to

construct H2 trapping relationship based on an empirical Land

model [34]. Thismodelwas derived from themeasurements of

the initial and residual gas saturations in sandstone core

samples, defined as follows: Sgr ¼ Sgi/(1 þ C·Sgi), where C is the

trapping coefficient. The data points were greatly scattered

and mostly fell within the trapping coefficient (C) range be-

tween 1 and 5. The upper boundary points matched the CO2

trapping models in different sandstones, with the trapping

coefficient range of 0.2e2.1 [56,57]. In contrast, the lower

boundary points were outside the reported CO2 data, indi-

cating that less H2 trappingmay be expected compared to CO2.

The lower boundary points disagreed with the contact angle

measurements which reported less H2 wetting (more hydro-

philic) compared to CO2 [13,16], that in turn implies more H2

trapping [23]. Greater scatter and disagreement of lower

boundary H2 data points with CO2 data could be due to the

differences in the porous materials and methodologies. The

CO2 measurements were obtained from conventional core

flooding with the core length of 6e12 cm, whereas micro-

fluidics and shorter core plugs of 1.5e5.7 cm were used for

most H2 saturation measurements.

The initial and residual H2 saturations from cyclic in-

jections (Fig. 10) showed no significant increase in residual

trapping over the cycles for similar initial H2 saturations,

consistent with the Land model and corroborated by H2 [30]

and some CO2 cyclic injection studies [58,59]. In contrast,

some CO2 measurements deviated from the Land model, with

a sharp increase in residual saturations over the injection

cycles [31e33]. The exact mechanism for this deviation is still

poorly understood but could be attributed to pore throat

blockage due to fines migration, CO2 adhesion to the grain

surfaces, and/or wettability alteration to a “patchy” mixed-

Fig. 8 e Share of the connected and disconnected initial H2

saturation (Sgi) during cyclic injections (cycles 1e5) at the

injection rate of 2.5, 5 and 10 mL/h. No clear trend was

observed, meaning that the presence of the disconnected

H2 did not cause the fluctuations in the Sgi in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 e Trapping model based on H2 saturations after

primary drainage (Sgi) and imbibition (Sgr), combined with

the results from the same micromodel at 1, 5 and 30 bar

[26,52] and the literature H2 data at core scale denoted by

colored crosses [24,25,27e30]. Most of the measurements

followed the Land trapping model with the trapping

coefficients C ¼ 1 and C ¼ 5. The upper limit data points

were comparable to CO2 with the trapping coefficients

between 0.2 and 2.1 in sandstones [56,57].
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channelsalongthemicromodellength(Fig.1)resultedin

crossflow,facilitatingmorerandominjectionpatternsin

multipledirections.InthecaseofC6H14injections,theopen

channelswerebuiltintheoppositedirection,thatisalongthe

micromodelwidths,creatingone-directionalinjection

pattern.

ContrarytotheinitialH2saturation,theresidualH2

saturationwasmorereproduciblebecausetheH2Oinjection

waseasedinastronglyhydrophilicsystem,withwell-

establishedinjectionpatternsthroughthewettingH2O

filmscoatingthegrainsurfaces.Notethatnaturalreservoirs

containorganic-richmaterial,makingtheirrocksurfaces

morehydrophobicthanourmicromodel[13,16].Greater

reproducibilityoftheresidualH2saturationthroughoutthe

cyclesisbeneficialfromthestorageperspective,permittinga

bettercontroloftheH2lossduetoresidualtrapping.The

distributionoftheresidualH2,however,visuallychanged

overthecyclesasmentionedinsection3.1(Fig.3).Such

hystereticbehaviorduetoresidualtrappingcanaffectthe

imbibitionrelativepermeability,andhysteresisinH2eH2O

relativepermeabilityhasalreadybeendemonstratedatcore

scale[24,25].

Themicroscopicrecoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,

fluctuatedbetweenthecycles,inalignmentwiththeinitialH2

saturation(Fig.7).Therecoveryfactorsrangedbetween2%

and77%withanaverageof~40%,comparablewiththere-

coveryfactorsfromreservoirsimulationsofH2storageinthe

H2Ozoneofadepletedhydrocarbonfield:49%[54]andaquifer

storage:36e59%[11,55].Notethatrecoveryfactorsfrom

reservoirsimulationsaremacroscopicandvalidfortheentire

reservoir,contrarytomicrofluidicswhichdealwiththe

microscopicphenomena.ThehighestH2saturationisex-

pectedinthenear-wellarea,withgraduallydecreasingH2

saturationwhenapproachingtheH2eH2Otransitionzonein

thefar-wellarea[11,12,49].Duringcyclicinjections,theH2e

H2Otransitionboundaryisconstantlymoving,resultingin

increasingH2OsaturationduringH2withdrawalwithassoci-

atedresidualH2trapping.Hence,thereportedmicroscopic

recoveryfactorsaremostlyrelevantfortheH2eH2Otransition

zone.

Trappingmodel

WecombineH2saturationsafterprimarydrainageandimbi-

bitiontogetherwiththeresultsfromthesamemicromodelat

1e30barandavailableH2dataatcorescale(Fig.9),to

constructH2trappingrelationshipbasedonanempiricalLand

model[34].Thismodelwasderivedfromthemeasurementsof

theinitialandresidualgassaturationsinsandstonecore

samples,definedasfollows:Sgr¼Sgi/(1þC·Sgi),whereCisthe

trappingcoefficient.Thedatapointsweregreatlyscattered

andmostlyfellwithinthetrappingcoefficient(C)rangebe-

tween1and5.TheupperboundarypointsmatchedtheCO2

trappingmodelsindifferentsandstones,withthetrapping

coefficientrangeof0.2e2.1[56,57].Incontrast,thelower

boundarypointswereoutsidethereportedCO2data,indi-

catingthatlessH2trappingmaybeexpectedcomparedtoCO2.

Thelowerboundarypointsdisagreedwiththecontactangle

measurementswhichreportedlessH2wetting(morehydro-

philic)comparedtoCO2[13,16],thatinturnimpliesmoreH2

trapping[23].Greaterscatteranddisagreementoflower

boundaryH2datapointswithCO2datacouldbeduetothe

differencesintheporousmaterialsandmethodologies.The

CO2measurementswereobtainedfromconventionalcore

floodingwiththecorelengthof6e12cm,whereasmicro-

fluidicsandshortercoreplugsof1.5e5.7cmwereusedfor

mostH2saturationmeasurements.

TheinitialandresidualH2saturationsfromcyclicin-

jections(Fig.10)showednosignificantincreaseinresidual

trappingoverthecyclesforsimilarinitialH2saturations,

consistentwiththeLandmodelandcorroboratedbyH2[30]

andsomeCO2cyclicinjectionstudies[58,59].Incontrast,

someCO2measurementsdeviatedfromtheLandmodel,with

asharpincreaseinresidualsaturationsovertheinjection

cycles[31e33].Theexactmechanismforthisdeviationisstill

poorlyunderstoodbutcouldbeattributedtoporethroat

blockageduetofinesmigration,CO2adhesiontothegrain

surfaces,and/orwettabilityalterationtoa“patchy”mixed-

Fig.8eShareoftheconnectedanddisconnectedinitialH2

saturation(Sgi)duringcyclicinjections(cycles1e5)atthe

injectionrateof2.5,5and10mL/h.Nocleartrendwas

observed,meaningthatthepresenceofthedisconnected

H2didnotcausethefluctuationsintheSgiinFig.7.

Fig.9eTrappingmodelbasedonH2saturationsafter

primarydrainage(Sgi)andimbibition(Sgr),combinedwith

theresultsfromthesamemicromodelat1,5and30bar

[26,52]andtheliteratureH2dataatcorescaledenotedby

coloredcrosses[24,25,27e30].Mostofthemeasurements

followedtheLandtrappingmodelwiththetrapping

coefficientsC¼1andC¼5.Theupperlimitdatapoints

werecomparabletoCO2withthetrappingcoefficients

between0.2and2.1insandstones[56,57].
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channelsalongthemicromodellength(Fig.1)resultedin

crossflow,facilitatingmorerandominjectionpatternsin

multipledirections.InthecaseofC6H14injections,theopen

channelswerebuiltintheoppositedirection,thatisalongthe

micromodelwidths,creatingone-directionalinjection

pattern.

ContrarytotheinitialH2saturation,theresidualH2

saturationwasmorereproduciblebecausetheH2Oinjection

waseasedinastronglyhydrophilicsystem,withwell-

establishedinjectionpatternsthroughthewettingH2O

filmscoatingthegrainsurfaces.Notethatnaturalreservoirs

containorganic-richmaterial,makingtheirrocksurfaces

morehydrophobicthanourmicromodel[13,16].Greater

reproducibilityoftheresidualH2saturationthroughoutthe

cyclesisbeneficialfromthestorageperspective,permittinga

bettercontroloftheH2lossduetoresidualtrapping.The

distributionoftheresidualH2,however,visuallychanged

overthecyclesasmentionedinsection3.1(Fig.3).Such

hystereticbehaviorduetoresidualtrappingcanaffectthe

imbibitionrelativepermeability,andhysteresisinH2eH2O

relativepermeabilityhasalreadybeendemonstratedatcore

scale[24,25].

Themicroscopicrecoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,

fluctuatedbetweenthecycles,inalignmentwiththeinitialH2

saturation(Fig.7).Therecoveryfactorsrangedbetween2%

and77%withanaverageof~40%,comparablewiththere-

coveryfactorsfromreservoirsimulationsofH2storageinthe

H2Ozoneofadepletedhydrocarbonfield:49%[54]andaquifer

storage:36e59%[11,55].Notethatrecoveryfactorsfrom

reservoirsimulationsaremacroscopicandvalidfortheentire

reservoir,contrarytomicrofluidicswhichdealwiththe

microscopicphenomena.ThehighestH2saturationisex-

pectedinthenear-wellarea,withgraduallydecreasingH2

saturationwhenapproachingtheH2eH2Otransitionzonein

thefar-wellarea[11,12,49].Duringcyclicinjections,theH2e

H2Otransitionboundaryisconstantlymoving,resultingin

increasingH2OsaturationduringH2withdrawalwithassoci-

atedresidualH2trapping.Hence,thereportedmicroscopic

recoveryfactorsaremostlyrelevantfortheH2eH2Otransition

zone.

Trappingmodel

WecombineH2saturationsafterprimarydrainageandimbi-

bitiontogetherwiththeresultsfromthesamemicromodelat

1e30barandavailableH2dataatcorescale(Fig.9),to

constructH2trappingrelationshipbasedonanempiricalLand

model[34].Thismodelwasderivedfromthemeasurementsof

theinitialandresidualgassaturationsinsandstonecore

samples,definedasfollows:Sgr¼Sgi/(1þC·Sgi),whereCisthe

trappingcoefficient.Thedatapointsweregreatlyscattered

andmostlyfellwithinthetrappingcoefficient(C)rangebe-

tween1and5.TheupperboundarypointsmatchedtheCO2

trappingmodelsindifferentsandstones,withthetrapping

coefficientrangeof0.2e2.1[56,57].Incontrast,thelower

boundarypointswereoutsidethereportedCO2data,indi-

catingthatlessH2trappingmaybeexpectedcomparedtoCO2.

Thelowerboundarypointsdisagreedwiththecontactangle

measurementswhichreportedlessH2wetting(morehydro-

philic)comparedtoCO2[13,16],thatinturnimpliesmoreH2

trapping[23].Greaterscatteranddisagreementoflower

boundaryH2datapointswithCO2datacouldbeduetothe

differencesintheporousmaterialsandmethodologies.The

CO2measurementswereobtainedfromconventionalcore

floodingwiththecorelengthof6e12cm,whereasmicro-

fluidicsandshortercoreplugsof1.5e5.7cmwereusedfor

mostH2saturationmeasurements.

TheinitialandresidualH2saturationsfromcyclicin-

jections(Fig.10)showednosignificantincreaseinresidual

trappingoverthecyclesforsimilarinitialH2saturations,

consistentwiththeLandmodelandcorroboratedbyH2[30]

andsomeCO2cyclicinjectionstudies[58,59].Incontrast,

someCO2measurementsdeviatedfromtheLandmodel,with

asharpincreaseinresidualsaturationsovertheinjection

cycles[31e33].Theexactmechanismforthisdeviationisstill

poorlyunderstoodbutcouldbeattributedtoporethroat

blockageduetofinesmigration,CO2adhesiontothegrain

surfaces,and/orwettabilityalterationtoa“patchy”mixed-

Fig.8eShareoftheconnectedanddisconnectedinitialH2

saturation(Sgi)duringcyclicinjections(cycles1e5)atthe

injectionrateof2.5,5and10mL/h.Nocleartrendwas

observed,meaningthatthepresenceofthedisconnected

H2didnotcausethefluctuationsintheSgiinFig.7.

Fig.9eTrappingmodelbasedonH2saturationsafter

primarydrainage(Sgi)andimbibition(Sgr),combinedwith

theresultsfromthesamemicromodelat1,5and30bar

[26,52]andtheliteratureH2dataatcorescaledenotedby

coloredcrosses[24,25,27e30].Mostofthemeasurements

followedtheLandtrappingmodelwiththetrapping

coefficientsC¼1andC¼5.Theupperlimitdatapoints

werecomparabletoCO2withthetrappingcoefficients

between0.2and2.1insandstones[56,57].
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channelsalongthemicromodellength(Fig.1)resultedin

crossflow,facilitatingmorerandominjectionpatternsin

multipledirections.InthecaseofC6H14injections,theopen

channelswerebuiltintheoppositedirection,thatisalongthe

micromodelwidths,creatingone-directionalinjection

pattern.

ContrarytotheinitialH2saturation,theresidualH2

saturationwasmorereproduciblebecausetheH2Oinjection

waseasedinastronglyhydrophilicsystem,withwell-

establishedinjectionpatternsthroughthewettingH2O

filmscoatingthegrainsurfaces.Notethatnaturalreservoirs

containorganic-richmaterial,makingtheirrocksurfaces

morehydrophobicthanourmicromodel[13,16].Greater

reproducibilityoftheresidualH2saturationthroughoutthe

cyclesisbeneficialfromthestorageperspective,permittinga

bettercontroloftheH2lossduetoresidualtrapping.The

distributionoftheresidualH2,however,visuallychanged

overthecyclesasmentionedinsection3.1(Fig.3).Such

hystereticbehaviorduetoresidualtrappingcanaffectthe

imbibitionrelativepermeability,andhysteresisinH2eH2O

relativepermeabilityhasalreadybeendemonstratedatcore

scale[24,25].

Themicroscopicrecoveryfactors,definedas(SgieSgr)/Sgi,

fluctuatedbetweenthecycles,inalignmentwiththeinitialH2

saturation(Fig.7).Therecoveryfactorsrangedbetween2%

and77%withanaverageof~40%,comparablewiththere-

coveryfactorsfromreservoirsimulationsofH2storageinthe

H2Ozoneofadepletedhydrocarbonfield:49%[54]andaquifer

storage:36e59%[11,55].Notethatrecoveryfactorsfrom

reservoirsimulationsaremacroscopicandvalidfortheentire

reservoir,contrarytomicrofluidicswhichdealwiththe

microscopicphenomena.ThehighestH2saturationisex-

pectedinthenear-wellarea,withgraduallydecreasingH2

saturationwhenapproachingtheH2eH2Otransitionzonein

thefar-wellarea[11,12,49].Duringcyclicinjections,theH2e

H2Otransitionboundaryisconstantlymoving,resultingin

increasingH2OsaturationduringH2withdrawalwithassoci-

atedresidualH2trapping.Hence,thereportedmicroscopic

recoveryfactorsaremostlyrelevantfortheH2eH2Otransition

zone.

Trappingmodel

WecombineH2saturationsafterprimarydrainageandimbi-

bitiontogetherwiththeresultsfromthesamemicromodelat

1e30barandavailableH2dataatcorescale(Fig.9),to

constructH2trappingrelationshipbasedonanempiricalLand

model[34].Thismodelwasderivedfromthemeasurementsof

theinitialandresidualgassaturationsinsandstonecore

samples,definedasfollows:Sgr¼Sgi/(1þC·Sgi),whereCisthe

trappingcoefficient.Thedatapointsweregreatlyscattered

andmostlyfellwithinthetrappingcoefficient(C)rangebe-

tween1and5.TheupperboundarypointsmatchedtheCO2

trappingmodelsindifferentsandstones,withthetrapping

coefficientrangeof0.2e2.1[56,57].Incontrast,thelower

boundarypointswereoutsidethereportedCO2data,indi-

catingthatlessH2trappingmaybeexpectedcomparedtoCO2.

Thelowerboundarypointsdisagreedwiththecontactangle

measurementswhichreportedlessH2wetting(morehydro-

philic)comparedtoCO2[13,16],thatinturnimpliesmoreH2

trapping[23].Greaterscatteranddisagreementoflower

boundaryH2datapointswithCO2datacouldbeduetothe

differencesintheporousmaterialsandmethodologies.The

CO2measurementswereobtainedfromconventionalcore

floodingwiththecorelengthof6e12cm,whereasmicro-

fluidicsandshortercoreplugsof1.5e5.7cmwereusedfor

mostH2saturationmeasurements.

TheinitialandresidualH2saturationsfromcyclicin-

jections(Fig.10)showednosignificantincreaseinresidual

trappingoverthecyclesforsimilarinitialH2saturations,

consistentwiththeLandmodelandcorroboratedbyH2[30]

andsomeCO2cyclicinjectionstudies[58,59].Incontrast,

someCO2measurementsdeviatedfromtheLandmodel,with

asharpincreaseinresidualsaturationsovertheinjection

cycles[31e33].Theexactmechanismforthisdeviationisstill

poorlyunderstoodbutcouldbeattributedtoporethroat

blockageduetofinesmigration,CO2adhesiontothegrain

surfaces,and/orwettabilityalterationtoa“patchy”mixed-

Fig.8eShareoftheconnectedanddisconnectedinitialH2

saturation(Sgi)duringcyclicinjections(cycles1e5)atthe

injectionrateof2.5,5and10mL/h.Nocleartrendwas

observed,meaningthatthepresenceofthedisconnected

H2didnotcausethefluctuationsintheSgiinFig.7.

Fig.9eTrappingmodelbasedonH2saturationsafter

primarydrainage(Sgi)andimbibition(Sgr),combinedwith

theresultsfromthesamemicromodelat1,5and30bar

[26,52]andtheliteratureH2dataatcorescaledenotedby

coloredcrosses[24,25,27e30].Mostofthemeasurements

followedtheLandtrappingmodelwiththetrapping

coefficientsC¼1andC¼5.Theupperlimitdatapoints

werecomparabletoCO2withthetrappingcoefficients

between0.2and2.1insandstones[56,57].
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morehydrophobicthanourmicromodel[13,16].Greater

reproducibilityoftheresidualH2saturationthroughoutthe

cyclesisbeneficialfromthestorageperspective,permittinga

bettercontroloftheH2lossduetoresidualtrapping.The

distributionoftheresidualH2,however,visuallychanged
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scale[24,25].
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andmostlyfellwithinthetrappingcoefficient(C)rangebe-

tween1and5.TheupperboundarypointsmatchedtheCO2

trappingmodelsindifferentsandstones,withthetrapping

coefficientrangeof0.2e2.1[56,57].Incontrast,thelower

boundarypointswereoutsidethereportedCO2data,indi-

catingthatlessH2trappingmaybeexpectedcomparedtoCO2.

Thelowerboundarypointsdisagreedwiththecontactangle

measurementswhichreportedlessH2wetting(morehydro-

philic)comparedtoCO2[13,16],thatinturnimpliesmoreH2

trapping[23].Greaterscatteranddisagreementoflower

boundaryH2datapointswithCO2datacouldbeduetothe

differencesintheporousmaterialsandmethodologies.The

CO2measurementswereobtainedfromconventionalcore

floodingwiththecorelengthof6e12cm,whereasmicro-

fluidicsandshortercoreplugsof1.5e5.7cmwereusedfor

mostH2saturationmeasurements.

TheinitialandresidualH2saturationsfromcyclicin-

jections(Fig.10)showednosignificantincreaseinresidual

trappingoverthecyclesforsimilarinitialH2saturations,

consistentwiththeLandmodelandcorroboratedbyH2[30]

andsomeCO2cyclicinjectionstudies[58,59].Incontrast,

someCO2measurementsdeviatedfromtheLandmodel,with

asharpincreaseinresidualsaturationsovertheinjection

cycles[31e33].Theexactmechanismforthisdeviationisstill

poorlyunderstoodbutcouldbeattributedtoporethroat

blockageduetofinesmigration,CO2adhesiontothegrain

surfaces,and/orwettabilityalterationtoa“patchy”mixed-

Fig.8eShareoftheconnectedanddisconnectedinitialH2

saturation(Sgi)duringcyclicinjections(cycles1e5)atthe

injectionrateof2.5,5and10mL/h.Nocleartrendwas

observed,meaningthatthepresenceofthedisconnected

H2didnotcausethefluctuationsintheSgiinFig.7.

Fig.9eTrappingmodelbasedonH2saturationsafter

primarydrainage(Sgi)andimbibition(Sgr),combinedwith

theresultsfromthesamemicromodelat1,5and30bar

[26,52]andtheliteratureH2dataatcorescaledenotedby

coloredcrosses[24,25,27e30].Mostofthemeasurements

followedtheLandtrappingmodelwiththetrapping

coefficientsC¼1andC¼5.Theupperlimitdatapoints

werecomparabletoCO2withthetrappingcoefficients

between0.2and2.1insandstones[56,57].
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wet with discontinuous CO2-wet areas [33,60]. Even though

our results and one core scale H2 study [30] did not indicate a

significant increase in residual trapping, lack of H2 studies and

the disagreement in the CO2 literature emphasizes the

importance for further investigations of H2 cyclic injections. A

potential increase in residual H2 trapping over the injection

cycles is undesired as it will reduce H2 storage efficiency.

Trappingmodels based on the 2Dmicrofluidic experiments

have a limited applicability for 3D reservoirs due to the small

volume and the absence of gravity and heterogeneity. The

same applies for the storage capacities and recovery factors

quantified in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The 2D micromodels are

suitable for qualitative description of the pore scale flow

mechanisms, which can support core scale measurements.

Extrapolation of the quantitative results to natural reservoirs

requires caution and should be preferably done by pore scale

modelling. However, our results followed classic CNC trends

(Fig. 6) and the H2 saturations were within the literature range

at core scale (Fig. 9). Therefore, it is reasonable to claim that

the quantified H2 storage capacities and trapping model from

microfluidics can temporarily substitute for missing mea-

surements until a comprehensive core scale dataset is

available.

Conclusions

We report a series of cyclic H2e H2O injections in a micro-

model mimicking sandstone pore patterns and relevant for

shallow H2 storage in aquifers and depleted gas fields with an

underlying water zone. We found that H2 saturation after

primary drainage increased with increasing capillary number,

with maximum storage capacities up to ~60% of the pore

scape. When combined with previous results from the same

micromodel, the initial H2 saturation was independent of

pressure in the range of 1e40 bar. The distribution of initial

and residual H2 in the pore space were hysteretic over the

injection cycles, with fluctuating initial but similar residual H2

saturations. The residually trapped H2 showed good recon-

nection ability, which was favored in proximity to the large

pore clusters withwide pore throats. The H2 trapping followed

the Land model, with trapping coefficient between 1 and 5

where the upper limit values matched the CO2 trapping

models in sandstones. The microscopic H2 recovery factors

varied due to the fluctuating initial H2 saturation and on

average were equal to ~40%, relevant for the H2eH2O transi-

tion zone in the far-well area. Higher reconnection ability and

reproducibility of residual H2 saturation are beneficial for

underground H2 storage but this positive impact may be

suppressed by its hysteretic distribution over the injection

cycles. Future work should be focused on core scale cyclic

injections and on pore scalemodelling for upscaling to natural

reservoirs.
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wetwithdiscontinuousCO2-wetareas[33,60].Eventhough

ourresultsandonecorescaleH2study[30]didnotindicatea

significantincreaseinresidualtrapping,lackofH2studiesand

thedisagreementintheCO2literatureemphasizesthe

importanceforfurtherinvestigationsofH2cyclicinjections.A

potentialincreaseinresidualH2trappingovertheinjection

cyclesisundesiredasitwillreduceH2storageefficiency.

Trappingmodelsbasedonthe2Dmicrofluidicexperiments

havealimitedapplicabilityfor3Dreservoirsduetothesmall

volumeandtheabsenceofgravityandheterogeneity.The

sameappliesforthestoragecapacitiesandrecoveryfactors

quantifiedinsections3.2and3.3.The2Dmicromodelsare

suitableforqualitativedescriptionoftheporescaleflow

mechanisms,whichcansupportcorescalemeasurements.

Extrapolationofthequantitativeresultstonaturalreservoirs

requirescautionandshouldbepreferablydonebyporescale

modelling.However,ourresultsfollowedclassicCNCtrends

(Fig.6)andtheH2saturationswerewithintheliteraturerange

atcorescale(Fig.9).Therefore,itisreasonabletoclaimthat

thequantifiedH2storagecapacitiesandtrappingmodelfrom

microfluidicscantemporarilysubstituteformissingmea-

surementsuntilacomprehensivecorescaledatasetis

available.

Conclusions

WereportaseriesofcyclicH2eH2Oinjectionsinamicro-

modelmimickingsandstoneporepatternsandrelevantfor

shallowH2storageinaquifersanddepletedgasfieldswithan

underlyingwaterzone.WefoundthatH2saturationafter

primarydrainageincreasedwithincreasingcapillarynumber,

withmaximumstoragecapacitiesupto~60%ofthepore

scape.Whencombinedwithpreviousresultsfromthesame

micromodel,theinitialH2saturationwasindependentof

pressureintherangeof1e40bar.Thedistributionofinitial

andresidualH2intheporespacewerehystereticoverthe

injectioncycles,withfluctuatinginitialbutsimilarresidualH2

saturations.TheresiduallytrappedH2showedgoodrecon-

nectionability,whichwasfavoredinproximitytothelarge

poreclusterswithwideporethroats.TheH2trappingfollowed

theLandmodel,withtrappingcoefficientbetween1and5

wheretheupperlimitvaluesmatchedtheCO2trapping

modelsinsandstones.ThemicroscopicH2recoveryfactors

variedduetothefluctuatinginitialH2saturationandon

averagewereequalto~40%,relevantfortheH2eH2Otransi-

tionzoneinthefar-wellarea.Higherreconnectionabilityand

reproducibilityofresidualH2saturationarebeneficialfor

undergroundH2storagebutthispositiveimpactmaybe

suppressedbyitshystereticdistributionovertheinjection

cycles.Futureworkshouldbefocusedoncorescalecyclic

injectionsandonporescalemodellingforupscalingtonatural

reservoirs.
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somestudiesfollowingtheLandmodel[58]andother
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wet with discontinuous CO2-wet areas [33,60]. Even though

our results and one core scale H2 study [30] did not indicate a

significant increase in residual trapping, lack of H2 studies and

the disagreement in the CO2 literature emphasizes the

importance for further investigations of H2 cyclic injections. A

potential increase in residual H2 trapping over the injection

cycles is undesired as it will reduce H2 storage efficiency.

Trappingmodels based on the 2Dmicrofluidic experiments

have a limited applicability for 3D reservoirs due to the small

volume and the absence of gravity and heterogeneity. The

same applies for the storage capacities and recovery factors

quantified in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The 2D micromodels are

suitable for qualitative description of the pore scale flow

mechanisms, which can support core scale measurements.

Extrapolation of the quantitative results to natural reservoirs

requires caution and should be preferably done by pore scale

modelling. However, our results followed classic CNC trends

(Fig. 6) and the H2 saturations were within the literature range

at core scale (Fig. 9). Therefore, it is reasonable to claim that

the quantified H2 storage capacities and trapping model from

microfluidics can temporarily substitute for missing mea-

surements until a comprehensive core scale dataset is

available.

Conclusions

We report a series of cyclic H2e H2O injections in a micro-

model mimicking sandstone pore patterns and relevant for

shallow H2 storage in aquifers and depleted gas fields with an

underlying water zone. We found that H2 saturation after

primary drainage increased with increasing capillary number,

with maximum storage capacities up to ~60% of the pore

scape. When combined with previous results from the same

micromodel, the initial H2 saturation was independent of

pressure in the range of 1e40 bar. The distribution of initial

and residual H2 in the pore space were hysteretic over the

injection cycles, with fluctuating initial but similar residual H2

saturations. The residually trapped H2 showed good recon-

nection ability, which was favored in proximity to the large

pore clusters withwide pore throats. The H2 trapping followed

the Land model, with trapping coefficient between 1 and 5

where the upper limit values matched the CO2 trapping

models in sandstones. The microscopic H2 recovery factors

varied due to the fluctuating initial H2 saturation and on

average were equal to ~40%, relevant for the H2eH2O transi-

tion zone in the far-well area. Higher reconnection ability and

reproducibility of residual H2 saturation are beneficial for

underground H2 storage but this positive impact may be

suppressed by its hysteretic distribution over the injection

cycles. Future work should be focused on core scale cyclic

injections and on pore scalemodelling for upscaling to natural

reservoirs.
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1. Introduction
Hydrogen (H2) will play a key role in low-carbon energy transitions, and it is vital to implement hydrogen storage 
technologies to enable its safe and economic use at industrial scale. Underground hydrogen storage (UHS) in 
porous media such as aquifers, depleted hydrocarbon fields, and coal seams has been proposed as widely availa-
ble long-term and large-scale storage options (Iglauer et al., 2021; Muhammed et al., 2022). As for underground 
natural gas storage (UGS), UHS involves cyclic gas injection at peak supply (known as cushion gas) and with-
drawal at peak demand (working gas). Despite the increasing attention to the topic worldwide, the fundamentals 
of multiphase hydrogen flow in porous media are still not well described. In particular, relative permeability 
hysteresis has not been addressed, although its impact has been previously assessed for UGS and CO2 storage 
(Colonna et al., 1972; Juanes et al., 2006). The cyclic nature of the UHS suggests that distinct relative permeabil-
ity functions must be implemented for hydrogen injection (drainage) and withdrawal (imbibition).

Relative permeability is a crucial input parameter for the UHS numerical modeling at field scale (Kanaani 
et  al.,  2022; Lysyy et  al.,  2021; Wang et  al.,  2022). Laboratory gas-water relative permeability curves often 
have low endpoint gas saturations (<65%) and relative permeabilities (<40%) due to the rock heterogeneity, 
capillary end effects, gravity segregation, and/or maximum experimental capillary pressure (Krevor et al., 2012; 
Muller, 2011). Numerical and/or analytical methods are therefore required to validate and extrapolate relative 
permeabilities in a wider saturation range.

Hydrogen-water relative permeability measurements are scarce in the open literature. Steady state drainage 
experiments resulted in low endpoint gas saturation (∼60%) and relative permeability (∼4%) (Yekta et al., 2018). 
The authors used experimental capillary pressure to analytically expand the relative permeability curves to higher 

Abstract Implementation of the hydrogen economy for emission reduction will require storage facilities, 
and underground hydrogen storage (UHS) in porous media offers a readily available large-scale option. Lack of 
studies on multiphase hydrogen flow in porous media is one of the several barriers for accurate predictions of 
UHS. This paper reports, for the first time, measurements of hysteresis in hydrogen-water relative permeability 
in a sandstone core under shallow storage conditions. We use the steady state technique to measure primary 
drainage, imbibition and secondary drainage relative permeabilities, and extend laboratory measurements with 
numerical history matching and capillary pressure measurements to cover the whole mobile saturation range. 
We observe that gas and water relative permeabilities show strong hysteresis, and nitrogen as substitute for 
hydrogen in laboratory assessments should be used with care. Our results serve as calibrated input to field scale 
numerical modeling of hydrogen injection and withdrawal processes during porous media UHS.

Plain Language Summary Hydrogen storage facilities will need a ramp-up when the hydrogen 
share in the future energy mix increase. Large-scale hydrogen storage can be implemented in empty 
hydrocarbon fields or ground water reservoirs. Hydrogen storage in such media involve complex interactions 
with native rocks and fluids, and injection and withdrawal are typically described by flow functions. Relative 
permeability is one of the key flow functions that describe how easily hydrogen can flow through porous media 
in the presence of other fluids. In underground storage, hydrogen is cyclically injected and withdrawn multiple 
times, and its relative permeability may differ between these two processes, described as hysteresis. In this 
paper, we investigate hydrogen relative permeability in the laboratory and match with results from numerical 
simulations. We find that hydrogen relative permeability is different for injection and withdrawal and is also 
different from that of nitrogen. Our results are directly applicable in computer simulators that predict hydrogen 
storage efficiency.
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Abstract Implementation of the hydrogen economy for emission reduction will require storage facilities, 
and underground hydrogen storage (UHS) in porous media offers a readily available large-scale option. Lack of 
studies on multiphase hydrogen flow in porous media is one of the several barriers for accurate predictions of 
UHS. This paper reports, for the first time, measurements of hysteresis in hydrogen-water relative permeability 
in a sandstone core under shallow storage conditions. We use the steady state technique to measure primary 
drainage, imbibition and secondary drainage relative permeabilities, and extend laboratory measurements with 
numerical history matching and capillary pressure measurements to cover the whole mobile saturation range. 
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hydrogen saturations. However, their data set lacked numerical history matching. Unsteady state drainage meas-
urements examined the effect of pressure, brine salinity, and rock type on hydrogen relative permeabilities (Rezaei 
et al., 2022). Their measurements were history matched but without extrapolation to higher gas saturations. None 
of the studies investigated relative permeability hysteresis. When used as input for field scale modeling studies, 
lack of numerical history matching and hysteresis may significantly impact the accuracy of modeling results.

We investigate hysteretic behavior in steady state hydrogen-water relative permeability during drainage, imbibi-
tion, and secondary drainage injections, aided by primary drainage capillary pressure measurements. The exper-
imental measurements are numerically validated and history matched to derive relative permeabilities over the 
entire range of mobile gas saturations. Hydrogen primary drainage relative permeability is compared with nitro-
gen. Our results provide vital input with a direct impact on the USH modeling at field scale.

2. Materials and Methods
Steady state gas and water relative permeability (Kr) and porous plate capillary pressure (Pc) measurements were 
performed chronologically:

1.  Primary drainage Kr with nitrogen (N2),
2.  Primary drainage Kr with hydrogen (H2),
3.  Primary drainage Pc and irreducible water saturation (Swirr) establishment with N2,
4.  Imbibition Kr with H2,
5.  Secondary drainage Kr with H2.

We used the same core sample for all experiments.

2.1. Materials

A Berea sandstone core sample was supplied by Kocurek Industries and analyzed for its key properties (Table 
S1 in Supporting Information S1). The porosity was measured by mass balance (brine) and NaNO3 flooding, 
whereas the brine absolute permeability was determined based on the Darcy's law with four injection rates in the 
range of 0.15–0.60 ml/min. Brine was doped with cesium chloride CsCl (2.5 wt% NaCl/2.5 wt% CsCl) to enhance 
the brine x-ray adsorption, thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio during in situ saturation monitoring.

A hydrophilic ceramic porous plate with 15 bar (gas-water) threshold pressure was provided by Soil Moisture 
and its properties were measured (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). The porosity was determined by mass 
balance, whereas the absolute permeability was calculated based on induced water flux of 0.002 ml/min resulting 
from 1 bar differential pressure reported by the manufacturer.

2.2. Experimental Procedures

2.2.1. Relative Permeability Measurements

The Kr was measured by steady state method using eight injection steps with the total flow rate of 1 ml/min 
followed by a bump flood at 4 ml/min. The corresponding capillary numbers (NCa) were in the order of 10 −8 
(drainage) and 10 −6 (imbibition), based on equations Equations S1, S2, and Table S4 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1. Each injection step was terminated after differential pressure stabilization and injection of at least 15 
pore volumes of total flow rate (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1). The experiments were run at 30 bar and 
30°C, representing shallow storage conditions.

The experimental setup is a closed loop system where the fluids are fully recirculated (Figure S1 in Supporting 
Information S1). The core sample was wrapped in a 0.025 mm thick nickel foil to reduce hydrogen diffusion 
through the rubber sleeve in a vertically oriented biaxial core holder. Two Quizix pumps injected the gas and 
aqueous (brine) phases from the core holder top (drainage) or bottom (imbibition). A compensation pump main-
tained constant outlet pressure in the acoustic two-phase separator, where the effluent fluids were produced, 
measured, and circulated back to the injection pumps. The water saturation (Sw) profile was measured in situ 
using x-ray monitoring and calculated from the Beer-Lambert law (Equation S3 in Supporting Information S1), 
with the uncertainty ±0.02 Sw units.
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gen. Our results provide vital input with a direct impact on the USH modeling at field scale.

2. Materials and Methods
Steady state gas and water relative permeability (Kr) and porous plate capillary pressure (Pc) measurements were 
performed chronologically:

1.  Primary drainage Kr with nitrogen (N2),
2.  Primary drainage Kr with hydrogen (H2),
3.  Primary drainage Pc and irreducible water saturation (Swirr) establishment with N2,
4.  Imbibition Kr with H2,
5.  Secondary drainage Kr with H2.

We used the same core sample for all experiments.

2.1. Materials

A Berea sandstone core sample was supplied by Kocurek Industries and analyzed for its key properties (Table 
S1 in Supporting Information S1). The porosity was measured by mass balance (brine) and NaNO3 flooding, 
whereas the brine absolute permeability was determined based on the Darcy's law with four injection rates in the 
range of 0.15–0.60 ml/min. Brine was doped with cesium chloride CsCl (2.5 wt% NaCl/2.5 wt% CsCl) to enhance 
the brine x-ray adsorption, thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio during in situ saturation monitoring.

A hydrophilic ceramic porous plate with 15 bar (gas-water) threshold pressure was provided by Soil Moisture 
and its properties were measured (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). The porosity was determined by mass 
balance, whereas the absolute permeability was calculated based on induced water flux of 0.002 ml/min resulting 
from 1 bar differential pressure reported by the manufacturer.

2.2. Experimental Procedures

2.2.1. Relative Permeability Measurements

The Kr was measured by steady state method using eight injection steps with the total flow rate of 1 ml/min 
followed by a bump flood at 4 ml/min. The corresponding capillary numbers (NCa) were in the order of 10 −8 
(drainage) and 10 −6 (imbibition), based on equations Equations S1, S2, and Table S4 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1. Each injection step was terminated after differential pressure stabilization and injection of at least 15 
pore volumes of total flow rate (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1). The experiments were run at 30 bar and 
30°C, representing shallow storage conditions.

The experimental setup is a closed loop system where the fluids are fully recirculated (Figure S1 in Supporting 
Information S1). The core sample was wrapped in a 0.025 mm thick nickel foil to reduce hydrogen diffusion 
through the rubber sleeve in a vertically oriented biaxial core holder. Two Quizix pumps injected the gas and 
aqueous (brine) phases from the core holder top (drainage) or bottom (imbibition). A compensation pump main-
tained constant outlet pressure in the acoustic two-phase separator, where the effluent fluids were produced, 
measured, and circulated back to the injection pumps. The water saturation (Sw) profile was measured in situ 
using x-ray monitoring and calculated from the Beer-Lambert law (Equation S3 in Supporting Information S1), 
with the uncertainty ±0.02 Sw units.
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balance, whereas the absolute permeability was calculated based on induced water flux of 0.002 ml/min resulting 
from 1 bar differential pressure reported by the manufacturer.
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The Kr was measured by steady state method using eight injection steps with the total flow rate of 1 ml/min 
followed by a bump flood at 4 ml/min. The corresponding capillary numbers (NCa) were in the order of 10 −8 
(drainage) and 10 −6 (imbibition), based on equations Equations S1, S2, and Table S4 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1. Each injection step was terminated after differential pressure stabilization and injection of at least 15 
pore volumes of total flow rate (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1). The experiments were run at 30 bar and 
30°C, representing shallow storage conditions.
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Information S1). The core sample was wrapped in a 0.025 mm thick nickel foil to reduce hydrogen diffusion 
through the rubber sleeve in a vertically oriented biaxial core holder. Two Quizix pumps injected the gas and 
aqueous (brine) phases from the core holder top (drainage) or bottom (imbibition). A compensation pump main-
tained constant outlet pressure in the acoustic two-phase separator, where the effluent fluids were produced, 
measured, and circulated back to the injection pumps. The water saturation (Sw) profile was measured in situ 
using x-ray monitoring and calculated from the Beer-Lambert law (Equation S3 in Supporting Information S1), 
with the uncertainty ±0.02 Sw units.
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The closed loop setup enabled us to continuously monitor and detect potential hydrogen leaks. The volume 
changes of the compensation pump would indicate any impactful leakages in the system. The nickel foil 
proved to be a safe barrier between the core plug and the rubber sleeve. Hydrogen diffusion through the 
sleeve would easily be detected by the reduction in the confinement pressure that was continuously moni-
tored. Small leakages are often inevitable when working with gases, but we accounted for any gas losses 
when interpreting the data from the two-phase separator. Overall, hydrogen can be safely used with conven-
tional core flooding setup.

After primary drainage Kr experiments, the core sample was reestablished to Sw = 1, followed by Pc measure-
ments toward Swirr—an initial state prior to the imbibition Kr measurements. The secondary drainage Kr measure-
ments started at the same core state established after the imbibition Kr measurements.

2.2.2. Capillary Pressure Measurements

Primary drainage Pc was measured with N2 by porous plate method in a vertically oriented core holder and the 
core sample coupled in series with the porous plate. N2 was injected from the top to the 100% brine-saturated 
core sample (Sw = 1), using four constant Pc steps in the range of 1.45–14 bar. The produced brine volume was 
recorded from a measuring cylinder, allowing to calculate the equilibrium Sw (i.e., termination of brine produc-
tion) after each Pc step. The Sw after the final Pc step corresponded to Swirr state, preparing the core sample for the 
imbibition Kr measurements.

2.3. Numerical History Matching

The commercial Sendra software was used to numerically verify the experimental performance and derive Kr 
and Pc (Prores, 2016). Sendra is a two-phase, one dimensional, black oil simulation tool for analysis of core 
scale experiments based on the Darcy's law and the continuity equation. The simulation model has 100 grid 
blocks in x-direction and hydrogen and water are immiscible. Hydrogen compressibility was neglected in the 
simulations because the compressibility factor is close to unity (<1.02) at experimental p-T conditions (Zhou & 
Zhou, 2001). Hydrogen thermodynamic properties (density and viscosity) were extracted from an open-source 
database (Linstrom & Mallard,  2001), which in turn used the equation of state and viscosity model derived 
specifically for hydrogen (Leachman et al., 2009; Muzny et al., 2013).

The initial solution was obtained through an automatic history matching of experimental measurements: Produc-
tion data from two-phase separator, differential pressure, and Sw profiles from x-ray monitoring. The match quality 
was improved through a manual tuning of the LET model parameters for Kr and Pc (Lomeland et al., 2005, 2008):

Gas relative permeability:
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∗
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∗
rw are end points Kr at irreducible water saturation (Swirr) and residual gas saturation (Sgr), respec-

tively. Lg, Eg, Tg, Lw, Ew, and Tw are empirical fitting parameters. The normalized water saturation Swn is defined 
as Swn = (Sw − Swirr)/(1 − Swirr − Sgr).

Primary drainage capillary pressure—simplified version for nonzero capillary threshold pressure:
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where Pc,max and Pc,th are maximum and threshold Pc, respectively, whereas Ls, Es, and Ts are empirical fitting 
parameters. The normalized water saturation Swx is defined as Swx = (Sw − Swirr)/(1 − Swirr).
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proved to be a safe barrier between the core plug and the rubber sleeve. Hydrogen diffusion through the 
sleeve would easily be detected by the reduction in the confinement pressure that was continuously moni-
tored. Small leakages are often inevitable when working with gases, but we accounted for any gas losses 
when interpreting the data from the two-phase separator. Overall, hydrogen can be safely used with conven-
tional core flooding setup.
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ments toward Swirr—an initial state prior to the imbibition Kr measurements. The secondary drainage Kr measure-
ments started at the same core state established after the imbibition Kr measurements.

2.2.2. Capillary Pressure Measurements

Primary drainage Pc was measured with N2 by porous plate method in a vertically oriented core holder and the 
core sample coupled in series with the porous plate. N2 was injected from the top to the 100% brine-saturated 
core sample (Sw = 1), using four constant Pc steps in the range of 1.45–14 bar. The produced brine volume was 
recorded from a measuring cylinder, allowing to calculate the equilibrium Sw (i.e., termination of brine produc-
tion) after each Pc step. The Sw after the final Pc step corresponded to Swirr state, preparing the core sample for the 
imbibition Kr measurements.

2.3. Numerical History Matching

The commercial Sendra software was used to numerically verify the experimental performance and derive Kr 
and Pc (Prores, 2016). Sendra is a two-phase, one dimensional, black oil simulation tool for analysis of core 
scale experiments based on the Darcy's law and the continuity equation. The simulation model has 100 grid 
blocks in x-direction and hydrogen and water are immiscible. Hydrogen compressibility was neglected in the 
simulations because the compressibility factor is close to unity (<1.02) at experimental p-T conditions (Zhou & 
Zhou, 2001). Hydrogen thermodynamic properties (density and viscosity) were extracted from an open-source 
database (Linstrom & Mallard, 2001), which in turn used the equation of state and viscosity model derived 
specifically for hydrogen (Leachman et al., 2009; Muzny et al., 2013).

The initial solution was obtained through an automatic history matching of experimental measurements: Produc-
tion data from two-phase separator, differential pressure, and Sw profiles from x-ray monitoring. The match quality 
was improved through a manual tuning of the LET model parameters for Kr and Pc (Lomeland et al., 2005, 2008):
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where Pc,max and Pc,th are maximum and threshold Pc, respectively, whereas Ls, Es, and Ts are empirical fitting 
parameters. The normalized water saturation Swx is defined as Swx = (Sw − Swirr)/(1 − Swirr).
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The closed loop setup enabled us to continuously monitor and detect potential hydrogen leaks. The volume 
changes of the compensation pump would indicate any impactful leakages in the system. The nickel foil 
proved to be a safe barrier between the core plug and the rubber sleeve. Hydrogen diffusion through the 
sleeve would easily be detected by the reduction in the confinement pressure that was continuously moni-
tored. Small leakages are often inevitable when working with gases, but we accounted for any gas losses 
when interpreting the data from the two-phase separator. Overall, hydrogen can be safely used with conven-
tional core flooding setup.

After primary drainage Kr experiments, the core sample was reestablished to Sw = 1, followed by Pc measure-
ments toward Swirr—an initial state prior to the imbibition Kr measurements. The secondary drainage Kr measure-
ments started at the same core state established after the imbibition Kr measurements.

2.2.2. Capillary Pressure Measurements

Primary drainage Pc was measured with N2 by porous plate method in a vertically oriented core holder and the 
core sample coupled in series with the porous plate. N2 was injected from the top to the 100% brine-saturated 
core sample (Sw = 1), using four constant Pc steps in the range of 1.45–14 bar. The produced brine volume was 
recorded from a measuring cylinder, allowing to calculate the equilibrium Sw (i.e., termination of brine produc-
tion) after each Pc step. The Sw after the final Pc step corresponded to Swirr state, preparing the core sample for the 
imbibition Kr measurements.

2.3. Numerical History Matching

The commercial Sendra software was used to numerically verify the experimental performance and derive Kr 
and Pc (Prores, 2016). Sendra is a two-phase, one dimensional, black oil simulation tool for analysis of core 
scale experiments based on the Darcy's law and the continuity equation. The simulation model has 100 grid 
blocks in x-direction and hydrogen and water are immiscible. Hydrogen compressibility was neglected in the 
simulations because the compressibility factor is close to unity (<1.02) at experimental p-T conditions (Zhou & 
Zhou, 2001). Hydrogen thermodynamic properties (density and viscosity) were extracted from an open-source 
database (Linstrom & Mallard, 2001), which in turn used the equation of state and viscosity model derived 
specifically for hydrogen (Leachman et al., 2009; Muzny et al., 2013).

The initial solution was obtained through an automatic history matching of experimental measurements: Produc-
tion data from two-phase separator, differential pressure, and Sw profiles from x-ray monitoring. The match quality 
was improved through a manual tuning of the LET model parameters for Kr and Pc (Lomeland et al., 2005, 2008):
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where Pc,max and Pc,th are maximum and threshold Pc, respectively, whereas Ls, Es, and Ts are empirical fitting 
parameters. The normalized water saturation Swx is defined as Swx = (Sw − Swirr)/(1 − Swirr).
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changes of the compensation pump would indicate any impactful leakages in the system. The nickel foil 
proved to be a safe barrier between the core plug and the rubber sleeve. Hydrogen diffusion through the 
sleeve would easily be detected by the reduction in the confinement pressure that was continuously moni-
tored. Small leakages are often inevitable when working with gases, but we accounted for any gas losses 
when interpreting the data from the two-phase separator. Overall, hydrogen can be safely used with conven-
tional core flooding setup.

After primary drainage Kr experiments, the core sample was reestablished to Sw = 1, followed by Pc measure-
ments toward Swirr—an initial state prior to the imbibition Kr measurements. The secondary drainage Kr measure-
ments started at the same core state established after the imbibition Kr measurements.

2.2.2. Capillary Pressure Measurements

Primary drainage Pc was measured with N2 by porous plate method in a vertically oriented core holder and the 
core sample coupled in series with the porous plate. N2 was injected from the top to the 100% brine-saturated 
core sample (Sw = 1), using four constant Pc steps in the range of 1.45–14 bar. The produced brine volume was 
recorded from a measuring cylinder, allowing to calculate the equilibrium Sw (i.e., termination of brine produc-
tion) after each Pc step. The Sw after the final Pc step corresponded to Swirr state, preparing the core sample for the 
imbibition Kr measurements.

2.3. Numerical History Matching

The commercial Sendra software was used to numerically verify the experimental performance and derive Kr 
and Pc (Prores, 2016). Sendra is a two-phase, one dimensional, black oil simulation tool for analysis of core 
scale experiments based on the Darcy's law and the continuity equation. The simulation model has 100 grid 
blocks in x-direction and hydrogen and water are immiscible. Hydrogen compressibility was neglected in the 
simulations because the compressibility factor is close to unity (<1.02) at experimental p-T conditions (Zhou & 
Zhou, 2001). Hydrogen thermodynamic properties (density and viscosity) were extracted from an open-source 
database (Linstrom & Mallard,  2001), which in turn used the equation of state and viscosity model derived 
specifically for hydrogen (Leachman et al., 2009; Muzny et al., 2013).

The initial solution was obtained through an automatic history matching of experimental measurements: Produc-
tion data from two-phase separator, differential pressure, and Sw profiles from x-ray monitoring. The match quality 
was improved through a manual tuning of the LET model parameters for Kr and Pc (Lomeland et al., 2005, 2008):
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parameters. The normalized water saturation Swx is defined as Swx = (Sw − Swirr)/(1 − Swirr).
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proved to be a safe barrier between the core plug and the rubber sleeve. Hydrogen diffusion through the 
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tored. Small leakages are often inevitable when working with gases, but we accounted for any gas losses 
when interpreting the data from the two-phase separator. Overall, hydrogen can be safely used with conven-
tional core flooding setup.

After primary drainage Kr experiments, the core sample was reestablished to Sw = 1, followed by Pc measure-
ments toward Swirr—an initial state prior to the imbibition Kr measurements. The secondary drainage Kr measure-
ments started at the same core state established after the imbibition Kr measurements.
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Primary drainage Pc was measured with N2 by porous plate method in a vertically oriented core holder and the 
core sample coupled in series with the porous plate. N2 was injected from the top to the 100% brine-saturated 
core sample (Sw = 1), using four constant Pc steps in the range of 1.45–14 bar. The produced brine volume was 
recorded from a measuring cylinder, allowing to calculate the equilibrium Sw (i.e., termination of brine produc-
tion) after each Pc step. The Sw after the final Pc step corresponded to Swirr state, preparing the core sample for the 
imbibition Kr measurements.

2.3. Numerical History Matching

The commercial Sendra software was used to numerically verify the experimental performance and derive Kr 
and Pc (Prores, 2016). Sendra is a two-phase, one dimensional, black oil simulation tool for analysis of core 
scale experiments based on the Darcy's law and the continuity equation. The simulation model has 100 grid 
blocks in x-direction and hydrogen and water are immiscible. Hydrogen compressibility was neglected in the 
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tion data from two-phase separator, differential pressure, and Sw profiles from x-ray monitoring. The match quality 
was improved through a manual tuning of the LET model parameters for Kr and Pc (Lomeland et al., 2005, 2008):
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The closed loop setup enabled us to continuously monitor and detect potential hydrogen leaks. The volume 
changes of the compensation pump would indicate any impactful leakages in the system. The nickel foil 
proved to be a safe barrier between the core plug and the rubber sleeve. Hydrogen diffusion through the 
sleeve would easily be detected by the reduction in the confinement pressure that was continuously moni-
tored. Small leakages are often inevitable when working with gases, but we accounted for any gas losses 
when interpreting the data from the two-phase separator. Overall, hydrogen can be safely used with conven-
tional core flooding setup.

After primary drainage Kr experiments, the core sample was reestablished to Sw = 1, followed by Pc measure-
ments toward Swirr—an initial state prior to the imbibition Kr measurements. The secondary drainage Kr measure-
ments started at the same core state established after the imbibition Kr measurements.

2.2.2. Capillary Pressure Measurements

Primary drainage Pc was measured with N2 by porous plate method in a vertically oriented core holder and the 
core sample coupled in series with the porous plate. N2 was injected from the top to the 100% brine-saturated 
core sample (Sw = 1), using four constant Pc steps in the range of 1.45–14 bar. The produced brine volume was 
recorded from a measuring cylinder, allowing to calculate the equilibrium Sw (i.e., termination of brine produc-
tion) after each Pc step. The Sw after the final Pc step corresponded to Swirr state, preparing the core sample for the 
imbibition Kr measurements.

2.3. Numerical History Matching

The commercial Sendra software was used to numerically verify the experimental performance and derive Kr 
and Pc (Prores, 2016). Sendra is a two-phase, one dimensional, black oil simulation tool for analysis of core 
scale experiments based on the Darcy's law and the continuity equation. The simulation model has 100 grid 
blocks in x-direction and hydrogen and water are immiscible. Hydrogen compressibility was neglected in the 
simulations because the compressibility factor is close to unity (<1.02) at experimental p-T conditions (Zhou & 
Zhou, 2001). Hydrogen thermodynamic properties (density and viscosity) were extracted from an open-source 
database (Linstrom & Mallard, 2001), which in turn used the equation of state and viscosity model derived 
specifically for hydrogen (Leachman et al., 2009; Muzny et al., 2013).

The initial solution was obtained through an automatic history matching of experimental measurements: Produc-
tion data from two-phase separator, differential pressure, and Sw profiles from x-ray monitoring. The match quality 
was improved through a manual tuning of the LET model parameters for Kr and Pc (Lomeland et al., 2005, 2008):
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure  1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et  al.,  2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables  1 and  2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr  =  0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg

∗  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 
between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
until bump flood (Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1). This behavior 
resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.

3.2. Hysteresis in Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The relative permeability curves Krg and Krw showed strong hysteresis and 
hydrophilic preference, with the following primary drainage cross point 
values: Krg  =  Krw  =  0.025 at Sw  =  0.71 (Figure  2). Berea sandstones are 
originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et  al.,  2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
was positioned between these two Krg. Hysteretic Krg behavior was consist-
ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
trapping during imbibition (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; Oak 

et  al.,  1990; Peng, 2020; Ruprecht et  al.,  2014). The Krw was lower for primary drainage than imbibition, in 
agreement with most studies and explained by contact angle hysteresis (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; 

Figure 1. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) hydrogen-water relative 
permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg

∗ at irreducible water saturation 
from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg

∗ at irreducible water saturation 
from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure 1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et al., 2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables 1 and 2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr = 0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg

∗  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 
between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
until bump flood (Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1). This behavior 
resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.

3.2. Hysteresis in Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The relative permeability curves Krg and Krw showed strong hysteresis and 
hydrophilic preference, with the following primary drainage cross point 
values: Krg = Krw = 0.025 at Sw = 0.71 (Figure 2). Berea sandstones are 
originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et al., 2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
was positioned between these two Krg. Hysteretic Krg behavior was consist-
ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
trapping during imbibition (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; Oak 

et al., 1990; Peng, 2020; Ruprecht et al., 2014). The Krw was lower for primary drainage than imbibition, in 
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permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg

∗ at irreducible water saturation 
from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure  1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et  al.,  2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables  1 and  2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr  =  0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg
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  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 

between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
until bump flood (Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1). This behavior 
resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.
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originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et  al.,  2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
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ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
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Figure 1. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) hydrogen-water relative 
permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg
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from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure  1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et  al.,  2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables  1 and  2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr  =  0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg

∗
  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 

between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
until bump flood (Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1). This behavior 
resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.

3.2. Hysteresis in Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The relative permeability curves Krg and Krw showed strong hysteresis and 
hydrophilic preference, with the following primary drainage cross point 
values: Krg  =  Krw  =  0.025 at Sw  =  0.71 (Figure  2). Berea sandstones are 
originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et  al.,  2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
was positioned between these two Krg. Hysteretic Krg behavior was consist-
ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
trapping during imbibition (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; Oak 
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Figure 1. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) hydrogen-water relative 
permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg
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from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure 1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et al., 2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables 1 and 2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr = 0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg

∗
  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 

between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
until bump flood (Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1). This behavior 
resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.

3.2. Hysteresis in Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The relative permeability curves Krg and Krw showed strong hysteresis and 
hydrophilic preference, with the following primary drainage cross point 
values: Krg = Krw = 0.025 at Sw = 0.71 (Figure 2). Berea sandstones are 
originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et al., 2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
was positioned between these two Krg. Hysteretic Krg behavior was consist-
ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
trapping during imbibition (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; Oak 

et al., 1990; Peng, 2020; Ruprecht et al., 2014). The Krw was lower for primary drainage than imbibition, in 
agreement with most studies and explained by contact angle hysteresis (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; 

Figure 1. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) hydrogen-water relative 
permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg
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from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure 1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et al., 2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables 1 and 2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr = 0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg

∗
  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 

between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
until bump flood (Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1). This behavior 
resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.

3.2. Hysteresis in Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The relative permeability curves Krg and Krw showed strong hysteresis and 
hydrophilic preference, with the following primary drainage cross point 
values: Krg = Krw = 0.025 at Sw = 0.71 (Figure 2). Berea sandstones are 
originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et al., 2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
was positioned between these two Krg. Hysteretic Krg behavior was consist-
ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
trapping during imbibition (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; Oak 
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Figure 1. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) hydrogen-water relative 
permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg
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from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure 1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et al., 2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables 1 and 2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr = 0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg
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  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 

between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
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resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.
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originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et al., 2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
was positioned between these two Krg. Hysteretic Krg behavior was consist-
ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
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Figure 1. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) hydrogen-water relative 
permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg
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from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Imbibition and secondary drainage capillary pressure equations are presented 
in Equations S4 and S6 in Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The hydrogen-water relative permeability was measured for primary drain-
age, imbibition, and secondary drainage injection processes (Figure 1). 
The endpoints were Krg = 0.04 at Sw = 0.59 and Krg = 0.08 at Sw = 0.37 
after primary and secondary drainage, respectively. The low endpoints after 
primary and secondary drainage agreed with published Kr measurements in 
CO2- and H2-H2O systems (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Krevor et al., 2012; 
Yekta et al., 2018). The imbibition endpoints were Krw = 0.36 at Sw = 0.64 (or 
Sgr = 0.36), within the expected range for Berea sandstones according to the 
Land trapping model with the trapping coefficients (C) between 1 and 1.407 
and corresponding Sgr range of 0.35–0.42 (Krevor et al., 2012; Land, 1968; 
Ni et al., 2019).

The relative permeabilities curves were found directly from the stabilized 
differential pressure and saturation. Capillary end effects were evident 
(Figures S2c and S4c in Supporting Information S1), and the experimental 
measurements (Figures S2–S4 in Supporting Information S1) were history 
matched based on the LET model for relative permeability and capillary 
pressure (Tables 1 and 2). The primary and secondary drainage Kr were 
extrapolated for expected reservoir flows (lower Sw region), based on the 
Swirr = 0.15 and history matched Pc from porous plate experiment and 
the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg

∗
  = 0.61 from imbibition experiment. A minor deviation 

between measured (points) and simulated (solid lines) Kr curves (Figure 1) 
arise from the underlying assumptions on Pc gradients: Measured Kr 
assumed homogenous rock properties and zero capillary pressure, whereas 
the simulation incorporates a more realistic nonzero capillary pressure. 
The quality of the history matching was lower in the imbibition experiment 
(Figure 1b). Most of the hydrogen was produced from the core after the 
first injection step, with very little production in subsequent injection steps 
until bump flood (Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1). This behavior 
resembled a typical unsteady state experiment, which affected the simulator 
performance in a steady state mode. In general, the simulated Kr will better 
represent reservoir flow and should therefore be used as input for field scale 
simulations.

3.2. Hysteresis in Hydrogen-Water Relative Permeability

The relative permeability curves Krg and Krw showed strong hysteresis and 
hydrophilic preference, with the following primary drainage cross point 
values: Krg = Krw = 0.025 at Sw = 0.71 (Figure 2). Berea sandstones are 
originally strongly hydrophilic (Iglauer et al., 2015), but hydrogen systems 
become less hydrophilic with increasing pressure and organic acid concen-
tration and decreasing temperature (Ali et al., 2021). The Krg was higher 
for primary drainage than imbibition, whereas the secondary drainage Krg 
was positioned between these two Krg. Hysteretic Krg behavior was consist-
ent with  previous gas-water Kr measurements and arise from residual gas 
trapping during imbibition (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; Oak 

et al., 1990; Peng, 2020; Ruprecht et al., 2014). The Krw was lower for primary drainage than imbibition, in 
agreement with most studies and explained by contact angle hysteresis (Akbarabadi & Piri, 2013; Ge et al., 2022; 

Figure 1. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) hydrogen-water relative 
permeabilities (Kr) on semilogarithmic scale for (a) primary drainage (PD), 
(b) imbibition (IMB), and (c) secondary drainage (SD). PD and SD Kr yield 
low endpoint values, and the endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg

∗
 at irreducible water saturation 

from IMB experiment is used to extrapolate Kr to low Sw region. The Sw 
values are calculated from x-ray scan for PD, whereas for IMB and SD 
the Sw are calculated as the average between x-ray scan and the two-phase 
separator production data. The Kr error bars represent the differential pressure 
uncertainty of ∼2%, whereas the Sw error bars represent either the x-ray 
scan uncertainty of 0.02 Sw units (PD) or the uncertainty of the average 
Sw calculated from x-ray scan and two-phase separator (IMB and SD). 
Tabulated values are presented in Tables S6–S8, S10, and S11 in Supporting 
Information S1, respectively. A comparison between Kr is shown in Figure 2.
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Peng, 2020). Nonhysteretic Krw behavior has also been reported in literature and attributed to reproducibility 
of drainage and imbibition injections in strongly hydrophilic systems (Oak et al., 1990; Ruprecht et al., 2014). 
Discrepancies in reported Krw hysteresis can have a significant impact on the UHS modeling at field scale and 
must therefore be targeted in future studies.

3.3. Effect of Gas Type on Primary Drainage Relative Permeability

The primary drainage Kr gas-water measurements were repeated with nitrogen (N2) and resulted in endpoint 
Krg = 0.06 at Sw = 0.59, similar to H2-H2O system (Figure 3). The Krg and Krw curves shifted upward in the 
N2-H2O system, reflecting the impact of increased gas-water viscosity ratio (Jeong et al., 2017): N2 is two times 
more viscous than H2 at experimental conditions (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). Note that difference 
in Krg and Krw is asymmetric, with a significantly greater increase in Krg (∼100% higher than in H2 experiment) 
compared to Krw (∼50% higher than in H2 experiment). We attribute this phenomenon to the combined effect of 
increased viscosity ratio and uncertainties in N2 experiment.

Uncertainties in Kr (N2) curves were mainly related to (a) nonconstant Sw distribution prior to first injection 
step (Figure S5c in Supporting Information S1), (b) too low water injection rate (1/10 of planed rate) during the 
second injection step (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1), and (c) missing measurement of endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

∗
rg 

(N2). The endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
∗
rg (N2) was set to 0.73 equal to the upper uncertainty limit of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

∗
rg (H2) because a higher Krg 

was necessary to history match the N2-experimental data. Note that history matching can yield several nonunique 
solutions, depending on the input parameters and matching strategy. Hence, the observed increased Krg for the 
N2-H2O system reflects the uncertainty span of gas-water Kr in a Berea sandstone and may not represent an actual 
difference between Kr curves using N2 and H2. Although the use of analog fluids has previously been justified for 
Berea sandstones (Krevor et al., 2012), caution should be taken when using N2 as a substitute for H2 experimental 
measurements.

3.4. Field Scale Implications

Low experimental endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
max

g  and Krg demonstrated the importance of numerical history matching. Strong 
hysteresis was observed both for Krg and Krw, and a full cycle of drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities 
must be implemented in future modeling studies for more accurate prediction of H2 injection and withdrawal in 
the UHS.

Swirr Sgr𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg
∗ 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rw

∗ Lw Ew Tw Lg Eg Tg

Primary drainage H2 0.15 0 0.61 1 7.5 2.95 0.52 1.6 6.0 0.9

Primary drainage N2 0.15 0 0.73 1 6.5 3.9 0.8 2.2 1.5 0.7

Imbibition H2 0.15 0.36 0.61 0.36 7.5 2.0 0.6 4.2 2.5 0.6

Secondary drainage H2 0.15 0.36 0.61 0.36 5.2 2.0 0.7 1.88 2.1 0.7

Table 1 
Relative Permeability LET Model Parameters

Pc,max (kPa) Pc,min (kPa) Pc,th (kPa) Swsi Ls Es Ts Lf Ef Tf

Primary drainage H2 1,400 5.0 1 130.0 1 1 0.002 1

Primary drainage N2 1,400 12.35 1 129.6 1 1 0.007 1

Imbibition H2 1,400 −1,400 −0.1 0.45 1 1 1 120.0 1

Secondary drainage H2 1,400 −0.001 −0.05 0.19 1 1 1 156.3 1

Porous plate N2 1,400 1 1 450.0 1 1 3.5 1

Table 2 
Capillary Pressure LET Model Parameters
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Peng, 2020). Nonhysteretic Krw behavior has also been reported in literature and attributed to reproducibility 
of drainage and imbibition injections in strongly hydrophilic systems (Oak et al., 1990; Ruprecht et al., 2014). 
Discrepancies in reported Krw hysteresis can have a significant impact on the UHS modeling at field scale and 
must therefore be targeted in future studies.

3.3. Effect of Gas Type on Primary Drainage Relative Permeability

The primary drainage Kr gas-water measurements were repeated with nitrogen (N2) and resulted in endpoint 
Krg = 0.06 at Sw = 0.59, similar to H2-H2O system (Figure 3). The Krg and Krw curves shifted upward in the 
N2-H2O system, reflecting the impact of increased gas-water viscosity ratio (Jeong et al., 2017): N2 is two times 
more viscous than H2 at experimental conditions (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). Note that difference 
in Krg and Krw is asymmetric, with a significantly greater increase in Krg (∼100% higher than in H2 experiment) 
compared to Krw (∼50% higher than in H2 experiment). We attribute this phenomenon to the combined effect of 
increased viscosity ratio and uncertainties in N2 experiment.

Uncertainties in Kr (N2) curves were mainly related to (a) nonconstant Sw distribution prior to first injection 
step (Figure S5c in Supporting Information S1), (b) too low water injection rate (1/10 of planed rate) during the 
second injection step (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1), and (c) missing measurement of endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

∗
rg 

(N2). The endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
∗
rg (N2) was set to 0.73 equal to the upper uncertainty limit of 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

∗
rg (H2) because a higher Krg 

was necessary to history match the N2-experimental data. Note that history matching can yield several nonunique 
solutions, depending on the input parameters and matching strategy. Hence, the observed increased Krg for the 
N2-H2O system reflects the uncertainty span of gas-water Kr in a Berea sandstone and may not represent an actual 
difference between Kr curves using N2 and H2. Although the use of analog fluids has previously been justified for 
Berea sandstones (Krevor et al., 2012), caution should be taken when using N2 as a substitute for H2 experimental 
measurements.

3.4. Field Scale Implications

Low experimental endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
max

g and Krg demonstrated the importance of numerical history matching. Strong 
hysteresis was observed both for Krg and Krw, and a full cycle of drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities 
must be implemented in future modeling studies for more accurate prediction of H2 injection and withdrawal in 
the UHS.

SwirrSgr𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg
∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rw

∗ LwEwTwLgEgTg

Primary drainage H20.1500.6117.52.950.521.66.00.9

Primary drainage N20.1500.7316.53.90.82.21.50.7

Imbibition H20.150.360.610.367.52.00.64.22.50.6

Secondary drainage H20.150.360.610.365.22.00.71.882.10.7

Table 1 
Relative Permeability LET Model Parameters

Pc,max (kPa)Pc,min (kPa)Pc,th (kPa)SwsiLsEsTsLfEfTf

Primary drainage H21,4005.01130.0110.0021

Primary drainage N21,40012.351129.6110.0071

Imbibition H21,400−1,400−0.10.45111120.01

Secondary drainage H21,400−0.001−0.050.19111156.31

Porous plate N21,40011450.0113.51

Table 2 
Capillary Pressure LET Model Parameters
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Peng, 2020). Nonhysteretic Krw behavior has also been reported in literature and attributed to reproducibility 
of drainage and imbibition injections in strongly hydrophilic systems (Oak et al., 1990; Ruprecht et al., 2014). 
Discrepancies in reported Krw hysteresis can have a significant impact on the UHS modeling at field scale and 
must therefore be targeted in future studies.

3.3. Effect of Gas Type on Primary Drainage Relative Permeability

The primary drainage Kr gas-water measurements were repeated with nitrogen (N2) and resulted in endpoint 
Krg = 0.06 at Sw = 0.59, similar to H2-H2O system (Figure 3). The Krg and Krw curves shifted upward in the 
N2-H2O system, reflecting the impact of increased gas-water viscosity ratio (Jeong et al., 2017): N2 is two times 
more viscous than H2 at experimental conditions (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). Note that difference 
in Krg and Krw is asymmetric, with a significantly greater increase in Krg (∼100% higher than in H2 experiment) 
compared to Krw (∼50% higher than in H2 experiment). We attribute this phenomenon to the combined effect of 
increased viscosity ratio and uncertainties in N2 experiment.

Uncertainties in Kr (N2) curves were mainly related to (a) nonconstant Sw distribution prior to first injection 
step (Figure S5c in Supporting Information S1), (b) too low water injection rate (1/10 of planed rate) during the 
second injection step (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1), and (c) missing measurement of endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
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∗
rg (N2) was set to 0.73 equal to the upper uncertainty limit of 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

∗
rg (H2) because a higher Krg 

was necessary to history match the N2-experimental data. Note that history matching can yield several nonunique 
solutions, depending on the input parameters and matching strategy. Hence, the observed increased Krg for the 
N2-H2O system reflects the uncertainty span of gas-water Kr in a Berea sandstone and may not represent an actual 
difference between Kr curves using N2 and H2. Although the use of analog fluids has previously been justified for 
Berea sandstones (Krevor et al., 2012), caution should be taken when using N2 as a substitute for H2 experimental 
measurements.

3.4. Field Scale Implications

Low experimental endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
max

g and Krg demonstrated the importance of numerical history matching. Strong 
hysteresis was observed both for Krg and Krw, and a full cycle of drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities 
must be implemented in future modeling studies for more accurate prediction of H2 injection and withdrawal in 
the UHS.

SwirrSgr𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rg
∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴rw

∗ LwEwTwLgEgTg

Primary drainage H20.1500.6117.52.950.521.66.00.9

Primary drainage N20.1500.7316.53.90.82.21.50.7

Imbibition H20.150.360.610.367.52.00.64.22.50.6

Secondary drainage H20.150.360.610.365.22.00.71.882.10.7

Table 1 
Relative Permeability LET Model Parameters

Pc,max (kPa)Pc,min (kPa)Pc,th (kPa)SwsiLsEsTsLfEfTf

Primary drainage H21,4005.01130.0110.0021

Primary drainage N21,40012.351129.6110.0071
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Peng, 2020). Nonhysteretic Krw behavior has also been reported in literature and attributed to reproducibility 
of drainage and imbibition injections in strongly hydrophilic systems (Oak et al., 1990; Ruprecht et al., 2014). 
Discrepancies in reported Krw hysteresis can have a significant impact on the UHS modeling at field scale and 
must therefore be targeted in future studies.

3.3. Effect of Gas Type on Primary Drainage Relative Permeability

The primary drainage Kr gas-water measurements were repeated with nitrogen (N2) and resulted in endpoint 
Krg = 0.06 at Sw = 0.59, similar to H2-H2O system (Figure 3). The Krg and Krw curves shifted upward in the 
N2-H2O system, reflecting the impact of increased gas-water viscosity ratio (Jeong et al., 2017): N2 is two times 
more viscous than H2 at experimental conditions (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). Note that difference 
in Krg and Krw is asymmetric, with a significantly greater increase in Krg (∼100% higher than in H2 experiment) 
compared to Krw (∼50% higher than in H2 experiment). We attribute this phenomenon to the combined effect of 
increased viscosity ratio and uncertainties in N2 experiment.

Uncertainties in Kr (N2) curves were mainly related to (a) nonconstant Sw distribution prior to first injection 
step (Figure S5c in Supporting Information S1), (b) too low water injection rate (1/10 of planed rate) during the 
second injection step (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1), and (c) missing measurement of endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

∗
rg 

(N2). The endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
∗
rg (N2) was set to 0.73 equal to the upper uncertainty limit of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

∗
rg (H2) because a higher Krg 

was necessary to history match the N2-experimental data. Note that history matching can yield several nonunique 
solutions, depending on the input parameters and matching strategy. Hence, the observed increased Krg for the 
N2-H2O system reflects the uncertainty span of gas-water Kr in a Berea sandstone and may not represent an actual 
difference between Kr curves using N2 and H2. Although the use of analog fluids has previously been justified for 
Berea sandstones (Krevor et al., 2012), caution should be taken when using N2 as a substitute for H2 experimental 
measurements.

3.4. Field Scale Implications

Low experimental endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
max

g  and Krg demonstrated the importance of numerical history matching. Strong 
hysteresis was observed both for Krg and Krw, and a full cycle of drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities 
must be implemented in future modeling studies for more accurate prediction of H2 injection and withdrawal in 
the UHS.

Swirr Sgr𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rg
∗
 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴rw

∗
 Lw Ew Tw Lg Eg Tg

Primary drainage H2 0.15 0 0.61 1 7.5 2.95 0.52 1.6 6.0 0.9

Primary drainage N2 0.15 0 0.73 1 6.5 3.9 0.8 2.2 1.5 0.7

Imbibition H2 0.15 0.36 0.61 0.36 7.5 2.0 0.6 4.2 2.5 0.6

Secondary drainage H2 0.15 0.36 0.61 0.36 5.2 2.0 0.7 1.88 2.1 0.7

Table 1 
Relative Permeability LET Model Parameters

Pc,max (kPa) Pc,min (kPa) Pc,th (kPa) Swsi Ls Es Ts Lf Ef Tf

Primary drainage H2 1,400 5.0 1 130.0 1 1 0.002 1

Primary drainage N2 1,400 12.35 1 129.6 1 1 0.007 1

Imbibition H2 1,400 −1,400 −0.1 0.45 1 1 1 120.0 1

Secondary drainage H2 1,400 −0.001 −0.05 0.19 1 1 1 156.3 1

Porous plate N2 1,400 1 1 450.0 1 1 3.5 1

Table 2 
Capillary Pressure LET Model Parameters
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Peng, 2020). Nonhysteretic Krw behavior has also been reported in literature and attributed to reproducibility 
of drainage and imbibition injections in strongly hydrophilic systems (Oak et al., 1990; Ruprecht et al., 2014). 
Discrepancies in reported Krw hysteresis can have a significant impact on the UHS modeling at field scale and 
must therefore be targeted in future studies.

3.3. Effect of Gas Type on Primary Drainage Relative Permeability

The primary drainage Kr gas-water measurements were repeated with nitrogen (N2) and resulted in endpoint 
Krg = 0.06 at Sw = 0.59, similar to H2-H2O system (Figure 3). The Krg and Krw curves shifted upward in the 
N2-H2O system, reflecting the impact of increased gas-water viscosity ratio (Jeong et al., 2017): N2 is two times 
more viscous than H2 at experimental conditions (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). Note that difference 
in Krg and Krw is asymmetric, with a significantly greater increase in Krg (∼100% higher than in H2 experiment) 
compared to Krw (∼50% higher than in H2 experiment). We attribute this phenomenon to the combined effect of 
increased viscosity ratio and uncertainties in N2 experiment.

Uncertainties in Kr (N2) curves were mainly related to (a) nonconstant Sw distribution prior to first injection 
step (Figure S5c in Supporting Information S1), (b) too low water injection rate (1/10 of planed rate) during the 
second injection step (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1), and (c) missing measurement of endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

∗
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(N2). The endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
∗
rg (N2) was set to 0.73 equal to the upper uncertainty limit of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

∗
rg (H2) because a higher Krg 

was necessary to history match the N2-experimental data. Note that history matching can yield several nonunique 
solutions, depending on the input parameters and matching strategy. Hence, the observed increased Krg for the 
N2-H2O system reflects the uncertainty span of gas-water Kr in a Berea sandstone and may not represent an actual 
difference between Kr curves using N2 and H2. Although the use of analog fluids has previously been justified for 
Berea sandstones (Krevor et al., 2012), caution should be taken when using N2 as a substitute for H2 experimental 
measurements.

3.4. Field Scale Implications

Low experimental endpoint 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
max

g  and Krg demonstrated the importance of numerical history matching. Strong 
hysteresis was observed both for Krg and Krw, and a full cycle of drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities 
must be implemented in future modeling studies for more accurate prediction of H2 injection and withdrawal in 
the UHS.
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Primary drainage H2 0.15 0 0.61 1 7.5 2.95 0.52 1.6 6.0 0.9

Primary drainage N2 0.15 0 0.73 1 6.5 3.9 0.8 2.2 1.5 0.7

Imbibition H2 0.15 0.36 0.61 0.36 7.5 2.0 0.6 4.2 2.5 0.6

Secondary drainage H2 0.15 0.36 0.61 0.36 5.2 2.0 0.7 1.88 2.1 0.7

Table 1 
Relative Permeability LET Model Parameters

Pc,max (kPa) Pc,min (kPa) Pc,th (kPa) Swsi Ls Es Ts Lf Ef Tf

Primary drainage H2 1,400 5.0 1 130.0 1 1 0.002 1

Primary drainage N2 1,400 12.35 1 129.6 1 1 0.007 1

Imbibition H2 1,400 −1,400 −0.1 0.45 1 1 1 120.0 1
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Peng, 2020). Nonhysteretic Krw behavior has also been reported in literature and attributed to reproducibility 
of drainage and imbibition injections in strongly hydrophilic systems (Oak et al., 1990; Ruprecht et al., 2014). 
Discrepancies in reported Krw hysteresis can have a significant impact on the UHS modeling at field scale and 
must therefore be targeted in future studies.

3.3. Effect of Gas Type on Primary Drainage Relative Permeability

The primary drainage Kr gas-water measurements were repeated with nitrogen (N2) and resulted in endpoint 
Krg = 0.06 at Sw = 0.59, similar to H2-H2O system (Figure 3). The Krg and Krw curves shifted upward in the 
N2-H2O system, reflecting the impact of increased gas-water viscosity ratio (Jeong et al., 2017): N2 is two times 
more viscous than H2 at experimental conditions (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). Note that difference 
in Krg and Krw is asymmetric, with a significantly greater increase in Krg (∼100% higher than in H2 experiment) 
compared to Krw (∼50% higher than in H2 experiment). We attribute this phenomenon to the combined effect of 
increased viscosity ratio and uncertainties in N2 experiment.

Uncertainties in Kr (N2) curves were mainly related to (a) nonconstant Sw distribution prior to first injection 
step (Figure S5c in Supporting Information S1), (b) too low water injection rate (1/10 of planed rate) during the 
second injection step (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1), and (c) missing measurement of endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
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was necessary to history match the N2-experimental data. Note that history matching can yield several nonunique 
solutions, depending on the input parameters and matching strategy. Hence, the observed increased Krg for the 
N2-H2O system reflects the uncertainty span of gas-water Kr in a Berea sandstone and may not represent an actual 
difference between Kr curves using N2 and H2. Although the use of analog fluids has previously been justified for 
Berea sandstones (Krevor et al., 2012), caution should be taken when using N2 as a substitute for H2 experimental 
measurements.

3.4. Field Scale Implications

Low experimental endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
max

g and Krg demonstrated the importance of numerical history matching. Strong 
hysteresis was observed both for Krg and Krw, and a full cycle of drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities 
must be implemented in future modeling studies for more accurate prediction of H2 injection and withdrawal in 
the UHS.
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Peng, 2020). Nonhysteretic Krw behavior has also been reported in literature and attributed to reproducibility 
of drainage and imbibition injections in strongly hydrophilic systems (Oak et al., 1990; Ruprecht et al., 2014). 
Discrepancies in reported Krw hysteresis can have a significant impact on the UHS modeling at field scale and 
must therefore be targeted in future studies.

3.3. Effect of Gas Type on Primary Drainage Relative Permeability

The primary drainage Kr gas-water measurements were repeated with nitrogen (N2) and resulted in endpoint 
Krg = 0.06 at Sw = 0.59, similar to H2-H2O system (Figure 3). The Krg and Krw curves shifted upward in the 
N2-H2O system, reflecting the impact of increased gas-water viscosity ratio (Jeong et al., 2017): N2 is two times 
more viscous than H2 at experimental conditions (Table S4 in Supporting Information S1). Note that difference 
in Krg and Krw is asymmetric, with a significantly greater increase in Krg (∼100% higher than in H2 experiment) 
compared to Krw (∼50% higher than in H2 experiment). We attribute this phenomenon to the combined effect of 
increased viscosity ratio and uncertainties in N2 experiment.

Uncertainties in Kr (N2) curves were mainly related to (a) nonconstant Sw distribution prior to first injection 
step (Figure S5c in Supporting Information S1), (b) too low water injection rate (1/10 of planed rate) during the 
second injection step (Table S5 in Supporting Information S1), and (c) missing measurement of endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

∗
rg 

(N2). The endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
∗
rg (N2) was set to 0.73 equal to the upper uncertainty limit of 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

∗
rg (H2) because a higher Krg 

was necessary to history match the N2-experimental data. Note that history matching can yield several nonunique 
solutions, depending on the input parameters and matching strategy. Hence, the observed increased Krg for the 
N2-H2O system reflects the uncertainty span of gas-water Kr in a Berea sandstone and may not represent an actual 
difference between Kr curves using N2 and H2. Although the use of analog fluids has previously been justified for 
Berea sandstones (Krevor et al., 2012), caution should be taken when using N2 as a substitute for H2 experimental 
measurements.

3.4. Field Scale Implications

Low experimental endpoint 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
max

g and Krg demonstrated the importance of numerical history matching. Strong 
hysteresis was observed both for Krg and Krw, and a full cycle of drainage and imbibition relative permeabilities 
must be implemented in future modeling studies for more accurate prediction of H2 injection and withdrawal in 
the UHS.
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Pc,max (kPa)Pc,min (kPa)Pc,th (kPa)SwsiLsEsTsLfEfTf

Primary drainage H21,4005.01130.0110.0021

Primary drainage N21,40012.351129.6110.0071

Imbibition H21,400−1,400−0.10.45111120.01

Secondary drainage H21,400−0.001−0.050.19111156.31

Porous plate N21,40011450.0113.51
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Our Kr measurements are directly applicable for shallow sandstone aquifers with permeability in the order 
of ∼100  mD but can be used for deeper aquifers too. It was previously shown that Kr measurements for H2 
were independent of pressure-temperature conditions (Yekta et al., 2018). If omitting hysteresis for the sake of 
computational efficiency, imbibition Kr is most suitable for the UHS in depleted gas fields with an underlying 
aquifer. Drainage Kr models would better represent H2 storage in aquifers.

Differences between primary drainage Kr for H2 and N2 has major implication over the choice of cushion gas. 
Higher Krw for N2-H2O system will result in a more efficient water removal during N2 injection relative to H2, 
making N2 a suitable cushion gas. Our conclusion correlates with contact angle measurements that indicate 
stronger N2 wetting and, hence, better injectivity relative to H2 (Al-Yaseri & Jha, 2021). During gas withdrawal, 
on the other hand, higher Krg for N2 will result in a more rapid N2 flow relative to H2, leading to an earlier N2 
breakthrough in the producing well. From the economic perspective, earlier N2 breakthrough is undesired due to 
reduced H2 purity in the withdrawn gas mixture. Note that the actual Krg difference between H2 and N2 may be 
less than observed in our work due to methodological uncertainties. Both H2 and N2 Kr can be used in the UHS 
simulation studies as a part of sensitivity analysis.

4. Conclusions
We measured steady state hydrogen-water relative permeabilities in a Berea sandstone under shallow reservoir 
storage conditions. Three different relative permeability measurements were performed: Primary drainage, 
imbibition, and secondary drainage and were supported with porous plate capillary pressure measurements. We 
observed low endpoints for drainage curves, with hydrogen relative permeabilities and saturations less than 0.08 
and 0.63, respectively. Numerical history matching was performed to extrapolate relative permeabilities to lower 
water saturations. Relative permeability curves showed strong hysteresis, both for hydrogen and water. Primary 
drainage relative permeability measurements were repeated with nitrogen, and relative permeabilities were higher 
than that of hydrogen due to the combined effect of increased viscosity ratio and methodological uncertainties. 
Our results have a direct and immediate implication for the impact of hysteresis on field scale numerical modeling 
in underground hydrogen storage.

Figure 2. Hydrogen-water relative permeabilities show strong hysteresis both for hydrogen (Krg) and water (Krw).
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on the other hand, higher Krg for N2 will result in a more rapid N2 flow relative to H2, leading to an earlier N2 
breakthrough in the producing well. From the economic perspective, earlier N2 breakthrough is undesired due to 
reduced H2 purity in the withdrawn gas mixture. Note that the actual Krg difference between H2 and N2 may be 
less than observed in our work due to methodological uncertainties. Both H2 and N2 Kr can be used in the UHS 
simulation studies as a part of sensitivity analysis.
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storage conditions. Three different relative permeability measurements were performed: Primary drainage, 
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water saturations. Relative permeability curves showed strong hysteresis, both for hydrogen and water. Primary 
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Introduction

Hydrogen storage in depleted oil and gas reservoirs is pro-

posed as a strategy to increase flexibility for future supply and

seasonal outtake. Large-scale hydrogen storage may become

relevant for hydrogen value-chains in two ways: 1) integra-

tion of hydrogen storage into renewable energy systems and

2) accommodation of seasonal variations in hydrogen de-

mand for power generation and supply in buildings.

Hydrogen can aid renewable energy sources to equilibrate the

imbalances between supply and demand. Using Power-to-

Gas technology, excess electricity from the renewables is

transformed into hydrogen through water electrolysis, and

hydrogen is then temporarily stored for later withdrawal at

peak demand [9]. Despite lower cost, duration of excess

electricity is generally short, and the need for large-scale

storage sites may not be decisive. The second application, if

scaled-up, would require large-scale and long-term storage

solutions.

Hydrogen technologies are of growing interest in Nor-

way. With emerging offshore wind industry and existing

petroleum infrastructure, the Norwegian Continental Shelf

(NCS) can potentially become an attractive site for hydrogen

value chains. Wind-based offshore hydrogen production

offers a possible solution to the need for a power grid

connection in the wind electricity systems [6]. On the other

hand, many of hydrocarbon fields on the NCS are mature

and are expected to be phased out in the middle-term

future. Offshore hydrogen production can be an alterna-

tive to decommissioning of petroleum infrastructure by

reusing existing platforms and pipeline networks [27]. The

Netherlands and the UK are already evaluating possible

opportunities for offshore hydrogen production from elec-

trolysis (green hydrogen) and steam cracking of methane

(blue hydrogen) using existing petroleum infrastructure

[27,32]. Meier [18] performed a techno-economic evaluation

of offshore hydrogen production from wind power on the

NCS. They concluded that such projects would be techni-

cally feasible, but not profitable yet. The cost in operating

and maintaining the offshore platform was pointed as the

main uncertainty. However, their study did neither consider

using existing infrastructure nor the underground storage

sites into the value-chains. We speculate that the cost-

effectiveness may be potentially improved by using exist-

ing offshore infrastructure. Dinh et al. [6] conducted a

similar study by assessing hydrogen production from wind

in the Irish Sea. They included underground hydrogen

storage and estimated the profitable hydrogen price at V5/kg

in 2030.

Natural gas can be stored in underground formations such

as salt caverns, aquifers, and depleted hydrocarbon fields [14].

Storage site initialization involves injection of gases which

will serve as cushion gas or working gas. Cushion gas will

typically remain in the storage site to maintain the pressure

required for stable withdrawal while the working gas may be

produced at peak demand. Cushion andworking gasesmay be

identical or have different gas composition. In aquifers and

depleted hydrocarbon fields, the fraction of cushion gas

ranges from 50% to 80% of totally injected gas [2]. A typical

storage site operates annually with one injection and one

withdrawal period at peak demand (winter months). Injection

period typically lasts from 200 to 250 days, and withdrawal

period continues from 100 to 150 days. A similar strategy may

be used for hydrogen storage [11]. Despite high potential for

technical and operational knowledge transfer, there are

important differences: hydrogen is much more mobile and

prone to biogeochemical interactions in porous media [24].

Viscous fingering can occur during porous media hydrogen

storage [26] due to large contrasts in viscosity and density

between hydrogen and formation fluids. There are to date

some experience with commercial storage of pure hydrogen

in salt caverns [23], but not in aquifers or depleted hydrocar-

bon fields. Only town gaswith hydrogen content up to 50e60%

was stored in aquifers and salt caverns in Europe in the past

centuries [25,31]. For future large-scale and long-term storage,

depleted hydrocarbon fields appear to be amore cost-effective

option, partially due to known characteristics and well-

developed infrastructure [16].

Despite growing interest in hydrogen behavior in porous

systems, the fundamentals of hydrogen flow properties are

still not adequately investigated. Most research on under-

ground hydrogen storage focuses on biogeochemical in-

teractions. Rapid hydrogen consumption via sulphate

reduction and acetate production was experimentally

observed in aquifer hydrogen storage [3]. Permian and Triassic

sandstones underwent major petrographic changes when

saturatedwith pure hydrogen in static batch experiments, due

to interactions with pore-filling anhydrite and carbonate ce-

ments [8]. Geochemical modelling showed that hydrogen

storage in deep calcite-free formations minimized chemically

induced hydrogen losses [4]. Measurements of hydrogen sol-

ubility showed significant deviations from theoretical values

[5], whereas an analytically developed model for hydrogen

solubility appeared to be consistent and accurate [15]. Multi-

phase hydrogen flow in porous media is only covered by one

experimental [33] and several numerical studies [7,17,28,30].

Relative permeability and capillary pressure functions were

measured for hydrogen-water system in sandstone [33].

Hydrogen contact angles, highly relevant for rock wettability

determination, were derived for basaltic [1] and measured for

quartz [13] rocks. Most of previous numerical studies were

aimed at hydrogen storage in aquifers (Table 1). Only a single

reported study examined hydrogen storage in depleted hy-

drocarbon (gas) field [7].

Seasonal hydrogen storage was examined in a depleted gas

field using a small prismatic fragment of one of the largest

onshore gas fields in Europe [7]. Viscous fingering and gravity

override did not represent a major issue as opposed to

hydrogen storage in aquifers. Hydrogen injection resulted in a

highly saturated andhomogenous hydrogen plume in the near-

well area. Hydrogen purity in the extracted gas mixture

increased with increasing number of withdrawal cycles. A
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relevantforhydrogenvalue-chainsintwoways:1)integra-

tionofhydrogenstorageintorenewableenergysystemsand

2)accommodationofseasonalvariationsinhydrogende-

mandforpowergenerationandsupplyinbuildings.

Hydrogencanaidrenewableenergysourcestoequilibratethe

imbalancesbetweensupplyanddemand.UsingPower-to-

Gastechnology,excesselectricityfromtherenewablesis

transformedintohydrogenthroughwaterelectrolysis,and

hydrogenisthentemporarilystoredforlaterwithdrawalat

peakdemand[9].Despitelowercost,durationofexcess

electricityisgenerallyshort,andtheneedforlarge-scale

storagesitesmaynotbedecisive.Thesecondapplication,if

scaled-up,wouldrequirelarge-scaleandlong-termstorage

solutions.

HydrogentechnologiesareofgrowinginterestinNor-

way.Withemergingoffshorewindindustryandexisting

petroleuminfrastructure,theNorwegianContinentalShelf

(NCS)canpotentiallybecomeanattractivesiteforhydrogen

valuechains.Wind-basedoffshorehydrogenproduction

offersapossiblesolutiontotheneedforapowergrid

connectioninthewindelectricitysystems[6].Ontheother

hand,manyofhydrocarbonfieldsontheNCSaremature

andareexpectedtobephasedoutinthemiddle-term

future.Offshorehydrogenproductioncanbeanalterna-

tivetodecommissioningofpetroleuminfrastructureby

reusingexistingplatformsandpipelinenetworks[27].The

NetherlandsandtheUKarealreadyevaluatingpossible

opportunitiesforoffshorehydrogenproductionfromelec-

trolysis(greenhydrogen)andsteamcrackingofmethane

(bluehydrogen)usingexistingpetroleuminfrastructure

[27,32].Meier[18]performedatechno-economicevaluation

ofoffshorehydrogenproductionfromwindpoweronthe

NCS.Theyconcludedthatsuchprojectswouldbetechni-

callyfeasible,butnotprofitableyet.Thecostinoperating

andmaintainingtheoffshoreplatformwaspointedasthe

mainuncertainty.However,theirstudydidneitherconsider

usingexistinginfrastructurenortheundergroundstorage

sitesintothevalue-chains.Wespeculatethatthecost-

effectivenessmaybepotentiallyimprovedbyusingexist-

ingoffshoreinfrastructure.Dinhetal.[6]conducteda

similarstudybyassessinghydrogenproductionfromwind

intheIrishSea.Theyincludedundergroundhydrogen

storageandestimatedtheprofitablehydrogenpriceatV5/kg

in2030.

Naturalgascanbestoredinundergroundformationssuch

assaltcaverns,aquifers,anddepletedhydrocarbonfields[14].

Storagesiteinitializationinvolvesinjectionofgaseswhich

willserveascushiongasorworkinggas.Cushiongaswill

typicallyremaininthestoragesitetomaintainthepressure

requiredforstablewithdrawalwhiletheworkinggasmaybe

producedatpeakdemand.Cushionandworkinggasesmaybe

identicalorhavedifferentgascomposition.Inaquifersand

depletedhydrocarbonfields,thefractionofcushiongas

rangesfrom50%to80%oftotallyinjectedgas[2].Atypical

storagesiteoperatesannuallywithoneinjectionandone

withdrawalperiodatpeakdemand(wintermonths).Injection

periodtypicallylastsfrom200to250days,andwithdrawal

periodcontinuesfrom100to150days.Asimilarstrategymay

beusedforhydrogenstorage[11].Despitehighpotentialfor

technicalandoperationalknowledgetransfer,thereare

importantdifferences:hydrogenismuchmoremobileand

pronetobiogeochemicalinteractionsinporousmedia[24].

Viscousfingeringcanoccurduringporousmediahydrogen

storage[26]duetolargecontrastsinviscosityanddensity

betweenhydrogenandformationfluids.Therearetodate

someexperiencewithcommercialstorageofpurehydrogen

insaltcaverns[23],butnotinaquifersordepletedhydrocar-

bonfields.Onlytowngaswithhydrogencontentupto50e60%

wasstoredinaquifersandsaltcavernsinEuropeinthepast

centuries[25,31].Forfuturelarge-scaleandlong-termstorage,

depletedhydrocarbonfieldsappeartobeamorecost-effective

option,partiallyduetoknowncharacteristicsandwell-

developedinfrastructure[16].

Despitegrowinginterestinhydrogenbehaviorinporous

systems,thefundamentalsofhydrogenflowpropertiesare

stillnotadequatelyinvestigated.Mostresearchonunder-

groundhydrogenstoragefocusesonbiogeochemicalin-

teractions.Rapidhydrogenconsumptionviasulphate

reductionandacetateproductionwasexperimentally

observedinaquiferhydrogenstorage[3].PermianandTriassic

sandstonesunderwentmajorpetrographicchangeswhen

saturatedwithpurehydrogeninstaticbatchexperiments,due

tointeractionswithpore-fillinganhydriteandcarbonatece-

ments[8].Geochemicalmodellingshowedthathydrogen

storageindeepcalcite-freeformationsminimizedchemically

inducedhydrogenlosses[4].Measurementsofhydrogensol-

ubilityshowedsignificantdeviationsfromtheoreticalvalues

[5],whereasananalyticallydevelopedmodelforhydrogen

solubilityappearedtobeconsistentandaccurate[15].Multi-

phasehydrogenflowinporousmediaisonlycoveredbyone

experimental[33]andseveralnumericalstudies[7,17,28,30].

Relativepermeabilityandcapillarypressurefunctionswere

measuredforhydrogen-watersysteminsandstone[33].

Hydrogencontactangles,highlyrelevantforrockwettability

determination,werederivedforbasaltic[1]andmeasuredfor

quartz[13]rocks.Mostofpreviousnumericalstudieswere

aimedathydrogenstorageinaquifers(Table1).Onlyasingle

reportedstudyexaminedhydrogenstorageindepletedhy-

drocarbon(gas)field[7].

Seasonalhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinadepletedgas

fieldusingasmallprismaticfragmentofoneofthelargest

onshoregasfieldsinEurope[7].Viscousfingeringandgravity

overridedidnotrepresentamajorissueasopposedto

hydrogenstorageinaquifers.Hydrogeninjectionresultedina

highlysaturatedandhomogenoushydrogenplumeinthenear-

wellarea.Hydrogenpurityintheextractedgasmixture

increasedwithincreasingnumberofwithdrawalcycles.A
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typically remain in the storage site to maintain the pressure

required for stable withdrawal while the working gas may be

produced at peak demand. Cushion andworking gasesmay be

identical or have different gas composition. In aquifers and

depleted hydrocarbon fields, the fraction of cushion gas

ranges from 50% to 80% of totally injected gas [2]. A typical

storage site operates annually with one injection and one

withdrawal period at peak demand (winter months). Injection

period typically lasts from 200 to 250 days, and withdrawal

period continues from 100 to 150 days. A similar strategy may

be used for hydrogen storage [11]. Despite high potential for

technical and operational knowledge transfer, there are

important differences: hydrogen is much more mobile and

prone to biogeochemical interactions in porous media [24].

Viscous fingering can occur during porous media hydrogen

storage [26] due to large contrasts in viscosity and density

between hydrogen and formation fluids. There are to date

some experience with commercial storage of pure hydrogen

in salt caverns [23], but not in aquifers or depleted hydrocar-

bon fields. Only town gaswith hydrogen content up to 50e60%

was stored in aquifers and salt caverns in Europe in the past

centuries [25,31]. For future large-scale and long-term storage,

depleted hydrocarbon fields appear to be amore cost-effective

option, partially due to known characteristics and well-

developed infrastructure [16].

Despite growing interest in hydrogen behavior in porous

systems, the fundamentals of hydrogen flow properties are

still not adequately investigated. Most research on under-

ground hydrogen storage focuses on biogeochemical in-

teractions. Rapid hydrogen consumption via sulphate

reduction and acetate production was experimentally

observed in aquifer hydrogen storage [3]. Permian and Triassic

sandstones underwent major petrographic changes when

saturatedwith pure hydrogen in static batch experiments, due

to interactions with pore-filling anhydrite and carbonate ce-

ments [8]. Geochemical modelling showed that hydrogen

storage in deep calcite-free formations minimized chemically

induced hydrogen losses [4]. Measurements of hydrogen sol-

ubility showed significant deviations from theoretical values

[5], whereas an analytically developed model for hydrogen

solubility appeared to be consistent and accurate [15]. Multi-

phase hydrogen flow in porous media is only covered by one

experimental [33] and several numerical studies [7,17,28,30].

Relative permeability and capillary pressure functions were

measured for hydrogen-water system in sandstone [33].

Hydrogen contact angles, highly relevant for rock wettability

determination, were derived for basaltic [1] and measured for

quartz [13] rocks. Most of previous numerical studies were

aimed at hydrogen storage in aquifers (Table 1). Only a single

reported study examined hydrogen storage in depleted hy-

drocarbon (gas) field [7].

Seasonal hydrogen storage was examined in a depleted gas

field using a small prismatic fragment of one of the largest

onshore gas fields in Europe [7]. Viscous fingering and gravity

override did not represent a major issue as opposed to

hydrogen storage in aquifers. Hydrogen injection resulted in a

highly saturated andhomogenous hydrogen plume in the near-

well area. Hydrogen purity in the extracted gas mixture

increased with increasing number of withdrawal cycles. A
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Hydrogenstorageindepletedoilandgasreservoirsispro-

posedasastrategytoincreaseflexibilityforfuturesupplyand

seasonalouttake.Large-scalehydrogenstoragemaybecome

relevantforhydrogenvalue-chainsintwoways:1)integra-

tionofhydrogenstorageintorenewableenergysystemsand

2)accommodationofseasonalvariationsinhydrogende-

mandforpowergenerationandsupplyinbuildings.

Hydrogencanaidrenewableenergysourcestoequilibratethe

imbalancesbetweensupplyanddemand.UsingPower-to-

Gastechnology,excesselectricityfromtherenewablesis

transformedintohydrogenthroughwaterelectrolysis,and

hydrogenisthentemporarilystoredforlaterwithdrawalat

peakdemand[9].Despitelowercost,durationofexcess

electricityisgenerallyshort,andtheneedforlarge-scale

storagesitesmaynotbedecisive.Thesecondapplication,if

scaled-up,wouldrequirelarge-scaleandlong-termstorage

solutions.

HydrogentechnologiesareofgrowinginterestinNor-

way.Withemergingoffshorewindindustryandexisting

petroleuminfrastructure,theNorwegianContinentalShelf

(NCS)canpotentiallybecomeanattractivesiteforhydrogen

valuechains.Wind-basedoffshorehydrogenproduction

offersapossiblesolutiontotheneedforapowergrid

connectioninthewindelectricitysystems[6].Ontheother

hand,manyofhydrocarbonfieldsontheNCSaremature

andareexpectedtobephasedoutinthemiddle-term

future.Offshorehydrogenproductioncanbeanalterna-

tivetodecommissioningofpetroleuminfrastructureby

reusingexistingplatformsandpipelinenetworks[27].The

NetherlandsandtheUKarealreadyevaluatingpossible

opportunitiesforoffshorehydrogenproductionfromelec-

trolysis(greenhydrogen)andsteamcrackingofmethane

(bluehydrogen)usingexistingpetroleuminfrastructure

[27,32].Meier[18]performedatechno-economicevaluation

ofoffshorehydrogenproductionfromwindpoweronthe

NCS.Theyconcludedthatsuchprojectswouldbetechni-

callyfeasible,butnotprofitableyet.Thecostinoperating

andmaintainingtheoffshoreplatformwaspointedasthe

mainuncertainty.However,theirstudydidneitherconsider

usingexistinginfrastructurenortheundergroundstorage

sitesintothevalue-chains.Wespeculatethatthecost-

effectivenessmaybepotentiallyimprovedbyusingexist-

ingoffshoreinfrastructure.Dinhetal.[6]conducteda

similarstudybyassessinghydrogenproductionfromwind

intheIrishSea.Theyincludedundergroundhydrogen

storageandestimatedtheprofitablehydrogenpriceatV5/kg

in2030.

Naturalgascanbestoredinundergroundformationssuch

assaltcaverns,aquifers,anddepletedhydrocarbonfields[14].

Storagesiteinitializationinvolvesinjectionofgaseswhich

willserveascushiongasorworkinggas.Cushiongaswill

typicallyremaininthestoragesitetomaintainthepressure

requiredforstablewithdrawalwhiletheworkinggasmaybe

producedatpeakdemand.Cushionandworkinggasesmaybe

identicalorhavedifferentgascomposition.Inaquifersand

depletedhydrocarbonfields,thefractionofcushiongas

rangesfrom50%to80%oftotallyinjectedgas[2].Atypical

storagesiteoperatesannuallywithoneinjectionandone

withdrawalperiodatpeakdemand(wintermonths).Injection

periodtypicallylastsfrom200to250days,andwithdrawal

periodcontinuesfrom100to150days.Asimilarstrategymay

beusedforhydrogenstorage[11].Despitehighpotentialfor

technicalandoperationalknowledgetransfer,thereare

importantdifferences:hydrogenismuchmoremobileand

pronetobiogeochemicalinteractionsinporousmedia[24].

Viscousfingeringcanoccurduringporousmediahydrogen

storage[26]duetolargecontrastsinviscosityanddensity

betweenhydrogenandformationfluids.Therearetodate

someexperiencewithcommercialstorageofpurehydrogen

insaltcaverns[23],butnotinaquifersordepletedhydrocar-

bonfields.Onlytowngaswithhydrogencontentupto50e60%

wasstoredinaquifersandsaltcavernsinEuropeinthepast

centuries[25,31].Forfuturelarge-scaleandlong-termstorage,

depletedhydrocarbonfieldsappeartobeamorecost-effective

option,partiallyduetoknowncharacteristicsandwell-

developedinfrastructure[16].

Despitegrowinginterestinhydrogenbehaviorinporous

systems,thefundamentalsofhydrogenflowpropertiesare

stillnotadequatelyinvestigated.Mostresearchonunder-

groundhydrogenstoragefocusesonbiogeochemicalin-

teractions.Rapidhydrogenconsumptionviasulphate

reductionandacetateproductionwasexperimentally

observedinaquiferhydrogenstorage[3].PermianandTriassic

sandstonesunderwentmajorpetrographicchangeswhen

saturatedwithpurehydrogeninstaticbatchexperiments,due

tointeractionswithpore-fillinganhydriteandcarbonatece-

ments[8].Geochemicalmodellingshowedthathydrogen

storageindeepcalcite-freeformationsminimizedchemically

inducedhydrogenlosses[4].Measurementsofhydrogensol-

ubilityshowedsignificantdeviationsfromtheoreticalvalues

[5],whereasananalyticallydevelopedmodelforhydrogen

solubilityappearedtobeconsistentandaccurate[15].Multi-

phasehydrogenflowinporousmediaisonlycoveredbyone

experimental[33]andseveralnumericalstudies[7,17,28,30].

Relativepermeabilityandcapillarypressurefunctionswere

measuredforhydrogen-watersysteminsandstone[33].

Hydrogencontactangles,highlyrelevantforrockwettability

determination,werederivedforbasaltic[1]andmeasuredfor

quartz[13]rocks.Mostofpreviousnumericalstudieswere

aimedathydrogenstorageinaquifers(Table1).Onlyasingle

reportedstudyexaminedhydrogenstorageindepletedhy-

drocarbon(gas)field[7].

Seasonalhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinadepletedgas

fieldusingasmallprismaticfragmentofoneofthelargest

onshoregasfieldsinEurope[7].Viscousfingeringandgravity

overridedidnotrepresentamajorissueasopposedto

hydrogenstorageinaquifers.Hydrogeninjectionresultedina

highlysaturatedandhomogenoushydrogenplumeinthenear-

wellarea.Hydrogenpurityintheextractedgasmixture

increasedwithincreasingnumberofwithdrawalcycles.A
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tivetodecommissioningofpetroleuminfrastructureby

reusingexistingplatformsandpipelinenetworks[27].The

NetherlandsandtheUKarealreadyevaluatingpossible

opportunitiesforoffshorehydrogenproductionfromelec-

trolysis(greenhydrogen)andsteamcrackingofmethane

(bluehydrogen)usingexistingpetroleuminfrastructure

[27,32].Meier[18]performedatechno-economicevaluation

ofoffshorehydrogenproductionfromwindpoweronthe

NCS.Theyconcludedthatsuchprojectswouldbetechni-

callyfeasible,butnotprofitableyet.Thecostinoperating

andmaintainingtheoffshoreplatformwaspointedasthe

mainuncertainty.However,theirstudydidneitherconsider

usingexistinginfrastructurenortheundergroundstorage

sitesintothevalue-chains.Wespeculatethatthecost-

effectivenessmaybepotentiallyimprovedbyusingexist-

ingoffshoreinfrastructure.Dinhetal.[6]conducteda

similarstudybyassessinghydrogenproductionfromwind

intheIrishSea.Theyincludedundergroundhydrogen

storageandestimatedtheprofitablehydrogenpriceatV5/kg

in2030.

Naturalgascanbestoredinundergroundformationssuch

assaltcaverns,aquifers,anddepletedhydrocarbonfields[14].

Storagesiteinitializationinvolvesinjectionofgaseswhich

willserveascushiongasorworkinggas.Cushiongaswill

typicallyremaininthestoragesitetomaintainthepressure

requiredforstablewithdrawalwhiletheworkinggasmaybe

producedatpeakdemand.Cushionandworkinggasesmaybe

identicalorhavedifferentgascomposition.Inaquifersand

depletedhydrocarbonfields,thefractionofcushiongas

rangesfrom50%to80%oftotallyinjectedgas[2].Atypical

storagesiteoperatesannuallywithoneinjectionandone

withdrawalperiodatpeakdemand(wintermonths).Injection

periodtypicallylastsfrom200to250days,andwithdrawal

periodcontinuesfrom100to150days.Asimilarstrategymay

beusedforhydrogenstorage[11].Despitehighpotentialfor

technicalandoperationalknowledgetransfer,thereare

importantdifferences:hydrogenismuchmoremobileand

pronetobiogeochemicalinteractionsinporousmedia[24].

Viscousfingeringcanoccurduringporousmediahydrogen

storage[26]duetolargecontrastsinviscosityanddensity

betweenhydrogenandformationfluids.Therearetodate

someexperiencewithcommercialstorageofpurehydrogen

insaltcaverns[23],butnotinaquifersordepletedhydrocar-

bonfields.Onlytowngaswithhydrogencontentupto50e60%

wasstoredinaquifersandsaltcavernsinEuropeinthepast

centuries[25,31].Forfuturelarge-scaleandlong-termstorage,

depletedhydrocarbonfieldsappeartobeamorecost-effective

option,partiallyduetoknowncharacteristicsandwell-

developedinfrastructure[16].

Despitegrowinginterestinhydrogenbehaviorinporous

systems,thefundamentalsofhydrogenflowpropertiesare

stillnotadequatelyinvestigated.Mostresearchonunder-

groundhydrogenstoragefocusesonbiogeochemicalin-

teractions.Rapidhydrogenconsumptionviasulphate

reductionandacetateproductionwasexperimentally

observedinaquiferhydrogenstorage[3].PermianandTriassic

sandstonesunderwentmajorpetrographicchangeswhen

saturatedwithpurehydrogeninstaticbatchexperiments,due

tointeractionswithpore-fillinganhydriteandcarbonatece-

ments[8].Geochemicalmodellingshowedthathydrogen

storageindeepcalcite-freeformationsminimizedchemically

inducedhydrogenlosses[4].Measurementsofhydrogensol-

ubilityshowedsignificantdeviationsfromtheoreticalvalues

[5],whereasananalyticallydevelopedmodelforhydrogen

solubilityappearedtobeconsistentandaccurate[15].Multi-

phasehydrogenflowinporousmediaisonlycoveredbyone

experimental[33]andseveralnumericalstudies[7,17,28,30].

Relativepermeabilityandcapillarypressurefunctionswere

measuredforhydrogen-watersysteminsandstone[33].

Hydrogencontactangles,highlyrelevantforrockwettability

determination,werederivedforbasaltic[1]andmeasuredfor

quartz[13]rocks.Mostofpreviousnumericalstudieswere

aimedathydrogenstorageinaquifers(Table1).Onlyasingle

reportedstudyexaminedhydrogenstorageindepletedhy-

drocarbon(gas)field[7].

Seasonalhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinadepletedgas

fieldusingasmallprismaticfragmentofoneofthelargest

onshoregasfieldsinEurope[7].Viscousfingeringandgravity

overridedidnotrepresentamajorissueasopposedto

hydrogenstorageinaquifers.Hydrogeninjectionresultedina

highlysaturatedandhomogenoushydrogenplumeinthenear-

wellarea.Hydrogenpurityintheextractedgasmixture

increasedwithincreasingnumberofwithdrawalcycles.A
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saline aquifer was evaluated for the seasonal storage of

hydrogen generated from wind in Northern Spain [30]. The

maximum hydrogen saturation emerged in the near-well area

and in the top part of the reservoir. No viscous fingering was

observed explained by the structure's deep slopes. Recovery

rates up to 78% were achieved for single cycles. Upconing was

themain issue affecting the storage efficiency. Implementation

of different well placement strategies improved storage per-

formance. Seasonal hydrogen storage in a deep aquifer was

assessed using an existing anticlinal structure in NW Poland

[17]. They focused on estimating the optimal conditions for

hydrogen storage governed by water-coning and the capillary

entry and fracturing pressure limits. When injected, hydrogen

tended to rise upwards, leading to hydrogen accumulation

along the top part of the reservoir. Hydrogen injection was

favored in the highly permeable zones. Maximum hydrogen

concentration occurred in thenear-well area and in the top part

of the reservoir. No viscous fingering was observed explained

by steep reservoir boundary. Hydrogen recovery increasedwith

increasing number of cycles, with maximum recovery rate of

over 50%. Water-coning was pointed as the main limitation.

Short-term hydrogen storage was examined in aquifer in

the North German Basin [28]. Nitrogen served as cushion gas,

followed by initial filling with hydrogen. Hydrogen accumu-

latedmainly in the near-well areawhereas nitrogenmigration

was far-reaching. Gravitational effects were observed that

resulted in hydrogen accumulation in the upper parts of the

reservoir, with nitrogen being distributed in the lower part.

Hydrogen recovery increased with increasing storage cycles.

They concluded that changing the injection pattern of cushion

gases could potentially improve the storage efficiency. An

alternative storage strategy was suggested [10] to minimize

hydrogen loss in aquifers due to viscous fingering. Using

analytical methods and 2D numerical modelling, they pro-

posed the “selective technology”. This technology suggests

placing the injector at the bottom of aquifer where horizontal

overlying barriers exist. The injected gas will migrate upwards

and decelerate at horizontal barriers. The injected gas is then

withdrawn at the top of the structure before it spreads hori-

zontally. The authors pointed out the complexity of this

strategy. The “selective technology” has not been numerically

investigated in 3D reservoir models.

With scarce literature on depleted hydrocarbon fields, there

is a need for further studies in this topic. Previous numerical

studies build their own models based on existing geological

structures, with lack of site-specific data like relative perme-

ability, residual saturations, capillary pressure etc. This work

takes advantage of a real history-matched simulation model

with site-specific parameters based on the Norne field offshore

Norway. The field is a middle-size hydrocarbon field (oil with a

thin gas cap) operated by Equinor Energy AS [21]. The field was

put on stream in 1997 andwas originally expected to be phased-

out by 2014, but the lifetime was recently extended until 2026.

The production strategy relies on water injection for pressure

support. Gas injection terminated in 2005 and production from

the gas cap started in 2019. The field is divided into four seg-

ments (C, D, E andG-segments) covering an area of 9 km� 3 km.

The Jurassic sandstone-reservoir contained 25 m of gas and

110 m of oil initially. The reservoir porosity and permeability

range between 25 and 30% and 20e2500 mD, respectively.
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salineaquiferwasevaluatedfortheseasonalstorageof

hydrogengeneratedfromwindinNorthernSpain[30].The

maximumhydrogensaturationemergedinthenear-wellarea

andinthetoppartofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwas

observedexplainedbythestructure'sdeepslopes.Recovery

ratesupto78%wereachievedforsinglecycles.Upconingwas

themainissueaffectingthestorageefficiency.Implementation

ofdifferentwellplacementstrategiesimprovedstorageper-

formance.Seasonalhydrogenstorageinadeepaquiferwas

assessedusinganexistinganticlinalstructureinNWPoland

[17].Theyfocusedonestimatingtheoptimalconditionsfor

hydrogenstoragegovernedbywater-coningandthecapillary

entryandfracturingpressurelimits.Wheninjected,hydrogen

tendedtoriseupwards,leadingtohydrogenaccumulation

alongthetoppartofthereservoir.Hydrogeninjectionwas

favoredinthehighlypermeablezones.Maximumhydrogen

concentrationoccurredinthenear-wellareaandinthetoppart

ofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwasobservedexplained

bysteepreservoirboundary.Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwith

increasingnumberofcycles,withmaximumrecoveryrateof

over50%.Water-coningwaspointedasthemainlimitation.

Short-termhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinaquiferin

theNorthGermanBasin[28].Nitrogenservedascushiongas,

followedbyinitialfillingwithhydrogen.Hydrogenaccumu-

latedmainlyinthenear-wellareawhereasnitrogenmigration

wasfar-reaching.Gravitationaleffectswereobservedthat

resultedinhydrogenaccumulationintheupperpartsofthe

reservoir,withnitrogenbeingdistributedinthelowerpart.

Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwithincreasingstoragecycles.

Theyconcludedthatchangingtheinjectionpatternofcushion

gasescouldpotentiallyimprovethestorageefficiency.An

alternativestoragestrategywassuggested[10]tominimize

hydrogenlossinaquifersduetoviscousfingering.Using

analyticalmethodsand2Dnumericalmodelling,theypro-

posedthe“selectivetechnology”.Thistechnologysuggests

placingtheinjectoratthebottomofaquiferwherehorizontal

overlyingbarriersexist.Theinjectedgaswillmigrateupwards

anddecelerateathorizontalbarriers.Theinjectedgasisthen

withdrawnatthetopofthestructurebeforeitspreadshori-

zontally.Theauthorspointedoutthecomplexityofthis

strategy.The“selectivetechnology”hasnotbeennumerically

investigatedin3Dreservoirmodels.

Withscarceliteratureondepletedhydrocarbonfields,there

isaneedforfurtherstudiesinthistopic.Previousnumerical

studiesbuildtheirownmodelsbasedonexistinggeological

structures,withlackofsite-specificdatalikerelativeperme-

ability,residualsaturations,capillarypressureetc.Thiswork

takesadvantageofarealhistory-matchedsimulationmodel

withsite-specificparametersbasedontheNornefieldoffshore

Norway.Thefieldisamiddle-sizehydrocarbonfield(oilwitha

thingascap)operatedbyEquinorEnergyAS[21].Thefieldwas

putonstreamin1997andwasoriginallyexpectedtobephased-

outby2014,butthelifetimewasrecentlyextendeduntil2026.

Theproductionstrategyreliesonwaterinjectionforpressure

support.Gasinjectionterminatedin2005andproductionfrom

thegascapstartedin2019.Thefieldisdividedintofourseg-

ments(C,D,EandG-segments)coveringanareaof9km�3km.

TheJurassicsandstone-reservoircontained25mofgasand

110mofoilinitially.Thereservoirporosityandpermeability

rangebetween25and30%and20e2500mD,respectively.
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salineaquiferwasevaluatedfortheseasonalstorageof

hydrogengeneratedfromwindinNorthernSpain[30].The

maximumhydrogensaturationemergedinthenear-wellarea

andinthetoppartofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwas

observedexplainedbythestructure'sdeepslopes.Recovery

ratesupto78%wereachievedforsinglecycles.Upconingwas

themainissueaffectingthestorageefficiency.Implementation

ofdifferentwellplacementstrategiesimprovedstorageper-

formance.Seasonalhydrogenstorageinadeepaquiferwas

assessedusinganexistinganticlinalstructureinNWPoland

[17].Theyfocusedonestimatingtheoptimalconditionsfor

hydrogenstoragegovernedbywater-coningandthecapillary

entryandfracturingpressurelimits.Wheninjected,hydrogen

tendedtoriseupwards,leadingtohydrogenaccumulation

alongthetoppartofthereservoir.Hydrogeninjectionwas

favoredinthehighlypermeablezones.Maximumhydrogen

concentrationoccurredinthenear-wellareaandinthetoppart

ofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwasobservedexplained

bysteepreservoirboundary.Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwith

increasingnumberofcycles,withmaximumrecoveryrateof

over50%.Water-coningwaspointedasthemainlimitation.

Short-termhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinaquiferin

theNorthGermanBasin[28].Nitrogenservedascushiongas,

followedbyinitialfillingwithhydrogen.Hydrogenaccumu-

latedmainlyinthenear-wellareawhereasnitrogenmigration

wasfar-reaching.Gravitationaleffectswereobservedthat

resultedinhydrogenaccumulationintheupperpartsofthe

reservoir,withnitrogenbeingdistributedinthelowerpart.

Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwithincreasingstoragecycles.

Theyconcludedthatchangingtheinjectionpatternofcushion

gasescouldpotentiallyimprovethestorageefficiency.An

alternativestoragestrategywassuggested[10]tominimize

hydrogenlossinaquifersduetoviscousfingering.Using

analyticalmethodsand2Dnumericalmodelling,theypro-

posedthe“selectivetechnology”.Thistechnologysuggests

placingtheinjectoratthebottomofaquiferwherehorizontal

overlyingbarriersexist.Theinjectedgaswillmigrateupwards

anddecelerateathorizontalbarriers.Theinjectedgasisthen

withdrawnatthetopofthestructurebeforeitspreadshori-

zontally.Theauthorspointedoutthecomplexityofthis

strategy.The“selectivetechnology”hasnotbeennumerically

investigatedin3Dreservoirmodels.

Withscarceliteratureondepletedhydrocarbonfields,there

isaneedforfurtherstudiesinthistopic.Previousnumerical

studiesbuildtheirownmodelsbasedonexistinggeological

structures,withlackofsite-specificdatalikerelativeperme-

ability,residualsaturations,capillarypressureetc.Thiswork

takesadvantageofarealhistory-matchedsimulationmodel

withsite-specificparametersbasedontheNornefieldoffshore

Norway.Thefieldisamiddle-sizehydrocarbonfield(oilwitha

thingascap)operatedbyEquinorEnergyAS[21].Thefieldwas

putonstreamin1997andwasoriginallyexpectedtobephased-

outby2014,butthelifetimewasrecentlyextendeduntil2026.

Theproductionstrategyreliesonwaterinjectionforpressure

support.Gasinjectionterminatedin2005andproductionfrom

thegascapstartedin2019.Thefieldisdividedintofourseg-

ments(C,D,EandG-segments)coveringanareaof9km�3km.

TheJurassicsandstone-reservoircontained25mofgasand

110mofoilinitially.Thereservoirporosityandpermeability

rangebetween25and30%and20e2500mD,respectively.
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saline aquifer was evaluated for the seasonal storage of

hydrogen generated from wind in Northern Spain [30]. The

maximum hydrogen saturation emerged in the near-well area

and in the top part of the reservoir. No viscous fingering was

observed explained by the structure's deep slopes. Recovery

rates up to 78% were achieved for single cycles. Upconing was

themain issue affecting the storage efficiency. Implementation

of different well placement strategies improved storage per-

formance. Seasonal hydrogen storage in a deep aquifer was

assessed using an existing anticlinal structure in NW Poland

[17]. They focused on estimating the optimal conditions for

hydrogen storage governed by water-coning and the capillary

entry and fracturing pressure limits. When injected, hydrogen

tended to rise upwards, leading to hydrogen accumulation

along the top part of the reservoir. Hydrogen injection was

favored in the highly permeable zones. Maximum hydrogen

concentration occurred in thenear-well area and in the top part

of the reservoir. No viscous fingering was observed explained

by steep reservoir boundary. Hydrogen recovery increasedwith

increasing number of cycles, with maximum recovery rate of

over 50%. Water-coning was pointed as the main limitation.

Short-term hydrogen storage was examined in aquifer in

the North German Basin [28]. Nitrogen served as cushion gas,

followed by initial filling with hydrogen. Hydrogen accumu-

latedmainly in the near-well areawhereas nitrogenmigration

was far-reaching. Gravitational effects were observed that

resulted in hydrogen accumulation in the upper parts of the

reservoir, with nitrogen being distributed in the lower part.

Hydrogen recovery increased with increasing storage cycles.

They concluded that changing the injection pattern of cushion

gases could potentially improve the storage efficiency. An

alternative storage strategy was suggested [10] to minimize

hydrogen loss in aquifers due to viscous fingering. Using

analytical methods and 2D numerical modelling, they pro-

posed the “selective technology”. This technology suggests

placing the injector at the bottom of aquifer where horizontal

overlying barriers exist. The injected gas will migrate upwards

and decelerate at horizontal barriers. The injected gas is then

withdrawn at the top of the structure before it spreads hori-

zontally. The authors pointed out the complexity of this

strategy. The “selective technology” has not been numerically

investigated in 3D reservoir models.

With scarce literature on depleted hydrocarbon fields, there

is a need for further studies in this topic. Previous numerical

studies build their own models based on existing geological

structures, with lack of site-specific data like relative perme-

ability, residual saturations, capillary pressure etc. This work

takes advantage of a real history-matched simulation model

with site-specific parameters based on the Norne field offshore

Norway. The field is a middle-size hydrocarbon field (oil with a

thin gas cap) operated by Equinor Energy AS [21]. The field was

put on stream in 1997 andwas originally expected to be phased-

out by 2014, but the lifetime was recently extended until 2026.

The production strategy relies on water injection for pressure

support. Gas injection terminated in 2005 and production from

the gas cap started in 2019. The field is divided into four seg-

ments (C, D, E andG-segments) covering an area of 9 km� 3 km.

The Jurassic sandstone-reservoir contained 25 m of gas and

110 m of oil initially. The reservoir porosity and permeability

range between 25 and 30% and 20e2500 mD, respectively.
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saline aquifer was evaluated for the seasonal storage of

hydrogen generated from wind in Northern Spain [30]. The

maximum hydrogen saturation emerged in the near-well area

and in the top part of the reservoir. No viscous fingering was

observed explained by the structure's deep slopes. Recovery

rates up to 78% were achieved for single cycles. Upconing was

themain issue affecting the storage efficiency. Implementation

of different well placement strategies improved storage per-

formance. Seasonal hydrogen storage in a deep aquifer was

assessed using an existing anticlinal structure in NW Poland

[17]. They focused on estimating the optimal conditions for

hydrogen storage governed by water-coning and the capillary

entry and fracturing pressure limits. When injected, hydrogen

tended to rise upwards, leading to hydrogen accumulation

along the top part of the reservoir. Hydrogen injection was

favored in the highly permeable zones. Maximum hydrogen

concentration occurred in thenear-well area and in the top part

of the reservoir. No viscous fingering was observed explained

by steep reservoir boundary. Hydrogen recovery increasedwith

increasing number of cycles, with maximum recovery rate of

over 50%. Water-coning was pointed as the main limitation.

Short-term hydrogen storage was examined in aquifer in

the North German Basin [28]. Nitrogen served as cushion gas,

followed by initial filling with hydrogen. Hydrogen accumu-

latedmainly in the near-well areawhereas nitrogenmigration

was far-reaching. Gravitational effects were observed that

resulted in hydrogen accumulation in the upper parts of the

reservoir, with nitrogen being distributed in the lower part.

Hydrogen recovery increased with increasing storage cycles.

They concluded that changing the injection pattern of cushion

gases could potentially improve the storage efficiency. An

alternative storage strategy was suggested [10] to minimize

hydrogen loss in aquifers due to viscous fingering. Using

analytical methods and 2D numerical modelling, they pro-

posed the “selective technology”. This technology suggests

placing the injector at the bottom of aquifer where horizontal

overlying barriers exist. The injected gas will migrate upwards

and decelerate at horizontal barriers. The injected gas is then

withdrawn at the top of the structure before it spreads hori-

zontally. The authors pointed out the complexity of this

strategy. The “selective technology” has not been numerically

investigated in 3D reservoir models.

With scarce literature on depleted hydrocarbon fields, there

is a need for further studies in this topic. Previous numerical

studies build their own models based on existing geological

structures, with lack of site-specific data like relative perme-

ability, residual saturations, capillary pressure etc. This work

takes advantage of a real history-matched simulation model

with site-specific parameters based on the Norne field offshore

Norway. The field is a middle-size hydrocarbon field (oil with a

thin gas cap) operated by Equinor Energy AS [21]. The field was

put on stream in 1997 andwas originally expected to be phased-

out by 2014, but the lifetime was recently extended until 2026.

The production strategy relies on water injection for pressure

support. Gas injection terminated in 2005 and production from

the gas cap started in 2019. The field is divided into four seg-

ments (C, D, E andG-segments) covering an area of 9 km� 3 km.

The Jurassic sandstone-reservoir contained 25 m of gas and

110 m of oil initially. The reservoir porosity and permeability

range between 25 and 30% and 20e2500 mD, respectively.
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salineaquiferwasevaluatedfortheseasonalstorageof

hydrogengeneratedfromwindinNorthernSpain[30].The

maximumhydrogensaturationemergedinthenear-wellarea

andinthetoppartofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwas

observedexplainedbythestructure'sdeepslopes.Recovery

ratesupto78%wereachievedforsinglecycles.Upconingwas

themainissueaffectingthestorageefficiency.Implementation

ofdifferentwellplacementstrategiesimprovedstorageper-

formance.Seasonalhydrogenstorageinadeepaquiferwas

assessedusinganexistinganticlinalstructureinNWPoland

[17].Theyfocusedonestimatingtheoptimalconditionsfor

hydrogenstoragegovernedbywater-coningandthecapillary

entryandfracturingpressurelimits.Wheninjected,hydrogen

tendedtoriseupwards,leadingtohydrogenaccumulation

alongthetoppartofthereservoir.Hydrogeninjectionwas

favoredinthehighlypermeablezones.Maximumhydrogen

concentrationoccurredinthenear-wellareaandinthetoppart

ofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwasobservedexplained

bysteepreservoirboundary.Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwith

increasingnumberofcycles,withmaximumrecoveryrateof

over50%.Water-coningwaspointedasthemainlimitation.

Short-termhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinaquiferin

theNorthGermanBasin[28].Nitrogenservedascushiongas,

followedbyinitialfillingwithhydrogen.Hydrogenaccumu-

latedmainlyinthenear-wellareawhereasnitrogenmigration

wasfar-reaching.Gravitationaleffectswereobservedthat

resultedinhydrogenaccumulationintheupperpartsofthe

reservoir,withnitrogenbeingdistributedinthelowerpart.

Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwithincreasingstoragecycles.

Theyconcludedthatchangingtheinjectionpatternofcushion

gasescouldpotentiallyimprovethestorageefficiency.An

alternativestoragestrategywassuggested[10]tominimize

hydrogenlossinaquifersduetoviscousfingering.Using

analyticalmethodsand2Dnumericalmodelling,theypro-

posedthe“selectivetechnology”.Thistechnologysuggests

placingtheinjectoratthebottomofaquiferwherehorizontal

overlyingbarriersexist.Theinjectedgaswillmigrateupwards

anddecelerateathorizontalbarriers.Theinjectedgasisthen

withdrawnatthetopofthestructurebeforeitspreadshori-

zontally.Theauthorspointedoutthecomplexityofthis

strategy.The“selectivetechnology”hasnotbeennumerically

investigatedin3Dreservoirmodels.

Withscarceliteratureondepletedhydrocarbonfields,there

isaneedforfurtherstudiesinthistopic.Previousnumerical

studiesbuildtheirownmodelsbasedonexistinggeological

structures,withlackofsite-specificdatalikerelativeperme-

ability,residualsaturations,capillarypressureetc.Thiswork

takesadvantageofarealhistory-matchedsimulationmodel

withsite-specificparametersbasedontheNornefieldoffshore

Norway.Thefieldisamiddle-sizehydrocarbonfield(oilwitha

thingascap)operatedbyEquinorEnergyAS[21].Thefieldwas

putonstreamin1997andwasoriginallyexpectedtobephased-

outby2014,butthelifetimewasrecentlyextendeduntil2026.

Theproductionstrategyreliesonwaterinjectionforpressure

support.Gasinjectionterminatedin2005andproductionfrom

thegascapstartedin2019.Thefieldisdividedintofourseg-

ments(C,D,EandG-segments)coveringanareaof9km�3km.

TheJurassicsandstone-reservoircontained25mofgasand

110mofoilinitially.Thereservoirporosityandpermeability

rangebetween25and30%and20e2500mD,respectively.
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salineaquiferwasevaluatedfortheseasonalstorageof

hydrogengeneratedfromwindinNorthernSpain[30].The

maximumhydrogensaturationemergedinthenear-wellarea

andinthetoppartofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwas

observedexplainedbythestructure'sdeepslopes.Recovery

ratesupto78%wereachievedforsinglecycles.Upconingwas

themainissueaffectingthestorageefficiency.Implementation

ofdifferentwellplacementstrategiesimprovedstorageper-

formance.Seasonalhydrogenstorageinadeepaquiferwas

assessedusinganexistinganticlinalstructureinNWPoland

[17].Theyfocusedonestimatingtheoptimalconditionsfor

hydrogenstoragegovernedbywater-coningandthecapillary

entryandfracturingpressurelimits.Wheninjected,hydrogen

tendedtoriseupwards,leadingtohydrogenaccumulation

alongthetoppartofthereservoir.Hydrogeninjectionwas

favoredinthehighlypermeablezones.Maximumhydrogen

concentrationoccurredinthenear-wellareaandinthetoppart

ofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwasobservedexplained

bysteepreservoirboundary.Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwith

increasingnumberofcycles,withmaximumrecoveryrateof

over50%.Water-coningwaspointedasthemainlimitation.

Short-termhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinaquiferin

theNorthGermanBasin[28].Nitrogenservedascushiongas,

followedbyinitialfillingwithhydrogen.Hydrogenaccumu-

latedmainlyinthenear-wellareawhereasnitrogenmigration

wasfar-reaching.Gravitationaleffectswereobservedthat

resultedinhydrogenaccumulationintheupperpartsofthe

reservoir,withnitrogenbeingdistributedinthelowerpart.

Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwithincreasingstoragecycles.

Theyconcludedthatchangingtheinjectionpatternofcushion

gasescouldpotentiallyimprovethestorageefficiency.An

alternativestoragestrategywassuggested[10]tominimize

hydrogenlossinaquifersduetoviscousfingering.Using

analyticalmethodsand2Dnumericalmodelling,theypro-

posedthe“selectivetechnology”.Thistechnologysuggests

placingtheinjectoratthebottomofaquiferwherehorizontal

overlyingbarriersexist.Theinjectedgaswillmigrateupwards

anddecelerateathorizontalbarriers.Theinjectedgasisthen

withdrawnatthetopofthestructurebeforeitspreadshori-

zontally.Theauthorspointedoutthecomplexityofthis

strategy.The“selectivetechnology”hasnotbeennumerically

investigatedin3Dreservoirmodels.

Withscarceliteratureondepletedhydrocarbonfields,there

isaneedforfurtherstudiesinthistopic.Previousnumerical

studiesbuildtheirownmodelsbasedonexistinggeological

structures,withlackofsite-specificdatalikerelativeperme-

ability,residualsaturations,capillarypressureetc.Thiswork

takesadvantageofarealhistory-matchedsimulationmodel

withsite-specificparametersbasedontheNornefieldoffshore

Norway.Thefieldisamiddle-sizehydrocarbonfield(oilwitha

thingascap)operatedbyEquinorEnergyAS[21].Thefieldwas

putonstreamin1997andwasoriginallyexpectedtobephased-

outby2014,butthelifetimewasrecentlyextendeduntil2026.

Theproductionstrategyreliesonwaterinjectionforpressure

support.Gasinjectionterminatedin2005andproductionfrom

thegascapstartedin2019.Thefieldisdividedintofourseg-

ments(C,D,EandG-segments)coveringanareaof9km�3km.

TheJurassicsandstone-reservoircontained25mofgasand

110mofoilinitially.Thereservoirporosityandpermeability

rangebetween25and30%and20e2500mD,respectively.
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salineaquiferwasevaluatedfortheseasonalstorageof

hydrogengeneratedfromwindinNorthernSpain[30].The

maximumhydrogensaturationemergedinthenear-wellarea

andinthetoppartofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwas

observedexplainedbythestructure'sdeepslopes.Recovery

ratesupto78%wereachievedforsinglecycles.Upconingwas

themainissueaffectingthestorageefficiency.Implementation

ofdifferentwellplacementstrategiesimprovedstorageper-

formance.Seasonalhydrogenstorageinadeepaquiferwas

assessedusinganexistinganticlinalstructureinNWPoland

[17].Theyfocusedonestimatingtheoptimalconditionsfor

hydrogenstoragegovernedbywater-coningandthecapillary

entryandfracturingpressurelimits.Wheninjected,hydrogen

tendedtoriseupwards,leadingtohydrogenaccumulation

alongthetoppartofthereservoir.Hydrogeninjectionwas

favoredinthehighlypermeablezones.Maximumhydrogen

concentrationoccurredinthenear-wellareaandinthetoppart

ofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwasobservedexplained

bysteepreservoirboundary.Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwith

increasingnumberofcycles,withmaximumrecoveryrateof

over50%.Water-coningwaspointedasthemainlimitation.

Short-termhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinaquiferin

theNorthGermanBasin[28].Nitrogenservedascushiongas,

followedbyinitialfillingwithhydrogen.Hydrogenaccumu-

latedmainlyinthenear-wellareawhereasnitrogenmigration

wasfar-reaching.Gravitationaleffectswereobservedthat

resultedinhydrogenaccumulationintheupperpartsofthe

reservoir,withnitrogenbeingdistributedinthelowerpart.

Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwithincreasingstoragecycles.

Theyconcludedthatchangingtheinjectionpatternofcushion

gasescouldpotentiallyimprovethestorageefficiency.An

alternativestoragestrategywassuggested[10]tominimize

hydrogenlossinaquifersduetoviscousfingering.Using

analyticalmethodsand2Dnumericalmodelling,theypro-

posedthe“selectivetechnology”.Thistechnologysuggests

placingtheinjectoratthebottomofaquiferwherehorizontal

overlyingbarriersexist.Theinjectedgaswillmigrateupwards

anddecelerateathorizontalbarriers.Theinjectedgasisthen

withdrawnatthetopofthestructurebeforeitspreadshori-

zontally.Theauthorspointedoutthecomplexityofthis

strategy.The“selectivetechnology”hasnotbeennumerically

investigatedin3Dreservoirmodels.

Withscarceliteratureondepletedhydrocarbonfields,there

isaneedforfurtherstudiesinthistopic.Previousnumerical

studiesbuildtheirownmodelsbasedonexistinggeological

structures,withlackofsite-specificdatalikerelativeperme-

ability,residualsaturations,capillarypressureetc.Thiswork

takesadvantageofarealhistory-matchedsimulationmodel

withsite-specificparametersbasedontheNornefieldoffshore

Norway.Thefieldisamiddle-sizehydrocarbonfield(oilwitha

thingascap)operatedbyEquinorEnergyAS[21].Thefieldwas

putonstreamin1997andwasoriginallyexpectedtobephased-

outby2014,butthelifetimewasrecentlyextendeduntil2026.

Theproductionstrategyreliesonwaterinjectionforpressure

support.Gasinjectionterminatedin2005andproductionfrom

thegascapstartedin2019.Thefieldisdividedintofourseg-

ments(C,D,EandG-segments)coveringanareaof9km�3km.

TheJurassicsandstone-reservoircontained25mofgasand

110mofoilinitially.Thereservoirporosityandpermeability

rangebetween25and30%and20e2500mD,respectively.
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salineaquiferwasevaluatedfortheseasonalstorageof

hydrogengeneratedfromwindinNorthernSpain[30].The

maximumhydrogensaturationemergedinthenear-wellarea

andinthetoppartofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwas

observedexplainedbythestructure'sdeepslopes.Recovery

ratesupto78%wereachievedforsinglecycles.Upconingwas

themainissueaffectingthestorageefficiency.Implementation

ofdifferentwellplacementstrategiesimprovedstorageper-

formance.Seasonalhydrogenstorageinadeepaquiferwas

assessedusinganexistinganticlinalstructureinNWPoland

[17].Theyfocusedonestimatingtheoptimalconditionsfor

hydrogenstoragegovernedbywater-coningandthecapillary

entryandfracturingpressurelimits.Wheninjected,hydrogen

tendedtoriseupwards,leadingtohydrogenaccumulation

alongthetoppartofthereservoir.Hydrogeninjectionwas

favoredinthehighlypermeablezones.Maximumhydrogen

concentrationoccurredinthenear-wellareaandinthetoppart

ofthereservoir.Noviscousfingeringwasobservedexplained

bysteepreservoirboundary.Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwith

increasingnumberofcycles,withmaximumrecoveryrateof

over50%.Water-coningwaspointedasthemainlimitation.

Short-termhydrogenstoragewasexaminedinaquiferin

theNorthGermanBasin[28].Nitrogenservedascushiongas,

followedbyinitialfillingwithhydrogen.Hydrogenaccumu-

latedmainlyinthenear-wellareawhereasnitrogenmigration

wasfar-reaching.Gravitationaleffectswereobservedthat

resultedinhydrogenaccumulationintheupperpartsofthe

reservoir,withnitrogenbeingdistributedinthelowerpart.

Hydrogenrecoveryincreasedwithincreasingstoragecycles.
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Norne simulation model

The publicly available Norne simulation model (ECLIPSE E100

black-oil) enabled investigation on hydrogen storage under

realistic reservoir geometry and properties [22]. The simula-

tionmodel with faults, sloping pillars and 36 wells was history

matched until December 2006 (Fig. 1a), with the following key

features: end-point scaling for relative permeability and

capillary pressure, multiple saturation regions, inter-region

and fault transmissibility multipliers. The simulation model

has 113,344 grid cells with the lateral individual grid resolu-

tion of 80e100 m and vertical resolution of 2e10 m.

The E100 Norne simulation model cannot directly be used to

simulate hydrogen storage because a fourth fluid phase

component must be included. Previous porous media hydrogen

studies [28] use the compositional E300 version to accommodate

the hydrogen phase, but E300 show poor performance in history

matching hydrogen storage in a depleted gas reservoir [29].

Hence, we used the Solvent option in E100 to extend the Norne

E100 model by introducing a new dry gas phase (hydrogen)

distinguishable from the formation gas. The Solvent model, in

contrast to full conversion to compositional models, may

encourage the industrial actors to use existing black-oil models

to easily adapt for planning hydrogen storage projects. The

Solvent option in E100 offers two differentmodesemiscible and

immiscible. Due to lack of appropriate miscibility data between

hydrogen and oil, we use the immiscible mode with literature

hydrogen properties [19]. We used original Norne relative

permeability functions for gas, oil and water. The gas/hydrogen

relative permeability was introduced, where the total relative

permeability of the gas phase (formation gas þ hydrogen) is a

function of the total gas saturation, that is Krgt ¼ Krg (Sg þ SH2).

Default values for gas/hydrogen relative permeabilitywere used,

representing typical “straight-line” functions.

Fig. 1 e (a) Norne simulation grid with well locations denoted by vertical grey and red bars. The white downward arrows

locate the wells Ce3H and Fe3H for hydrogen injection and withdrawal in this work. (b) Vertical xy-slice showing the

perforation intervals (white bars) in Ce3H which indicate three different storage zones (top to bottom): gas, oil, and water.

Vertical distance is 5-times exaggerated. The ternary diagrams at the bottom of each figure represent a reservoir fluid

system as follows: gas (red), oil (green), and water (blue).
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contrasttofullconversiontocompositionalmodels,may

encouragetheindustrialactorstouseexistingblack-oilmodels

toeasilyadaptforplanninghydrogenstorageprojects.The

SolventoptioninE100offerstwodifferentmodesemiscibleand

immiscible.Duetolackofappropriatemiscibilitydatabetween

hydrogenandoil,weusetheimmisciblemodewithliterature

hydrogenproperties[19].WeusedoriginalNornerelative

permeabilityfunctionsforgas,oilandwater.Thegas/hydrogen

relativepermeabilitywasintroduced,wherethetotalrelative

permeabilityofthegasphase(formationgasþhydrogen)isa

functionofthetotalgassaturation,thatisKrgt¼Krg(SgþSH2).

Defaultvaluesforgas/hydrogenrelativepermeabilitywereused,

representingtypical“straight-line”functions.

Fig.1e(a)Nornesimulationgridwithwelllocationsdenotedbyverticalgreyandredbars.Thewhitedownwardarrows

locatethewellsCe3HandFe3Hforhydrogeninjectionandwithdrawalinthiswork.(b)Verticalxy-sliceshowingthe

perforationintervals(whitebars)inCe3Hwhichindicatethreedifferentstoragezones(toptobottom):gas,oil,andwater.

Verticaldistanceis5-timesexaggerated.Theternarydiagramsatthebottomofeachfigurerepresentareservoirfluid

systemasfollows:gas(red),oil(green),andwater(blue).
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Model preparations

Hydrogen storage was studied using the history-matched

Norne simulation model. To prepare the model for hydrogen

studies, we continued oil and gas production until reaching a

field oil production rate of 1500 Sm3/d. The field was water-

flooded with historical injection rates, with no gas injection.

Formation gas was produced from the gas cap, consistent with

the production strategy [21]. Hydrogen injection tests were run

after reaching the 1500 Sm3/d rate limit. Among the 36 wells,

the well Ce3H was chosen for hydrogen storage in all simu-

lation runs, and one case study used well Fe3H (Case study 3).

The well Ce3H was located on the edge of Norne C-segment,

with the well Fe3H drilled on the opposite side of the filed

(Fig. 1a). Both wells were drilled vertically through gas, oil, and

water zones.

The gas zone (Garn formation) in Ce3H,mainly gas saturated

(average Sg¼ 0.55) with irreducible water and some isolated oil

pockets, was physically separated from underlying oil and

water zones without vertical communication. Three perfora-

tions intervals with 27 m total depth (Fig. 1b) were used, where

the lowest interval connected to anoil pocket (So¼ 0.70, Sg¼ 0),

whereas the two upper perforations intervals connected to gas-

saturated grid cells (Sg range between 0.84 and 0.90, So¼ 0). The

oil zone (Ile formation) had four perforations over 24 m, where

all perforations connected to grid cells with water (Sw range

between 0.23 and 0.47). The two upper perforations connected

to grid cells with liberated gas (Sg range between 0.48 and 0.62),

whereas the lower two connected to oil-saturated grid cells (So

range between 0.47 and 0.52). The oil zone communicated with

underlyingwater saturated Tofte formation. Thewater zone (Tilje

4/3 formation) was predominantly water-filled, with a small

fraction of liberated gas (Sg < 0.1) in the near-injector area. Two

perforations with total depth of 50 m were used. The water

zone had poor vertical communicationwith the overlying Tofte

and underlying Tilje 2/1 formations (transmissibility multi-

pliers 0.001 and 0.00001, respectively).

All simulations were grouped into two packages. The first

was defined as the reference case which examined the storage

of 100% hydrogen into the well Ce3H. The second, referred to

as case studies, investigated the effect of various parameters e

cushion gas, injected gas composition, and structural geom-

etries. Both simulation packages studied the hydrogen storage

in three different zones separately e gas, oil, and water zones.

The perforation intervals in each storage zone are shown in

Fig. 1b. Each simulation included three different stages e

storage site initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged with-

drawal period e described next.

Initialization

The average reservoir pressure was around 130 bar prior to

hydrogen injection. We applied a bottom-hole-pressure

(BHP) constrain of 270 bar, corresponding to initial reser-

voir pressure; when reached the mode of injection was

switched to constant pressure. Hydrogen injection was

terminated when the average reservoir pressure in the

studied zone reached 250 bar; 20 bar below the initial

reservoir pressure to avoid potential fracturing and leak-

ages during storage operation.

The initialization stage used a constant volumetric injec-

tion rate of 3 million Sm3/d, within the range of historically

observed gas injection rates (2e4 million Sm3/d) in the well

Ce3H. The initial injection rate was a compromise to achieve

consistency of simulation conditions and a reasonable dura-

tion of initialization. For comparison, published simulation

studies of underground hydrogen storage use injection rates

between 0.2 and 0.8 million Sm3/d [7,17,30].

Cyclic operation

Seasonal hydrogen storage operation consisted of four annual

cycles with one 5-month withdrawal and one 7-month injec-

tion period in each cycle. The cyclic operation stage started

immediately after initialization was completed, with a with-

drawal/injection rate limit of 3million Sm3/d and BHP limits of

270 bar (upper) and 180 bar (lower). Prior to operation the

average reservoir pressure in each zone was 250 bar. The

choice of lower BHP limit ensured constant hydrogen deliv-

erability during operation, and the withdrawal rate of 3

million Sm3/d is within literature values [7,17,30].

Prolonged withdrawal

After the 4th withdrawal/injection cycle, a prolonged with-

drawal period was simulated to estimate final hydrogen re-

covery factors. The withdrawal was controlled by a rate of 3

million Sm3/d and a lower limit of 130 bar BHP to meet the

average reservoir pressure prior to the initialization stage.

Prolonged withdrawal period had an economic limit set to 1

million Sm3/d of hydrogen. This critical rate was found based

on the following data: 1) the total operating cost on the Nor-

wegian Continental Shelf of NOK 60 billion/year for 87 fields

[20]; 2) hydrogen production cost with CCUS in Europe of 2.32

USD/kgH2 [12].

Results and discussion

This section presents and evaluates the simulation results and

discuss their implications. The results are grouped into two

main parts: 1) Reference case examining hydrogen storage into

the well Ce3H in gas, oil and water zones separately; 2) Case

studies investigating the effect of three parameters on hydrogen

storage: cushion gas and injected gas composition in the well

Ce3H, and structural geometries using the well Fe3H.

Reference case

Initialization
Storage capacity. Prior to injection of hydrogen, the gas zone

was predominantly saturated with formation gas (compress-

ible fluid), whereas oil and water zones contained mixes of oil

and water (incompressible fluids) with some liberated gas in

top layers. The pressure-controlled injection of hydrogen

determined the rate and total amount of hydrogen injected in

each zone (Fig. 2; case Ref in Table 2). The gas zone did not reach

the BHP limit and maintained constant injection during the

entire period (1085 days). In contrast, the water zone BHP limit

was reached upon initialization due to poor vertical
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Modelpreparations

Hydrogenstoragewasstudiedusingthehistory-matched

Nornesimulationmodel.Topreparethemodelforhydrogen

studies,wecontinuedoilandgasproductionuntilreachinga

fieldoilproductionrateof1500Sm3/d.Thefieldwaswater-

floodedwithhistoricalinjectionrates,withnogasinjection.

Formationgaswasproducedfromthegascap,consistentwith

theproductionstrategy[21].Hydrogeninjectiontestswererun

afterreachingthe1500Sm3/dratelimit.Amongthe36wells,

thewellCe3Hwaschosenforhydrogenstorageinallsimu-

lationruns,andonecasestudyusedwellFe3H(Casestudy3).

ThewellCe3HwaslocatedontheedgeofNorneC-segment,

withthewellFe3Hdrilledontheoppositesideofthefiled

(Fig.1a).Bothwellsweredrilledverticallythroughgas,oil,and

waterzones.

Thegaszone(Garnformation)inCe3H,mainlygassaturated

(averageSg¼0.55)withirreduciblewaterandsomeisolatedoil

pockets,wasphysicallyseparatedfromunderlyingoiland

waterzoneswithoutverticalcommunication.Threeperfora-

tionsintervalswith27mtotaldepth(Fig.1b)wereused,where

thelowestintervalconnectedtoanoilpocket(So¼0.70,Sg¼0),

whereasthetwoupperperforationsintervalsconnectedtogas-

saturatedgridcells(Sgrangebetween0.84and0.90,So¼0).The

oilzone(Ileformation)hadfourperforationsover24m,where

allperforationsconnectedtogridcellswithwater(Swrange

between0.23and0.47).Thetwoupperperforationsconnected

togridcellswithliberatedgas(Sgrangebetween0.48and0.62),

whereasthelowertwoconnectedtooil-saturatedgridcells(So

rangebetween0.47and0.52).Theoilzonecommunicatedwith

underlyingwatersaturatedTofteformation.Thewaterzone(Tilje

4/3formation)waspredominantlywater-filled,withasmall

fractionofliberatedgas(Sg<0.1)inthenear-injectorarea.Two

perforationswithtotaldepthof50mwereused.Thewater

zonehadpoorverticalcommunicationwiththeoverlyingTofte

andunderlyingTilje2/1formations(transmissibilitymulti-

pliers0.001and0.00001,respectively).

Allsimulationsweregroupedintotwopackages.Thefirst

wasdefinedasthereferencecasewhichexaminedthestorage

of100%hydrogenintothewellCe3H.Thesecond,referredto

ascasestudies,investigatedtheeffectofvariousparameterse

cushiongas,injectedgascomposition,andstructuralgeom-

etries.Bothsimulationpackagesstudiedthehydrogenstorage

inthreedifferentzonesseparatelyegas,oil,andwaterzones.

Theperforationintervalsineachstoragezoneareshownin

Fig.1b.Eachsimulationincludedthreedifferentstagese

storagesiteinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwith-

drawalperiodedescribednext.

Initialization

Theaveragereservoirpressurewasaround130barpriorto

hydrogeninjection.Weappliedabottom-hole-pressure

(BHP)constrainof270bar,correspondingtoinitialreser-

voirpressure;whenreachedthemodeofinjectionwas

switchedtoconstantpressure.Hydrogeninjectionwas

terminatedwhentheaveragereservoirpressureinthe

studiedzonereached250bar;20barbelowtheinitial

reservoirpressuretoavoidpotentialfracturingandleak-

agesduringstorageoperation.

Theinitializationstageusedaconstantvolumetricinjec-

tionrateof3millionSm3/d,withintherangeofhistorically

observedgasinjectionrates(2e4millionSm3/d)inthewell

Ce3H.Theinitialinjectionratewasacompromisetoachieve

consistencyofsimulationconditionsandareasonabledura-

tionofinitialization.Forcomparison,publishedsimulation

studiesofundergroundhydrogenstorageuseinjectionrates

between0.2and0.8millionSm3/d[7,17,30].

Cyclicoperation

Seasonalhydrogenstorageoperationconsistedoffourannual

cycleswithone5-monthwithdrawalandone7-monthinjec-

tionperiodineachcycle.Thecyclicoperationstagestarted

immediatelyafterinitializationwascompleted,withawith-

drawal/injectionratelimitof3millionSm3/dandBHPlimitsof

270bar(upper)and180bar(lower).Priortooperationthe

averagereservoirpressureineachzonewas250bar.The

choiceoflowerBHPlimitensuredconstanthydrogendeliv-

erabilityduringoperation,andthewithdrawalrateof3

millionSm3/diswithinliteraturevalues[7,17,30].

Prolongedwithdrawal

Afterthe4thwithdrawal/injectioncycle,aprolongedwith-

drawalperiodwassimulatedtoestimatefinalhydrogenre-

coveryfactors.Thewithdrawalwascontrolledbyarateof3

millionSm3/dandalowerlimitof130barBHPtomeetthe

averagereservoirpressurepriortotheinitializationstage.

Prolongedwithdrawalperiodhadaneconomiclimitsetto1

millionSm3/dofhydrogen.Thiscriticalratewasfoundbased

onthefollowingdata:1)thetotaloperatingcostontheNor-

wegianContinentalShelfofNOK60billion/yearfor87fields

[20];2)hydrogenproductioncostwithCCUSinEuropeof2.32

USD/kgH2[12].

Resultsanddiscussion

Thissectionpresentsandevaluatesthesimulationresultsand

discusstheirimplications.Theresultsaregroupedintotwo

mainparts:1)Referencecaseexamininghydrogenstorageinto

thewellCe3Hingas,oilandwaterzonesseparately;2)Case

studiesinvestigatingtheeffectofthreeparametersonhydrogen

storage:cushiongasandinjectedgascompositioninthewell

Ce3H,andstructuralgeometriesusingthewellFe3H.

Referencecase

Initialization
Storagecapacity.Priortoinjectionofhydrogen,thegaszone

waspredominantlysaturatedwithformationgas(compress-

iblefluid),whereasoilandwaterzonescontainedmixesofoil

andwater(incompressiblefluids)withsomeliberatedgasin

toplayers.Thepressure-controlledinjectionofhydrogen

determinedtherateandtotalamountofhydrogeninjectedin

eachzone(Fig.2;caseRefinTable2).Thegaszonedidnotreach

theBHPlimitandmaintainedconstantinjectionduringthe

entireperiod(1085days).Incontrast,thewaterzoneBHPlimit

wasreacheduponinitializationduetopoorvertical
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Hydrogenstoragewasstudiedusingthehistory-matched
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studies,wecontinuedoilandgasproductionuntilreachinga

fieldoilproductionrateof1500Sm3/d.Thefieldwaswater-

floodedwithhistoricalinjectionrates,withnogasinjection.
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(Fig.1a).Bothwellsweredrilledverticallythroughgas,oil,and

waterzones.

Thegaszone(Garnformation)inCe3H,mainlygassaturated

(averageSg¼0.55)withirreduciblewaterandsomeisolatedoil

pockets,wasphysicallyseparatedfromunderlyingoiland

waterzoneswithoutverticalcommunication.Threeperfora-

tionsintervalswith27mtotaldepth(Fig.1b)wereused,where
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andunderlyingTilje2/1formations(transmissibilitymulti-

pliers0.001and0.00001,respectively).

Allsimulationsweregroupedintotwopackages.Thefirst

wasdefinedasthereferencecasewhichexaminedthestorage

of100%hydrogenintothewellCe3H.Thesecond,referredto

ascasestudies,investigatedtheeffectofvariousparameterse

cushiongas,injectedgascomposition,andstructuralgeom-

etries.Bothsimulationpackagesstudiedthehydrogenstorage

inthreedifferentzonesseparatelyegas,oil,andwaterzones.

Theperforationintervalsineachstoragezoneareshownin

Fig.1b.Eachsimulationincludedthreedifferentstagese

storagesiteinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwith-
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Initialization
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(BHP)constrainof270bar,correspondingtoinitialreser-

voirpressure;whenreachedthemodeofinjectionwas

switchedtoconstantpressure.Hydrogeninjectionwas

terminatedwhentheaveragereservoirpressureinthe

studiedzonereached250bar;20barbelowtheinitial

reservoirpressuretoavoidpotentialfracturingandleak-

agesduringstorageoperation.

Theinitializationstageusedaconstantvolumetricinjec-

tionrateof3millionSm3/d,withintherangeofhistorically

observedgasinjectionrates(2e4millionSm3/d)inthewell

Ce3H.Theinitialinjectionratewasacompromisetoachieve

consistencyofsimulationconditionsandareasonabledura-

tionofinitialization.Forcomparison,publishedsimulation
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between0.2and0.8millionSm3/d[7,17,30].

Cyclicoperation
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270bar(upper)and180bar(lower).Priortooperationthe

averagereservoirpressureineachzonewas250bar.The

choiceoflowerBHPlimitensuredconstanthydrogendeliv-

erabilityduringoperation,andthewithdrawalrateof3

millionSm3/diswithinliteraturevalues[7,17,30].

Prolongedwithdrawal

Afterthe4thwithdrawal/injectioncycle,aprolongedwith-

drawalperiodwassimulatedtoestimatefinalhydrogenre-

coveryfactors.Thewithdrawalwascontrolledbyarateof3

millionSm3/dandalowerlimitof130barBHPtomeetthe

averagereservoirpressurepriortotheinitializationstage.

Prolongedwithdrawalperiodhadaneconomiclimitsetto1

millionSm3/dofhydrogen.Thiscriticalratewasfoundbased

onthefollowingdata:1)thetotaloperatingcostontheNor-

wegianContinentalShelfofNOK60billion/yearfor87fields

[20];2)hydrogenproductioncostwithCCUSinEuropeof2.32

USD/kgH2[12].

Resultsanddiscussion

Thissectionpresentsandevaluatesthesimulationresultsand

discusstheirimplications.Theresultsaregroupedintotwo

mainparts:1)Referencecaseexamininghydrogenstorageinto

thewellCe3Hingas,oilandwaterzonesseparately;2)Case

studiesinvestigatingtheeffectofthreeparametersonhydrogen

storage:cushiongasandinjectedgascompositioninthewell

Ce3H,andstructuralgeometriesusingthewellFe3H.

Referencecase

Initialization
Storagecapacity.Priortoinjectionofhydrogen,thegaszone

waspredominantlysaturatedwithformationgas(compress-

iblefluid),whereasoilandwaterzonescontainedmixesofoil

andwater(incompressiblefluids)withsomeliberatedgasin

toplayers.Thepressure-controlledinjectionofhydrogen

determinedtherateandtotalamountofhydrogeninjectedin

eachzone(Fig.2;caseRefinTable2).Thegaszonedidnotreach

theBHPlimitandmaintainedconstantinjectionduringthe

entireperiod(1085days).Incontrast,thewaterzoneBHPlimit

wasreacheduponinitializationduetopoorvertical
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Model preparations

Hydrogen storage was studied using the history-matched

Norne simulation model. To prepare the model for hydrogen

studies, we continued oil and gas production until reaching a

field oil production rate of 1500 Sm
3
/d. The field was water-

flooded with historical injection rates, with no gas injection.

Formation gas was produced from the gas cap, consistent with

the production strategy [21]. Hydrogen injection tests were run

after reaching the 1500 Sm
3
/d rate limit. Among the 36 wells,

the well Ce3H was chosen for hydrogen storage in all simu-

lation runs, and one case study used well Fe3H (Case study 3).

The well Ce3H was located on the edge of Norne C-segment,

with the well Fe3H drilled on the opposite side of the filed

(Fig. 1a). Both wells were drilled vertically through gas, oil, and

water zones.

The gas zone (Garn formation) in Ce3H,mainly gas saturated

(average Sg¼ 0.55) with irreducible water and some isolated oil

pockets, was physically separated from underlying oil and

water zones without vertical communication. Three perfora-

tions intervals with 27 m total depth (Fig. 1b) were used, where

the lowest interval connected to anoil pocket (So¼ 0.70, Sg¼ 0),

whereas the two upper perforations intervals connected to gas-

saturated grid cells (Sg range between 0.84 and 0.90, So¼ 0). The

oil zone (Ile formation) had four perforations over 24 m, where

all perforations connected to grid cells with water (Sw range

between 0.23 and 0.47). The two upper perforations connected

to grid cells with liberated gas (Sg range between 0.48 and 0.62),

whereas the lower two connected to oil-saturated grid cells (So

range between 0.47 and 0.52). The oil zone communicated with

underlyingwater saturated Tofte formation. Thewater zone (Tilje

4/3 formation) was predominantly water-filled, with a small

fraction of liberated gas (Sg < 0.1) in the near-injector area. Two

perforations with total depth of 50 m were used. The water

zone had poor vertical communicationwith the overlying Tofte

and underlying Tilje 2/1 formations (transmissibility multi-

pliers 0.001 and 0.00001, respectively).

All simulations were grouped into two packages. The first

was defined as the reference case which examined the storage

of 100% hydrogen into the well Ce3H. The second, referred to

as case studies, investigated the effect of various parameters e

cushion gas, injected gas composition, and structural geom-

etries. Both simulation packages studied the hydrogen storage

in three different zones separately e gas, oil, and water zones.

The perforation intervals in each storage zone are shown in

Fig. 1b. Each simulation included three different stages e

storage site initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged with-

drawal period e described next.

Initialization

The average reservoir pressure was around 130 bar prior to

hydrogen injection. We applied a bottom-hole-pressure

(BHP) constrain of 270 bar, corresponding to initial reser-

voir pressure; when reached the mode of injection was

switched to constant pressure. Hydrogen injection was

terminated when the average reservoir pressure in the

studied zone reached 250 bar; 20 bar below the initial

reservoir pressure to avoid potential fracturing and leak-

ages during storage operation.

The initialization stage used a constant volumetric injec-

tion rate of 3 million Sm
3
/d, within the range of historically

observed gas injection rates (2e4 million Sm
3
/d) in the well

Ce3H. The initial injection rate was a compromise to achieve

consistency of simulation conditions and a reasonable dura-

tion of initialization. For comparison, published simulation

studies of underground hydrogen storage use injection rates

between 0.2 and 0.8 million Sm
3
/d [7,17,30].

Cyclic operation

Seasonal hydrogen storage operation consisted of four annual

cycles with one 5-month withdrawal and one 7-month injec-

tion period in each cycle. The cyclic operation stage started

immediately after initialization was completed, with a with-

drawal/injection rate limit of 3million Sm
3
/d and BHP limits of

270 bar (upper) and 180 bar (lower). Prior to operation the

average reservoir pressure in each zone was 250 bar. The

choice of lower BHP limit ensured constant hydrogen deliv-

erability during operation, and the withdrawal rate of 3

million Sm
3
/d is within literature values [7,17,30].

Prolonged withdrawal

After the 4th withdrawal/injection cycle, a prolonged with-

drawal period was simulated to estimate final hydrogen re-

covery factors. The withdrawal was controlled by a rate of 3

million Sm
3
/d and a lower limit of 130 bar BHP to meet the

average reservoir pressure prior to the initialization stage.

Prolonged withdrawal period had an economic limit set to 1

million Sm
3
/d of hydrogen. This critical rate was found based

on the following data: 1) the total operating cost on the Nor-

wegian Continental Shelf of NOK 60 billion/year for 87 fields

[20]; 2) hydrogen production cost with CCUS in Europe of 2.32

USD/kgH2 [12].

Results and discussion

This section presents and evaluates the simulation results and

discuss their implications. The results are grouped into two

main parts: 1) Reference case examining hydrogen storage into

the well Ce3H in gas, oil and water zones separately; 2) Case

studies investigating the effect of three parameters on hydrogen

storage: cushion gas and injected gas composition in the well

Ce3H, and structural geometries using the well Fe3H.

Reference case

Initialization
Storage capacity. Prior to injection of hydrogen, the gas zone

was predominantly saturated with formation gas (compress-

ible fluid), whereas oil and water zones contained mixes of oil

and water (incompressible fluids) with some liberated gas in

top layers. The pressure-controlled injection of hydrogen

determined the rate and total amount of hydrogen injected in

each zone (Fig. 2; case Ref in Table 2). The gas zone did not reach

the BHP limit and maintained constant injection during the

entire period (1085 days). In contrast, the water zone BHP limit

was reached upon initialization due to poor vertical
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Model preparations

Hydrogen storage was studied using the history-matched

Norne simulation model. To prepare the model for hydrogen

studies, we continued oil and gas production until reaching a

field oil production rate of 1500 Sm
3
/d. The field was water-

flooded with historical injection rates, with no gas injection.

Formation gas was produced from the gas cap, consistent with

the production strategy [21]. Hydrogen injection tests were run

after reaching the 1500 Sm
3
/d rate limit. Among the 36 wells,

the well Ce3H was chosen for hydrogen storage in all simu-

lation runs, and one case study used well Fe3H (Case study 3).

The well Ce3H was located on the edge of Norne C-segment,

with the well Fe3H drilled on the opposite side of the filed

(Fig. 1a). Both wells were drilled vertically through gas, oil, and

water zones.

The gas zone (Garn formation) in Ce3H,mainly gas saturated

(average Sg¼ 0.55) with irreducible water and some isolated oil

pockets, was physically separated from underlying oil and

water zones without vertical communication. Three perfora-

tions intervals with 27 m total depth (Fig. 1b) were used, where

the lowest interval connected to anoil pocket (So¼ 0.70, Sg¼ 0),

whereas the two upper perforations intervals connected to gas-

saturated grid cells (Sg range between 0.84 and 0.90, So¼ 0). The

oil zone (Ile formation) had four perforations over 24 m, where

all perforations connected to grid cells with water (Sw range

between 0.23 and 0.47). The two upper perforations connected

to grid cells with liberated gas (Sg range between 0.48 and 0.62),

whereas the lower two connected to oil-saturated grid cells (So

range between 0.47 and 0.52). The oil zone communicated with

underlyingwater saturated Tofte formation. Thewater zone (Tilje

4/3 formation) was predominantly water-filled, with a small

fraction of liberated gas (Sg < 0.1) in the near-injector area. Two

perforations with total depth of 50 m were used. The water

zone had poor vertical communicationwith the overlying Tofte

and underlying Tilje 2/1 formations (transmissibility multi-

pliers 0.001 and 0.00001, respectively).

All simulations were grouped into two packages. The first

was defined as the reference case which examined the storage

of 100% hydrogen into the well Ce3H. The second, referred to

as case studies, investigated the effect of various parameters e

cushion gas, injected gas composition, and structural geom-

etries. Both simulation packages studied the hydrogen storage

in three different zones separately e gas, oil, and water zones.

The perforation intervals in each storage zone are shown in

Fig. 1b. Each simulation included three different stages e

storage site initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged with-

drawal period e described next.

Initialization

The average reservoir pressure was around 130 bar prior to

hydrogen injection. We applied a bottom-hole-pressure

(BHP) constrain of 270 bar, corresponding to initial reser-

voir pressure; when reached the mode of injection was

switched to constant pressure. Hydrogen injection was

terminated when the average reservoir pressure in the

studied zone reached 250 bar; 20 bar below the initial

reservoir pressure to avoid potential fracturing and leak-

ages during storage operation.

The initialization stage used a constant volumetric injec-

tion rate of 3 million Sm
3
/d, within the range of historically

observed gas injection rates (2e4 million Sm
3
/d) in the well

Ce3H. The initial injection rate was a compromise to achieve

consistency of simulation conditions and a reasonable dura-

tion of initialization. For comparison, published simulation

studies of underground hydrogen storage use injection rates

between 0.2 and 0.8 million Sm
3
/d [7,17,30].

Cyclic operation

Seasonal hydrogen storage operation consisted of four annual

cycles with one 5-month withdrawal and one 7-month injec-

tion period in each cycle. The cyclic operation stage started

immediately after initialization was completed, with a with-

drawal/injection rate limit of 3million Sm
3
/d and BHP limits of

270 bar (upper) and 180 bar (lower). Prior to operation the

average reservoir pressure in each zone was 250 bar. The

choice of lower BHP limit ensured constant hydrogen deliv-

erability during operation, and the withdrawal rate of 3

million Sm
3
/d is within literature values [7,17,30].
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After the 4th withdrawal/injection cycle, a prolonged with-

drawal period was simulated to estimate final hydrogen re-

covery factors. The withdrawal was controlled by a rate of 3

million Sm
3
/d and a lower limit of 130 bar BHP to meet the

average reservoir pressure prior to the initialization stage.

Prolonged withdrawal period had an economic limit set to 1

million Sm
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/d of hydrogen. This critical rate was found based

on the following data: 1) the total operating cost on the Nor-

wegian Continental Shelf of NOK 60 billion/year for 87 fields

[20]; 2) hydrogen production cost with CCUS in Europe of 2.32

USD/kgH2 [12].
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This section presents and evaluates the simulation results and

discuss their implications. The results are grouped into two

main parts: 1) Reference case examining hydrogen storage into

the well Ce3H in gas, oil and water zones separately; 2) Case

studies investigating the effect of three parameters on hydrogen

storage: cushion gas and injected gas composition in the well

Ce3H, and structural geometries using the well Fe3H.

Reference case

Initialization
Storage capacity. Prior to injection of hydrogen, the gas zone

was predominantly saturated with formation gas (compress-

ible fluid), whereas oil and water zones contained mixes of oil

and water (incompressible fluids) with some liberated gas in

top layers. The pressure-controlled injection of hydrogen

determined the rate and total amount of hydrogen injected in

each zone (Fig. 2; case Ref in Table 2). The gas zone did not reach

the BHP limit and maintained constant injection during the

entire period (1085 days). In contrast, the water zone BHP limit

was reached upon initialization due to poor vertical
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Modelpreparations

Hydrogenstoragewasstudiedusingthehistory-matched

Nornesimulationmodel.Topreparethemodelforhydrogen

studies,wecontinuedoilandgasproductionuntilreachinga

fieldoilproductionrateof1500Sm
3
/d.Thefieldwaswater-

floodedwithhistoricalinjectionrates,withnogasinjection.

Formationgaswasproducedfromthegascap,consistentwith

theproductionstrategy[21].Hydrogeninjectiontestswererun

afterreachingthe1500Sm
3
/dratelimit.Amongthe36wells,

thewellCe3Hwaschosenforhydrogenstorageinallsimu-

lationruns,andonecasestudyusedwellFe3H(Casestudy3).

ThewellCe3HwaslocatedontheedgeofNorneC-segment,

withthewellFe3Hdrilledontheoppositesideofthefiled

(Fig.1a).Bothwellsweredrilledverticallythroughgas,oil,and

waterzones.

Thegaszone(Garnformation)inCe3H,mainlygassaturated

(averageSg¼0.55)withirreduciblewaterandsomeisolatedoil

pockets,wasphysicallyseparatedfromunderlyingoiland

waterzoneswithoutverticalcommunication.Threeperfora-

tionsintervalswith27mtotaldepth(Fig.1b)wereused,where

thelowestintervalconnectedtoanoilpocket(So¼0.70,Sg¼0),

whereasthetwoupperperforationsintervalsconnectedtogas-

saturatedgridcells(Sgrangebetween0.84and0.90,So¼0).The

oilzone(Ileformation)hadfourperforationsover24m,where

allperforationsconnectedtogridcellswithwater(Swrange

between0.23and0.47).Thetwoupperperforationsconnected

togridcellswithliberatedgas(Sgrangebetween0.48and0.62),

whereasthelowertwoconnectedtooil-saturatedgridcells(So

rangebetween0.47and0.52).Theoilzonecommunicatedwith

underlyingwatersaturatedTofteformation.Thewaterzone(Tilje

4/3formation)waspredominantlywater-filled,withasmall

fractionofliberatedgas(Sg<0.1)inthenear-injectorarea.Two

perforationswithtotaldepthof50mwereused.Thewater

zonehadpoorverticalcommunicationwiththeoverlyingTofte

andunderlyingTilje2/1formations(transmissibilitymulti-

pliers0.001and0.00001,respectively).

Allsimulationsweregroupedintotwopackages.Thefirst

wasdefinedasthereferencecasewhichexaminedthestorage

of100%hydrogenintothewellCe3H.Thesecond,referredto

ascasestudies,investigatedtheeffectofvariousparameterse

cushiongas,injectedgascomposition,andstructuralgeom-

etries.Bothsimulationpackagesstudiedthehydrogenstorage

inthreedifferentzonesseparatelyegas,oil,andwaterzones.

Theperforationintervalsineachstoragezoneareshownin

Fig.1b.Eachsimulationincludedthreedifferentstagese

storagesiteinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwith-

drawalperiodedescribednext.

Initialization

Theaveragereservoirpressurewasaround130barpriorto

hydrogeninjection.Weappliedabottom-hole-pressure

(BHP)constrainof270bar,correspondingtoinitialreser-

voirpressure;whenreachedthemodeofinjectionwas

switchedtoconstantpressure.Hydrogeninjectionwas

terminatedwhentheaveragereservoirpressureinthe

studiedzonereached250bar;20barbelowtheinitial

reservoirpressuretoavoidpotentialfracturingandleak-

agesduringstorageoperation.

Theinitializationstageusedaconstantvolumetricinjec-

tionrateof3millionSm
3
/d,withintherangeofhistorically

observedgasinjectionrates(2e4millionSm
3
/d)inthewell

Ce3H.Theinitialinjectionratewasacompromisetoachieve

consistencyofsimulationconditionsandareasonabledura-

tionofinitialization.Forcomparison,publishedsimulation

studiesofundergroundhydrogenstorageuseinjectionrates

between0.2and0.8millionSm
3
/d[7,17,30].

Cyclicoperation

Seasonalhydrogenstorageoperationconsistedoffourannual

cycleswithone5-monthwithdrawalandone7-monthinjec-

tionperiodineachcycle.Thecyclicoperationstagestarted

immediatelyafterinitializationwascompleted,withawith-

drawal/injectionratelimitof3millionSm
3
/dandBHPlimitsof

270bar(upper)and180bar(lower).Priortooperationthe

averagereservoirpressureineachzonewas250bar.The

choiceoflowerBHPlimitensuredconstanthydrogendeliv-

erabilityduringoperation,andthewithdrawalrateof3

millionSm
3
/diswithinliteraturevalues[7,17,30].

Prolongedwithdrawal

Afterthe4thwithdrawal/injectioncycle,aprolongedwith-

drawalperiodwassimulatedtoestimatefinalhydrogenre-

coveryfactors.Thewithdrawalwascontrolledbyarateof3

millionSm
3
/dandalowerlimitof130barBHPtomeetthe

averagereservoirpressurepriortotheinitializationstage.

Prolongedwithdrawalperiodhadaneconomiclimitsetto1

millionSm
3
/dofhydrogen.Thiscriticalratewasfoundbased

onthefollowingdata:1)thetotaloperatingcostontheNor-

wegianContinentalShelfofNOK60billion/yearfor87fields

[20];2)hydrogenproductioncostwithCCUSinEuropeof2.32

USD/kgH2[12].

Resultsanddiscussion

Thissectionpresentsandevaluatesthesimulationresultsand

discusstheirimplications.Theresultsaregroupedintotwo

mainparts:1)Referencecaseexamininghydrogenstorageinto

thewellCe3Hingas,oilandwaterzonesseparately;2)Case

studiesinvestigatingtheeffectofthreeparametersonhydrogen

storage:cushiongasandinjectedgascompositioninthewell

Ce3H,andstructuralgeometriesusingthewellFe3H.

Referencecase

Initialization
Storagecapacity.Priortoinjectionofhydrogen,thegaszone

waspredominantlysaturatedwithformationgas(compress-

iblefluid),whereasoilandwaterzonescontainedmixesofoil

andwater(incompressiblefluids)withsomeliberatedgasin

toplayers.Thepressure-controlledinjectionofhydrogen

determinedtherateandtotalamountofhydrogeninjectedin

eachzone(Fig.2;caseRefinTable2).Thegaszonedidnotreach

theBHPlimitandmaintainedconstantinjectionduringthe

entireperiod(1085days).Incontrast,thewaterzoneBHPlimit

wasreacheduponinitializationduetopoorvertical
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[20];2)hydrogenproductioncostwithCCUSinEuropeof2.32
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toplayers.Thepressure-controlledinjectionofhydrogen
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Modelpreparations

Hydrogenstoragewasstudiedusingthehistory-matched

Nornesimulationmodel.Topreparethemodelforhydrogen

studies,wecontinuedoilandgasproductionuntilreachinga

fieldoilproductionrateof1500Sm
3
/d.Thefieldwaswater-

floodedwithhistoricalinjectionrates,withnogasinjection.

Formationgaswasproducedfromthegascap,consistentwith

theproductionstrategy[21].Hydrogeninjectiontestswererun

afterreachingthe1500Sm
3
/dratelimit.Amongthe36wells,

thewellCe3Hwaschosenforhydrogenstorageinallsimu-

lationruns,andonecasestudyusedwellFe3H(Casestudy3).

ThewellCe3HwaslocatedontheedgeofNorneC-segment,

withthewellFe3Hdrilledontheoppositesideofthefiled

(Fig.1a).Bothwellsweredrilledverticallythroughgas,oil,and

waterzones.

Thegaszone(Garnformation)inCe3H,mainlygassaturated

(averageSg¼0.55)withirreduciblewaterandsomeisolatedoil

pockets,wasphysicallyseparatedfromunderlyingoiland

waterzoneswithoutverticalcommunication.Threeperfora-

tionsintervalswith27mtotaldepth(Fig.1b)wereused,where

thelowestintervalconnectedtoanoilpocket(So¼0.70,Sg¼0),

whereasthetwoupperperforationsintervalsconnectedtogas-

saturatedgridcells(Sgrangebetween0.84and0.90,So¼0).The

oilzone(Ileformation)hadfourperforationsover24m,where

allperforationsconnectedtogridcellswithwater(Swrange

between0.23and0.47).Thetwoupperperforationsconnected

togridcellswithliberatedgas(Sgrangebetween0.48and0.62),

whereasthelowertwoconnectedtooil-saturatedgridcells(So

rangebetween0.47and0.52).Theoilzonecommunicatedwith

underlyingwatersaturatedTofteformation.Thewaterzone(Tilje

4/3formation)waspredominantlywater-filled,withasmall

fractionofliberatedgas(Sg<0.1)inthenear-injectorarea.Two

perforationswithtotaldepthof50mwereused.Thewater

zonehadpoorverticalcommunicationwiththeoverlyingTofte

andunderlyingTilje2/1formations(transmissibilitymulti-

pliers0.001and0.00001,respectively).

Allsimulationsweregroupedintotwopackages.Thefirst

wasdefinedasthereferencecasewhichexaminedthestorage

of100%hydrogenintothewellCe3H.Thesecond,referredto

ascasestudies,investigatedtheeffectofvariousparameterse

cushiongas,injectedgascomposition,andstructuralgeom-

etries.Bothsimulationpackagesstudiedthehydrogenstorage

inthreedifferentzonesseparatelyegas,oil,andwaterzones.

Theperforationintervalsineachstoragezoneareshownin

Fig.1b.Eachsimulationincludedthreedifferentstagese

storagesiteinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwith-

drawalperiodedescribednext.

Initialization

Theaveragereservoirpressurewasaround130barpriorto

hydrogeninjection.Weappliedabottom-hole-pressure

(BHP)constrainof270bar,correspondingtoinitialreser-

voirpressure;whenreachedthemodeofinjectionwas

switchedtoconstantpressure.Hydrogeninjectionwas

terminatedwhentheaveragereservoirpressureinthe

studiedzonereached250bar;20barbelowtheinitial

reservoirpressuretoavoidpotentialfracturingandleak-

agesduringstorageoperation.

Theinitializationstageusedaconstantvolumetricinjec-

tionrateof3millionSm
3
/d,withintherangeofhistorically

observedgasinjectionrates(2e4millionSm
3
/d)inthewell

Ce3H.Theinitialinjectionratewasacompromisetoachieve

consistencyofsimulationconditionsandareasonabledura-

tionofinitialization.Forcomparison,publishedsimulation

studiesofundergroundhydrogenstorageuseinjectionrates

between0.2and0.8millionSm
3
/d[7,17,30].

Cyclicoperation

Seasonalhydrogenstorageoperationconsistedoffourannual

cycleswithone5-monthwithdrawalandone7-monthinjec-

tionperiodineachcycle.Thecyclicoperationstagestarted

immediatelyafterinitializationwascompleted,withawith-

drawal/injectionratelimitof3millionSm
3
/dandBHPlimitsof

270bar(upper)and180bar(lower).Priortooperationthe

averagereservoirpressureineachzonewas250bar.The

choiceoflowerBHPlimitensuredconstanthydrogendeliv-

erabilityduringoperation,andthewithdrawalrateof3

millionSm
3
/diswithinliteraturevalues[7,17,30].

Prolongedwithdrawal

Afterthe4thwithdrawal/injectioncycle,aprolongedwith-

drawalperiodwassimulatedtoestimatefinalhydrogenre-

coveryfactors.Thewithdrawalwascontrolledbyarateof3

millionSm
3
/dandalowerlimitof130barBHPtomeetthe

averagereservoirpressurepriortotheinitializationstage.

Prolongedwithdrawalperiodhadaneconomiclimitsetto1

millionSm
3
/dofhydrogen.Thiscriticalratewasfoundbased

onthefollowingdata:1)thetotaloperatingcostontheNor-

wegianContinentalShelfofNOK60billion/yearfor87fields

[20];2)hydrogenproductioncostwithCCUSinEuropeof2.32

USD/kgH2[12].

Resultsanddiscussion

Thissectionpresentsandevaluatesthesimulationresultsand

discusstheirimplications.Theresultsaregroupedintotwo

mainparts:1)Referencecaseexamininghydrogenstorageinto

thewellCe3Hingas,oilandwaterzonesseparately;2)Case

studiesinvestigatingtheeffectofthreeparametersonhydrogen

storage:cushiongasandinjectedgascompositioninthewell

Ce3H,andstructuralgeometriesusingthewellFe3H.

Referencecase

Initialization
Storagecapacity.Priortoinjectionofhydrogen,thegaszone

waspredominantlysaturatedwithformationgas(compress-

iblefluid),whereasoilandwaterzonescontainedmixesofoil

andwater(incompressiblefluids)withsomeliberatedgasin

toplayers.Thepressure-controlledinjectionofhydrogen

determinedtherateandtotalamountofhydrogeninjectedin

eachzone(Fig.2;caseRefinTable2).Thegaszonedidnotreach

theBHPlimitandmaintainedconstantinjectionduringthe

entireperiod(1085days).Incontrast,thewaterzoneBHPlimit

wasreacheduponinitializationduetopoorvertical
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studies,wecontinuedoilandgasproductionuntilreachinga

fieldoilproductionrateof1500Sm
3
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iblefluid),whereasoilandwaterzonescontainedmixesofoil
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communication and high water saturation. The lower

hydrogen-water displacement efficiency, combinedwithwater

accumulations above and below the near-injector area,

reduced the injection rate in the water zone. Hence, the dura-

tion of hydrogen injection was almost two times longer (1928

days) compared with the gas zone. The oil zone BHP develop-

ment fell between the two other zones, with an initial sharp

increase followed by a gradual increase until the injector

reached the BHP limit 150 days before the initialization stage

end (999 days).

The total hydrogen volumes injected varied with 13% for

the three zones e oil zone: 2.91 billion Sm3; water zone 3.05

billion Sm3; gas zone: 3.26 billion Sm3 (Fig. 2b; case Ref in Table

2). The lower storage capacities for oil and water zones relative

to the gas zonewere linked to the presence of immiscible fluids

and reduced displacement efficiencies. For thewater zone there

was a clear disadvantage with injector perforations in regions

with poor vertical communication, combined with high water

saturations in the near-well area and in the neighboring

overlying layers. For the gas zone the injected hydrogen volume

was 5e35 times greater than reported seasonal hydrogen

storage cases [7,17,30], demonstrating the high potential of

hydrogen storage inmiddle-sized depleted hydrocarbon fields.

Similar to results shown in [7]; the injected hydrogen effi-

ciently displaced formation gas in the gas zone. The resulting

residual gas saturation was equal to zero in cells entered by

Fig. 2 e Results of the storage site initialization stage in the gas, oil and water zones for the reference case. (a) Hydrogen (H2)

injection rate (negative values reflect hydrogen from surface to reservoir, left y-axis) and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP,

right y-axis) in Ce3H: the injection in the gas zone was characterized by constant rate and gradual pressure development,

whereas the water zone experienced variable injection rate due to an immediate achievement of the BHP upper limit. (b)

Hydrogen volume injected: high storage capacity achieved in all storage zones, with water zone duration around two times

longer than in the gas and oil zones.

Table 2 e Summary results of hydrogen storage in the reference case (Ref) and three case studies (Case 1A,B,C; Case 2; Case
3) in all storage zones e gas, oil and water. The results cover all three stages of hydrogen storage e initialization, cyclic
operation and prolonged withdrawal.

Storage
zone

Case Initialization Cyclic operation Prolonged withdrawal

Duration
[days]

Total H2

injected
[Billion Sm3]

H2 ratio
in totally

injected gas

H2 withdrawn
1st cycle

[Billion Sm3]

H2 recovery
factor 1st

cycle

Lowest H2

fraction
withdrawn
1st cycle

Total H2

withdrawn
[Billion Sm3]

Final H2

recovery
factor

Gas Ref 1085 3.26 100% 0.432 13% 100% 4.78 87%

Case 1A 1219 0.75 20% 0.436 58% 81% 2.76 93%

1B 1196 1.28 36% 0.456 36% 96% 3.28 94%

1C 1124 2.32 60% 0.460 20% 99% 4.18 92%

Case 2 1203 1.08 30% 0.137 13% 25% 1.58 91%

Case 3 1193 3.37 100% 0.497 15% 100% 4.06 77%

Oil Ref 999 2.91 100% 0.462 16% 100% 3.91 77%

Case 1A 1079 0.84 26% 0.436 52% 82% 2.93 95%

1B 1047 1.41 45% 0.452 32% 96% 3.39 92%

1C 1007 2.38 80% 0.461 19% 99% 3.88 84%

Case 2 1133 0.97 30% 0.126 13% 25% 1.32 82%

Case 3 1347 3.09 100% 0.429 14% 100% 2.76 61%

Water Ref 1928 3.05 100% 0.373 12% 100% 2.07 49%

Case 1A 2309 0.69 20% 0.356 52% 72% 1.63 84%
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communicationandhighwatersaturation.Thelower

hydrogen-waterdisplacementefficiency,combinedwithwater

accumulationsaboveandbelowthenear-injectorarea,

reducedtheinjectionrateinthewaterzone.Hence,thedura-

tionofhydrogeninjectionwasalmosttwotimeslonger(1928

days)comparedwiththegaszone.TheoilzoneBHPdevelop-

mentfellbetweenthetwootherzones,withaninitialsharp

increasefollowedbyagradualincreaseuntiltheinjector

reachedtheBHPlimit150daysbeforetheinitializationstage

end(999days).

Thetotalhydrogenvolumesinjectedvariedwith13%for

thethreezoneseoilzone:2.91billionSm3;waterzone3.05

billionSm3;gaszone:3.26billionSm3(Fig.2b;caseRefinTable

2).Thelowerstoragecapacitiesforoilandwaterzonesrelative

tothegaszonewerelinkedtothepresenceofimmisciblefluids

andreduceddisplacementefficiencies.Forthewaterzonethere

wasacleardisadvantagewithinjectorperforationsinregions

withpoorverticalcommunication,combinedwithhighwater

saturationsinthenear-wellareaandintheneighboring

overlyinglayers.Forthegaszonetheinjectedhydrogenvolume

was5e35timesgreaterthanreportedseasonalhydrogen

storagecases[7,17,30],demonstratingthehighpotentialof

hydrogenstorageinmiddle-sizeddepletedhydrocarbonfields.

Similartoresultsshownin[7];theinjectedhydrogeneffi-

cientlydisplacedformationgasinthegaszone.Theresulting

residualgassaturationwasequaltozeroincellsenteredby

Fig.2eResultsofthestoragesiteinitializationstageinthegas,oilandwaterzonesforthereferencecase.(a)Hydrogen(H2)

injectionrate(negativevaluesreflecthydrogenfromsurfacetoreservoir,lefty-axis)andthebottom-holepressure(BHP,

righty-axis)inCe3H:theinjectioninthegaszonewascharacterizedbyconstantrateandgradualpressuredevelopment,

whereasthewaterzoneexperiencedvariableinjectionrateduetoanimmediateachievementoftheBHPupperlimit.(b)

Hydrogenvolumeinjected:highstoragecapacityachievedinallstoragezones,withwaterzonedurationaroundtwotimes

longerthaninthegasandoilzones.

Table2eSummaryresultsofhydrogenstorageinthereferencecase(Ref)andthreecasestudies(Case1A,B,C;Case2;Case
3)inallstoragezonesegas,oilandwater.Theresultscoverallthreestagesofhydrogenstorageeinitialization,cyclic
operationandprolongedwithdrawal.

Storage
zone

CaseInitializationCyclicoperationProlongedwithdrawal

Duration
[days]

TotalH2

injected
[BillionSm3]

H2ratio
intotally
injectedgas

H2withdrawn
1stcycle
[BillionSm3]

H2recovery
factor1st

cycle

LowestH2

fraction
withdrawn

1stcycle

TotalH2

withdrawn
[BillionSm3]

FinalH2

recovery
factor

GasRef10853.26100%0.43213%100%4.7887%

Case1A12190.7520%0.43658%81%2.7693%

1B11961.2836%0.45636%96%3.2894%

1C11242.3260%0.46020%99%4.1892%

Case212031.0830%0.13713%25%1.5891%

Case311933.37100%0.49715%100%4.0677%

OilRef9992.91100%0.46216%100%3.9177%

Case1A10790.8426%0.43652%82%2.9395%

1B10471.4145%0.45232%96%3.3992%

1C10072.3880%0.46119%99%3.8884%

Case211330.9730%0.12613%25%1.3282%

Case313473.09100%0.42914%100%2.7661%

WaterRef19283.05100%0.37312%100%2.0749%

Case1A23090.6920%0.35652%72%1.6384%

1B21531.4945%0.38426%95%1.9070%

1C19672.5882%0.37415%99%2.0455%

Case222280.9830%0.0859%22%0.6247%

Case310473.14100%0.47315%100%1.7338%
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communication and high water saturation. The lower

hydrogen-water displacement efficiency, combinedwithwater

accumulations above and below the near-injector area,

reduced the injection rate in the water zone. Hence, the dura-

tion of hydrogen injection was almost two times longer (1928

days) compared with the gas zone. The oil zone BHP develop-

ment fell between the two other zones, with an initial sharp

increase followed by a gradual increase until the injector

reached the BHP limit 150 days before the initialization stage

end (999 days).

The total hydrogen volumes injected varied with 13% for

the three zones e oil zone: 2.91 billion Sm
3
; water zone 3.05

billion Sm
3
; gas zone: 3.26 billion Sm

3
(Fig. 2b; case Ref in Table

2). The lower storage capacities for oil and water zones relative

to the gas zonewere linked to the presence of immiscible fluids

and reduced displacement efficiencies. For thewater zone there

was a clear disadvantage with injector perforations in regions

with poor vertical communication, combined with high water

saturations in the near-well area and in the neighboring

overlying layers. For the gas zone the injected hydrogen volume

was 5e35 times greater than reported seasonal hydrogen

storage cases [7,17,30], demonstrating the high potential of

hydrogen storage inmiddle-sized depleted hydrocarbon fields.

Similar to results shown in [7]; the injected hydrogen effi-

ciently displaced formation gas in the gas zone. The resulting

residual gas saturation was equal to zero in cells entered by

Fig. 2 e Results of the storage site initialization stage in the gas, oil and water zones for the reference case. (a) Hydrogen (H2)

injection rate (negative values reflect hydrogen from surface to reservoir, left y-axis) and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP,

right y-axis) in Ce3H: the injection in the gas zone was characterized by constant rate and gradual pressure development,

whereas the water zone experienced variable injection rate due to an immediate achievement of the BHP upper limit. (b)

Hydrogen volume injected: high storage capacity achieved in all storage zones, with water zone duration around two times

longer than in the gas and oil zones.

Table 2 e Summary results of hydrogen storage in the reference case (Ref) and three case studies (Case 1A,B,C; Case 2; Case
3) in all storage zones e gas, oil and water. The results cover all three stages of hydrogen storage e initialization, cyclic
operation and prolonged withdrawal.

Storage
zone

Case Initialization Cyclic operation Prolonged withdrawal

Duration
[days]

Total H2

injected
[Billion Sm

3
]

H2 ratio
in totally

injected gas

H2 withdrawn
1st cycle

[Billion Sm
3
]

H2 recovery
factor 1st

cycle

Lowest H2

fraction
withdrawn
1st cycle

Total H2

withdrawn
[Billion Sm

3
]

Final H2

recovery
factor

Gas Ref 1085 3.26 100% 0.432 13% 100% 4.78 87%

Case 1A 1219 0.75 20% 0.436 58% 81% 2.76 93%

1B 1196 1.28 36% 0.456 36% 96% 3.28 94%

1C 1124 2.32 60% 0.460 20% 99% 4.18 92%

Case 2 1203 1.08 30% 0.137 13% 25% 1.58 91%

Case 3 1193 3.37 100% 0.497 15% 100% 4.06 77%

Oil Ref 999 2.91 100% 0.462 16% 100% 3.91 77%

Case 1A 1079 0.84 26% 0.436 52% 82% 2.93 95%

1B 1047 1.41 45% 0.452 32% 96% 3.39 92%

1C 1007 2.38 80% 0.461 19% 99% 3.88 84%

Case 2 1133 0.97 30% 0.126 13% 25% 1.32 82%

Case 3 1347 3.09 100% 0.429 14% 100% 2.76 61%

Water Ref 1928 3.05 100% 0.373 12% 100% 2.07 49%

Case 1A 2309 0.69 20% 0.356 52% 72% 1.63 84%

1B 2153 1.49 45% 0.384 26% 95% 1.90 70%

1C 1967 2.58 82% 0.374 15% 99% 2.04 55%

Case 2 2228 0.98 30% 0.085 9% 22% 0.62 47%

Case 3 1047 3.14 100% 0.473 15% 100% 1.73 38%
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communicationandhighwatersaturation.Thelower

hydrogen-waterdisplacementefficiency,combinedwithwater

accumulationsaboveandbelowthenear-injectorarea,

reducedtheinjectionrateinthewaterzone.Hence,thedura-

tionofhydrogeninjectionwasalmosttwotimeslonger(1928

days)comparedwiththegaszone.TheoilzoneBHPdevelop-

mentfellbetweenthetwootherzones,withaninitialsharp

increasefollowedbyagradualincreaseuntiltheinjector

reachedtheBHPlimit150daysbeforetheinitializationstage

end(999days).

Thetotalhydrogenvolumesinjectedvariedwith13%for

thethreezoneseoilzone:2.91billionSm
3
;waterzone3.05

billionSm
3
;gaszone:3.26billionSm

3
(Fig.2b;caseRefinTable

2).Thelowerstoragecapacitiesforoilandwaterzonesrelative

tothegaszonewerelinkedtothepresenceofimmisciblefluids

andreduceddisplacementefficiencies.Forthewaterzonethere

wasacleardisadvantagewithinjectorperforationsinregions

withpoorverticalcommunication,combinedwithhighwater

saturationsinthenear-wellareaandintheneighboring

overlyinglayers.Forthegaszonetheinjectedhydrogenvolume

was5e35timesgreaterthanreportedseasonalhydrogen

storagecases[7,17,30],demonstratingthehighpotentialof

hydrogenstorageinmiddle-sizeddepletedhydrocarbonfields.

Similartoresultsshownin[7];theinjectedhydrogeneffi-

cientlydisplacedformationgasinthegaszone.Theresulting

residualgassaturationwasequaltozeroincellsenteredby

Fig.2eResultsofthestoragesiteinitializationstageinthegas,oilandwaterzonesforthereferencecase.(a)Hydrogen(H2)

injectionrate(negativevaluesreflecthydrogenfromsurfacetoreservoir,lefty-axis)andthebottom-holepressure(BHP,

righty-axis)inCe3H:theinjectioninthegaszonewascharacterizedbyconstantrateandgradualpressuredevelopment,

whereasthewaterzoneexperiencedvariableinjectionrateduetoanimmediateachievementoftheBHPupperlimit.(b)

Hydrogenvolumeinjected:highstoragecapacityachievedinallstoragezones,withwaterzonedurationaroundtwotimes

longerthaninthegasandoilzones.

Table2eSummaryresultsofhydrogenstorageinthereferencecase(Ref)andthreecasestudies(Case1A,B,C;Case2;Case
3)inallstoragezonesegas,oilandwater.Theresultscoverallthreestagesofhydrogenstorageeinitialization,cyclic
operationandprolongedwithdrawal.

Storage
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injected
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3
]
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intotally

injectedgas

H2withdrawn
1stcycle

[BillionSm
3
]

H2recovery
factor1st

cycle

LowestH2

fraction
withdrawn
1stcycle

TotalH2

withdrawn
[BillionSm

3
]

FinalH2

recovery
factor

GasRef10853.26100%0.43213%100%4.7887%

Case1A12190.7520%0.43658%81%2.7693%

1B11961.2836%0.45636%96%3.2894%

1C11242.3260%0.46020%99%4.1892%

Case212031.0830%0.13713%25%1.5891%

Case311933.37100%0.49715%100%4.0677%

OilRef9992.91100%0.46216%100%3.9177%

Case1A10790.8426%0.43652%82%2.9395%

1B10471.4145%0.45232%96%3.3992%

1C10072.3880%0.46119%99%3.8884%

Case211330.9730%0.12613%25%1.3282%

Case313473.09100%0.42914%100%2.7661%

WaterRef19283.05100%0.37312%100%2.0749%

Case1A23090.6920%0.35652%72%1.6384%

1B21531.4945%0.38426%95%1.9070%

1C19672.5882%0.37415%99%2.0455%

Case222280.9830%0.0859%22%0.6247%

Case310473.14100%0.47315%100%1.7338%
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whereasthewaterzoneexperiencedvariableinjectionrateduetoanimmediateachievementoftheBHPupperlimit.(b)

Hydrogenvolumeinjected:highstoragecapacityachievedinallstoragezones,withwaterzonedurationaroundtwotimes
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hydrogen because the connate gas saturation was set zero in

the simulation model.

Hydrogen propagation and final distribution. Hydrogen flow

patterns (Fig. 3a,c,e) were largely determined by local perme-

ability and presence of partially sealing fault blocks, where

higher permeability regions favored hydrogen flow, corrobo-

rating previous work [17]. Minor viscous fingers developed in

the water zone, consistent with the literature [17,30], whereas

viscous fingers were completely absent in the oil zone. The

previous studies explained the lack of fingers due to the

structural geometries, stating that the steeply dipping struc-

tures limit the development of fingers. In our work, hydrogen

was injected in the planar structure, without development of

pronounced viscous fingers. We suggest that the absence of

viscous fingers was caused by the modelling approach rather

than the structural geometry. To adequately model field scale

viscous fingers reservoir simulators require a very fine grid

resolution or local grid refinement, and detailed studies aimed

at improving the modelling of viscous fingers are required.

Vertical hydrogen flows were observed (Fig. 3a,c,e) despite

lower permeability layers that hindered downwards (gas zonee

Fig. 3a) and upwards (water zone e Fig. 3e) hydrogen displace-

ment from the onset of injection. Gravitational effects were

less pronounced in the thin gas zone, corroborating earlierwork

[7]. Fault blocks resulted both in bypassing discontinuous,

lower-permeable layers (oil zone e Fig. 3c) and enabling vertical

hydrogen migration along the boundary between fault blocks

(water zone). In the oil zone, simultaneous vertical and hori-

zontal hydrogenmigration in the near-well area occurred from

a combination of two factors. First, the thicker oil zone provided

access to the underlying high-permeable grid layers. Second,

the hydrogen saturations were lower due to the presence of oil

and water. Hence, the maximum hydrogen saturation and

downward migration was achieved faster in oil zone compared

to the gas zone. In the water zone, upwards hydrogen migration

was delayed due to high water saturation (>0.80) in the over-

lying low-permeable layer and occurred in the far-well area

where water saturation was significantly reduced (<0.60).
Whilemoving upwards, hydrogen accumulated below the low-

permeable barriers and at the top of the reservoir where it

spread laterally.

The final hydrogen distribution after storage site initiali-

zationwas closely linked to the distribution of the initial water

Fig. 3 e Vertical xy-slice of the simulation grid showing hydrogen saturation at the end of the storage site initialization (left)

and of the prolonged withdrawal period (right) for the reference case. From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b), oil

(c, d), and water zones (e, f) respectively. The white solid arrows show the location of the well Ce3H and indicate injection or

withdrawal, whereas the vertical bars denote the perforation intervals. Hydrogen propagation during injection is indicted

by the dashed arrows (a,c,e). Downward hydrogen propagation was observed in the gas and oil zones (a,c). In thewater zone,

upward hydrogen propagation was hindered in the near-well area and occurred in the far-well area only (e). The fault blocks

resulted in hydrogen bypassing along the discontinuous layers in the oil zone (c) but favored upward hydrogen propagation

in the water zone (e). The hydrogen saturation upon completion of the initialization phase was the highest in the far-well

area (a,c,e). The prolonged withdrawal period (b,d,f) resultedmainly in the vertical hydrogen plume shrinkage in the gas and

oil zones (b,d) and some lateral shrinkage in the gas zone (b). In the water zone, hydrogen distribution was characterized as

spotty and widely distributed (f). Upconing of liquids occurred in the oil zone (d) and in the water zone in the additionally

opened perforation in the top of the reservoir (f).
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hydrogenbecausetheconnategassaturationwassetzeroin

thesimulationmodel.

Hydrogenpropagationandfinaldistribution.Hydrogenflow

patterns(Fig.3a,c,e)werelargelydeterminedbylocalperme-

abilityandpresenceofpartiallysealingfaultblocks,where

higherpermeabilityregionsfavoredhydrogenflow,corrobo-

ratingpreviouswork[17].Minorviscousfingersdevelopedin

thewaterzone,consistentwiththeliterature[17,30],whereas

viscousfingerswerecompletelyabsentintheoilzone.The

previousstudiesexplainedthelackoffingersduetothe

structuralgeometries,statingthatthesteeplydippingstruc-

tureslimitthedevelopmentoffingers.Inourwork,hydrogen

wasinjectedintheplanarstructure,withoutdevelopmentof

pronouncedviscousfingers.Wesuggestthattheabsenceof

viscousfingerswascausedbythemodellingapproachrather

thanthestructuralgeometry.Toadequatelymodelfieldscale

viscousfingersreservoirsimulatorsrequireaveryfinegrid

resolutionorlocalgridrefinement,anddetailedstudiesaimed

atimprovingthemodellingofviscousfingersarerequired.

Verticalhydrogenflowswereobserved(Fig.3a,c,e)despite

lowerpermeabilitylayersthathindereddownwards(gaszonee

Fig.3a)andupwards(waterzoneeFig.3e)hydrogendisplace-

mentfromtheonsetofinjection.Gravitationaleffectswere

lesspronouncedinthethingaszone,corroboratingearlierwork

[7].Faultblocksresultedbothinbypassingdiscontinuous,

lower-permeablelayers(oilzoneeFig.3c)andenablingvertical

hydrogenmigrationalongtheboundarybetweenfaultblocks

(waterzone).Intheoilzone,simultaneousverticalandhori-

zontalhydrogenmigrationinthenear-wellareaoccurredfrom

acombinationoftwofactors.First,thethickeroilzoneprovided

accesstotheunderlyinghigh-permeablegridlayers.Second,

thehydrogensaturationswerelowerduetothepresenceofoil

andwater.Hence,themaximumhydrogensaturationand

downwardmigrationwasachievedfasterinoilzonecompared

tothegaszone.Inthewaterzone,upwardshydrogenmigration

wasdelayedduetohighwatersaturation(>0.80)intheover-

lyinglow-permeablelayerandoccurredinthefar-wellarea

wherewatersaturationwassignificantlyreduced(<0.60).
Whilemovingupwards,hydrogenaccumulatedbelowthelow-

permeablebarriersandatthetopofthereservoirwhereit

spreadlaterally.

Thefinalhydrogendistributionafterstoragesiteinitiali-

zationwascloselylinkedtothedistributionoftheinitialwater

Fig.3eVerticalxy-sliceofthesimulationgridshowinghydrogensaturationattheendofthestoragesiteinitialization(left)

andoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod(right)forthereferencecase.Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),oil

(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f)respectively.ThewhitesolidarrowsshowthelocationofthewellCe3Handindicateinjectionor

withdrawal,whereastheverticalbarsdenotetheperforationintervals.Hydrogenpropagationduringinjectionisindicted

bythedashedarrows(a,c,e).Downwardhydrogenpropagationwasobservedinthegasandoilzones(a,c).Inthewaterzone,

upwardhydrogenpropagationwashinderedinthenear-wellareaandoccurredinthefar-wellareaonly(e).Thefaultblocks

resultedinhydrogenbypassingalongthediscontinuouslayersintheoilzone(c)butfavoredupwardhydrogenpropagation

inthewaterzone(e).Thehydrogensaturationuponcompletionoftheinitializationphasewasthehighestinthefar-well

area(a,c,e).Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod(b,d,f)resultedmainlyintheverticalhydrogenplumeshrinkageinthegasand

oilzones(b,d)andsomelateralshrinkageinthegaszone(b).Inthewaterzone,hydrogendistributionwascharacterizedas

spottyandwidelydistributed(f).Upconingofliquidsoccurredintheoilzone(d)andinthewaterzoneintheadditionally

openedperforationinthetopofthereservoir(f).
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hydrogenbecausetheconnategassaturationwassetzeroin

thesimulationmodel.

Hydrogenpropagationandfinaldistribution.Hydrogenflow

patterns(Fig.3a,c,e)werelargelydeterminedbylocalperme-

abilityandpresenceofpartiallysealingfaultblocks,where

higherpermeabilityregionsfavoredhydrogenflow,corrobo-

ratingpreviouswork[17].Minorviscousfingersdevelopedin

thewaterzone,consistentwiththeliterature[17,30],whereas

viscousfingerswerecompletelyabsentintheoilzone.The

previousstudiesexplainedthelackoffingersduetothe

structuralgeometries,statingthatthesteeplydippingstruc-

tureslimitthedevelopmentoffingers.Inourwork,hydrogen

wasinjectedintheplanarstructure,withoutdevelopmentof

pronouncedviscousfingers.Wesuggestthattheabsenceof

viscousfingerswascausedbythemodellingapproachrather
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wherewatersaturationwassignificantlyreduced(<0.60).
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Fig.3eVerticalxy-sliceofthesimulationgridshowinghydrogensaturationattheendofthestoragesiteinitialization(left)

andoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod(right)forthereferencecase.Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),oil

(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f)respectively.ThewhitesolidarrowsshowthelocationofthewellCe3Handindicateinjectionor

withdrawal,whereastheverticalbarsdenotetheperforationintervals.Hydrogenpropagationduringinjectionisindicted

bythedashedarrows(a,c,e).Downwardhydrogenpropagationwasobservedinthegasandoilzones(a,c).Inthewaterzone,

upwardhydrogenpropagationwashinderedinthenear-wellareaandoccurredinthefar-wellareaonly(e).Thefaultblocks

resultedinhydrogenbypassingalongthediscontinuouslayersintheoilzone(c)butfavoredupwardhydrogenpropagation

inthewaterzone(e).Thehydrogensaturationuponcompletionoftheinitializationphasewasthehighestinthefar-well

area(a,c,e).Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod(b,d,f)resultedmainlyintheverticalhydrogenplumeshrinkageinthegasand

oilzones(b,d)andsomelateralshrinkageinthegaszone(b).Inthewaterzone,hydrogendistributionwascharacterizedas

spottyandwidelydistributed(f).Upconingofliquidsoccurredintheoilzone(d)andinthewaterzoneintheadditionally

openedperforationinthetopofthereservoir(f).
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hydrogen because the connate gas saturation was set zero in

the simulation model.

Hydrogen propagation and final distribution. Hydrogen flow

patterns (Fig. 3a,c,e) were largely determined by local perme-

ability and presence of partially sealing fault blocks, where

higher permeability regions favored hydrogen flow, corrobo-

rating previous work [17]. Minor viscous fingers developed in

the water zone, consistent with the literature [17,30], whereas

viscous fingers were completely absent in the oil zone. The

previous studies explained the lack of fingers due to the

structural geometries, stating that the steeply dipping struc-

tures limit the development of fingers. In our work, hydrogen

was injected in the planar structure, without development of

pronounced viscous fingers. We suggest that the absence of

viscous fingers was caused by the modelling approach rather

than the structural geometry. To adequately model field scale

viscous fingers reservoir simulators require a very fine grid

resolution or local grid refinement, and detailed studies aimed

at improving the modelling of viscous fingers are required.

Vertical hydrogen flows were observed (Fig. 3a,c,e) despite

lower permeability layers that hindered downwards (gas zonee

Fig. 3a) and upwards (water zone e Fig. 3e) hydrogen displace-

ment from the onset of injection. Gravitational effects were

less pronounced in the thin gas zone, corroborating earlierwork

[7]. Fault blocks resulted both in bypassing discontinuous,

lower-permeable layers (oil zone e Fig. 3c) and enabling vertical

hydrogen migration along the boundary between fault blocks

(water zone). In the oil zone, simultaneous vertical and hori-

zontal hydrogenmigration in the near-well area occurred from

a combination of two factors. First, the thicker oil zone provided

access to the underlying high-permeable grid layers. Second,

the hydrogen saturations were lower due to the presence of oil

and water. Hence, the maximum hydrogen saturation and

downward migration was achieved faster in oil zone compared

to the gas zone. In the water zone, upwards hydrogen migration

was delayed due to high water saturation (>0.80) in the over-

lying low-permeable layer and occurred in the far-well area

where water saturation was significantly reduced (<0.60).
Whilemoving upwards, hydrogen accumulated below the low-

permeable barriers and at the top of the reservoir where it

spread laterally.

The final hydrogen distribution after storage site initiali-

zationwas closely linked to the distribution of the initial water

Fig. 3 e Vertical xy-slice of the simulation grid showing hydrogen saturation at the end of the storage site initialization (left)

and of the prolonged withdrawal period (right) for the reference case. From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b), oil

(c, d), and water zones (e, f) respectively. The white solid arrows show the location of the well Ce3H and indicate injection or

withdrawal, whereas the vertical bars denote the perforation intervals. Hydrogen propagation during injection is indicted

by the dashed arrows (a,c,e). Downward hydrogen propagation was observed in the gas and oil zones (a,c). In thewater zone,

upward hydrogen propagation was hindered in the near-well area and occurred in the far-well area only (e). The fault blocks

resulted in hydrogen bypassing along the discontinuous layers in the oil zone (c) but favored upward hydrogen propagation

in the water zone (e). The hydrogen saturation upon completion of the initialization phase was the highest in the far-well

area (a,c,e). The prolonged withdrawal period (b,d,f) resultedmainly in the vertical hydrogen plume shrinkage in the gas and

oil zones (b,d) and some lateral shrinkage in the gas zone (b). In the water zone, hydrogen distribution was characterized as

spotty and widely distributed (f). Upconing of liquids occurred in the oil zone (d) and in the water zone in the additionally

opened perforation in the top of the reservoir (f).
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hydrogen because the connate gas saturation was set zero in

the simulation model.

Hydrogen propagation and final distribution. Hydrogen flow

patterns (Fig. 3a,c,e) were largely determined by local perme-

ability and presence of partially sealing fault blocks, where

higher permeability regions favored hydrogen flow, corrobo-

rating previous work [17]. Minor viscous fingers developed in

the water zone, consistent with the literature [17,30], whereas

viscous fingers were completely absent in the oil zone. The

previous studies explained the lack of fingers due to the

structural geometries, stating that the steeply dipping struc-

tures limit the development of fingers. In our work, hydrogen

was injected in the planar structure, without development of

pronounced viscous fingers. We suggest that the absence of

viscous fingers was caused by the modelling approach rather

than the structural geometry. To adequately model field scale

viscous fingers reservoir simulators require a very fine grid

resolution or local grid refinement, and detailed studies aimed

at improving the modelling of viscous fingers are required.

Vertical hydrogen flows were observed (Fig. 3a,c,e) despite

lower permeability layers that hindered downwards (gas zonee

Fig. 3a) and upwards (water zone e Fig. 3e) hydrogen displace-

ment from the onset of injection. Gravitational effects were

less pronounced in the thin gas zone, corroborating earlierwork

[7]. Fault blocks resulted both in bypassing discontinuous,

lower-permeable layers (oil zone e Fig. 3c) and enabling vertical

hydrogen migration along the boundary between fault blocks

(water zone). In the oil zone, simultaneous vertical and hori-

zontal hydrogenmigration in the near-well area occurred from

a combination of two factors. First, the thicker oil zone provided

access to the underlying high-permeable grid layers. Second,

the hydrogen saturations were lower due to the presence of oil

and water. Hence, the maximum hydrogen saturation and

downward migration was achieved faster in oil zone compared

to the gas zone. In the water zone, upwards hydrogen migration

was delayed due to high water saturation (>0.80) in the over-

lying low-permeable layer and occurred in the far-well area

where water saturation was significantly reduced (<0.60).
Whilemoving upwards, hydrogen accumulated below the low-

permeable barriers and at the top of the reservoir where it

spread laterally.

The final hydrogen distribution after storage site initiali-

zationwas closely linked to the distribution of the initial water

Fig. 3 e Vertical xy-slice of the simulation grid showing hydrogen saturation at the end of the storage site initialization (left)

and of the prolonged withdrawal period (right) for the reference case. From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b), oil

(c, d), and water zones (e, f) respectively. The white solid arrows show the location of the well Ce3H and indicate injection or

withdrawal, whereas the vertical bars denote the perforation intervals. Hydrogen propagation during injection is indicted

by the dashed arrows (a,c,e). Downward hydrogen propagation was observed in the gas and oil zones (a,c). In thewater zone,

upward hydrogen propagation was hindered in the near-well area and occurred in the far-well area only (e). The fault blocks

resulted in hydrogen bypassing along the discontinuous layers in the oil zone (c) but favored upward hydrogen propagation

in the water zone (e). The hydrogen saturation upon completion of the initialization phase was the highest in the far-well

area (a,c,e). The prolonged withdrawal period (b,d,f) resultedmainly in the vertical hydrogen plume shrinkage in the gas and

oil zones (b,d) and some lateral shrinkage in the gas zone (b). In the water zone, hydrogen distribution was characterized as

spotty and widely distributed (f). Upconing of liquids occurred in the oil zone (d) and in the water zone in the additionally

opened perforation in the top of the reservoir (f).
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hydrogenbecausetheconnategassaturationwassetzeroin

thesimulationmodel.

Hydrogenpropagationandfinaldistribution.Hydrogenflow

patterns(Fig.3a,c,e)werelargelydeterminedbylocalperme-

abilityandpresenceofpartiallysealingfaultblocks,where

higherpermeabilityregionsfavoredhydrogenflow,corrobo-

ratingpreviouswork[17].Minorviscousfingersdevelopedin

thewaterzone,consistentwiththeliterature[17,30],whereas

viscousfingerswerecompletelyabsentintheoilzone.The

previousstudiesexplainedthelackoffingersduetothe

structuralgeometries,statingthatthesteeplydippingstruc-

tureslimitthedevelopmentoffingers.Inourwork,hydrogen

wasinjectedintheplanarstructure,withoutdevelopmentof

pronouncedviscousfingers.Wesuggestthattheabsenceof

viscousfingerswascausedbythemodellingapproachrather

thanthestructuralgeometry.Toadequatelymodelfieldscale

viscousfingersreservoirsimulatorsrequireaveryfinegrid

resolutionorlocalgridrefinement,anddetailedstudiesaimed

atimprovingthemodellingofviscousfingersarerequired.

Verticalhydrogenflowswereobserved(Fig.3a,c,e)despite

lowerpermeabilitylayersthathindereddownwards(gaszonee

Fig.3a)andupwards(waterzoneeFig.3e)hydrogendisplace-

mentfromtheonsetofinjection.Gravitationaleffectswere

lesspronouncedinthethingaszone,corroboratingearlierwork

[7].Faultblocksresultedbothinbypassingdiscontinuous,

lower-permeablelayers(oilzoneeFig.3c)andenablingvertical
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(waterzone).Intheoilzone,simultaneousverticalandhori-

zontalhydrogenmigrationinthenear-wellareaoccurredfrom
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accesstotheunderlyinghigh-permeablegridlayers.Second,
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downwardmigrationwasachievedfasterinoilzonecompared

tothegaszone.Inthewaterzone,upwardshydrogenmigration

wasdelayedduetohighwatersaturation(>0.80)intheover-

lyinglow-permeablelayerandoccurredinthefar-wellarea

wherewatersaturationwassignificantlyreduced(<0.60).
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Fig.3eVerticalxy-sliceofthesimulationgridshowinghydrogensaturationattheendofthestoragesiteinitialization(left)

andoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod(right)forthereferencecase.Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),oil

(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f)respectively.ThewhitesolidarrowsshowthelocationofthewellCe3Handindicateinjectionor

withdrawal,whereastheverticalbarsdenotetheperforationintervals.Hydrogenpropagationduringinjectionisindicted

bythedashedarrows(a,c,e).Downwardhydrogenpropagationwasobservedinthegasandoilzones(a,c).Inthewaterzone,

upwardhydrogenpropagationwashinderedinthenear-wellareaandoccurredinthefar-wellareaonly(e).Thefaultblocks

resultedinhydrogenbypassingalongthediscontinuouslayersintheoilzone(c)butfavoredupwardhydrogenpropagation

inthewaterzone(e).Thehydrogensaturationuponcompletionoftheinitializationphasewasthehighestinthefar-well

area(a,c,e).Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod(b,d,f)resultedmainlyintheverticalhydrogenplumeshrinkageinthegasand

oilzones(b,d)andsomelateralshrinkageinthegaszone(b).Inthewaterzone,hydrogendistributionwascharacterizedas

spottyandwidelydistributed(f).Upconingofliquidsoccurredintheoilzone(d)andinthewaterzoneintheadditionally

openedperforationinthetopofthereservoir(f).
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hydrogenbecausetheconnategassaturationwassetzeroin

thesimulationmodel.

Hydrogenpropagationandfinaldistribution.Hydrogenflow

patterns(Fig.3a,c,e)werelargelydeterminedbylocalperme-

abilityandpresenceofpartiallysealingfaultblocks,where

higherpermeabilityregionsfavoredhydrogenflow,corrobo-

ratingpreviouswork[17].Minorviscousfingersdevelopedin

thewaterzone,consistentwiththeliterature[17,30],whereas

viscousfingerswerecompletelyabsentintheoilzone.The

previousstudiesexplainedthelackoffingersduetothe

structuralgeometries,statingthatthesteeplydippingstruc-

tureslimitthedevelopmentoffingers.Inourwork,hydrogen

wasinjectedintheplanarstructure,withoutdevelopmentof

pronouncedviscousfingers.Wesuggestthattheabsenceof

viscousfingerswascausedbythemodellingapproachrather

thanthestructuralgeometry.Toadequatelymodelfieldscale

viscousfingersreservoirsimulatorsrequireaveryfinegrid

resolutionorlocalgridrefinement,anddetailedstudiesaimed

atimprovingthemodellingofviscousfingersarerequired.

Verticalhydrogenflowswereobserved(Fig.3a,c,e)despite

lowerpermeabilitylayersthathindereddownwards(gaszonee

Fig.3a)andupwards(waterzoneeFig.3e)hydrogendisplace-

mentfromtheonsetofinjection.Gravitationaleffectswere

lesspronouncedinthethingaszone,corroboratingearlierwork

[7].Faultblocksresultedbothinbypassingdiscontinuous,

lower-permeablelayers(oilzoneeFig.3c)andenablingvertical

hydrogenmigrationalongtheboundarybetweenfaultblocks

(waterzone).Intheoilzone,simultaneousverticalandhori-

zontalhydrogenmigrationinthenear-wellareaoccurredfrom

acombinationoftwofactors.First,thethickeroilzoneprovided

accesstotheunderlyinghigh-permeablegridlayers.Second,

thehydrogensaturationswerelowerduetothepresenceofoil

andwater.Hence,themaximumhydrogensaturationand

downwardmigrationwasachievedfasterinoilzonecompared

tothegaszone.Inthewaterzone,upwardshydrogenmigration

wasdelayedduetohighwatersaturation(>0.80)intheover-

lyinglow-permeablelayerandoccurredinthefar-wellarea

wherewatersaturationwassignificantlyreduced(<0.60).
Whilemovingupwards,hydrogenaccumulatedbelowthelow-

permeablebarriersandatthetopofthereservoirwhereit

spreadlaterally.

Thefinalhydrogendistributionafterstoragesiteinitiali-

zationwascloselylinkedtothedistributionoftheinitialwater
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saturation (gas and water zones) predefined in the simulation

model or the total liquid saturation (oil zone). The highest

hydrogen saturations were observed away from the near-well

area, with a more heterogeneous distribution compared with

previous hydrogen studies in depleted gas reservoirs [7]. This

is explained by the variations in the initial water saturation.

The high hydrogen saturation at the top of the reservoir was

consistent with previous studies [17,30]. The high saturation

of formation gas at the top of the reservoir favored hydrogen

accumulation because displacement of formation gas by

hydrogen was more efficient than displacement of oil and

water. For the same reason, hydrogen did not penetrate the

isolated oil-saturated grid cells surrounded by formation gas

in the gas zone. Unlike the gas zone, hydrogen saturation in the

oil zone was always higher in the uppermost grid layer than in

underlying grid layers.

Cyclic operation
Hydrogen withdrawal (Fig. 4a,c) was maintained at maximum

allowed rate (3 million Sm3/d) for the gas and oil zones for all

cycles, without reaching the lower BHP limit. In contrast,

water zone withdrawal rates decreased for each cycle when

reaching the lower BHP limit. Annual hydrogen delivery

ranged between 292 and 480 million Sm3, compared with

67e108 million Sm3 reported in the literature [7,30]. Every

withdrawal period was characterized by an initial sharp

decline in BHP pressure, followed by a linear decrease for all

zones, as previously observed for aquifer storage [28]. The

pressure declined most rapidly for the water zone, in part

caused by higher saturation of incompressible water (relative

to the gas and oil zones), exacerbated by poor vertical

communication with over- and underlying formations. No

formation gas was produced in the 5-month withdrawal pe-

riods for the three zones, but thewater zone experiencedwater

breakthrough (Fig. 4d). The hydrogen recovery factor for the

first withdrawal period was low for all three zones e water:

12%; gas: 13%; oil: 16% (Case Ref in Table 2). Most of the

injected hydrogen (>84%) during storage site initializationwas

trapped underground and served as pressure support for

subsequently hydrogen withdrawal/injection cycles (Fig. 4b).

Hydrogen injection periods were characterized by reaching

the upper BHP pressure limit for all zones with a corresponding

injection rate reduction (Fig. 4a,c). The amount of hydrogen

injected decreased for all zones over time because each injection

period initiated at a higher BHP compared with the previous.

Nevertheless, the total hydrogen amount increased over time

for the gas and oil zones (Fig. 4b) because the hydrogen volume

injected for each period was higher than hydrogen volume

withdrawn (the injection periods were 7-months, whereas

withdrawal periods were 5 months). This demonstrates the

importance of planning the duration of the withdrawal/injec-

tion period when designing hydrogen storage projects. The total

hydrogen amount in the water zone (Fig. 4b) decreased for each

cycle because this zone experienced a deeper fall in injection

rate, resulting in less amount of hydrogen injected after every

cycle compared with gas and oil zones.

Fig. 4 e Results of the cyclic operation stage in the gas, oil and water zones for the reference case. (a) Hydrogen withdrawal

(positive values reflect hydrogen from reservoir to surface) and injection rates (negative values reflect hydrogen from

surface to reservoir): withdrawal was characterized by constant rate in the gas and oil zones, and declining rate in the water

zone. Hydrogen injection rate declined for each cycle. (b) Hydrogen volume stored: most of the injected hydrogen during

storage site initialization remained underground. (c) Bottom-hole pressure in Ce3H. (d) Liquid (oil þ water)-to-gas

(hydrogen þ formation gas) ratio: a water breakthrough occurred in the water zone.
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saturation(gasandwaterzones)predefinedinthesimulation

modelorthetotalliquidsaturation(oilzone).Thehighest

hydrogensaturationswereobservedawayfromthenear-well

area,withamoreheterogeneousdistributioncomparedwith

previoushydrogenstudiesindepletedgasreservoirs[7].This

isexplainedbythevariationsintheinitialwatersaturation.

Thehighhydrogensaturationatthetopofthereservoirwas

consistentwithpreviousstudies[17,30].Thehighsaturation

offormationgasatthetopofthereservoirfavoredhydrogen

accumulationbecausedisplacementofformationgasby

hydrogenwasmoreefficientthandisplacementofoiland

water.Forthesamereason,hydrogendidnotpenetratethe

isolatedoil-saturatedgridcellssurroundedbyformationgas

inthegaszone.Unlikethegaszone,hydrogensaturationinthe

oilzonewasalwayshigherintheuppermostgridlayerthanin

underlyinggridlayers.

Cyclicoperation
Hydrogenwithdrawal(Fig.4a,c)wasmaintainedatmaximum

allowedrate(3millionSm3/d)forthegasandoilzonesforall

cycles,withoutreachingthelowerBHPlimit.Incontrast,

waterzonewithdrawalratesdecreasedforeachcyclewhen

reachingthelowerBHPlimit.Annualhydrogendelivery

rangedbetween292and480millionSm3,comparedwith

67e108millionSm3reportedintheliterature[7,30].Every

withdrawalperiodwascharacterizedbyaninitialsharp

declineinBHPpressure,followedbyalineardecreaseforall

zones,aspreviouslyobservedforaquiferstorage[28].The

pressuredeclinedmostrapidlyforthewaterzone,inpart

causedbyhighersaturationofincompressiblewater(relative

tothegasandoilzones),exacerbatedbypoorvertical

communicationwithover-andunderlyingformations.No

formationgaswasproducedinthe5-monthwithdrawalpe-

riodsforthethreezones,butthewaterzoneexperiencedwater

breakthrough(Fig.4d).Thehydrogenrecoveryfactorforthe

firstwithdrawalperiodwaslowforallthreezonesewater:

12%;gas:13%;oil:16%(CaseRefinTable2).Mostofthe

injectedhydrogen(>84%)duringstoragesiteinitializationwas

trappedundergroundandservedaspressuresupportfor

subsequentlyhydrogenwithdrawal/injectioncycles(Fig.4b).

Hydrogeninjectionperiodswerecharacterizedbyreaching

theupperBHPpressurelimitforallzoneswithacorresponding

injectionratereduction(Fig.4a,c).Theamountofhydrogen

injecteddecreasedforallzonesovertimebecauseeachinjection

periodinitiatedatahigherBHPcomparedwiththeprevious.

Nevertheless,thetotalhydrogenamountincreasedovertime

forthegasandoilzones(Fig.4b)becausethehydrogenvolume

injectedforeachperiodwashigherthanhydrogenvolume

withdrawn(theinjectionperiodswere7-months,whereas

withdrawalperiodswere5months).Thisdemonstratesthe

importanceofplanningthedurationofthewithdrawal/injec-

tionperiodwhendesigninghydrogenstorageprojects.Thetotal

hydrogenamountinthewaterzone(Fig.4b)decreasedforeach

cyclebecausethiszoneexperiencedadeeperfallininjection

rate,resultinginlessamountofhydrogeninjectedafterevery

cyclecomparedwithgasandoilzones.

Fig.4eResultsofthecyclicoperationstageinthegas,oilandwaterzonesforthereferencecase.(a)Hydrogenwithdrawal

(positivevaluesreflecthydrogenfromreservoirtosurface)andinjectionrates(negativevaluesreflecthydrogenfrom

surfacetoreservoir):withdrawalwascharacterizedbyconstantrateinthegasandoilzones,anddecliningrateinthewater

zone.Hydrogeninjectionratedeclinedforeachcycle.(b)Hydrogenvolumestored:mostoftheinjectedhydrogenduring

storagesiteinitializationremainedunderground.(c)Bottom-holepressureinCe3H.(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas

(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio:awaterbreakthroughoccurredinthewaterzone.
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saturation (gas and water zones) predefined in the simulation

model or the total liquid saturation (oil zone). The highest

hydrogen saturations were observed away from the near-well

area, with a more heterogeneous distribution compared with

previous hydrogen studies in depleted gas reservoirs [7]. This

is explained by the variations in the initial water saturation.

The high hydrogen saturation at the top of the reservoir was

consistent with previous studies [17,30]. The high saturation

of formation gas at the top of the reservoir favored hydrogen

accumulation because displacement of formation gas by

hydrogen was more efficient than displacement of oil and

water. For the same reason, hydrogen did not penetrate the

isolated oil-saturated grid cells surrounded by formation gas

in the gas zone. Unlike the gas zone, hydrogen saturation in the

oil zone was always higher in the uppermost grid layer than in

underlying grid layers.

Cyclic operation
Hydrogen withdrawal (Fig. 4a,c) was maintained at maximum

allowed rate (3 million Sm
3
/d) for the gas and oil zones for all

cycles, without reaching the lower BHP limit. In contrast,

water zone withdrawal rates decreased for each cycle when

reaching the lower BHP limit. Annual hydrogen delivery

ranged between 292 and 480 million Sm
3
, compared with

67e108 million Sm
3
reported in the literature [7,30]. Every

withdrawal period was characterized by an initial sharp

decline in BHP pressure, followed by a linear decrease for all

zones, as previously observed for aquifer storage [28]. The

pressure declined most rapidly for the water zone, in part

caused by higher saturation of incompressible water (relative

to the gas and oil zones), exacerbated by poor vertical

communication with over- and underlying formations. No

formation gas was produced in the 5-month withdrawal pe-

riods for the three zones, but thewater zone experiencedwater

breakthrough (Fig. 4d). The hydrogen recovery factor for the

first withdrawal period was low for all three zones e water:

12%; gas: 13%; oil: 16% (Case Ref in Table 2). Most of the

injected hydrogen (>84%) during storage site initializationwas

trapped underground and served as pressure support for

subsequently hydrogen withdrawal/injection cycles (Fig. 4b).

Hydrogen injection periods were characterized by reaching

the upper BHP pressure limit for all zones with a corresponding

injection rate reduction (Fig. 4a,c). The amount of hydrogen

injected decreased for all zones over time because each injection

period initiated at a higher BHP compared with the previous.

Nevertheless, the total hydrogen amount increased over time

for the gas and oil zones (Fig. 4b) because the hydrogen volume

injected for each period was higher than hydrogen volume

withdrawn (the injection periods were 7-months, whereas

withdrawal periods were 5 months). This demonstrates the

importance of planning the duration of the withdrawal/injec-

tion period when designing hydrogen storage projects. The total

hydrogen amount in the water zone (Fig. 4b) decreased for each

cycle because this zone experienced a deeper fall in injection

rate, resulting in less amount of hydrogen injected after every

cycle compared with gas and oil zones.

Fig. 4 e Results of the cyclic operation stage in the gas, oil and water zones for the reference case. (a) Hydrogen withdrawal

(positive values reflect hydrogen from reservoir to surface) and injection rates (negative values reflect hydrogen from

surface to reservoir): withdrawal was characterized by constant rate in the gas and oil zones, and declining rate in the water

zone. Hydrogen injection rate declined for each cycle. (b) Hydrogen volume stored: most of the injected hydrogen during

storage site initialization remained underground. (c) Bottom-hole pressure in Ce3H. (d) Liquid (oil þ water)-to-gas

(hydrogen þ formation gas) ratio: a water breakthrough occurred in the water zone.
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oil zone was always higher in the uppermost grid layer than in

underlying grid layers.

Cyclic operation
Hydrogen withdrawal (Fig. 4a,c) was maintained at maximum

allowed rate (3 million Sm
3
/d) for the gas and oil zones for all

cycles, without reaching the lower BHP limit. In contrast,

water zone withdrawal rates decreased for each cycle when

reaching the lower BHP limit. Annual hydrogen delivery

ranged between 292 and 480 million Sm
3
, compared with

67e108 million Sm
3
reported in the literature [7,30]. Every

withdrawal period was characterized by an initial sharp

decline in BHP pressure, followed by a linear decrease for all

zones, as previously observed for aquifer storage [28]. The

pressure declined most rapidly for the water zone, in part

caused by higher saturation of incompressible water (relative

to the gas and oil zones), exacerbated by poor vertical

communication with over- and underlying formations. No

formation gas was produced in the 5-month withdrawal pe-

riods for the three zones, but thewater zone experiencedwater

breakthrough (Fig. 4d). The hydrogen recovery factor for the

first withdrawal period was low for all three zones e water:

12%; gas: 13%; oil: 16% (Case Ref in Table 2). Most of the

injected hydrogen (>84%) during storage site initializationwas

trapped underground and served as pressure support for

subsequently hydrogen withdrawal/injection cycles (Fig. 4b).

Hydrogen injection periods were characterized by reaching

the upper BHP pressure limit for all zones with a corresponding

injection rate reduction (Fig. 4a,c). The amount of hydrogen

injected decreased for all zones over time because each injection

period initiated at a higher BHP compared with the previous.

Nevertheless, the total hydrogen amount increased over time

for the gas and oil zones (Fig. 4b) because the hydrogen volume

injected for each period was higher than hydrogen volume

withdrawn (the injection periods were 7-months, whereas

withdrawal periods were 5 months). This demonstrates the

importance of planning the duration of the withdrawal/injec-

tion period when designing hydrogen storage projects. The total

hydrogen amount in the water zone (Fig. 4b) decreased for each

cycle because this zone experienced a deeper fall in injection

rate, resulting in less amount of hydrogen injected after every

cycle compared with gas and oil zones.

Fig. 4 e Results of the cyclic operation stage in the gas, oil and water zones for the reference case. (a) Hydrogen withdrawal

(positive values reflect hydrogen from reservoir to surface) and injection rates (negative values reflect hydrogen from

surface to reservoir): withdrawal was characterized by constant rate in the gas and oil zones, and declining rate in the water

zone. Hydrogen injection rate declined for each cycle. (b) Hydrogen volume stored: most of the injected hydrogen during

storage site initialization remained underground. (c) Bottom-hole pressure in Ce3H. (d) Liquid (oil þ water)-to-gas

(hydrogen þ formation gas) ratio: a water breakthrough occurred in the water zone.
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saturation(gasandwaterzones)predefinedinthesimulation

modelorthetotalliquidsaturation(oilzone).Thehighest

hydrogensaturationswereobservedawayfromthenear-well

area,withamoreheterogeneousdistributioncomparedwith

previoushydrogenstudiesindepletedgasreservoirs[7].This

isexplainedbythevariationsintheinitialwatersaturation.

Thehighhydrogensaturationatthetopofthereservoirwas

consistentwithpreviousstudies[17,30].Thehighsaturation

offormationgasatthetopofthereservoirfavoredhydrogen

accumulationbecausedisplacementofformationgasby

hydrogenwasmoreefficientthandisplacementofoiland

water.Forthesamereason,hydrogendidnotpenetratethe

isolatedoil-saturatedgridcellssurroundedbyformationgas

inthegaszone.Unlikethegaszone,hydrogensaturationinthe

oilzonewasalwayshigherintheuppermostgridlayerthanin

underlyinggridlayers.

Cyclicoperation
Hydrogenwithdrawal(Fig.4a,c)wasmaintainedatmaximum

allowedrate(3millionSm
3
/d)forthegasandoilzonesforall

cycles,withoutreachingthelowerBHPlimit.Incontrast,

waterzonewithdrawalratesdecreasedforeachcyclewhen

reachingthelowerBHPlimit.Annualhydrogendelivery

rangedbetween292and480millionSm
3
,comparedwith

67e108millionSm
3
reportedintheliterature[7,30].Every

withdrawalperiodwascharacterizedbyaninitialsharp

declineinBHPpressure,followedbyalineardecreaseforall

zones,aspreviouslyobservedforaquiferstorage[28].The

pressuredeclinedmostrapidlyforthewaterzone,inpart

causedbyhighersaturationofincompressiblewater(relative

tothegasandoilzones),exacerbatedbypoorvertical

communicationwithover-andunderlyingformations.No

formationgaswasproducedinthe5-monthwithdrawalpe-

riodsforthethreezones,butthewaterzoneexperiencedwater

breakthrough(Fig.4d).Thehydrogenrecoveryfactorforthe

firstwithdrawalperiodwaslowforallthreezonesewater:

12%;gas:13%;oil:16%(CaseRefinTable2).Mostofthe

injectedhydrogen(>84%)duringstoragesiteinitializationwas

trappedundergroundandservedaspressuresupportfor

subsequentlyhydrogenwithdrawal/injectioncycles(Fig.4b).

Hydrogeninjectionperiodswerecharacterizedbyreaching

theupperBHPpressurelimitforallzoneswithacorresponding

injectionratereduction(Fig.4a,c).Theamountofhydrogen

injecteddecreasedforallzonesovertimebecauseeachinjection

periodinitiatedatahigherBHPcomparedwiththeprevious.

Nevertheless,thetotalhydrogenamountincreasedovertime

forthegasandoilzones(Fig.4b)becausethehydrogenvolume

injectedforeachperiodwashigherthanhydrogenvolume

withdrawn(theinjectionperiodswere7-months,whereas

withdrawalperiodswere5months).Thisdemonstratesthe

importanceofplanningthedurationofthewithdrawal/injec-

tionperiodwhendesigninghydrogenstorageprojects.Thetotal

hydrogenamountinthewaterzone(Fig.4b)decreasedforeach

cyclebecausethiszoneexperiencedadeeperfallininjection

rate,resultinginlessamountofhydrogeninjectedafterevery

cyclecomparedwithgasandoilzones.

Fig.4eResultsofthecyclicoperationstageinthegas,oilandwaterzonesforthereferencecase.(a)Hydrogenwithdrawal

(positivevaluesreflecthydrogenfromreservoirtosurface)andinjectionrates(negativevaluesreflecthydrogenfrom

surfacetoreservoir):withdrawalwascharacterizedbyconstantrateinthegasandoilzones,anddecliningrateinthewater

zone.Hydrogeninjectionratedeclinedforeachcycle.(b)Hydrogenvolumestored:mostoftheinjectedhydrogenduring

storagesiteinitializationremainedunderground.(c)Bottom-holepressureinCe3H.(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas

(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio:awaterbreakthroughoccurredinthewaterzone.
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Prolonged withdrawal
The prolonged withdrawal period (Fig. 5) after the fourth cycle

was characterized by a constant hydrogen withdrawal at

maximum allowed rate (3 million Sm3/d) for the gas zone (310

days) and oil zone (300 days). Subsequently, formation fluid

breakthrough (formation gas in gas zone e Fig. 5a; mostly oil

and water in oil zone e Fig. 5d) was observed, with decreasing

ratios of withdrawn hydrogen. The prolonged withdrawal

period ceased when the hydrogen withdrawal rate reached its

lower economic limit (gas zone: 1094 days; oil zone: 880 days).

This resulted in a final hydrogen recovery factor of 87% for the

gas zone, 77% for the oil zone and 49% for thewater zone (case Ref

in Table 2). Gas zone recovery factor was comparable to the

reported 82% recovery in an Austrian field pilot in depleted

onshore gas field [29], suggesting that an isolated thin gas zone

is a suitable target for hydrogen storage. The low hydrogen

recovery in thewater zonewas influenced by the short duration

(415 days) and pronounced water production (Fig. 5d), despite

an additionally open well perforation in the uppermost layer

(Fig. 3f) to test the “selective technology” [10]. Hydrogen accu-

mulation in the uppermost perforation occurred due to hori-

zontal hydrogen propagation and not vertical migration along

the well. Hence, the upper well perforation did not have access

to all hydrogen concentrated in the top part of the reservoir,

resulting in lower hydrogen recovery, demonstrating the

complexity of the “selective technology”. Water zone hydrogen

storage was therefore the least preferred option.

The final hydrogen distribution (Fig. 3b,d,f) demon-

strated predominantly vertical with some horizontal

hydrogen plume shrinkage for the gas zone, whereas the oil

zone hydrogen plume contracted only in vertical direction.

Generally, hydrogen saturations in the near-well area were

lower (nominally 0.5) than on the flanks (nominally 0.8),

partially influenced by the fault blocks. In the oil zone,

upconing of liquids (oil and water) occurred in the near-well

area, consistent with the reported observations [17,30]. This

demonstrates the complexity of hydrogen withdrawal in

the presence of multiple fluids (hydrogen, liberated gas, oil,

and water) with varying mobility and displacement effi-

ciencies. For both gas and oil zones, the unrecovered

hydrogen predominantly accumulated at the top layers,

and correlated with the maximum hydrogen saturations

after storage site initialization. The remaining hydrogen in

the water zone was characterized as spotty and widely

distributed. The lowest hydrogen saturation was observed

in the uppermost perforation (nominally 0.1), with the

highest hydrogen saturation aligned with the site initiali-

zation. Water upconing did not occur in the lowermost

perforations due to poor communication with underlying

water-saturated formation. The water breakthrough

occurred in lateral direction only. This illustrates that the

well placement above the low-permeable layer is advanta-

geous in water-saturated formations.

Fig. 5 e Results of the prolonged withdrawal period in the gas, oil andwater zones for the reference case. (a) Withdrawal rate.

The solid lines represent the hydrogen withdrawal rate, whereas the dashed lines denote the total withdrawal rate of

hydrogen and formation gas: the initially constant withdrawal rate (H2 þ CH4) was replaced by declining trend due to

achievement of the BHP lower limit. The gas zone experienced the formation gas breakthrough. (b) Remaining hydrogen

volume in the reservoir: the remaining hydrogen volume was low in the gas and oil zones, whereas the water zone showed

poor hydrogen recovery. (c) Bottom-hole pressure in Ce3H. (d) Liquid (oilþwater)-to-gas (hydrogenþ formation gas) ratio: a

water breakthrough occurred in the oil zone, with both formation gas and water production in the water zone.
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Prolongedwithdrawal
Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod(Fig.5)afterthefourthcycle

wascharacterizedbyaconstanthydrogenwithdrawalat

maximumallowedrate(3millionSm3/d)forthegaszone(310

days)andoilzone(300days).Subsequently,formationfluid

breakthrough(formationgasingaszoneeFig.5a;mostlyoil

andwaterinoilzoneeFig.5d)wasobserved,withdecreasing

ratiosofwithdrawnhydrogen.Theprolongedwithdrawal

periodceasedwhenthehydrogenwithdrawalratereachedits

lowereconomiclimit(gaszone:1094days;oilzone:880days).

Thisresultedinafinalhydrogenrecoveryfactorof87%forthe

gaszone,77%fortheoilzoneand49%forthewaterzone(caseRef

inTable2).Gaszonerecoveryfactorwascomparabletothe

reported82%recoveryinanAustrianfieldpilotindepleted

onshoregasfield[29],suggestingthatanisolatedthingaszone

isasuitabletargetforhydrogenstorage.Thelowhydrogen

recoveryinthewaterzonewasinfluencedbytheshortduration

(415days)andpronouncedwaterproduction(Fig.5d),despite

anadditionallyopenwellperforationintheuppermostlayer

(Fig.3f)totestthe“selectivetechnology”[10].Hydrogenaccu-

mulationintheuppermostperforationoccurredduetohori-

zontalhydrogenpropagationandnotverticalmigrationalong

thewell.Hence,theupperwellperforationdidnothaveaccess

toallhydrogenconcentratedinthetoppartofthereservoir,

resultinginlowerhydrogenrecovery,demonstratingthe

complexityofthe“selectivetechnology”.Waterzonehydrogen

storagewasthereforetheleastpreferredoption.

Thefinalhydrogendistribution(Fig.3b,d,f)demon-

stratedpredominantlyverticalwithsomehorizontal

hydrogenplumeshrinkageforthegaszone,whereastheoil

zonehydrogenplumecontractedonlyinverticaldirection.

Generally,hydrogensaturationsinthenear-wellareawere

lower(nominally0.5)thanontheflanks(nominally0.8),

partiallyinfluencedbythefaultblocks.Intheoilzone,

upconingofliquids(oilandwater)occurredinthenear-well

area,consistentwiththereportedobservations[17,30].This

demonstratesthecomplexityofhydrogenwithdrawalin

thepresenceofmultiplefluids(hydrogen,liberatedgas,oil,

andwater)withvaryingmobilityanddisplacementeffi-

ciencies.Forbothgasandoilzones,theunrecovered

hydrogenpredominantlyaccumulatedatthetoplayers,

andcorrelatedwiththemaximumhydrogensaturations

afterstoragesiteinitialization.Theremaininghydrogenin

thewaterzonewascharacterizedasspottyandwidely

distributed.Thelowesthydrogensaturationwasobserved

intheuppermostperforation(nominally0.1),withthe

highesthydrogensaturationalignedwiththesiteinitiali-

zation.Waterupconingdidnotoccurinthelowermost

perforationsduetopoorcommunicationwithunderlying

water-saturatedformation.Thewaterbreakthrough

occurredinlateraldirectiononly.Thisillustratesthatthe

wellplacementabovethelow-permeablelayerisadvanta-

geousinwater-saturatedformations.

Fig.5eResultsoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiodinthegas,oilandwaterzonesforthereferencecase.(a)Withdrawalrate.

Thesolidlinesrepresentthehydrogenwithdrawalrate,whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalwithdrawalrateof

hydrogenandformationgas:theinitiallyconstantwithdrawalrate(H2þCH4)wasreplacedbydecliningtrenddueto

achievementoftheBHPlowerlimit.Thegaszoneexperiencedtheformationgasbreakthrough.(b)Remaininghydrogen

volumeinthereservoir:theremaininghydrogenvolumewaslowinthegasandoilzones,whereasthewaterzoneshowed

poorhydrogenrecovery.(c)Bottom-holepressureinCe3H.(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio:a

waterbreakthroughoccurredintheoilzone,withbothformationgasandwaterproductioninthewaterzone.
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Prolonged withdrawal
The prolonged withdrawal period (Fig. 5) after the fourth cycle

was characterized by a constant hydrogen withdrawal at

maximum allowed rate (3 million Sm
3
/d) for the gas zone (310

days) and oil zone (300 days). Subsequently, formation fluid

breakthrough (formation gas in gas zone e Fig. 5a; mostly oil

and water in oil zone e Fig. 5d) was observed, with decreasing

ratios of withdrawn hydrogen. The prolonged withdrawal

period ceased when the hydrogen withdrawal rate reached its

lower economic limit (gas zone: 1094 days; oil zone: 880 days).

This resulted in a final hydrogen recovery factor of 87% for the

gas zone, 77% for the oil zone and 49% for thewater zone (case Ref

in Table 2). Gas zone recovery factor was comparable to the

reported 82% recovery in an Austrian field pilot in depleted

onshore gas field [29], suggesting that an isolated thin gas zone

is a suitable target for hydrogen storage. The low hydrogen

recovery in thewater zonewas influenced by the short duration

(415 days) and pronounced water production (Fig. 5d), despite

an additionally open well perforation in the uppermost layer

(Fig. 3f) to test the “selective technology” [10]. Hydrogen accu-

mulation in the uppermost perforation occurred due to hori-

zontal hydrogen propagation and not vertical migration along

the well. Hence, the upper well perforation did not have access

to all hydrogen concentrated in the top part of the reservoir,

resulting in lower hydrogen recovery, demonstrating the

complexity of the “selective technology”. Water zone hydrogen

storage was therefore the least preferred option.

The final hydrogen distribution (Fig. 3b,d,f) demon-

strated predominantly vertical with some horizontal

hydrogen plume shrinkage for the gas zone, whereas the oil

zone hydrogen plume contracted only in vertical direction.

Generally, hydrogen saturations in the near-well area were

lower (nominally 0.5) than on the flanks (nominally 0.8),

partially influenced by the fault blocks. In the oil zone,

upconing of liquids (oil and water) occurred in the near-well

area, consistent with the reported observations [17,30]. This

demonstrates the complexity of hydrogen withdrawal in

the presence of multiple fluids (hydrogen, liberated gas, oil,

and water) with varying mobility and displacement effi-

ciencies. For both gas and oil zones, the unrecovered

hydrogen predominantly accumulated at the top layers,

and correlated with the maximum hydrogen saturations

after storage site initialization. The remaining hydrogen in

the water zone was characterized as spotty and widely

distributed. The lowest hydrogen saturation was observed

in the uppermost perforation (nominally 0.1), with the

highest hydrogen saturation aligned with the site initiali-

zation. Water upconing did not occur in the lowermost

perforations due to poor communication with underlying

water-saturated formation. The water breakthrough

occurred in lateral direction only. This illustrates that the

well placement above the low-permeable layer is advanta-

geous in water-saturated formations.

Fig. 5 e Results of the prolonged withdrawal period in the gas, oil andwater zones for the reference case. (a) Withdrawal rate.

The solid lines represent the hydrogen withdrawal rate, whereas the dashed lines denote the total withdrawal rate of

hydrogen and formation gas: the initially constant withdrawal rate (H2 þ CH4) was replaced by declining trend due to

achievement of the BHP lower limit. The gas zone experienced the formation gas breakthrough. (b) Remaining hydrogen

volume in the reservoir: the remaining hydrogen volume was low in the gas and oil zones, whereas the water zone showed

poor hydrogen recovery. (c) Bottom-hole pressure in Ce3H. (d) Liquid (oilþwater)-to-gas (hydrogenþ formation gas) ratio: a

water breakthrough occurred in the oil zone, with both formation gas and water production in the water zone.
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resulting in lower hydrogen recovery, demonstrating the
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partially influenced by the fault blocks. In the oil zone,

upconing of liquids (oil and water) occurred in the near-well

area, consistent with the reported observations [17,30]. This
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the water zone was characterized as spotty and widely
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zation. Water upconing did not occur in the lowermost

perforations due to poor communication with underlying

water-saturated formation. The water breakthrough

occurred in lateral direction only. This illustrates that the

well placement above the low-permeable layer is advanta-
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Prolongedwithdrawal
Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod(Fig.5)afterthefourthcycle

wascharacterizedbyaconstanthydrogenwithdrawalat

maximumallowedrate(3millionSm
3
/d)forthegaszone(310

days)andoilzone(300days).Subsequently,formationfluid

breakthrough(formationgasingaszoneeFig.5a;mostlyoil

andwaterinoilzoneeFig.5d)wasobserved,withdecreasing

ratiosofwithdrawnhydrogen.Theprolongedwithdrawal

periodceasedwhenthehydrogenwithdrawalratereachedits

lowereconomiclimit(gaszone:1094days;oilzone:880days).

Thisresultedinafinalhydrogenrecoveryfactorof87%forthe

gaszone,77%fortheoilzoneand49%forthewaterzone(caseRef

inTable2).Gaszonerecoveryfactorwascomparabletothe

reported82%recoveryinanAustrianfieldpilotindepleted

onshoregasfield[29],suggestingthatanisolatedthingaszone

isasuitabletargetforhydrogenstorage.Thelowhydrogen

recoveryinthewaterzonewasinfluencedbytheshortduration

(415days)andpronouncedwaterproduction(Fig.5d),despite

anadditionallyopenwellperforationintheuppermostlayer

(Fig.3f)totestthe“selectivetechnology”[10].Hydrogenaccu-

mulationintheuppermostperforationoccurredduetohori-

zontalhydrogenpropagationandnotverticalmigrationalong

thewell.Hence,theupperwellperforationdidnothaveaccess

toallhydrogenconcentratedinthetoppartofthereservoir,

resultinginlowerhydrogenrecovery,demonstratingthe

complexityofthe“selectivetechnology”.Waterzonehydrogen

storagewasthereforetheleastpreferredoption.

Thefinalhydrogendistribution(Fig.3b,d,f)demon-

stratedpredominantlyverticalwithsomehorizontal

hydrogenplumeshrinkageforthegaszone,whereastheoil

zonehydrogenplumecontractedonlyinverticaldirection.

Generally,hydrogensaturationsinthenear-wellareawere

lower(nominally0.5)thanontheflanks(nominally0.8),

partiallyinfluencedbythefaultblocks.Intheoilzone,

upconingofliquids(oilandwater)occurredinthenear-well

area,consistentwiththereportedobservations[17,30].This

demonstratesthecomplexityofhydrogenwithdrawalin

thepresenceofmultiplefluids(hydrogen,liberatedgas,oil,

andwater)withvaryingmobilityanddisplacementeffi-

ciencies.Forbothgasandoilzones,theunrecovered

hydrogenpredominantlyaccumulatedatthetoplayers,

andcorrelatedwiththemaximumhydrogensaturations

afterstoragesiteinitialization.Theremaininghydrogenin

thewaterzonewascharacterizedasspottyandwidely

distributed.Thelowesthydrogensaturationwasobserved

intheuppermostperforation(nominally0.1),withthe

highesthydrogensaturationalignedwiththesiteinitiali-

zation.Waterupconingdidnotoccurinthelowermost

perforationsduetopoorcommunicationwithunderlying

water-saturatedformation.Thewaterbreakthrough

occurredinlateraldirectiononly.Thisillustratesthatthe

wellplacementabovethelow-permeablelayerisadvanta-

geousinwater-saturatedformations.

Fig.5eResultsoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiodinthegas,oilandwaterzonesforthereferencecase.(a)Withdrawalrate.

Thesolidlinesrepresentthehydrogenwithdrawalrate,whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalwithdrawalrateof

hydrogenandformationgas:theinitiallyconstantwithdrawalrate(H2þCH4)wasreplacedbydecliningtrenddueto

achievementoftheBHPlowerlimit.Thegaszoneexperiencedtheformationgasbreakthrough.(b)Remaininghydrogen

volumeinthereservoir:theremaininghydrogenvolumewaslowinthegasandoilzones,whereasthewaterzoneshowed

poorhydrogenrecovery.(c)Bottom-holepressureinCe3H.(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio:a

waterbreakthroughoccurredintheoilzone,withbothformationgasandwaterproductioninthewaterzone.
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Case studies

Effect of cushion gas e case study 1
In real hydrogen storage projects, hydrogenmigration far from

the injection point may potentially lead to loss of hydrogen.

From the perspective of maximum recoverable hydrogen vol-

umes, we therefore evaluate the use of formation gas instead

of hydrogen to increase initial reservoir pressure. We study

three scenarios (A, B and C), where the storage site initializa-

tion in each scenario was performed in two steps: 1) 100%

formation gas injection until a preset pressure value (A:

220 bar; B: 200 bar; C: 160 bar), followed by 2) 100% hydrogen

injection until 250 bar. The injected hydrogen volumes (Case 1

in Table 2) were lower comparedwith reference case. The ratio

between injected formation gas and hydrogen was similar for

all zones in scenario A (nominally 20% hydrogen), whereas the

gas zone received less hydrogen for the other scenarios (B: 36%

and C: 60%) compared with the oil zone (B: 45% and C: 80%) and

water zone (B: 45% and C: 82%). Hence, the gas zone required

more formation gas to achieve the desired pressurization for

each scenario, reducing the amount of injected hydrogen. This

suggests that gas zone hydrogen storage was more favorable

than in oil and water zones when using formation gas as

cushion gas.

The hydrogen recovery factor for the first withdrawal

period (Case 1 in Table 2) was i) higher for all zones compared

with the reference case using pure hydrogen injection, and ii)

increasing with increasing amount of formation gas injected.

The highest hydrogen recovery factors for the first withdrawal

period were observed in scenarioA for all zones e gas: 58%; oil:

52% and water: 52%. However, scenario A showed the lowest

hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture (Case 1A in

Table 2). Both hydrogen and formation gas were produced,

starting with pure hydrogen with gradually increasing shares

of formation gas (Fig. 6). The hydrogen fraction decreasedmore

rapidly in the water zone (Fig. 6d), due to hydrogen losses

caused by upward migration. In scenarios B and C, the

hydrogen purity remained high and nearly constant for all

withdrawal periods in all three storage zones. Hence, impu-

rities in thewithdrawn gasmixture can be avoided by injecting

at least 60e80% of hydrogen in totally injected gas. The final

hydrogen recovery factor decreasedwith increasing amount of

hydrogen injected, being the lowest in scenario C e gas: 92%;

oil: 84% andwater: 55% (Case 1C in Table 2). Overall, the highest

recovery factors were achieved at the cost of the hydrogen

purity. When using cushion gases other than hydrogen, a

detailed screening is needed to weigh between the hydrogen

purity and recovery factors.

Effect of the injected gas composition e case study 2
Intermittent injection and withdrawal of pure hydrogen may

perform differently compared with gas mixtures with lower

hydrogen content. We investigate the effect of injecting a gas

mixture with 70% formation gas and 30% hydrogen, highly

relevant because current legal regulations limit themaximum

allowed hydrogen fraction in gas mixtures [12]. We preset a

lower economicwithdrawal rate limit to 1million Sm3/d of the

formation gas-hydrogen mixture.

Fig. 6 e Case study 1 (scenario A) e the results of the initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged withdrawal stages.

Withdrawal (positive values) and injection (negative values) rates in gas (a), oil (b), and water (c) zones, respectively. The

solid lines represent the hydrogen rate (H2), whereas the dashed lines denote the total rate of hydrogen and formation gas

(H2 þ CH4). The initialization stage started with 100% formation gas injection, followed by 100% hydrogen injection.

Hydrogen withdrawal was characterized by declining hydrogen rate due to the formation gas break-through. (d) Hydrogen

fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture during the 1st withdrawal period. Withdrawal periods started with pure hydrogen,

with gradually decreasing hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture.
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Casestudies

Effectofcushiongasecasestudy1
Inrealhydrogenstorageprojects,hydrogenmigrationfarfrom

theinjectionpointmaypotentiallyleadtolossofhydrogen.

Fromtheperspectiveofmaximumrecoverablehydrogenvol-

umes,wethereforeevaluatetheuseofformationgasinstead

ofhydrogentoincreaseinitialreservoirpressure.Westudy

threescenarios(A,BandC),wherethestoragesiteinitializa-

tionineachscenariowasperformedintwosteps:1)100%

formationgasinjectionuntilapresetpressurevalue(A:

220bar;B:200bar;C:160bar),followedby2)100%hydrogen

injectionuntil250bar.Theinjectedhydrogenvolumes(Case1

inTable2)werelowercomparedwithreferencecase.Theratio

betweeninjectedformationgasandhydrogenwassimilarfor

allzonesinscenarioA(nominally20%hydrogen),whereasthe

gaszonereceivedlesshydrogenfortheotherscenarios(B:36%

andC:60%)comparedwiththeoilzone(B:45%andC:80%)and

waterzone(B:45%andC:82%).Hence,thegaszonerequired

moreformationgastoachievethedesiredpressurizationfor

eachscenario,reducingtheamountofinjectedhydrogen.This
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Case studies

Effect of cushion gas e case study 1
In real hydrogen storage projects, hydrogenmigration far from

the injection point may potentially lead to loss of hydrogen.

From the perspective of maximum recoverable hydrogen vol-

umes, we therefore evaluate the use of formation gas instead

of hydrogen to increase initial reservoir pressure. We study

three scenarios (A, B and C), where the storage site initializa-

tion in each scenario was performed in two steps: 1) 100%

formation gas injection until a preset pressure value (A:

220 bar; B: 200 bar; C: 160 bar), followed by 2) 100% hydrogen

injection until 250 bar. The injected hydrogen volumes (Case 1

in Table 2) were lower comparedwith reference case. The ratio

between injected formation gas and hydrogen was similar for

all zones in scenario A (nominally 20% hydrogen), whereas the

gas zone received less hydrogen for the other scenarios (B: 36%

and C: 60%) compared with the oil zone (B: 45% and C: 80%) and

water zone (B: 45% and C: 82%). Hence, the gas zone required

more formation gas to achieve the desired pressurization for

each scenario, reducing the amount of injected hydrogen. This

suggests that gas zone hydrogen storage was more favorable

than in oil and water zones when using formation gas as

cushion gas.

The hydrogen recovery factor for the first withdrawal

period (Case 1 in Table 2) was i) higher for all zones compared

with the reference case using pure hydrogen injection, and ii)

increasing with increasing amount of formation gas injected.

The highest hydrogen recovery factors for the first withdrawal

period were observed in scenarioA for all zones e gas: 58%; oil:

52% and water: 52%. However, scenario A showed the lowest

hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture (Case 1A in

Table 2). Both hydrogen and formation gas were produced,

starting with pure hydrogen with gradually increasing shares

of formation gas (Fig. 6). The hydrogen fraction decreasedmore

rapidly in the water zone (Fig. 6d), due to hydrogen losses

caused by upward migration. In scenarios B and C, the

hydrogen purity remained high and nearly constant for all

withdrawal periods in all three storage zones. Hence, impu-

rities in thewithdrawn gasmixture can be avoided by injecting

at least 60e80% of hydrogen in totally injected gas. The final

hydrogen recovery factor decreasedwith increasing amount of

hydrogen injected, being the lowest in scenario C e gas: 92%;

oil: 84% andwater: 55% (Case 1C in Table 2). Overall, the highest

recovery factors were achieved at the cost of the hydrogen

purity. When using cushion gases other than hydrogen, a

detailed screening is needed to weigh between the hydrogen

purity and recovery factors.

Effect of the injected gas composition e case study 2
Intermittent injection and withdrawal of pure hydrogen may

perform differently compared with gas mixtures with lower

hydrogen content. We investigate the effect of injecting a gas

mixture with 70% formation gas and 30% hydrogen, highly

relevant because current legal regulations limit themaximum

allowed hydrogen fraction in gas mixtures [12]. We preset a

lower economicwithdrawal rate limit to 1million Sm
3
/d of the

formation gas-hydrogen mixture.

Fig. 6 e Case study 1 (scenario A) e the results of the initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged withdrawal stages.

Withdrawal (positive values) and injection (negative values) rates in gas (a), oil (b), and water (c) zones, respectively. The

solid lines represent the hydrogen rate (H2), whereas the dashed lines denote the total rate of hydrogen and formation gas

(H2 þ CH4). The initialization stage started with 100% formation gas injection, followed by 100% hydrogen injection.

Hydrogen withdrawal was characterized by declining hydrogen rate due to the formation gas break-through. (d) Hydrogen

fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture during the 1st withdrawal period. Withdrawal periods started with pure hydrogen,

with gradually decreasing hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture.
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Effectofcushiongasecasestudy1
Inrealhydrogenstorageprojects,hydrogenmigrationfarfrom

theinjectionpointmaypotentiallyleadtolossofhydrogen.

Fromtheperspectiveofmaximumrecoverablehydrogenvol-

umes,wethereforeevaluatetheuseofformationgasinstead

ofhydrogentoincreaseinitialreservoirpressure.Westudy

threescenarios(A,BandC),wherethestoragesiteinitializa-

tionineachscenariowasperformedintwosteps:1)100%

formationgasinjectionuntilapresetpressurevalue(A:

220bar;B:200bar;C:160bar),followedby2)100%hydrogen

injectionuntil250bar.Theinjectedhydrogenvolumes(Case1

inTable2)werelowercomparedwithreferencecase.Theratio

betweeninjectedformationgasandhydrogenwassimilarfor

allzonesinscenarioA(nominally20%hydrogen),whereasthe

gaszonereceivedlesshydrogenfortheotherscenarios(B:36%

andC:60%)comparedwiththeoilzone(B:45%andC:80%)and

waterzone(B:45%andC:82%).Hence,thegaszonerequired

moreformationgastoachievethedesiredpressurizationfor

eachscenario,reducingtheamountofinjectedhydrogen.This

suggeststhatgaszonehydrogenstoragewasmorefavorable

thaninoilandwaterzoneswhenusingformationgasas

cushiongas.

Thehydrogenrecoveryfactorforthefirstwithdrawal

period(Case1inTable2)wasi)higherforallzonescompared

withthereferencecaseusingpurehydrogeninjection,andii)

increasingwithincreasingamountofformationgasinjected.

Thehighesthydrogenrecoveryfactorsforthefirstwithdrawal

periodwereobservedinscenarioAforallzonesegas:58%;oil:

52%andwater:52%.However,scenarioAshowedthelowest

hydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngasmixture(Case1Ain

Table2).Bothhydrogenandformationgaswereproduced,

startingwithpurehydrogenwithgraduallyincreasingshares

offormationgas(Fig.6).Thehydrogenfractiondecreasedmore

rapidlyinthewaterzone(Fig.6d),duetohydrogenlosses

causedbyupwardmigration.InscenariosBandC,the

hydrogenpurityremainedhighandnearlyconstantforall

withdrawalperiodsinallthreestoragezones.Hence,impu-

ritiesinthewithdrawngasmixturecanbeavoidedbyinjecting

atleast60e80%ofhydrogenintotallyinjectedgas.Thefinal

hydrogenrecoveryfactordecreasedwithincreasingamountof

hydrogeninjected,beingthelowestinscenarioCegas:92%;

oil:84%andwater:55%(Case1CinTable2).Overall,thehighest

recoveryfactorswereachievedatthecostofthehydrogen

purity.Whenusingcushiongasesotherthanhydrogen,a

detailedscreeningisneededtoweighbetweenthehydrogen

purityandrecoveryfactors.

Effectoftheinjectedgascompositionecasestudy2
Intermittentinjectionandwithdrawalofpurehydrogenmay

performdifferentlycomparedwithgasmixtureswithlower

hydrogencontent.Weinvestigatetheeffectofinjectingagas

mixturewith70%formationgasand30%hydrogen,highly

relevantbecausecurrentlegalregulationslimitthemaximum

allowedhydrogenfractioningasmixtures[12].Wepreseta

lowereconomicwithdrawalratelimitto1millionSm
3
/dofthe

formationgas-hydrogenmixture.

Fig.6eCasestudy1(scenarioA)etheresultsoftheinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwithdrawalstages.

Withdrawal(positivevalues)andinjection(negativevalues)ratesingas(a),oil(b),andwater(c)zones,respectively.The

solidlinesrepresentthehydrogenrate(H2),whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalrateofhydrogenandformationgas

(H2þCH4).Theinitializationstagestartedwith100%formationgasinjection,followedby100%hydrogeninjection.

Hydrogenwithdrawalwascharacterizedbydeclininghydrogenrateduetotheformationgasbreak-through.(d)Hydrogen

fractioninthewithdrawngasmixtureduringthe1stwithdrawalperiod.Withdrawalperiodsstartedwithpurehydrogen,

withgraduallydecreasinghydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngasmixture.
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3
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Fig.6eCasestudy1(scenarioA)etheresultsoftheinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwithdrawalstages.

Withdrawal(positivevalues)andinjection(negativevalues)ratesingas(a),oil(b),andwater(c)zones,respectively.The

solidlinesrepresentthehydrogenrate(H2),whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalrateofhydrogenandformationgas

(H2þCH4).Theinitializationstagestartedwith100%formationgasinjection,followedby100%hydrogeninjection.

Hydrogenwithdrawalwascharacterizedbydeclininghydrogenrateduetotheformationgasbreak-through.(d)Hydrogen

fractioninthewithdrawngasmixtureduringthe1stwithdrawalperiod.Withdrawalperiodsstartedwithpurehydrogen,

withgraduallydecreasinghydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngasmixture.
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The average hydrogen recovery factor for the first with-

drawal period (Case 2 in Table 2) was equal to or lower than

hydrogen injection cases with and without formation cushion

gas (Ref and Case 1) for all three zones. The initial hydrogen

fraction inwithdrawn gasmixture varied for each zone. For the

gas zone (Fig. 7b) itwas equal to injected hydrogen fraction (30%)

due to the small thickness and isolation from the other zones.

The injected gasmixture did not migrate vertically, resulting in

a homogenous hydrogen-formation gas concentration in the

near-well area that flowed back into the well uponwithdrawal.

The initial hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas from the oil

zone (Fig. 7d) was higher (34%) than the injected gas mixture

because vertical communication allowed the injected gas

mixture to gravitationally separate due to differences in den-

sity (hydrogen gas is around 9 times less dense than formation

gas at storage conditions). Hence, close to the well perforations

(located towards the top of the oil zone) the hydrogen fraction

was higher than the injected gas mixture. The initial hydrogen

fraction in the withdrawn gas from the water zone (Fig. 7f) was

lower (28%) than the injected fraction because the water zone

was isolated from the neighboring underlying formations, with

poor vertical communication with overlying formations.

Hence, the injected gas mixture migrated upwards, away from

the well and reduced withdrawn hydrogen fractions.

The hydrogen fraction was not constant during each

withdrawal period, and decreased during the first 50 days,

before increasing (gas and oil zones e Fig. 7a,b,c,d) or stabi-

lizing (water zone e Fig. 7e and f) for the rest of withdrawal

period. This behavior is related to gravity segregation. There

was no shut-in period between injection and withdrawal, so

Fig. 7 e Case study 2 e the results of the initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged withdrawal stages. Withdrawal/

injection (positive/negative values, respectively) rates (left) and hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture (right).

From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b), oil (c, d), and water zones (e, f), respectively. In (a, c, e) the solid lines

represent the hydrogen rate (H2), whereas the dashed lines denote the total rate of hydrogen and formation gas (H2 þ CH4).

The injected formation gas-hydrogen mixture consisted of 30% hydrogen during the storage site initialization and cyclic

operation (a,c,e). The initial hydrogen fraction in withdrawn gas mixture varied for each zone (b,d,f), being the highest in the

oil zone (d) and the lowest in the water zone (f). The hydrogen faction decreased for the first 50 days, before increasing in the

gas and oil zones (b,d) and stabilizing in the water zone (f). The hydrogen fraction at the end increased with increasing

number of cycles (b,d,f).
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Theaveragehydrogenrecoveryfactorforthefirstwith-

drawalperiod(Case2inTable2)wasequaltoorlowerthan

hydrogeninjectioncaseswithandwithoutformationcushion

gas(RefandCase1)forallthreezones.Theinitialhydrogen

fractioninwithdrawngasmixturevariedforeachzone.Forthe

gaszone(Fig.7b)itwasequaltoinjectedhydrogenfraction(30%)

duetothesmallthicknessandisolationfromtheotherzones.

Theinjectedgasmixturedidnotmigratevertically,resultingin

ahomogenoushydrogen-formationgasconcentrationinthe

near-wellareathatflowedbackintothewelluponwithdrawal.

Theinitialhydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngasfromtheoil

zone(Fig.7d)washigher(34%)thantheinjectedgasmixture

becauseverticalcommunicationallowedtheinjectedgas

mixturetogravitationallyseparateduetodifferencesinden-

sity(hydrogengasisaround9timeslessdensethanformation

gasatstorageconditions).Hence,closetothewellperforations

(locatedtowardsthetopoftheoilzone)thehydrogenfraction

washigherthantheinjectedgasmixture.Theinitialhydrogen

fractioninthewithdrawngasfromthewaterzone(Fig.7f)was

lower(28%)thantheinjectedfractionbecausethewaterzone

wasisolatedfromtheneighboringunderlyingformations,with

poorverticalcommunicationwithoverlyingformations.

Hence,theinjectedgasmixturemigratedupwards,awayfrom

thewellandreducedwithdrawnhydrogenfractions.

Thehydrogenfractionwasnotconstantduringeach

withdrawalperiod,anddecreasedduringthefirst50days,

beforeincreasing(gasandoilzoneseFig.7a,b,c,d)orstabi-

lizing(waterzoneeFig.7eandf)fortherestofwithdrawal

period.Thisbehaviorisrelatedtogravitysegregation.There

wasnoshut-inperiodbetweeninjectionandwithdrawal,so

Fig.7eCasestudy2etheresultsoftheinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwithdrawalstages.Withdrawal/

injection(positive/negativevalues,respectively)rates(left)andhydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngasmixture(right).

Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),oil(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f),respectively.In(a,c,e)thesolidlines

representthehydrogenrate(H2),whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalrateofhydrogenandformationgas(H2þCH4).

Theinjectedformationgas-hydrogenmixtureconsistedof30%hydrogenduringthestoragesiteinitializationandcyclic

operation(a,c,e).Theinitialhydrogenfractioninwithdrawngasmixturevariedforeachzone(b,d,f),beingthehighestinthe

oilzone(d)andthelowestinthewaterzone(f).Thehydrogenfactiondecreasedforthefirst50days,beforeincreasinginthe

gasandoilzones(b,d)andstabilizinginthewaterzone(f).Thehydrogenfractionattheendincreasedwithincreasing

numberofcycles(b,d,f).
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The average hydrogen recovery factor for the first with-

drawal period (Case 2 in Table 2) was equal to or lower than

hydrogen injection cases with and without formation cushion

gas (Ref and Case 1) for all three zones. The initial hydrogen

fraction inwithdrawn gasmixture varied for each zone. For the

gas zone (Fig. 7b) itwas equal to injected hydrogen fraction (30%)

due to the small thickness and isolation from the other zones.

The injected gasmixture did not migrate vertically, resulting in

a homogenous hydrogen-formation gas concentration in the

near-well area that flowed back into the well uponwithdrawal.

The initial hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas from the oil

zone (Fig. 7d) was higher (34%) than the injected gas mixture

because vertical communication allowed the injected gas

mixture to gravitationally separate due to differences in den-

sity (hydrogen gas is around 9 times less dense than formation

gas at storage conditions). Hence, close to the well perforations

(located towards the top of the oil zone) the hydrogen fraction

was higher than the injected gas mixture. The initial hydrogen

fraction in the withdrawn gas from the water zone (Fig. 7f) was

lower (28%) than the injected fraction because the water zone

was isolated from the neighboring underlying formations, with

poor vertical communication with overlying formations.

Hence, the injected gas mixture migrated upwards, away from

the well and reduced withdrawn hydrogen fractions.

The hydrogen fraction was not constant during each

withdrawal period, and decreased during the first 50 days,

before increasing (gas and oil zones e Fig. 7a,b,c,d) or stabi-

lizing (water zone e Fig. 7e and f) for the rest of withdrawal

period. This behavior is related to gravity segregation. There

was no shut-in period between injection and withdrawal, so

Fig. 7 e Case study 2 e the results of the initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged withdrawal stages. Withdrawal/

injection (positive/negative values, respectively) rates (left) and hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture (right).

From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b), oil (c, d), and water zones (e, f), respectively. In (a, c, e) the solid lines

represent the hydrogen rate (H2), whereas the dashed lines denote the total rate of hydrogen and formation gas (H2 þ CH4).

The injected formation gas-hydrogen mixture consisted of 30% hydrogen during the storage site initialization and cyclic

operation (a,c,e). The initial hydrogen fraction in withdrawn gas mixture varied for each zone (b,d,f), being the highest in the

oil zone (d) and the lowest in the water zone (f). The hydrogen faction decreased for the first 50 days, before increasing in the

gas and oil zones (b,d) and stabilizing in the water zone (f). The hydrogen fraction at the end increased with increasing

number of cycles (b,d,f).
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The injected formation gas-hydrogen mixture consisted of 30% hydrogen during the storage site initialization and cyclic
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number of cycles (b,d,f).
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Theinjectedgasmixturedidnotmigratevertically,resultingin

ahomogenoushydrogen-formationgasconcentrationinthe

near-wellareathatflowedbackintothewelluponwithdrawal.

Theinitialhydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngasfromtheoil

zone(Fig.7d)washigher(34%)thantheinjectedgasmixture

becauseverticalcommunicationallowedtheinjectedgas

mixturetogravitationallyseparateduetodifferencesinden-

sity(hydrogengasisaround9timeslessdensethanformation

gasatstorageconditions).Hence,closetothewellperforations

(locatedtowardsthetopoftheoilzone)thehydrogenfraction

washigherthantheinjectedgasmixture.Theinitialhydrogen

fractioninthewithdrawngasfromthewaterzone(Fig.7f)was

lower(28%)thantheinjectedfractionbecausethewaterzone

wasisolatedfromtheneighboringunderlyingformations,with

poorverticalcommunicationwithoverlyingformations.

Hence,theinjectedgasmixturemigratedupwards,awayfrom

thewellandreducedwithdrawnhydrogenfractions.

Thehydrogenfractionwasnotconstantduringeach

withdrawalperiod,anddecreasedduringthefirst50days,

beforeincreasing(gasandoilzoneseFig.7a,b,c,d)orstabi-

lizing(waterzoneeFig.7eandf)fortherestofwithdrawal

period.Thisbehaviorisrelatedtogravitysegregation.There

wasnoshut-inperiodbetweeninjectionandwithdrawal,so

Fig.7eCasestudy2etheresultsoftheinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwithdrawalstages.Withdrawal/

injection(positive/negativevalues,respectively)rates(left)andhydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngasmixture(right).

Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),oil(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f),respectively.In(a,c,e)thesolidlines

representthehydrogenrate(H2),whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalrateofhydrogenandformationgas(H2þCH4).

Theinjectedformationgas-hydrogenmixtureconsistedof30%hydrogenduringthestoragesiteinitializationandcyclic

operation(a,c,e).Theinitialhydrogenfractioninwithdrawngasmixturevariedforeachzone(b,d,f),beingthehighestinthe

oilzone(d)andthelowestinthewaterzone(f).Thehydrogenfactiondecreasedforthefirst50days,beforeincreasinginthe

gasandoilzones(b,d)andstabilizinginthewaterzone(f).Thehydrogenfractionattheendincreasedwithincreasing

numberofcycles(b,d,f).
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the gravity segregation occurred in the far-well area only. The

injected gas mixture was therefore divided into two areas e a

disperse accumulation with uniform hydrogen concentration

in the near-well area, and a segregated accumulation with

vertical gas separation in the far-well area. During withdrawal

periods, the near-well dispersed gas accumulation flowed into

the well first. When the segregated gas accumulation reached

the well, the hydrogen fraction increased in the gas and oil

zones due to higher permeability in hydrogen-saturated

layers. In the water zone, the hydrogen fraction remained

nearly constant after the first 50 days of withdrawal (Fig. 7e

and f), because some of hydrogen escaped the storage zone

due to vertical upward migration. For all storage zones, the

hydrogen fraction in withdrawn gas mixtures increased with

each withdrawal cycle (Fig. 7b,d,f), consistent with previous

studies [7,28]. The observation of gravity segregation between

hydrogen and formation gas suggests that it may be advan-

tageous to include a shut-in period between injection and

withdrawal, and/or to inject the gas mixture from the lower

layers and to withdraw from the upper layers.

Effect of structural geometries e case study 3
The results reported so far are linked to the hydrogen storage

in a nearly planar geometry using well Ce3H. Scientific liter-

ature recommends storing hydrogen in steeply dipping

structures to minimize the losses [17,26,28,30]. This section

provides results from hydrogen storage in a steeply dipping

geometry on the opposite side of the Norne field. Hydrogen

storage was performed in gas, oil and water zones separately,

using the well Fe3H (Fig. 1a; Fig. 9), a vertical well previously

served for water injection. The storage scenario and set of

controlling parameters were unchanged from the reference

case using well Ce3H.

Initialization. Hydrogen injection in gas zone was similar to

reference case and characterized by stable pressure develop-

ment and injection rate (Fig. 8a). In contrast, injection in the oil

zone resulted in an immediate achievement of BHP upper limit

and variable injection rate (Fig. 8b). This behavior was linked to

a horizontal low-permeable barrier below the lowermost

perforation that limited hydrogen downward migration,

resulting in high pressures in the near-well area. In the water

zone (Fig. 8c), the injection was in turn more favorable

compared with the reference case, with less pronounced near-

well area pressure increase due to lower initial water saturation

in the overlying grid layer. This allowed the injected hydrogen

to escape the near-well area vertically more readily, leading to

more stable pressure and injection rate development. As a

result, the development timewas reduced by around two times

(from 1928 to 1047 days).

Lateral hydrogen flows were greatly controlled by buoy-

ancy, forcing hydrogen to move more in upslip direction

Fig. 8 e Case study 3 e the results of the initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged withdrawal stages. Withdrawal/

injection rates (positive/negative values, respectively) and the bottom-hole pressure in Fe3H in gas (a), oil (b), and water (c)

zones, respectively. The solid lines represent the hydrogen rate (H2), whereas the dashed lines denote the total rate of

hydrogen and formation gas (H2 þ CH4). The initialization stage was characterized by constant injection rate for most of

time in the gas (a) and water (c) zones, whereas the varying injection rate was observed in the oil zone (b). During cyclic

operation, the constant hydrogen withdrawal rates were observed in the gas zone (a), whereas the oil and water zones

experienced decreasing hydrogen withdrawal rates (b,c). The prolonged withdrawal period in the gas zone was

characterized by early formation gas breakthrough (a). (d) Liquid (oil þ water)-to-gas (hydrogen þ formation gas) ratio. The

water zone withdrawal rate (c) reduction was caused by extensive water production (d).
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thegravitysegregationoccurredinthefar-wellareaonly.The

injectedgasmixturewasthereforedividedintotwoareasea

disperseaccumulationwithuniformhydrogenconcentration

inthenear-wellarea,andasegregatedaccumulationwith

verticalgasseparationinthefar-wellarea.Duringwithdrawal

periods,thenear-welldispersedgasaccumulationflowedinto

thewellfirst.Whenthesegregatedgasaccumulationreached

thewell,thehydrogenfractionincreasedinthegasandoil

zonesduetohigherpermeabilityinhydrogen-saturated

layers.Inthewaterzone,thehydrogenfractionremained

nearlyconstantafterthefirst50daysofwithdrawal(Fig.7e

andf),becausesomeofhydrogenescapedthestoragezone

duetoverticalupwardmigration.Forallstoragezones,the

hydrogenfractioninwithdrawngasmixturesincreasedwith

eachwithdrawalcycle(Fig.7b,d,f),consistentwithprevious

studies[7,28].Theobservationofgravitysegregationbetween

hydrogenandformationgassuggeststhatitmaybeadvan-

tageoustoincludeashut-inperiodbetweeninjectionand

withdrawal,and/ortoinjectthegasmixturefromthelower

layersandtowithdrawfromtheupperlayers.

Effectofstructuralgeometriesecasestudy3
Theresultsreportedsofararelinkedtothehydrogenstorage

inanearlyplanargeometryusingwellCe3H.Scientificliter-

aturerecommendsstoringhydrogeninsteeplydipping

structurestominimizethelosses[17,26,28,30].Thissection

providesresultsfromhydrogenstorageinasteeplydipping

geometryontheoppositesideoftheNornefield.Hydrogen

storagewasperformedingas,oilandwaterzonesseparately,

usingthewellFe3H(Fig.1a;Fig.9),averticalwellpreviously

servedforwaterinjection.Thestoragescenarioandsetof

controllingparameterswereunchangedfromthereference

caseusingwellCe3H.

Initialization.Hydrogeninjectioningaszonewassimilarto

referencecaseandcharacterizedbystablepressuredevelop-

mentandinjectionrate(Fig.8a).Incontrast,injectionintheoil

zoneresultedinanimmediateachievementofBHPupperlimit

andvariableinjectionrate(Fig.8b).Thisbehaviorwaslinkedto

ahorizontallow-permeablebarrierbelowthelowermost

perforationthatlimitedhydrogendownwardmigration,

resultinginhighpressuresinthenear-wellarea.Inthewater

zone(Fig.8c),theinjectionwasinturnmorefavorable

comparedwiththereferencecase,withlesspronouncednear-

wellareapressureincreaseduetolowerinitialwatersaturation

intheoverlyinggridlayer.Thisallowedtheinjectedhydrogen

toescapethenear-wellareaverticallymorereadily,leadingto

morestablepressureandinjectionratedevelopment.Asa

result,thedevelopmenttimewasreducedbyaroundtwotimes

(from1928to1047days).

Lateralhydrogenflowsweregreatlycontrolledbybuoy-

ancy,forcinghydrogentomovemoreinupslipdirection

Fig.8eCasestudy3etheresultsoftheinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwithdrawalstages.Withdrawal/

injectionrates(positive/negativevalues,respectively)andthebottom-holepressureinFe3Hingas(a),oil(b),andwater(c)

zones,respectively.Thesolidlinesrepresentthehydrogenrate(H2),whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalrateof

hydrogenandformationgas(H2þCH4).Theinitializationstagewascharacterizedbyconstantinjectionrateformostof

timeinthegas(a)andwater(c)zones,whereasthevaryinginjectionratewasobservedintheoilzone(b).Duringcyclic

operation,theconstanthydrogenwithdrawalrateswereobservedinthegaszone(a),whereastheoilandwaterzones

experienceddecreasinghydrogenwithdrawalrates(b,c).Theprolongedwithdrawalperiodinthegaszonewas

characterizedbyearlyformationgasbreakthrough(a).(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio.The

waterzonewithdrawalrate(c)reductionwascausedbyextensivewaterproduction(d).
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the gravity segregation occurred in the far-well area only. The

injected gas mixture was therefore divided into two areas e a

disperse accumulation with uniform hydrogen concentration

in the near-well area, and a segregated accumulation with

vertical gas separation in the far-well area. During withdrawal

periods, the near-well dispersed gas accumulation flowed into

the well first. When the segregated gas accumulation reached

the well, the hydrogen fraction increased in the gas and oil

zones due to higher permeability in hydrogen-saturated

layers. In the water zone, the hydrogen fraction remained

nearly constant after the first 50 days of withdrawal (Fig. 7e

and f), because some of hydrogen escaped the storage zone

due to vertical upward migration. For all storage zones, the

hydrogen fraction in withdrawn gas mixtures increased with

each withdrawal cycle (Fig. 7b,d,f), consistent with previous

studies [7,28]. The observation of gravity segregation between

hydrogen and formation gas suggests that it may be advan-

tageous to include a shut-in period between injection and

withdrawal, and/or to inject the gas mixture from the lower

layers and to withdraw from the upper layers.

Effect of structural geometries e case study 3
The results reported so far are linked to the hydrogen storage

in a nearly planar geometry using well Ce3H. Scientific liter-

ature recommends storing hydrogen in steeply dipping

structures to minimize the losses [17,26,28,30]. This section

provides results from hydrogen storage in a steeply dipping

geometry on the opposite side of the Norne field. Hydrogen

storage was performed in gas, oil and water zones separately,

using the well Fe3H (Fig. 1a; Fig. 9), a vertical well previously

served for water injection. The storage scenario and set of

controlling parameters were unchanged from the reference

case using well Ce3H.

Initialization. Hydrogen injection in gas zone was similar to

reference case and characterized by stable pressure develop-

ment and injection rate (Fig. 8a). In contrast, injection in the oil

zone resulted in an immediate achievement of BHP upper limit

and variable injection rate (Fig. 8b). This behavior was linked to

a horizontal low-permeable barrier below the lowermost

perforation that limited hydrogen downward migration,

resulting in high pressures in the near-well area. In the water

zone (Fig. 8c), the injection was in turn more favorable

compared with the reference case, with less pronounced near-

well area pressure increase due to lower initial water saturation

in the overlying grid layer. This allowed the injected hydrogen

to escape the near-well area vertically more readily, leading to

more stable pressure and injection rate development. As a

result, the development timewas reduced by around two times

(from 1928 to 1047 days).

Lateral hydrogen flows were greatly controlled by buoy-

ancy, forcing hydrogen to move more in upslip direction

Fig. 8 e Case study 3 e the results of the initialization, cyclic operation and prolonged withdrawal stages. Withdrawal/

injection rates (positive/negative values, respectively) and the bottom-hole pressure in Fe3H in gas (a), oil (b), and water (c)

zones, respectively. The solid lines represent the hydrogen rate (H2), whereas the dashed lines denote the total rate of

hydrogen and formation gas (H2 þ CH4). The initialization stage was characterized by constant injection rate for most of

time in the gas (a) and water (c) zones, whereas the varying injection rate was observed in the oil zone (b). During cyclic

operation, the constant hydrogen withdrawal rates were observed in the gas zone (a), whereas the oil and water zones

experienced decreasing hydrogen withdrawal rates (b,c). The prolonged withdrawal period in the gas zone was

characterized by early formation gas breakthrough (a). (d) Liquid (oil þ water)-to-gas (hydrogen þ formation gas) ratio. The

water zone withdrawal rate (c) reduction was caused by extensive water production (d).
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hydrogen and formation gas (H2 þ CH4). The initialization stage was characterized by constant injection rate for most of

time in the gas (a) and water (c) zones, whereas the varying injection rate was observed in the oil zone (b). During cyclic

operation, the constant hydrogen withdrawal rates were observed in the gas zone (a), whereas the oil and water zones

experienced decreasing hydrogen withdrawal rates (b,c). The prolonged withdrawal period in the gas zone was

characterized by early formation gas breakthrough (a). (d) Liquid (oil þ water)-to-gas (hydrogen þ formation gas) ratio. The

water zone withdrawal rate (c) reduction was caused by extensive water production (d).
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thegravitysegregationoccurredinthefar-wellareaonly.The

injectedgasmixturewasthereforedividedintotwoareasea

disperseaccumulationwithuniformhydrogenconcentration

inthenear-wellarea,andasegregatedaccumulationwith

verticalgasseparationinthefar-wellarea.Duringwithdrawal

periods,thenear-welldispersedgasaccumulationflowedinto

thewellfirst.Whenthesegregatedgasaccumulationreached

thewell,thehydrogenfractionincreasedinthegasandoil

zonesduetohigherpermeabilityinhydrogen-saturated

layers.Inthewaterzone,thehydrogenfractionremained

nearlyconstantafterthefirst50daysofwithdrawal(Fig.7e

andf),becausesomeofhydrogenescapedthestoragezone

duetoverticalupwardmigration.Forallstoragezones,the

hydrogenfractioninwithdrawngasmixturesincreasedwith

eachwithdrawalcycle(Fig.7b,d,f),consistentwithprevious

studies[7,28].Theobservationofgravitysegregationbetween

hydrogenandformationgassuggeststhatitmaybeadvan-

tageoustoincludeashut-inperiodbetweeninjectionand

withdrawal,and/ortoinjectthegasmixturefromthelower

layersandtowithdrawfromtheupperlayers.

Effectofstructuralgeometriesecasestudy3
Theresultsreportedsofararelinkedtothehydrogenstorage

inanearlyplanargeometryusingwellCe3H.Scientificliter-

aturerecommendsstoringhydrogeninsteeplydipping

structurestominimizethelosses[17,26,28,30].Thissection

providesresultsfromhydrogenstorageinasteeplydipping

geometryontheoppositesideoftheNornefield.Hydrogen

storagewasperformedingas,oilandwaterzonesseparately,

usingthewellFe3H(Fig.1a;Fig.9),averticalwellpreviously

servedforwaterinjection.Thestoragescenarioandsetof

controllingparameterswereunchangedfromthereference

caseusingwellCe3H.

Initialization.Hydrogeninjectioningaszonewassimilarto

referencecaseandcharacterizedbystablepressuredevelop-

mentandinjectionrate(Fig.8a).Incontrast,injectionintheoil

zoneresultedinanimmediateachievementofBHPupperlimit

andvariableinjectionrate(Fig.8b).Thisbehaviorwaslinkedto

ahorizontallow-permeablebarrierbelowthelowermost

perforationthatlimitedhydrogendownwardmigration,

resultinginhighpressuresinthenear-wellarea.Inthewater

zone(Fig.8c),theinjectionwasinturnmorefavorable

comparedwiththereferencecase,withlesspronouncednear-

wellareapressureincreaseduetolowerinitialwatersaturation

intheoverlyinggridlayer.Thisallowedtheinjectedhydrogen

toescapethenear-wellareaverticallymorereadily,leadingto

morestablepressureandinjectionratedevelopment.Asa

result,thedevelopmenttimewasreducedbyaroundtwotimes

(from1928to1047days).

Lateralhydrogenflowsweregreatlycontrolledbybuoy-

ancy,forcinghydrogentomovemoreinupslipdirection

Fig.8eCasestudy3etheresultsoftheinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwithdrawalstages.Withdrawal/

injectionrates(positive/negativevalues,respectively)andthebottom-holepressureinFe3Hingas(a),oil(b),andwater(c)

zones,respectively.Thesolidlinesrepresentthehydrogenrate(H2),whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalrateof

hydrogenandformationgas(H2þCH4).Theinitializationstagewascharacterizedbyconstantinjectionrateformostof

timeinthegas(a)andwater(c)zones,whereasthevaryinginjectionratewasobservedintheoilzone(b).Duringcyclic

operation,theconstanthydrogenwithdrawalrateswereobservedinthegaszone(a),whereastheoilandwaterzones

experienceddecreasinghydrogenwithdrawalrates(b,c).Theprolongedwithdrawalperiodinthegaszonewas

characterizedbyearlyformationgasbreakthrough(a).(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio.The

waterzonewithdrawalrate(c)reductionwascausedbyextensivewaterproduction(d).
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timeinthegas(a)andwater(c)zones,whereasthevaryinginjectionratewasobservedintheoilzone(b).Duringcyclic

operation,theconstanthydrogenwithdrawalrateswereobservedinthegaszone(a),whereastheoilandwaterzones
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timeinthegas(a)andwater(c)zones,whereasthevaryinginjectionratewasobservedintheoilzone(b).Duringcyclic

operation,theconstanthydrogenwithdrawalrateswereobservedinthegaszone(a),whereastheoilandwaterzones

experienceddecreasinghydrogenwithdrawalrates(b,c).Theprolongedwithdrawalperiodinthegaszonewas

characterizedbyearlyformationgasbreakthrough(a).(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio.The

waterzonewithdrawalrate(c)reductionwascausedbyextensivewaterproduction(d).
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thegravitysegregationoccurredinthefar-wellareaonly.The

injectedgasmixturewasthereforedividedintotwoareasea

disperseaccumulationwithuniformhydrogenconcentration

inthenear-wellarea,andasegregatedaccumulationwith

verticalgasseparationinthefar-wellarea.Duringwithdrawal

periods,thenear-welldispersedgasaccumulationflowedinto

thewellfirst.Whenthesegregatedgasaccumulationreached

thewell,thehydrogenfractionincreasedinthegasandoil

zonesduetohigherpermeabilityinhydrogen-saturated

layers.Inthewaterzone,thehydrogenfractionremained

nearlyconstantafterthefirst50daysofwithdrawal(Fig.7e

andf),becausesomeofhydrogenescapedthestoragezone

duetoverticalupwardmigration.Forallstoragezones,the

hydrogenfractioninwithdrawngasmixturesincreasedwith

eachwithdrawalcycle(Fig.7b,d,f),consistentwithprevious

studies[7,28].Theobservationofgravitysegregationbetween

hydrogenandformationgassuggeststhatitmaybeadvan-

tageoustoincludeashut-inperiodbetweeninjectionand

withdrawal,and/ortoinjectthegasmixturefromthelower

layersandtowithdrawfromtheupperlayers.

Effectofstructuralgeometriesecasestudy3
Theresultsreportedsofararelinkedtothehydrogenstorage

inanearlyplanargeometryusingwellCe3H.Scientificliter-

aturerecommendsstoringhydrogeninsteeplydipping

structurestominimizethelosses[17,26,28,30].Thissection

providesresultsfromhydrogenstorageinasteeplydipping

geometryontheoppositesideoftheNornefield.Hydrogen

storagewasperformedingas,oilandwaterzonesseparately,

usingthewellFe3H(Fig.1a;Fig.9),averticalwellpreviously

servedforwaterinjection.Thestoragescenarioandsetof

controllingparameterswereunchangedfromthereference

caseusingwellCe3H.

Initialization.Hydrogeninjectioningaszonewassimilarto

referencecaseandcharacterizedbystablepressuredevelop-

mentandinjectionrate(Fig.8a).Incontrast,injectionintheoil

zoneresultedinanimmediateachievementofBHPupperlimit

andvariableinjectionrate(Fig.8b).Thisbehaviorwaslinkedto

ahorizontallow-permeablebarrierbelowthelowermost

perforationthatlimitedhydrogendownwardmigration,

resultinginhighpressuresinthenear-wellarea.Inthewater

zone(Fig.8c),theinjectionwasinturnmorefavorable

comparedwiththereferencecase,withlesspronouncednear-

wellareapressureincreaseduetolowerinitialwatersaturation

intheoverlyinggridlayer.Thisallowedtheinjectedhydrogen

toescapethenear-wellareaverticallymorereadily,leadingto

morestablepressureandinjectionratedevelopment.Asa

result,thedevelopmenttimewasreducedbyaroundtwotimes

(from1928to1047days).

Lateralhydrogenflowsweregreatlycontrolledbybuoy-

ancy,forcinghydrogentomovemoreinupslipdirection

Fig.8eCasestudy3etheresultsoftheinitialization,cyclicoperationandprolongedwithdrawalstages.Withdrawal/

injectionrates(positive/negativevalues,respectively)andthebottom-holepressureinFe3Hingas(a),oil(b),andwater(c)

zones,respectively.Thesolidlinesrepresentthehydrogenrate(H2),whereasthedashedlinesdenotethetotalrateof

hydrogenandformationgas(H2þCH4).Theinitializationstagewascharacterizedbyconstantinjectionrateformostof

timeinthegas(a)andwater(c)zones,whereasthevaryinginjectionratewasobservedintheoilzone(b).Duringcyclic

operation,theconstanthydrogenwithdrawalrateswereobservedinthegaszone(a),whereastheoilandwaterzones

experienceddecreasinghydrogenwithdrawalrates(b,c).Theprolongedwithdrawalperiodinthegaszonewas

characterizedbyearlyformationgasbreakthrough(a).(d)Liquid(oilþwater)-to-gas(hydrogenþformationgas)ratio.The

waterzonewithdrawalrate(c)reductionwascausedbyextensivewaterproduction(d).
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(Fig. 9a,c,e). Vertical hydrogen flows were generally similar to

reference case, except for the water zone where hydrogen up-

ward migration occurred above the injector due to lower

initial water saturation in the overlying grid cells. The final

hydrogen distribution was similar to the reference case,

characterized by heterogeneous hydrogen saturation with the

maximum values in the far-well area.

Cyclic operation. Cyclic operation in gas zone performed simi-

larly to the reference case, with constant withdrawal and

declining injection rates (Fig. 8a), unlike oil andwater zones. The

oil zone exhibited declining withdrawal/injection rates due to a

horizontal low-permeable barrier below the well perforations,

leading to large pressure changes in the near-well area. The

duration of constant withdrawal rates within each cycle

decreased with increasing number of cycles, caused by

increasing hydrogen concentration in the near-well area. In

water zone, the first cycle was characterized by plateau with-

drawal for the most of time due to better communication with

overlying formation resulting in a slower pressure decline in

the near-well area. However, constant withdrawal/injection

rates were not maintained in the next cycles due to strong

water production (Fig. 8d). Stronger and earlier water break-

through occurred because hydrogen-water boundary

established closer to the well, caused by less hydrogen accu-

mulation in downslip direction (Fig. 9e). Hydrogen recovery

factor for the first withdrawal period was comparable with the

reference case (Table 2).

Prolonged withdrawal. The prolonged withdrawal period

initiated with constant hydrogen rate (Fig. 8a,b,c), similar to

the reference case. Compared to the 4th withdrawal period,

the increased duration of constant withdrawal was observed

in the oil and water zones, as a result of lower BHP limit (oil

zone) and two additionally opened perforations at the top of

the reservoir (water zone). However, earlier and more pro-

nounced breakthrough of formation fluids (in gas and water

zones e Fig. 8a,d), coupled with a rapid decline in BHP (in oil

zone), reduced the duration of constant hydrogen withdrawal.

The final hydrogen recovery factors were lower compared

with the reference case e 77% for the gas zone, 61% for the oil

zone and 38% for the water zone (Case 3 in Table 2). The un-

covered hydrogen resided mostly in upslip direction

(Fig. 9b,d,f). Overall, our results suggest that dipping struc-

tures may be less preferred for hydrogen storage when

placing the operating well down the structure because this

leads to uneven hydrogen distribution in up- and downslip

directions due to buoyancy.

Fig. 9 e Case study 3 e vertical xy-slice of the simulation grid showing hydrogen saturation at the end of the storage site

initialization (left) and of the prolonged withdrawal period (right) in Fe3H. From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b),

oil (c, d), and water zones (e, f) respectively. The white solid arrows show the location of the well Fe3H, whereas the vertical

bars denote the perforation intervals. Vertical distance is 5-times exaggerated. Lateral hydrogen propagation occurred more

in upslip direction during the initialization stage (a,c,e). In the water zone, vertical hydrogen migration initiated in the near-

well area (e). The remaining hydrogen at the end of the prolonged withdrawal accumulated mostly in upslip direction (b,d,f).

In the water zone, two additional perforations were opened at the top of the reservoir during prolonged withdrawal (f).
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(Fig.9a,c,e).Verticalhydrogenflowsweregenerallysimilarto

referencecase,exceptforthewaterzonewherehydrogenup-

wardmigrationoccurredabovetheinjectorduetolower

initialwatersaturationintheoverlyinggridcells.Thefinal

hydrogendistributionwassimilartothereferencecase,

characterizedbyheterogeneoushydrogensaturationwiththe

maximumvaluesinthefar-wellarea.

Cyclicoperation.Cyclicoperationingaszoneperformedsimi-

larlytothereferencecase,withconstantwithdrawaland

declininginjectionrates(Fig.8a),unlikeoilandwaterzones.The

oilzoneexhibiteddecliningwithdrawal/injectionratesduetoa

horizontallow-permeablebarrierbelowthewellperforations,

leadingtolargepressurechangesinthenear-wellarea.The

durationofconstantwithdrawalrateswithineachcycle

decreasedwithincreasingnumberofcycles,causedby

increasinghydrogenconcentrationinthenear-wellarea.In

waterzone,thefirstcyclewascharacterizedbyplateauwith-

drawalforthemostoftimeduetobettercommunicationwith

overlyingformationresultinginaslowerpressuredeclinein

thenear-wellarea.However,constantwithdrawal/injection

rateswerenotmaintainedinthenextcyclesduetostrong

waterproduction(Fig.8d).Strongerandearlierwaterbreak-

throughoccurredbecausehydrogen-waterboundary

establishedclosertothewell,causedbylesshydrogenaccu-

mulationindownslipdirection(Fig.9e).Hydrogenrecovery

factorforthefirstwithdrawalperiodwascomparablewiththe

referencecase(Table2).

Prolongedwithdrawal.Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod

initiatedwithconstanthydrogenrate(Fig.8a,b,c),similarto

thereferencecase.Comparedtothe4thwithdrawalperiod,

theincreaseddurationofconstantwithdrawalwasobserved

intheoilandwaterzones,asaresultoflowerBHPlimit(oil

zone)andtwoadditionallyopenedperforationsatthetopof

thereservoir(waterzone).However,earlierandmorepro-

nouncedbreakthroughofformationfluids(ingasandwater

zoneseFig.8a,d),coupledwitharapiddeclineinBHP(inoil

zone),reducedthedurationofconstanthydrogenwithdrawal.

Thefinalhydrogenrecoveryfactorswerelowercompared

withthereferencecasee77%forthegaszone,61%fortheoil

zoneand38%forthewaterzone(Case3inTable2).Theun-

coveredhydrogenresidedmostlyinupslipdirection

(Fig.9b,d,f).Overall,ourresultssuggestthatdippingstruc-

turesmaybelesspreferredforhydrogenstoragewhen

placingtheoperatingwelldownthestructurebecausethis

leadstounevenhydrogendistributioninup-anddownslip

directionsduetobuoyancy.

Fig.9eCasestudy3everticalxy-sliceofthesimulationgridshowinghydrogensaturationattheendofthestoragesite

initialization(left)andoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod(right)inFe3H.Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),

oil(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f)respectively.ThewhitesolidarrowsshowthelocationofthewellFe3H,whereasthevertical

barsdenotetheperforationintervals.Verticaldistanceis5-timesexaggerated.Lateralhydrogenpropagationoccurredmore

inupslipdirectionduringtheinitializationstage(a,c,e).Inthewaterzone,verticalhydrogenmigrationinitiatedinthenear-

wellarea(e).Theremaininghydrogenattheendoftheprolongedwithdrawalaccumulatedmostlyinupslipdirection(b,d,f).

Inthewaterzone,twoadditionalperforationswereopenedatthetopofthereservoirduringprolongedwithdrawal(f).
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(Fig.9a,c,e).Verticalhydrogenflowsweregenerallysimilarto

referencecase,exceptforthewaterzonewherehydrogenup-

wardmigrationoccurredabovetheinjectorduetolower

initialwatersaturationintheoverlyinggridcells.Thefinal

hydrogendistributionwassimilartothereferencecase,

characterizedbyheterogeneoushydrogensaturationwiththe

maximumvaluesinthefar-wellarea.

Cyclicoperation.Cyclicoperationingaszoneperformedsimi-

larlytothereferencecase,withconstantwithdrawaland

declininginjectionrates(Fig.8a),unlikeoilandwaterzones.The

oilzoneexhibiteddecliningwithdrawal/injectionratesduetoa

horizontallow-permeablebarrierbelowthewellperforations,

leadingtolargepressurechangesinthenear-wellarea.The

durationofconstantwithdrawalrateswithineachcycle

decreasedwithincreasingnumberofcycles,causedby

increasinghydrogenconcentrationinthenear-wellarea.In

waterzone,thefirstcyclewascharacterizedbyplateauwith-

drawalforthemostoftimeduetobettercommunicationwith

overlyingformationresultinginaslowerpressuredeclinein

thenear-wellarea.However,constantwithdrawal/injection

rateswerenotmaintainedinthenextcyclesduetostrong

waterproduction(Fig.8d).Strongerandearlierwaterbreak-

throughoccurredbecausehydrogen-waterboundary

establishedclosertothewell,causedbylesshydrogenaccu-

mulationindownslipdirection(Fig.9e).Hydrogenrecovery

factorforthefirstwithdrawalperiodwascomparablewiththe

referencecase(Table2).

Prolongedwithdrawal.Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod

initiatedwithconstanthydrogenrate(Fig.8a,b,c),similarto

thereferencecase.Comparedtothe4thwithdrawalperiod,

theincreaseddurationofconstantwithdrawalwasobserved

intheoilandwaterzones,asaresultoflowerBHPlimit(oil

zone)andtwoadditionallyopenedperforationsatthetopof

thereservoir(waterzone).However,earlierandmorepro-

nouncedbreakthroughofformationfluids(ingasandwater

zoneseFig.8a,d),coupledwitharapiddeclineinBHP(inoil

zone),reducedthedurationofconstanthydrogenwithdrawal.

Thefinalhydrogenrecoveryfactorswerelowercompared

withthereferencecasee77%forthegaszone,61%fortheoil

zoneand38%forthewaterzone(Case3inTable2).Theun-

coveredhydrogenresidedmostlyinupslipdirection

(Fig.9b,d,f).Overall,ourresultssuggestthatdippingstruc-

turesmaybelesspreferredforhydrogenstoragewhen

placingtheoperatingwelldownthestructurebecausethis

leadstounevenhydrogendistributioninup-anddownslip

directionsduetobuoyancy.

Fig.9eCasestudy3everticalxy-sliceofthesimulationgridshowinghydrogensaturationattheendofthestoragesite

initialization(left)andoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod(right)inFe3H.Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),

oil(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f)respectively.ThewhitesolidarrowsshowthelocationofthewellFe3H,whereasthevertical

barsdenotetheperforationintervals.Verticaldistanceis5-timesexaggerated.Lateralhydrogenpropagationoccurredmore

inupslipdirectionduringtheinitializationstage(a,c,e).Inthewaterzone,verticalhydrogenmigrationinitiatedinthenear-

wellarea(e).Theremaininghydrogenattheendoftheprolongedwithdrawalaccumulatedmostlyinupslipdirection(b,d,f).

Inthewaterzone,twoadditionalperforationswereopenedatthetopofthereservoirduringprolongedwithdrawal(f).
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(Fig. 9a,c,e). Vertical hydrogen flows were generally similar to

reference case, except for the water zone where hydrogen up-

ward migration occurred above the injector due to lower

initial water saturation in the overlying grid cells. The final

hydrogen distribution was similar to the reference case,

characterized by heterogeneous hydrogen saturation with the

maximum values in the far-well area.

Cyclic operation. Cyclic operation in gas zone performed simi-

larly to the reference case, with constant withdrawal and

declining injection rates (Fig. 8a), unlike oil andwater zones. The

oil zone exhibited declining withdrawal/injection rates due to a

horizontal low-permeable barrier below the well perforations,

leading to large pressure changes in the near-well area. The

duration of constant withdrawal rates within each cycle

decreased with increasing number of cycles, caused by

increasing hydrogen concentration in the near-well area. In

water zone, the first cycle was characterized by plateau with-

drawal for the most of time due to better communication with

overlying formation resulting in a slower pressure decline in

the near-well area. However, constant withdrawal/injection

rates were not maintained in the next cycles due to strong

water production (Fig. 8d). Stronger and earlier water break-

through occurred because hydrogen-water boundary

established closer to the well, caused by less hydrogen accu-

mulation in downslip direction (Fig. 9e). Hydrogen recovery

factor for the first withdrawal period was comparable with the

reference case (Table 2).

Prolonged withdrawal. The prolonged withdrawal period

initiated with constant hydrogen rate (Fig. 8a,b,c), similar to

the reference case. Compared to the 4th withdrawal period,

the increased duration of constant withdrawal was observed

in the oil and water zones, as a result of lower BHP limit (oil

zone) and two additionally opened perforations at the top of

the reservoir (water zone). However, earlier and more pro-

nounced breakthrough of formation fluids (in gas and water

zones e Fig. 8a,d), coupled with a rapid decline in BHP (in oil

zone), reduced the duration of constant hydrogen withdrawal.

The final hydrogen recovery factors were lower compared

with the reference case e 77% for the gas zone, 61% for the oil

zone and 38% for the water zone (Case 3 in Table 2). The un-

covered hydrogen resided mostly in upslip direction

(Fig. 9b,d,f). Overall, our results suggest that dipping struc-

tures may be less preferred for hydrogen storage when

placing the operating well down the structure because this

leads to uneven hydrogen distribution in up- and downslip

directions due to buoyancy.

Fig. 9 e Case study 3 e vertical xy-slice of the simulation grid showing hydrogen saturation at the end of the storage site

initialization (left) and of the prolonged withdrawal period (right) in Fe3H. From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b),

oil (c, d), and water zones (e, f) respectively. The white solid arrows show the location of the well Fe3H, whereas the vertical

bars denote the perforation intervals. Vertical distance is 5-times exaggerated. Lateral hydrogen propagation occurred more

in upslip direction during the initialization stage (a,c,e). In the water zone, vertical hydrogen migration initiated in the near-

well area (e). The remaining hydrogen at the end of the prolonged withdrawal accumulated mostly in upslip direction (b,d,f).

In the water zone, two additional perforations were opened at the top of the reservoir during prolonged withdrawal (f).
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(Fig. 9a,c,e). Vertical hydrogen flows were generally similar to

reference case, except for the water zone where hydrogen up-

ward migration occurred above the injector due to lower

initial water saturation in the overlying grid cells. The final

hydrogen distribution was similar to the reference case,

characterized by heterogeneous hydrogen saturation with the

maximum values in the far-well area.

Cyclic operation. Cyclic operation in gas zone performed simi-

larly to the reference case, with constant withdrawal and

declining injection rates (Fig. 8a), unlike oil andwater zones. The

oil zone exhibited declining withdrawal/injection rates due to a

horizontal low-permeable barrier below the well perforations,

leading to large pressure changes in the near-well area. The

duration of constant withdrawal rates within each cycle

decreased with increasing number of cycles, caused by

increasing hydrogen concentration in the near-well area. In

water zone, the first cycle was characterized by plateau with-

drawal for the most of time due to better communication with

overlying formation resulting in a slower pressure decline in

the near-well area. However, constant withdrawal/injection

rates were not maintained in the next cycles due to strong

water production (Fig. 8d). Stronger and earlier water break-

through occurred because hydrogen-water boundary

established closer to the well, caused by less hydrogen accu-

mulation in downslip direction (Fig. 9e). Hydrogen recovery

factor for the first withdrawal period was comparable with the

reference case (Table 2).

Prolonged withdrawal. The prolonged withdrawal period

initiated with constant hydrogen rate (Fig. 8a,b,c), similar to

the reference case. Compared to the 4th withdrawal period,

the increased duration of constant withdrawal was observed

in the oil and water zones, as a result of lower BHP limit (oil

zone) and two additionally opened perforations at the top of

the reservoir (water zone). However, earlier and more pro-

nounced breakthrough of formation fluids (in gas and water

zones e Fig. 8a,d), coupled with a rapid decline in BHP (in oil

zone), reduced the duration of constant hydrogen withdrawal.

The final hydrogen recovery factors were lower compared

with the reference case e 77% for the gas zone, 61% for the oil

zone and 38% for the water zone (Case 3 in Table 2). The un-

covered hydrogen resided mostly in upslip direction

(Fig. 9b,d,f). Overall, our results suggest that dipping struc-

tures may be less preferred for hydrogen storage when

placing the operating well down the structure because this

leads to uneven hydrogen distribution in up- and downslip

directions due to buoyancy.

Fig. 9 e Case study 3 e vertical xy-slice of the simulation grid showing hydrogen saturation at the end of the storage site

initialization (left) and of the prolonged withdrawal period (right) in Fe3H. From top to bottom: hydrogen storage in gas (a, b),

oil (c, d), and water zones (e, f) respectively. The white solid arrows show the location of the well Fe3H, whereas the vertical

bars denote the perforation intervals. Vertical distance is 5-times exaggerated. Lateral hydrogen propagation occurred more

in upslip direction during the initialization stage (a,c,e). In the water zone, vertical hydrogen migration initiated in the near-

well area (e). The remaining hydrogen at the end of the prolonged withdrawal accumulated mostly in upslip direction (b,d,f).

In the water zone, two additional perforations were opened at the top of the reservoir during prolonged withdrawal (f).
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(Fig.9a,c,e).Verticalhydrogenflowsweregenerallysimilarto

referencecase,exceptforthewaterzonewherehydrogenup-

wardmigrationoccurredabovetheinjectorduetolower

initialwatersaturationintheoverlyinggridcells.Thefinal

hydrogendistributionwassimilartothereferencecase,

characterizedbyheterogeneoushydrogensaturationwiththe

maximumvaluesinthefar-wellarea.

Cyclicoperation.Cyclicoperationingaszoneperformedsimi-

larlytothereferencecase,withconstantwithdrawaland

declininginjectionrates(Fig.8a),unlikeoilandwaterzones.The

oilzoneexhibiteddecliningwithdrawal/injectionratesduetoa

horizontallow-permeablebarrierbelowthewellperforations,

leadingtolargepressurechangesinthenear-wellarea.The

durationofconstantwithdrawalrateswithineachcycle

decreasedwithincreasingnumberofcycles,causedby

increasinghydrogenconcentrationinthenear-wellarea.In

waterzone,thefirstcyclewascharacterizedbyplateauwith-

drawalforthemostoftimeduetobettercommunicationwith

overlyingformationresultinginaslowerpressuredeclinein

thenear-wellarea.However,constantwithdrawal/injection

rateswerenotmaintainedinthenextcyclesduetostrong

waterproduction(Fig.8d).Strongerandearlierwaterbreak-

throughoccurredbecausehydrogen-waterboundary

establishedclosertothewell,causedbylesshydrogenaccu-

mulationindownslipdirection(Fig.9e).Hydrogenrecovery

factorforthefirstwithdrawalperiodwascomparablewiththe

referencecase(Table2).

Prolongedwithdrawal.Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod

initiatedwithconstanthydrogenrate(Fig.8a,b,c),similarto

thereferencecase.Comparedtothe4thwithdrawalperiod,

theincreaseddurationofconstantwithdrawalwasobserved

intheoilandwaterzones,asaresultoflowerBHPlimit(oil

zone)andtwoadditionallyopenedperforationsatthetopof

thereservoir(waterzone).However,earlierandmorepro-

nouncedbreakthroughofformationfluids(ingasandwater

zoneseFig.8a,d),coupledwitharapiddeclineinBHP(inoil

zone),reducedthedurationofconstanthydrogenwithdrawal.

Thefinalhydrogenrecoveryfactorswerelowercompared

withthereferencecasee77%forthegaszone,61%fortheoil

zoneand38%forthewaterzone(Case3inTable2).Theun-

coveredhydrogenresidedmostlyinupslipdirection

(Fig.9b,d,f).Overall,ourresultssuggestthatdippingstruc-

turesmaybelesspreferredforhydrogenstoragewhen

placingtheoperatingwelldownthestructurebecausethis

leadstounevenhydrogendistributioninup-anddownslip

directionsduetobuoyancy.

Fig.9eCasestudy3everticalxy-sliceofthesimulationgridshowinghydrogensaturationattheendofthestoragesite

initialization(left)andoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod(right)inFe3H.Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),

oil(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f)respectively.ThewhitesolidarrowsshowthelocationofthewellFe3H,whereasthevertical

barsdenotetheperforationintervals.Verticaldistanceis5-timesexaggerated.Lateralhydrogenpropagationoccurredmore

inupslipdirectionduringtheinitializationstage(a,c,e).Inthewaterzone,verticalhydrogenmigrationinitiatedinthenear-

wellarea(e).Theremaininghydrogenattheendoftheprolongedwithdrawalaccumulatedmostlyinupslipdirection(b,d,f).

Inthewaterzone,twoadditionalperforationswereopenedatthetopofthereservoirduringprolongedwithdrawal(f).
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(Fig.9a,c,e).Verticalhydrogenflowsweregenerallysimilarto

referencecase,exceptforthewaterzonewherehydrogenup-

wardmigrationoccurredabovetheinjectorduetolower

initialwatersaturationintheoverlyinggridcells.Thefinal

hydrogendistributionwassimilartothereferencecase,

characterizedbyheterogeneoushydrogensaturationwiththe

maximumvaluesinthefar-wellarea.

Cyclicoperation.Cyclicoperationingaszoneperformedsimi-

larlytothereferencecase,withconstantwithdrawaland

declininginjectionrates(Fig.8a),unlikeoilandwaterzones.The

oilzoneexhibiteddecliningwithdrawal/injectionratesduetoa

horizontallow-permeablebarrierbelowthewellperforations,

leadingtolargepressurechangesinthenear-wellarea.The

durationofconstantwithdrawalrateswithineachcycle

decreasedwithincreasingnumberofcycles,causedby

increasinghydrogenconcentrationinthenear-wellarea.In

waterzone,thefirstcyclewascharacterizedbyplateauwith-

drawalforthemostoftimeduetobettercommunicationwith

overlyingformationresultinginaslowerpressuredeclinein

thenear-wellarea.However,constantwithdrawal/injection

rateswerenotmaintainedinthenextcyclesduetostrong

waterproduction(Fig.8d).Strongerandearlierwaterbreak-

throughoccurredbecausehydrogen-waterboundary

establishedclosertothewell,causedbylesshydrogenaccu-

mulationindownslipdirection(Fig.9e).Hydrogenrecovery

factorforthefirstwithdrawalperiodwascomparablewiththe

referencecase(Table2).

Prolongedwithdrawal.Theprolongedwithdrawalperiod

initiatedwithconstanthydrogenrate(Fig.8a,b,c),similarto

thereferencecase.Comparedtothe4thwithdrawalperiod,

theincreaseddurationofconstantwithdrawalwasobserved

intheoilandwaterzones,asaresultoflowerBHPlimit(oil

zone)andtwoadditionallyopenedperforationsatthetopof

thereservoir(waterzone).However,earlierandmorepro-

nouncedbreakthroughofformationfluids(ingasandwater

zoneseFig.8a,d),coupledwitharapiddeclineinBHP(inoil

zone),reducedthedurationofconstanthydrogenwithdrawal.

Thefinalhydrogenrecoveryfactorswerelowercompared

withthereferencecasee77%forthegaszone,61%fortheoil

zoneand38%forthewaterzone(Case3inTable2).Theun-

coveredhydrogenresidedmostlyinupslipdirection

(Fig.9b,d,f).Overall,ourresultssuggestthatdippingstruc-

turesmaybelesspreferredforhydrogenstoragewhen

placingtheoperatingwelldownthestructurebecausethis

leadstounevenhydrogendistributioninup-anddownslip

directionsduetobuoyancy.

Fig.9eCasestudy3everticalxy-sliceofthesimulationgridshowinghydrogensaturationattheendofthestoragesite

initialization(left)andoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod(right)inFe3H.Fromtoptobottom:hydrogenstorageingas(a,b),

oil(c,d),andwaterzones(e,f)respectively.ThewhitesolidarrowsshowthelocationofthewellFe3H,whereasthevertical

barsdenotetheperforationintervals.Verticaldistanceis5-timesexaggerated.Lateralhydrogenpropagationoccurredmore

inupslipdirectionduringtheinitializationstage(a,c,e).Inthewaterzone,verticalhydrogenmigrationinitiatedinthenear-
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decreasedwithincreasingnumberofcycles,causedby

increasinghydrogenconcentrationinthenear-wellarea.In

waterzone,thefirstcyclewascharacterizedbyplateauwith-

drawalforthemostoftimeduetobettercommunicationwith

overlyingformationresultinginaslowerpressuredeclinein

thenear-wellarea.However,constantwithdrawal/injection

rateswerenotmaintainedinthenextcyclesduetostrong

waterproduction(Fig.8d).Strongerandearlierwaterbreak-
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mulationindownslipdirection(Fig.9e).Hydrogenrecovery
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zone),reducedthedurationofconstanthydrogenwithdrawal.

Thefinalhydrogenrecoveryfactorswerelowercompared

withthereferencecasee77%forthegaszone,61%fortheoil

zoneand38%forthewaterzone(Case3inTable2).Theun-

coveredhydrogenresidedmostlyinupslipdirection

(Fig.9b,d,f).Overall,ourresultssuggestthatdippingstruc-
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Conclusions

� Reservoir simulations suggest high hydrogen storage ca-

pacity in a middle-sized offshore hydrocarbon field: ~3

billion Sm3 during storage site initialization.

� Hydrogen delivery of ~400 million Sm3 was achieved for

each 5-month withdrawal period.

� Most of the injected hydrogen (>84%) remained under-

ground as cushion gas, when injecting pure hydrogen only.

� The thin gas zone was the most preferred target for pure

hydrogen storage with final recovery factor of 87%.

Hydrogen storage was not recommended in the water zone,

due to lower final recovery factor of 49%.

� Formation fluids were not produced in the gas and oil zones

during cyclic operation, but their break-through decreased

the efficiency of the prolonged withdrawal period.

� The underground hydrogen distribution was determined

by structural effects (vertical communication and fault

blocks), modelling approaches (initial water and connate

gas saturations) and type of displacement process. Minor

development of viscous fingers was observed in the water

zone, in contrast to the oil zone. Unrecovered hydrogen

accumulated in topmost layers.

� Injection of formation gas as cushion gas resulted in

higher hydrogen recovery factor (both 1st withdrawal

period and final), but at the cost of hydrogen purity in the

withdrawn gas mixture. Impurities could be avoided by

injecting at least 60e80% of hydrogen of the totally

injected gas mixture.

� When injecting a 30% hydrogen-70% formation gas

mixture, the hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas

mixture varied during cyclic operation and was controlled

by gravity segregation.

� Well placement down the dipping structure showed

poor performance (recovery factor range between 77%

and 38%), due to earlier and stronger break-through of

formation fluids.

Future work

Subsurface hydrogen storage is an emerging field in scientific

communities and improved understanding of processes

across scientific disciplines needs to be addressed to confirm

its feasibility. For improved modelling of hydrogen storage,

the following aspects should be addressed:

� Detailed research on injection of gas mixtures with lower

hydrogen content.

� Studies aimed at improving the modelling of viscous fin-

gers, using simulation grid with very fine grid resolution,

local grid refinement, and different structural geometries.

� Experimental studies of key hydrogen porous media pa-

rameters and functions as input formodellingemiscibility

with oil, diffusivity and dispersion, residual saturations,

capillary pressure, and relative permeability.
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Conclusions

�Reservoirsimulationssuggesthighhydrogenstorageca-

pacityinamiddle-sizedoffshorehydrocarbonfield:~3

billionSm3duringstoragesiteinitialization.

�Hydrogendeliveryof~400millionSm3wasachievedfor

each5-monthwithdrawalperiod.

�Mostoftheinjectedhydrogen(>84%)remainedunder-

groundascushiongas,wheninjectingpurehydrogenonly.

�Thethingaszonewasthemostpreferredtargetforpure

hydrogenstoragewithfinalrecoveryfactorof87%.

Hydrogenstoragewasnotrecommendedinthewaterzone,

duetolowerfinalrecoveryfactorof49%.

�Formationfluidswerenotproducedinthegasandoilzones

duringcyclicoperation,buttheirbreak-throughdecreased

theefficiencyoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod.

�Theundergroundhydrogendistributionwasdetermined

bystructuraleffects(verticalcommunicationandfault

blocks),modellingapproaches(initialwaterandconnate

gassaturations)andtypeofdisplacementprocess.Minor

developmentofviscousfingerswasobservedinthewater

zone,incontrasttotheoilzone.Unrecoveredhydrogen

accumulatedintopmostlayers.

�Injectionofformationgasascushiongasresultedin

higherhydrogenrecoveryfactor(both1stwithdrawal

periodandfinal),butatthecostofhydrogenpurityinthe

withdrawngasmixture.Impuritiescouldbeavoidedby

injectingatleast60e80%ofhydrogenofthetotally

injectedgasmixture.

�Wheninjectinga30%hydrogen-70%formationgas

mixture,thehydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngas

mixturevariedduringcyclicoperationandwascontrolled

bygravitysegregation.

�Wellplacementdownthedippingstructureshowed

poorperformance(recoveryfactorrangebetween77%

and38%),duetoearlierandstrongerbreak-throughof

formationfluids.

Futurework

Subsurfacehydrogenstorageisanemergingfieldinscientific

communitiesandimprovedunderstandingofprocesses

acrossscientificdisciplinesneedstobeaddressedtoconfirm

itsfeasibility.Forimprovedmodellingofhydrogenstorage,

thefollowingaspectsshouldbeaddressed:

�Detailedresearchoninjectionofgasmixtureswithlower

hydrogencontent.

�Studiesaimedatimprovingthemodellingofviscousfin-

gers,usingsimulationgridwithveryfinegridresolution,

localgridrefinement,anddifferentstructuralgeometries.

�Experimentalstudiesofkeyhydrogenporousmediapa-

rametersandfunctionsasinputformodellingemiscibility

withoil,diffusivityanddispersion,residualsaturations,

capillarypressure,andrelativepermeability.
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Conclusions

� Reservoir simulations suggest high hydrogen storage ca-

pacity in a middle-sized offshore hydrocarbon field: ~3

billion Sm
3
during storage site initialization.

� Hydrogen delivery of ~400 million Sm
3
was achieved for

each 5-month withdrawal period.

� Most of the injected hydrogen (>84%) remained under-

ground as cushion gas, when injecting pure hydrogen only.

� The thin gas zone was the most preferred target for pure

hydrogen storage with final recovery factor of 87%.

Hydrogen storage was not recommended in the water zone,

due to lower final recovery factor of 49%.

� Formation fluids were not produced in the gas and oil zones

during cyclic operation, but their break-through decreased

the efficiency of the prolonged withdrawal period.

� The underground hydrogen distribution was determined

by structural effects (vertical communication and fault

blocks), modelling approaches (initial water and connate

gas saturations) and type of displacement process. Minor

development of viscous fingers was observed in the water

zone, in contrast to the oil zone. Unrecovered hydrogen

accumulated in topmost layers.

� Injection of formation gas as cushion gas resulted in

higher hydrogen recovery factor (both 1st withdrawal

period and final), but at the cost of hydrogen purity in the

withdrawn gas mixture. Impurities could be avoided by

injecting at least 60e80% of hydrogen of the totally

injected gas mixture.

� When injecting a 30% hydrogen-70% formation gas

mixture, the hydrogen fraction in the withdrawn gas

mixture varied during cyclic operation and was controlled

by gravity segregation.

� Well placement down the dipping structure showed

poor performance (recovery factor range between 77%

and 38%), due to earlier and stronger break-through of

formation fluids.

Future work

Subsurface hydrogen storage is an emerging field in scientific

communities and improved understanding of processes

across scientific disciplines needs to be addressed to confirm

its feasibility. For improved modelling of hydrogen storage,

the following aspects should be addressed:

� Detailed research on injection of gas mixtures with lower

hydrogen content.

� Studies aimed at improving the modelling of viscous fin-

gers, using simulation grid with very fine grid resolution,

local grid refinement, and different structural geometries.

� Experimental studies of key hydrogen porous media pa-

rameters and functions as input formodellingemiscibility

with oil, diffusivity and dispersion, residual saturations,

capillary pressure, and relative permeability.
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Conclusions

�Reservoirsimulationssuggesthighhydrogenstorageca-

pacityinamiddle-sizedoffshorehydrocarbonfield:~3

billionSm
3
duringstoragesiteinitialization.

�Hydrogendeliveryof~400millionSm
3
wasachievedfor

each5-monthwithdrawalperiod.

�Mostoftheinjectedhydrogen(>84%)remainedunder-

groundascushiongas,wheninjectingpurehydrogenonly.

�Thethingaszonewasthemostpreferredtargetforpure

hydrogenstoragewithfinalrecoveryfactorof87%.

Hydrogenstoragewasnotrecommendedinthewaterzone,

duetolowerfinalrecoveryfactorof49%.

�Formationfluidswerenotproducedinthegasandoilzones

duringcyclicoperation,buttheirbreak-throughdecreased

theefficiencyoftheprolongedwithdrawalperiod.

�Theundergroundhydrogendistributionwasdetermined

bystructuraleffects(verticalcommunicationandfault

blocks),modellingapproaches(initialwaterandconnate

gassaturations)andtypeofdisplacementprocess.Minor

developmentofviscousfingerswasobservedinthewater

zone,incontrasttotheoilzone.Unrecoveredhydrogen

accumulatedintopmostlayers.

�Injectionofformationgasascushiongasresultedin

higherhydrogenrecoveryfactor(both1stwithdrawal

periodandfinal),butatthecostofhydrogenpurityinthe

withdrawngasmixture.Impuritiescouldbeavoidedby

injectingatleast60e80%ofhydrogenofthetotally

injectedgasmixture.

�Wheninjectinga30%hydrogen-70%formationgas

mixture,thehydrogenfractioninthewithdrawngas

mixturevariedduringcyclicoperationandwascontrolled

bygravitysegregation.

�Wellplacementdownthedippingstructureshowed

poorperformance(recoveryfactorrangebetween77%

and38%),duetoearlierandstrongerbreak-throughof

formationfluids.

Futurework

Subsurfacehydrogenstorageisanemergingfieldinscientific

communitiesandimprovedunderstandingofprocesses

acrossscientificdisciplinesneedstobeaddressedtoconfirm

itsfeasibility.Forimprovedmodellingofhydrogenstorage,

thefollowingaspectsshouldbeaddressed:

�Detailedresearchoninjectionofgasmixtureswithlower

hydrogencontent.

�Studiesaimedatimprovingthemodellingofviscousfin-

gers,usingsimulationgridwithveryfinegridresolution,

localgridrefinement,anddifferentstructuralgeometries.

�Experimentalstudiesofkeyhydrogenporousmediapa-

rametersandfunctionsasinputformodellingemiscibility

withoil,diffusivityanddispersion,residualsaturations,
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A B S T R A C T   

Underground hydrogen storage (UHS) in porous media is proposed to balance seasonal fluctuations between 
demand and supply in an emerging hydrogen economy. Despite increasing focus on the topic worldwide, the 
understanding of hydrogen flow in porous media is still not adequate. In particular, relative permeability hys-
teresis and its impact on the storage performance require detailed investigations due to the cyclic nature of H2 
injection and withdrawal. We focus our analysis on reservoir simulation of an offshore aquifer setting, where we 
use history matched relative permeability to study the effect of hysteresis and gas type on the storage efficiency. 
We find that omission of relative permeability hysteresis overestimates the annual working gas capacity by 34 % 
and the recovered hydrogen volume by 85 %. The UHS performance is similar to natural gas storage when using 
hysteretic hydrogen relative permeability. Nitrogen relative permeability can be used to model the UHS when 
hysteresis is ignored, but at the cost of the accuracy of the bottom-hole pressure predictions. Our results advance 
the understanding of the UHS reservoir modeling approaches.   

1. Introduction 

Hydrogen (H2) will play a vital role in the future net-zero energy mix 
and its industrial scale-up will require a range of storage solutions in all 
dimensions and time scales. Underground H2 storage (UHS) has been 
proposed as one storage option which can account for seasonal and 
regional variations in demand and supply [1]. The H2 storage demand in 
Europe in 2050 is expected to be in the range of 63–180 billion Sm3 

(standard cubic meter) under the assumption of 780–2251 TWh total 
demand [2] and 24 % storage capacity [3]. Relevant underground 
storage formations include salt caverns, depleted hydrocarbon fields and 
aquifers [4] as well as more unconventional storage sites such as coal 
seams and basaltic rocks [5,6]. Salt caverns can accommodate smaller 
H2 volumes to meet short-term storage needs, whereas porous reservoirs 
(i.e. depleted fields and aquifers) can be suitable for larger H2 volumes in 
the long-term. Most potential storage sites are considered onshore, but 
offshore H2 storage in the North Sea is attractive with regards to existing 
infrastructure and a growing offshore wind industry [7]. Water elec-
trolysis can use wind-based excess electricity to produce H2 that can be 
stored underground for later use. 

Technically, the UHS is similar to natural gas storage (UGS) with gas 
injection at peak supply, followed by gas withdrawal at peak demand in 

repeatable annual cycles. To maintain a stable pressure support during 
withdrawal, cushion gas is required to remain in the reservoir while 
working gas is cyclically injected and withdrawn [1]. The cushion and 
working gases can be the same or differ in its type. Pure H2 has never 
been stored in porous reservoirs at commercial scale, with town gas 
storage in aquifers in the 1970s [8,9] and two recent pilot tests of H2 
blends in depleted gas fields [10,11]. 

Despite technical similarities, low H2 density and viscosity coupled 
with high biogeochemical activity hampers direct knowledge transfer 
[4,12]. H2 wettability, biogeochemical interactions and reservoir sim-
ulations are currently dominating the research literature. It was found 
out that H2 is a non-wetting phase in sandstones with pure quartz sur-
faces and is less wetting than CO2 [13–16]. An empirical equation of H2- 
brine interfacial tension was derived from experimental measurements 
under a range of pressure, temperature and brine salinity conditions 
[17]. Evaluation of caprock interfacial tension and wettability for H2 
storage showed that caprock integrity decreased with increasing pres-
sure, temperature, organic acid concentration and total organic content 
[18,19]. H2 geochemical reactivity was suppressed in calcite- and 
anhydrite-free sandstones [20–22]. Reservoir simulations showed that 
the UHS performed differently than CH4 and CO2 storage when 
comparing gas containment and working capacity [23]. 
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working gases can be the same or differ in its type. Pure H2 has never 
been stored in porous reservoirs at commercial scale, with town gas 
storage in aquifers in the 1970s [8,9] and two recent pilot tests of H2 
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Despite technical similarities, low H2 density and viscosity coupled 
with high biogeochemical activity hampers direct knowledge transfer 
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ulations are currently dominating the research literature. It was found 
out that H2 is a non-wetting phase in sandstones with pure quartz sur-
faces and is less wetting than CO2 [13–16]. An empirical equation of H2- 
brine interfacial tension was derived from experimental measurements 
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[17]. Evaluation of caprock interfacial tension and wettability for H2 
storage showed that caprock integrity decreased with increasing pres-
sure, temperature, organic acid concentration and total organic content 
[18,19]. H2 geochemical reactivity was suppressed in calcite- and 
anhydrite-free sandstones [20–22]. Reservoir simulations showed that 
the UHS performed differently than CH4 and CO2 storage when 
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demand and supply in an emerging hydrogen economy. Despite increasing focus on the topic worldwide, the 
understanding of hydrogen flow in porous media is still not adequate. In particular, relative permeability hys-
teresis and its impact on the storage performance require detailed investigations due to the cyclic nature of H2 
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hysteretic hydrogen relative permeability. Nitrogen relative permeability can be used to model the UHS when 
hysteresis is ignored, but at the cost of the accuracy of the bottom-hole pressure predictions. Our results advance 
the understanding of the UHS reservoir modeling approaches.   
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Reservoir simulation is a valuable and time efficient tool for decision 
making and predicting future storage performance under different 
reservoir management strategies. The UHS reservoir simulation studies 
mostly focused on feasible strategies to estimate the ultimate H2 re-
covery and the impact of cushion gas. The maximum recovery factor of 
78 % was achieved for single cycles in a saline aquifer, with the highest 
H2 saturation in the near-well area and the reservoir top [24]. H2 storage 
in a depleted oil and gas field showed that the gas zone was the most 
suitable target with a final recovery factor of 87 %, that was reduced to 
49 % in the water zone [25]. The cushion-to-working gas ratio varied 
between 0.15 and 1.5 in a saline aquifer, being the lowest in deeper 
reservoirs with higher permeability [26]. Among different types of 
cushion gases: CH4, N2 and CO2, the highest H2 recovery factor (90 %) 
was achieved with CH4 in a depleted oil reservoir [27], whereas N2 was 
the most effective cushion gas in a partially depleted gas condensate 
reservoir with the H2 recovery factor of 98 % [28]. Screening criteria for 
site selection were proposed based on the reservoir pressure, dipping 
angle, storage depth, geothermal gradient and permeability and porosity 
range [29]. 

Most UHS studies implemented nonhysteretic relative permeability 
in reservoir models, not specifically measured for H2. Despite being 
more reliable than analytical methods, the reservoir models require real 
field and/or experimental data for more accurate predictions. It is still 
debated whether a proxy gas can be used to accurately model H2 
behavior. The gas-water injection experiments in sandstone core sam-
ples showed that N2 is a poor proxy gas for H2 [30,31], or it should be 
used with care [32]. In contrast, the opposite conclusion was drawn 
from another study stating that N2 can be used as a proxy gas [33]. On 
the other hand, cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal will result in 
reversable drainage and imbibition processes in the reservoir, indicating 
that relative permeability hysteresis must be considered in reservoir 
simulations. Measurements of H2-H2O drainage and imbibition relative 
permeability confirmed strong hysteresis both for H2 and H2O [32,34]. 

Reservoir simulation studies on the impact of H2-H2O relative 
permeability hysteresis are scarce. Hysteresis was considered in an 
aquifer H2 storage study [35] where relative permeability and capillary 
pressure were derived from an analytical van Genuchten–Mualem model 
aimed to represent a typical gas-H2O system in a sandstone. The relative 

permeability model resulted in a pronounced gas hysteresis, whereas 
H2O showed a minor difference between drainage and imbibition. The 
impact of hysteresis on H2 storage efficiency was not evaluated as the 
model did not include a nonhysteretic case for comparison. One of the 
first attempts to study the impact of hysteresis on H2 storage was per-
formed in a synthetic aquifer reservoir [36]. The authors used the 
experimentally measured drainage H2-H2O relative permeability [37] 
and the Killough model [38] to construct imbibition H2 relative 
permeability, but hysteresis in H2O relative permeability and capillary 
pressure was neglected. Another study of aquifer storage implemented 
both H2 and H2O relative permeability hysteresis [39], derived from 
pore scale modeling without experimental support [40]. A more recent 
study [41] implemented the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability [34], and performed an analytical extrapolation beyond 
experimental endpoints. No history matching of experimental pressure 
and production data was performed to confirm the analytical extrapo-
lation and capillary pressure hysteresis was neglected. For imbibition 
H2O relative permeability, they could not find a reliable analytical 
model and used tabulated experimental data instead. 

The abovementioned studies agreed that the absence of relative 
permeability hysteresis overestimated the H2 recovery factor but dis-
agreed in terms of H2O production. The performance of H2 and CO2 
storage were significantly different [39], and CO2 relative permeability 
cannot be used as a proxy to model the UHS [41]. Note that impact of 
hysteresis has been extensively investigated for CO2 storage, indicating 
that hysteresis is necessary for more accurate modeling approaches 
[42–45]. Experiences from CO2 hysteresis studies are not directly 
applicable for H2 storage due to the absence of CO2 withdrawal stage. 

In this paper, we use reservoir simulation to study the UHS in an 
offshore aquifer. We implement the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability and capillary pressure with numerical extrapolation from 
history matching of experimental production and pressure data [32], 
thus being a more accurate input for reservoir simulations. The Johan-
sen sandstone formation was selected as a storage site with a real 
geological model built for CO2 storage studies on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf [46]. We examine the impact of hysteresis and a proxy gas 
relative permeability on the UHS and compare the results with CH4 
storage. Our findings emphasize the importance of relative permeability 

Fig. 1. A sector model of the Johansen formation with the well location and horizontal permeability distribution. The lateral extent of the sector model is around 50 
km × 50 km, with the average grid size of 500 m × 500 m × 20 m. Shale layers above the Johansen formation are not shown. The vertical distance is 10 times 
exaggerated. 
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H2O relative permeability, they could not find a reliable analytical 
model and used tabulated experimental data instead. 

The abovementioned studies agreed that the absence of relative 
permeability hysteresis overestimated the H2 recovery factor but dis-
agreed in terms of H2O production. The performance of H2 and CO2 
storage were significantly different [39], and CO2 relative permeability 
cannot be used as a proxy to model the UHS [41]. Note that impact of 
hysteresis has been extensively investigated for CO2 storage, indicating 
that hysteresis is necessary for more accurate modeling approaches 
[42–45]. Experiences from CO2 hysteresis studies are not directly 
applicable for H2 storage due to the absence of CO2 withdrawal stage. 

In this paper, we use reservoir simulation to study the UHS in an 
offshore aquifer. We implement the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability and capillary pressure with numerical extrapolation from 
history matching of experimental production and pressure data [32], 
thus being a more accurate input for reservoir simulations. The Johan-
sen sandstone formation was selected as a storage site with a real 
geological model built for CO2 storage studies on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf [46]. We examine the impact of hysteresis and a proxy gas 
relative permeability on the UHS and compare the results with CH4 
storage. Our findings emphasize the importance of relative permeability 

Fig. 1.A sector model of the Johansen formation with the well location and horizontal permeability distribution. The lateral extent of the sector model is around 50 
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Reservoir simulation is a valuable and time efficient tool for decision 
making and predicting future storage performance under different 
reservoir management strategies. The UHS reservoir simulation studies 
mostly focused on feasible strategies to estimate the ultimate H2 re-
covery and the impact of cushion gas. The maximum recovery factor of 
78 % was achieved for single cycles in a saline aquifer, with the highest 
H2 saturation in the near-well area and the reservoir top [24]. H2 storage 
in a depleted oil and gas field showed that the gas zone was the most 
suitable target with a final recovery factor of 87 %, that was reduced to 
49 % in the water zone [25]. The cushion-to-working gas ratio varied 
between 0.15 and 1.5 in a saline aquifer, being the lowest in deeper 
reservoirs with higher permeability [26]. Among different types of 
cushion gases: CH4, N2 and CO2, the highest H2 recovery factor (90 %) 
was achieved with CH4 in a depleted oil reservoir [27], whereas N2 was 
the most effective cushion gas in a partially depleted gas condensate 
reservoir with the H2 recovery factor of 98 % [28]. Screening criteria for 
site selection were proposed based on the reservoir pressure, dipping 
angle, storage depth, geothermal gradient and permeability and porosity 
range [29]. 

Most UHS studies implemented nonhysteretic relative permeability 
in reservoir models, not specifically measured for H2. Despite being 
more reliable than analytical methods, the reservoir models require real 
field and/or experimental data for more accurate predictions. It is still 
debated whether a proxy gas can be used to accurately model H2 
behavior. The gas-water injection experiments in sandstone core sam-
ples showed that N2 is a poor proxy gas for H2 [30,31], or it should be 
used with care [32]. In contrast, the opposite conclusion was drawn 
from another study stating that N2 can be used as a proxy gas [33]. On 
the other hand, cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal will result in 
reversable drainage and imbibition processes in the reservoir, indicating 
that relative permeability hysteresis must be considered in reservoir 
simulations. Measurements of H2-H2O drainage and imbibition relative 
permeability confirmed strong hysteresis both for H2 and H2O [32,34]. 

Reservoir simulation studies on the impact of H2-H2O relative 
permeability hysteresis are scarce. Hysteresis was considered in an 
aquifer H2 storage study [35] where relative permeability and capillary 
pressure were derived from an analytical van Genuchten–Mualem model 
aimed to represent a typical gas-H2O system in a sandstone. The relative 

permeability model resulted in a pronounced gas hysteresis, whereas 
H2O showed a minor difference between drainage and imbibition. The 
impact of hysteresis on H2 storage efficiency was not evaluated as the 
model did not include a nonhysteretic case for comparison. One of the 
first attempts to study the impact of hysteresis on H2 storage was per-
formed in a synthetic aquifer reservoir [36]. The authors used the 
experimentally measured drainage H2-H2O relative permeability [37] 
and the Killough model [38] to construct imbibition H2 relative 
permeability, but hysteresis in H2O relative permeability and capillary 
pressure was neglected. Another study of aquifer storage implemented 
both H2 and H2O relative permeability hysteresis [39], derived from 
pore scale modeling without experimental support [40]. A more recent 
study [41] implemented the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability [34], and performed an analytical extrapolation beyond 
experimental endpoints. No history matching of experimental pressure 
and production data was performed to confirm the analytical extrapo-
lation and capillary pressure hysteresis was neglected. For imbibition 
H2O relative permeability, they could not find a reliable analytical 
model and used tabulated experimental data instead. 

The abovementioned studies agreed that the absence of relative 
permeability hysteresis overestimated the H2 recovery factor but dis-
agreed in terms of H2O production. The performance of H2 and CO2 
storage were significantly different [39], and CO2 relative permeability 
cannot be used as a proxy to model the UHS [41]. Note that impact of 
hysteresis has been extensively investigated for CO2 storage, indicating 
that hysteresis is necessary for more accurate modeling approaches 
[42–45]. Experiences from CO2 hysteresis studies are not directly 
applicable for H2 storage due to the absence of CO2 withdrawal stage. 

In this paper, we use reservoir simulation to study the UHS in an 
offshore aquifer. We implement the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability and capillary pressure with numerical extrapolation from 
history matching of experimental production and pressure data [32], 
thus being a more accurate input for reservoir simulations. The Johan-
sen sandstone formation was selected as a storage site with a real 
geological model built for CO2 storage studies on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf [46]. We examine the impact of hysteresis and a proxy gas 
relative permeability on the UHS and compare the results with CH4 
storage. Our findings emphasize the importance of relative permeability 

Fig. 1. A sector model of the Johansen formation with the well location and horizontal permeability distribution. The lateral extent of the sector model is around 50 
km × 50 km, with the average grid size of 500 m × 500 m × 20 m. Shale layers above the Johansen formation are not shown. The vertical distance is 10 times 
exaggerated. 
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making and predicting future storage performance under different 
reservoir management strategies. The UHS reservoir simulation studies 
mostly focused on feasible strategies to estimate the ultimate H2 re-
covery and the impact of cushion gas. The maximum recovery factor of 
78 % was achieved for single cycles in a saline aquifer, with the highest 
H2 saturation in the near-well area and the reservoir top [24]. H2 storage 
in a depleted oil and gas field showed that the gas zone was the most 
suitable target with a final recovery factor of 87 %, that was reduced to 
49 % in the water zone [25]. The cushion-to-working gas ratio varied 
between 0.15 and 1.5 in a saline aquifer, being the lowest in deeper 
reservoirs with higher permeability [26]. Among different types of 
cushion gases: CH4, N2 and CO2, the highest H2 recovery factor (90 %) 
was achieved with CH4 in a depleted oil reservoir [27], whereas N2 was 
the most effective cushion gas in a partially depleted gas condensate 
reservoir with the H2 recovery factor of 98 % [28]. Screening criteria for 
site selection were proposed based on the reservoir pressure, dipping 
angle, storage depth, geothermal gradient and permeability and porosity 
range [29]. 

Most UHS studies implemented nonhysteretic relative permeability 
in reservoir models, not specifically measured for H2. Despite being 
more reliable than analytical methods, the reservoir models require real 
field and/or experimental data for more accurate predictions. It is still 
debated whether a proxy gas can be used to accurately model H2 
behavior. The gas-water injection experiments in sandstone core sam-
ples showed that N2 is a poor proxy gas for H2 [30,31], or it should be 
used with care [32]. In contrast, the opposite conclusion was drawn 
from another study stating that N2 can be used as a proxy gas [33]. On 
the other hand, cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal will result in 
reversable drainage and imbibition processes in the reservoir, indicating 
that relative permeability hysteresis must be considered in reservoir 
simulations. Measurements of H2-H2O drainage and imbibition relative 
permeability confirmed strong hysteresis both for H2 and H2O [32,34]. 

Reservoir simulation studies on the impact of H2-H2O relative 
permeability hysteresis are scarce. Hysteresis was considered in an 
aquifer H2 storage study [35] where relative permeability and capillary 
pressure were derived from an analytical van Genuchten–Mualem model 
aimed to represent a typical gas-H2O system in a sandstone. The relative 

permeability model resulted in a pronounced gas hysteresis, whereas 
H2O showed a minor difference between drainage and imbibition. The 
impact of hysteresis on H2 storage efficiency was not evaluated as the 
model did not include a nonhysteretic case for comparison. One of the 
first attempts to study the impact of hysteresis on H2 storage was per-
formed in a synthetic aquifer reservoir [36]. The authors used the 
experimentally measured drainage H2-H2O relative permeability [37] 
and the Killough model [38] to construct imbibition H2 relative 
permeability, but hysteresis in H2O relative permeability and capillary 
pressure was neglected. Another study of aquifer storage implemented 
both H2 and H2O relative permeability hysteresis [39], derived from 
pore scale modeling without experimental support [40]. A more recent 
study [41] implemented the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability [34], and performed an analytical extrapolation beyond 
experimental endpoints. No history matching of experimental pressure 
and production data was performed to confirm the analytical extrapo-
lation and capillary pressure hysteresis was neglected. For imbibition 
H2O relative permeability, they could not find a reliable analytical 
model and used tabulated experimental data instead. 

The abovementioned studies agreed that the absence of relative 
permeability hysteresis overestimated the H2 recovery factor but dis-
agreed in terms of H2O production. The performance of H2 and CO2 
storage were significantly different [39], and CO2 relative permeability 
cannot be used as a proxy to model the UHS [41]. Note that impact of 
hysteresis has been extensively investigated for CO2 storage, indicating 
that hysteresis is necessary for more accurate modeling approaches 
[42–45]. Experiences from CO2 hysteresis studies are not directly 
applicable for H2 storage due to the absence of CO2 withdrawal stage. 

In this paper, we use reservoir simulation to study the UHS in an 
offshore aquifer. We implement the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability and capillary pressure with numerical extrapolation from 
history matching of experimental production and pressure data [32], 
thus being a more accurate input for reservoir simulations. The Johan-
sen sandstone formation was selected as a storage site with a real 
geological model built for CO2 storage studies on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf [46]. We examine the impact of hysteresis and a proxy gas 
relative permeability on the UHS and compare the results with CH4 
storage. Our findings emphasize the importance of relative permeability 

Fig. 1. A sector model of the Johansen formation with the well location and horizontal permeability distribution. The lateral extent of the sector model is around 50 
km × 50 km, with the average grid size of 500 m × 500 m × 20 m. Shale layers above the Johansen formation are not shown. The vertical distance is 10 times 
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making and predicting future storage performance under different 
reservoir management strategies. The UHS reservoir simulation studies 
mostly focused on feasible strategies to estimate the ultimate H2 re-
covery and the impact of cushion gas. The maximum recovery factor of 
78 % was achieved for single cycles in a saline aquifer, with the highest 
H2 saturation in the near-well area and the reservoir top [24]. H2 storage 
in a depleted oil and gas field showed that the gas zone was the most 
suitable target with a final recovery factor of 87 %, that was reduced to 
49 % in the water zone [25]. The cushion-to-working gas ratio varied 
between 0.15 and 1.5 in a saline aquifer, being the lowest in deeper 
reservoirs with higher permeability [26]. Among different types of 
cushion gases: CH4, N2 and CO2, the highest H2 recovery factor (90 %) 
was achieved with CH4 in a depleted oil reservoir [27], whereas N2 was 
the most effective cushion gas in a partially depleted gas condensate 
reservoir with the H2 recovery factor of 98 % [28]. Screening criteria for 
site selection were proposed based on the reservoir pressure, dipping 
angle, storage depth, geothermal gradient and permeability and porosity 
range [29]. 

Most UHS studies implemented nonhysteretic relative permeability 
in reservoir models, not specifically measured for H2. Despite being 
more reliable than analytical methods, the reservoir models require real 
field and/or experimental data for more accurate predictions. It is still 
debated whether a proxy gas can be used to accurately model H2 
behavior. The gas-water injection experiments in sandstone core sam-
ples showed that N2 is a poor proxy gas for H2 [30,31], or it should be 
used with care [32]. In contrast, the opposite conclusion was drawn 
from another study stating that N2 can be used as a proxy gas [33]. On 
the other hand, cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal will result in 
reversable drainage and imbibition processes in the reservoir, indicating 
that relative permeability hysteresis must be considered in reservoir 
simulations. Measurements of H2-H2O drainage and imbibition relative 
permeability confirmed strong hysteresis both for H2 and H2O [32,34]. 

Reservoir simulation studies on the impact of H2-H2O relative 
permeability hysteresis are scarce. Hysteresis was considered in an 
aquifer H2 storage study [35] where relative permeability and capillary 
pressure were derived from an analytical van Genuchten–Mualem model 
aimed to represent a typical gas-H2O system in a sandstone. The relative 

permeability model resulted in a pronounced gas hysteresis, whereas 
H2O showed a minor difference between drainage and imbibition. The 
impact of hysteresis on H2 storage efficiency was not evaluated as the 
model did not include a nonhysteretic case for comparison. One of the 
first attempts to study the impact of hysteresis on H2 storage was per-
formed in a synthetic aquifer reservoir [36]. The authors used the 
experimentally measured drainage H2-H2O relative permeability [37] 
and the Killough model [38] to construct imbibition H2 relative 
permeability, but hysteresis in H2O relative permeability and capillary 
pressure was neglected. Another study of aquifer storage implemented 
both H2 and H2O relative permeability hysteresis [39], derived from 
pore scale modeling without experimental support [40]. A more recent 
study [41] implemented the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability [34], and performed an analytical extrapolation beyond 
experimental endpoints. No history matching of experimental pressure 
and production data was performed to confirm the analytical extrapo-
lation and capillary pressure hysteresis was neglected. For imbibition 
H2O relative permeability, they could not find a reliable analytical 
model and used tabulated experimental data instead. 

The abovementioned studies agreed that the absence of relative 
permeability hysteresis overestimated the H2 recovery factor but dis-
agreed in terms of H2O production. The performance of H2 and CO2 
storage were significantly different [39], and CO2 relative permeability 
cannot be used as a proxy to model the UHS [41]. Note that impact of 
hysteresis has been extensively investigated for CO2 storage, indicating 
that hysteresis is necessary for more accurate modeling approaches 
[42–45]. Experiences from CO2 hysteresis studies are not directly 
applicable for H2 storage due to the absence of CO2 withdrawal stage. 

In this paper, we use reservoir simulation to study the UHS in an 
offshore aquifer. We implement the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability and capillary pressure with numerical extrapolation from 
history matching of experimental production and pressure data [32], 
thus being a more accurate input for reservoir simulations. The Johan-
sen sandstone formation was selected as a storage site with a real 
geological model built for CO2 storage studies on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf [46]. We examine the impact of hysteresis and a proxy gas 
relative permeability on the UHS and compare the results with CH4 
storage. Our findings emphasize the importance of relative permeability 

Fig. 1.A sector model of the Johansen formation with the well location and horizontal permeability distribution. The lateral extent of the sector model is around 50 
km ×50 km, with the average grid size of 500 m ×500 m ×20 m. Shale layers above the Johansen formation are not shown. The vertical distance is 10 times 
exaggerated. 
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Reservoir simulation is a valuable and time efficient tool for decision 
making and predicting future storage performance under different 
reservoir management strategies. The UHS reservoir simulation studies 
mostly focused on feasible strategies to estimate the ultimate H2 re-
covery and the impact of cushion gas. The maximum recovery factor of 
78 % was achieved for single cycles in a saline aquifer, with the highest 
H2 saturation in the near-well area and the reservoir top [24]. H2 storage 
in a depleted oil and gas field showed that the gas zone was the most 
suitable target with a final recovery factor of 87 %, that was reduced to 
49 % in the water zone [25]. The cushion-to-working gas ratio varied 
between 0.15 and 1.5 in a saline aquifer, being the lowest in deeper 
reservoirs with higher permeability [26]. Among different types of 
cushion gases: CH4, N2 and CO2, the highest H2 recovery factor (90 %) 
was achieved with CH4 in a depleted oil reservoir [27], whereas N2 was 
the most effective cushion gas in a partially depleted gas condensate 
reservoir with the H2 recovery factor of 98 % [28]. Screening criteria for 
site selection were proposed based on the reservoir pressure, dipping 
angle, storage depth, geothermal gradient and permeability and porosity 
range [29]. 

Most UHS studies implemented nonhysteretic relative permeability 
in reservoir models, not specifically measured for H2. Despite being 
more reliable than analytical methods, the reservoir models require real 
field and/or experimental data for more accurate predictions. It is still 
debated whether a proxy gas can be used to accurately model H2 
behavior. The gas-water injection experiments in sandstone core sam-
ples showed that N2 is a poor proxy gas for H2 [30,31], or it should be 
used with care [32]. In contrast, the opposite conclusion was drawn 
from another study stating that N2 can be used as a proxy gas [33]. On 
the other hand, cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal will result in 
reversable drainage and imbibition processes in the reservoir, indicating 
that relative permeability hysteresis must be considered in reservoir 
simulations. Measurements of H2-H2O drainage and imbibition relative 
permeability confirmed strong hysteresis both for H2 and H2O [32,34]. 

Reservoir simulation studies on the impact of H2-H2O relative 
permeability hysteresis are scarce. Hysteresis was considered in an 
aquifer H2 storage study [35] where relative permeability and capillary 
pressure were derived from an analytical van Genuchten–Mualem model 
aimed to represent a typical gas-H2O system in a sandstone. The relative 

permeability model resulted in a pronounced gas hysteresis, whereas 
H2O showed a minor difference between drainage and imbibition. The 
impact of hysteresis on H2 storage efficiency was not evaluated as the 
model did not include a nonhysteretic case for comparison. One of the 
first attempts to study the impact of hysteresis on H2 storage was per-
formed in a synthetic aquifer reservoir [36]. The authors used the 
experimentally measured drainage H2-H2O relative permeability [37] 
and the Killough model [38] to construct imbibition H2 relative 
permeability, but hysteresis in H2O relative permeability and capillary 
pressure was neglected. Another study of aquifer storage implemented 
both H2 and H2O relative permeability hysteresis [39], derived from 
pore scale modeling without experimental support [40]. A more recent 
study [41] implemented the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability [34], and performed an analytical extrapolation beyond 
experimental endpoints. No history matching of experimental pressure 
and production data was performed to confirm the analytical extrapo-
lation and capillary pressure hysteresis was neglected. For imbibition 
H2O relative permeability, they could not find a reliable analytical 
model and used tabulated experimental data instead. 

The abovementioned studies agreed that the absence of relative 
permeability hysteresis overestimated the H2 recovery factor but dis-
agreed in terms of H2O production. The performance of H2 and CO2 
storage were significantly different [39], and CO2 relative permeability 
cannot be used as a proxy to model the UHS [41]. Note that impact of 
hysteresis has been extensively investigated for CO2 storage, indicating 
that hysteresis is necessary for more accurate modeling approaches 
[42–45]. Experiences from CO2 hysteresis studies are not directly 
applicable for H2 storage due to the absence of CO2 withdrawal stage. 

In this paper, we use reservoir simulation to study the UHS in an 
offshore aquifer. We implement the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability and capillary pressure with numerical extrapolation from 
history matching of experimental production and pressure data [32], 
thus being a more accurate input for reservoir simulations. The Johan-
sen sandstone formation was selected as a storage site with a real 
geological model built for CO2 storage studies on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf [46]. We examine the impact of hysteresis and a proxy gas 
relative permeability on the UHS and compare the results with CH4 
storage. Our findings emphasize the importance of relative permeability 

Fig. 1.A sector model of the Johansen formation with the well location and horizontal permeability distribution. The lateral extent of the sector model is around 50 
km ×50 km, with the average grid size of 500 m ×500 m ×20 m. Shale layers above the Johansen formation are not shown. The vertical distance is 10 times 
exaggerated. 
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Reservoir simulation is a valuable and time efficient tool for decision 
making and predicting future storage performance under different 
reservoir management strategies. The UHS reservoir simulation studies 
mostly focused on feasible strategies to estimate the ultimate H2 re-
covery and the impact of cushion gas. The maximum recovery factor of 
78 % was achieved for single cycles in a saline aquifer, with the highest 
H2 saturation in the near-well area and the reservoir top [24]. H2 storage 
in a depleted oil and gas field showed that the gas zone was the most 
suitable target with a final recovery factor of 87 %, that was reduced to 
49 % in the water zone [25]. The cushion-to-working gas ratio varied 
between 0.15 and 1.5 in a saline aquifer, being the lowest in deeper 
reservoirs with higher permeability [26]. Among different types of 
cushion gases: CH4, N2 and CO2, the highest H2 recovery factor (90 %) 
was achieved with CH4 in a depleted oil reservoir [27], whereas N2 was 
the most effective cushion gas in a partially depleted gas condensate 
reservoir with the H2 recovery factor of 98 % [28]. Screening criteria for 
site selection were proposed based on the reservoir pressure, dipping 
angle, storage depth, geothermal gradient and permeability and porosity 
range [29]. 

Most UHS studies implemented nonhysteretic relative permeability 
in reservoir models, not specifically measured for H2. Despite being 
more reliable than analytical methods, the reservoir models require real 
field and/or experimental data for more accurate predictions. It is still 
debated whether a proxy gas can be used to accurately model H2 
behavior. The gas-water injection experiments in sandstone core sam-
ples showed that N2 is a poor proxy gas for H2 [30,31], or it should be 
used with care [32]. In contrast, the opposite conclusion was drawn 
from another study stating that N2 can be used as a proxy gas [33]. On 
the other hand, cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal will result in 
reversable drainage and imbibition processes in the reservoir, indicating 
that relative permeability hysteresis must be considered in reservoir 
simulations. Measurements of H2-H2O drainage and imbibition relative 
permeability confirmed strong hysteresis both for H2 and H2O [32,34]. 

Reservoir simulation studies on the impact of H2-H2O relative 
permeability hysteresis are scarce. Hysteresis was considered in an 
aquifer H2 storage study [35] where relative permeability and capillary 
pressure were derived from an analytical van Genuchten–Mualem model 
aimed to represent a typical gas-H2O system in a sandstone. The relative 

permeability model resulted in a pronounced gas hysteresis, whereas 
H2O showed a minor difference between drainage and imbibition. The 
impact of hysteresis on H2 storage efficiency was not evaluated as the 
model did not include a nonhysteretic case for comparison. One of the 
first attempts to study the impact of hysteresis on H2 storage was per-
formed in a synthetic aquifer reservoir [36]. The authors used the 
experimentally measured drainage H2-H2O relative permeability [37] 
and the Killough model [38] to construct imbibition H2 relative 
permeability, but hysteresis in H2O relative permeability and capillary 
pressure was neglected. Another study of aquifer storage implemented 
both H2 and H2O relative permeability hysteresis [39], derived from 
pore scale modeling without experimental support [40]. A more recent 
study [41] implemented the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability [34], and performed an analytical extrapolation beyond 
experimental endpoints. No history matching of experimental pressure 
and production data was performed to confirm the analytical extrapo-
lation and capillary pressure hysteresis was neglected. For imbibition 
H2O relative permeability, they could not find a reliable analytical 
model and used tabulated experimental data instead. 

The abovementioned studies agreed that the absence of relative 
permeability hysteresis overestimated the H2 recovery factor but dis-
agreed in terms of H2O production. The performance of H2 and CO2 
storage were significantly different [39], and CO2 relative permeability 
cannot be used as a proxy to model the UHS [41]. Note that impact of 
hysteresis has been extensively investigated for CO2 storage, indicating 
that hysteresis is necessary for more accurate modeling approaches 
[42–45]. Experiences from CO2 hysteresis studies are not directly 
applicable for H2 storage due to the absence of CO2 withdrawal stage. 

In this paper, we use reservoir simulation to study the UHS in an 
offshore aquifer. We implement the measured hysteretic H2-H2O relative 
permeability and capillary pressure with numerical extrapolation from 
history matching of experimental production and pressure data [32], 
thus being a more accurate input for reservoir simulations. The Johan-
sen sandstone formation was selected as a storage site with a real 
geological model built for CO2 storage studies on the Norwegian conti-
nental shelf [46]. We examine the impact of hysteresis and a proxy gas 
relative permeability on the UHS and compare the results with CH4 
storage. Our findings emphasize the importance of relative permeability 

Fig. 1.A sector model of the Johansen formation with the well location and horizontal permeability distribution. The lateral extent of the sector model is around 50 
km ×50 km, with the average grid size of 500 m ×500 m ×20 m. Shale layers above the Johansen formation are not shown. The vertical distance is 10 times 
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Reservoir simulation is a valuable and time efficient tool for decision 
making and predicting future storage performance under different 
reservoir management strategies. The UHS reservoir simulation studies 
mostly focused on feasible strategies to estimate the ultimate H2 re-
covery and the impact of cushion gas. The maximum recovery factor of 
78 % was achieved for single cycles in a saline aquifer, with the highest 
H2 saturation in the near-well area and the reservoir top [24]. H2 storage 
in a depleted oil and gas field showed that the gas zone was the most 
suitable target with a final recovery factor of 87 %, that was reduced to 
49 % in the water zone [25]. The cushion-to-working gas ratio varied 
between 0.15 and 1.5 in a saline aquifer, being the lowest in deeper 
reservoirs with higher permeability [26]. Among different types of 
cushion gases: CH4, N2 and CO2, the highest H2 recovery factor (90 %) 
was achieved with CH4 in a depleted oil reservoir [27], whereas N2 was 
the most effective cushion gas in a partially depleted gas condensate 
reservoir with the H2 recovery factor of 98 % [28]. Screening criteria for 
site selection were proposed based on the reservoir pressure, dipping 
angle, storage depth, geothermal gradient and permeability and porosity 
range [29]. 

Most UHS studies implemented nonhysteretic relative permeability 
in reservoir models, not specifically measured for H2. Despite being 
more reliable than analytical methods, the reservoir models require real 
field and/or experimental data for more accurate predictions. It is still 
debated whether a proxy gas can be used to accurately model H2 
behavior. The gas-water injection experiments in sandstone core sam-
ples showed that N2 is a poor proxy gas for H2 [30,31], or it should be 
used with care [32]. In contrast, the opposite conclusion was drawn 
from another study stating that N2 can be used as a proxy gas [33]. On 
the other hand, cyclic H2 injection and withdrawal will result in 
reversable drainage and imbibition processes in the reservoir, indicating 
that relative permeability hysteresis must be considered in reservoir 
simulations. Measurements of H2-H2O drainage and imbibition relative 
permeability confirmed strong hysteresis both for H2 and H2O [32,34]. 

Reservoir simulation studies on the impact of H2-H2O relative 
permeability hysteresis are scarce. Hysteresis was considered in an 
aquifer H2 storage study [35] where relative permeability and capillary 
pressure were derived from an analytical van Genuchten–Mualem model 
aimed to represent a typical gas-H2O system in a sandstone. The relative 

permeability model resulted in a pronounced gas hysteresis, whereas 
H2O showed a minor difference between drainage and imbibition. The 
impact of hysteresis on H2 storage efficiency was not evaluated as the 
model did not include a nonhysteretic case for comparison. One of the 
first attempts to study the impact of hysteresis on H2 storage was per-
formed in a synthetic aquifer reservoir [36]. The authors used the 
experimentally measured drainage H2-H2O relative permeability [37] 
and the Killough model [38] to construct imbibition H2 relative 
permeability, but hysteresis in H2O relative permeability and capillary 
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hysteresis for accurate modeling of underground H2 storage in 
reservoirs. 

2.Numerical methods 

2.1.The Johansen simulation model 

The Johansen formation on the Norwegian continental shelf was 
selected as a storage site in our study. We used an open-license 
geological sector model with heterogenous porosity and horizontal 
permeability distribution of 0.1–0.29 (average 0.15) and 0.01–875 
(average 97) mD, respectively [46]. The vertical permeability was set to 
10 % of the horizontal one. The sector model was discretized into 100 ×
100 ×11 grid cells with an average grid size of 500 m ×500 m ×20 m 
(Fig. 1). The sandstone reservoir was represented by five grid layers, 
vertically connected to five shale layers above and one shale layer below 
the reservoir. The model was constructed with a non-zero dipping angle 
and five faults with the transmissibility multipliers of 0.1. A more 
detailed description of the Johansen formation and its geological model 
can be found elsewhere [47]. 

We used a commercial black-oil ECLIPSE reservoir simulator to 
construct a dynamic model of the Johansen formation. The model was 

governed by Darcy's law and mass conservation and contained two 
components: gas and water. Diffusion, dissolution and biogeochemical 
reactions were not included to focus on the UHS hydrodynamics. The 
model was initiated with no-flow boundary conditions and pressure of 
313.1 bar at 3100 m true vertical depth. The gas and water densities and 
viscosities were extracted from an open-source database for a pressure 
range of 50–500 bar and reservoir temperature of 94 

◦
C [48]. Relative 

permeability and capillary pressure were directly taken from the liter-
ature H2 dataset, derived from history matched experimental measure-
ments in a sandstone with permeability of 107 mD [32]. The rock type 
and its permeability are comparable to the Johansen sandstone reservoir 
with the average model permeability of 97 mD, making the literature 
dataset reliable for our H2 storage study. Both nonhysteretic and hys-
teretic relative permeabilities and capillary pressures were considered, 
described next. 

2.2.Relative permeability hysteresis model 

Drainage relative permeability and capillary pressure functions were 
implemented in a nonhysteretic case, where two different sets of relative 
permeabilities were tested: H2-H2O and N2-H2O (Fig. 2a). In a hysteretic 
case, drainage and imbibition relative permeability and capillary 

Fig. 2.Input relative permeability curves and hys-
teresis model used in the simulations. (a) H2-H2O 
(solid curves) and N2-H2O (dashed curves) relative 
permeabilities were directly taken from the literature 
dataset, derived from experimental measurements 
and numerical history matching [32]. The drainage 
H2 (Krg) and H2O (Krw) curves are represented by 
black and dark blue colour, respectively; whereas the 
imbibition Krg and Krw are denoted by grey and light 
blue, respectively. For drainage, the endpoint K*

rg at 
irreducible H2O saturation of 0.15 are equal to 0.61 
and 0.73 for H2 and N2, respectively. For imbibition, 
the endpoint K*

rw at residual H2 saturation of 0.36 is 
equal to 0.36. (b) Killough hysteresis model applied 
to input H2-H2O relative permeability. The dashed 
curves with arrows represent typical scanning curves 
starting at arbitrary points. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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pressure were applied for both gas and water using the Killough hys-
teresis model [38]. The hysteresis model implies that relative perme-
ability functions follow a scanning curve when drainage or imbibition 
processes are reversed (Fig. 2b). The same scanning curve is applied for 
both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at 
any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
initial gradient is small. To keep H2O scanning curve inside the region of 
drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3. Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 

Table 1 
Summary results of H2 and CH4 storage schemes with different relative permeability (Kr) input.  

Gas type Input Kr Gas withdrawn [Million Sm3] Gas recovery factor 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 4th cycle 5th cycle 1st 
cycle 

Final 

H2 Drainage H2-H2O  540  540  540  540  1560 16 % 68 % 
H2 Drainage N2-H2O  540  540  540  540  1550 16 % 68 % 
H2 Hysteretic H2-H2O  451  390  388  393  391 14 % 37 % 
CH4 Hysteretic H2-H2O  436  378  376  380  380 13 % 37 %  

Fig. 3. Nonhysteretic case of H2 storage with two different simulation inputs: H2 and N2 relative permeabilities. (a) H2 injection (negative values) and withdrawal 
(positive values, solid curves on the primary x-axis) rates and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP, dashed curves on the secondary x-axis). The first injection period lasted 
for 1095 days, and the prolonged fifth withdrawal period began after 2538 days. The constant injection/withdrawal rates of 3 million Sm3/d were maintained until 
the prolonged fifth withdrawal period, characterized by a rate reduction due to a BHP limit of 180 bar. (b) H2 volume in place (HIP, black and red curves on the 
primary x-axis) and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). The HIP remained in the same range during the cyclic injection and withdrawal, 
whereas the WGR increased with the increasing number of cycles. The H2 and N2 relative permeabilities showed similar results, except for the BHP development. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
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drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3.Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 
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primary x-axis) and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). The HIP remained in the same range during the cyclic injection and withdrawal, 
whereas the WGR increased with the increasing number of cycles. The H2 and N2 relative permeabilities showed similar results, except for the BHP development. (For 
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pressure were applied for both gas and water using the Killough hys-
teresis model [38]. The hysteresis model implies that relative perme-
ability functions follow a scanning curve when drainage or imbibition 
processes are reversed (Fig. 2b). The same scanning curve is applied for 
both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at 
any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
initial gradient is small. To keep H2O scanning curve inside the region of 
drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3.Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 
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Fig. 3.Nonhysteretic case of H2 storage with two different simulation inputs: H2 and N2 relative permeabilities. (a) H2 injection (negative values) and withdrawal 
(positive values, solid curves on the primary x-axis) rates and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP, dashed curves on the secondary x-axis). The first injection period lasted 
for 1095 days, and the prolonged fifth withdrawal period began after 2538 days. The constant injection/withdrawal rates of 3 million Sm3/d were maintained until 
the prolonged fifth withdrawal period, characterized by a rate reduction due to a BHP limit of 180 bar. (b) H2 volume in place (HIP, black and red curves on the 
primary x-axis) and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). The HIP remained in the same range during the cyclic injection and withdrawal, 
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pressure were applied for both gas and water using the Killough hys-
teresis model [38]. The hysteresis model implies that relative perme-
ability functions follow a scanning curve when drainage or imbibition 
processes are reversed (Fig. 2b). The same scanning curve is applied for 
both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at 
any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
initial gradient is small. To keep H2O scanning curve inside the region of 
drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3. Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 
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Summary results of H2 and CH4 storage schemes with different relative permeability (Kr) input.  

Gas type Input Kr Gas withdrawn [Million Sm3] Gas recovery factor 
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Fig. 3. Nonhysteretic case of H2 storage with two different simulation inputs: H2 and N2 relative permeabilities. (a) H2 injection (negative values) and withdrawal 
(positive values, solid curves on the primary x-axis) rates and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP, dashed curves on the secondary x-axis). The first injection period lasted 
for 1095 days, and the prolonged fifth withdrawal period began after 2538 days. The constant injection/withdrawal rates of 3 million Sm3/d were maintained until 
the prolonged fifth withdrawal period, characterized by a rate reduction due to a BHP limit of 180 bar. (b) H2 volume in place (HIP, black and red curves on the 
primary x-axis) and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). The HIP remained in the same range during the cyclic injection and withdrawal, 
whereas the WGR increased with the increasing number of cycles. The H2 and N2 relative permeabilities showed similar results, except for the BHP development. (For 
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pressure were applied for both gas and water using the Killough hys-
teresis model [38]. The hysteresis model implies that relative perme-
ability functions follow a scanning curve when drainage or imbibition 
processes are reversed (Fig. 2b). The same scanning curve is applied for 
both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at 
any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
initial gradient is small. To keep H2O scanning curve inside the region of 
drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3. Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 

Table 1 
Summary results of H2 and CH4 storage schemes with different relative permeability (Kr) input.  

Gas type Input Kr Gas withdrawn [Million Sm3] Gas recovery factor 

1st cycle 2nd cycle 3rd cycle 4th cycle 5th cycle 1st 
cycle 

Final 
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Fig. 3. Nonhysteretic case of H2 storage with two different simulation inputs: H2 and N2 relative permeabilities. (a) H2 injection (negative values) and withdrawal 
(positive values, solid curves on the primary x-axis) rates and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP, dashed curves on the secondary x-axis). The first injection period lasted 
for 1095 days, and the prolonged fifth withdrawal period began after 2538 days. The constant injection/withdrawal rates of 3 million Sm3/d were maintained until 
the prolonged fifth withdrawal period, characterized by a rate reduction due to a BHP limit of 180 bar. (b) H2 volume in place (HIP, black and red curves on the 
primary x-axis) and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). The HIP remained in the same range during the cyclic injection and withdrawal, 
whereas the WGR increased with the increasing number of cycles. The H2 and N2 relative permeabilities showed similar results, except for the BHP development. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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pressure were applied for both gas and water using the Killough hys-
teresis model [38]. The hysteresis model implies that relative perme-
ability functions follow a scanning curve when drainage or imbibition 
processes are reversed (Fig. 2b). The same scanning curve is applied for 
both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at 
any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
initial gradient is small. To keep H2O scanning curve inside the region of 
drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3.Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 

Table 1 
Summary results of H2 and CH4 storage schemes with different relative permeability (Kr) input.  

Gas type Input Kr Gas withdrawn [Million Sm3] Gas recovery factor 
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cycle 
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Fig. 3.Nonhysteretic case of H2 storage with two different simulation inputs: H2 and N2 relative permeabilities. (a) H2 injection (negative values) and withdrawal 
(positive values, solid curves on the primary x-axis) rates and the bottom-hole pressure (BHP, dashed curves on the secondary x-axis). The first injection period lasted 
for 1095 days, and the prolonged fifth withdrawal period began after 2538 days. The constant injection/withdrawal rates of 3 million Sm3/d were maintained until 
the prolonged fifth withdrawal period, characterized by a rate reduction due to a BHP limit of 180 bar. (b) H2 volume in place (HIP, black and red curves on the 
primary x-axis) and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). The HIP remained in the same range during the cyclic injection and withdrawal, 
whereas the WGR increased with the increasing number of cycles. The H2 and N2 relative permeabilities showed similar results, except for the BHP development. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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pressure were applied for both gas and water using the Killough hys-
teresis model [38]. The hysteresis model implies that relative perme-
ability functions follow a scanning curve when drainage or imbibition 
processes are reversed (Fig. 2b). The same scanning curve is applied for 
both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at 
any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
initial gradient is small. To keep H2O scanning curve inside the region of 
drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3.Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 
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Fig. 3.Nonhysteretic case of H2 storage with two different simulation inputs: H2 and N2 relative permeabilities. (a) H2 injection (negative values) and withdrawal 
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pressure were applied for both gas and water using the Killough hys-
teresis model [38]. The hysteresis model implies that relative perme-
ability functions follow a scanning curve when drainage or imbibition 
processes are reversed (Fig. 2b). The same scanning curve is applied for 
both drainage and imbibition when the injection process is reversed at 
any point on the scanning curve. Non-wetting phase (H2) scanning 
curves are calculated based on an interpolative method that requires 
Land trapping model [49] and bounding drainage and imbibition curves 
as input. In the absence of experimental bounding data, the scanning 
curves can be estimated using a parametric interpolation method, which 
requires an input free parameter. In our case, the ECLIPSE simulator 
generated scanning curves from experimental drainage and imbibition 
data [32]. Wetting phase (H2O) scanning curves additionally require a 
free parameter (set to 1 in our model), even if experimental bounding 

curves are given. The H2O scanning curve may deviate beyond a region 
enclosed by the drainage and imbibition curves if the imbibition curve 
initial gradient is small. To keep H2O scanning curve inside the region of 
drainage and imbibition curves, the ECLIPSE simulator runs a correction 
scheme based on the reduced portion of the imbibition curve. 

2.3.Storage scenarios 

We evaluated four storage scenarios with both nonhysteretic and 
hysteretic relative permeability curves (Table 1). In the nonhysteretic 
cases, we examined the effect of relative permeability on the H2 storage 
performance by comparing two different inputs: drainage H2-H2O and 
N2-H2O relative permeabilities. In the hysteretic cases, the same set of 
drainage and imbibition H2-H2O relative permeabilities was 
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Fig. 4. Vertical slice of the 3D simulation grid part showing H2 distribution by the end of injection (top) and by the end of withdrawal (bottom) after the 1st, 3rd and 
5th cycles in the nonhysteretic case. The H2 plume formed a cone-like shape with a stable lateral extent which contracted vertically during withdrawal, with the 
highest H2 saturation at the top well perforation. Vertical distance is 10-times exaggerated. 

Fig. 5. H2 saturation in the well perforations, numbered from top (1st) to bottom (5th). The H2 saturation increased with increasing number of cycles in the 1st 
perforation but decreased in the 2nd and 3rd perforations due to water upconing. 
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implemented to compare the H2 and CH4 storage. 
All storage scenarios followed the same operation scheme: Five 

injection-withdrawal cycles at the rate of 3 million Sm3/d, with H2 
acting as both cushion and working gas. The first cycle started with a 36- 
month long initial filling with gas, followed by a six-month withdrawal 
period. The three subsequent cycles were repeated annually, with 
equally long injection and withdrawal periods of six months. The fifth 
cycle consisted of a six-month injection period, followed by a prolonged 
withdrawal period until the economic limit of 1 million Sm3/d was 
reached [25]. A single vertical well for injection and withdrawal was 
placed in the center of the reservoir model through the five grid blocks 
where the permeability and porosity ranged between 74 and 278 mD 
and 0.17–0.21, respectively. The well operation was controlled by the 
bottom-hole pressure (BHP), constrained to 480 and 160 bar during 
injection and withdrawal, respectively. The BHP constrains were equal 
to ±50 % of the initial reservoir pressure where the upper BHP limit was 
below the typical fracture pressure on the Norwegian continental shelf 
[50]. When the BHP limits were reached, the injection/withdrawal rates 
were reduced to maintain constant BHP. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Maximum working gas capacity and recovery factor 

The first injection period maintained a pre-defined H2 injection rate 
of 3 million Sm3/d, but with a nonmonotonic BHP (Fig. 3a). An initial 

sharp increase in BHP by 110 bar from the initial reservoir pressure 
reversed to a gradually declining trend as the H2 plume expanded away 
from the injector. The withdrawal periods were characterized by an 
initial sharp decrease in BHP, followed by a more gradual trend. The 
endpoint BHP decreased with an increasing number of cycles, due to 
increasing water production with a resulting increase in the bottom-hole 
saturation of incompressible water (Fig. 3b). 

The maximum working gas capacity was 540 million Sm3 (~1.6 
TWh) in all six-month withdrawal periods, achieved with nonhysteretic 
H2-H2O relative permeability (Table 1). The working gas capacity was 
equivalent to 16 % of the total H2 volume injected during the first in-
jection period and corresponded to 0.9 % of the predicted lower-end H2 
storage demand in Europe in 2050 [3]. The working-to-total gas volume 
ratio was consistent with the reported literature range of ~15–30 % 
when using H2 cushion gas in aquifer storage [23–25,36]. Note that the 
working gas capacity increases if H2 is replaced by other cushion gases, 
albeit with a decrease in H2 fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture 
[25,27,36]. 

The maximum final H2 recovery factor was 68 % by the end of the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period which lasted for 795 days until an 
economic limit of 1 million Sm3/d was reached (Table 1, Fig. 3a). 
Constant withdrawal rate of 3 million Sm3/d was maintained for 207 
days, followed by a declining rate due to the lower BHP limit. Compa-
rable recovery factors (69–75 %) were reported for aquifer storage 
where the BHP upper limit was set to ≥50 % of the initial reservoir 
pressure [36,51]. In contrast, a significantly lower recovery factor (49 

Fig. 6. Effect of relative permeability hysteresis on the storage performance. (a) H2 injection (negative values) and withdrawal (positive values, black curves on the 
primary x-axis) rates and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). (b) Bottom-hole pressure (BHP). The hysteresis resulted in lower withdrawal 
and injection rates caused by the lower and upper BHP limits, respectively. The WGR increased and remained nearly constant in the hysteretic case. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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implemented to compare the H2 and CH4 storage. 
All storage scenarios followed the same operation scheme: Five 

injection-withdrawal cycles at the rate of 3 million Sm3/d, with H2 
acting as both cushion and working gas. The first cycle started with a 36- 
month long initial filling with gas, followed by a six-month withdrawal 
period. The three subsequent cycles were repeated annually, with 
equally long injection and withdrawal periods of six months. The fifth 
cycle consisted of a six-month injection period, followed by a prolonged 
withdrawal period until the economic limit of 1 million Sm3/d was 
reached [25]. A single vertical well for injection and withdrawal was 
placed in the center of the reservoir model through the five grid blocks 
where the permeability and porosity ranged between 74 and 278 mD 
and 0.17–0.21, respectively. The well operation was controlled by the 
bottom-hole pressure (BHP), constrained to 480 and 160 bar during 
injection and withdrawal, respectively. The BHP constrains were equal 
to ±50 % of the initial reservoir pressure where the upper BHP limit was 
below the typical fracture pressure on the Norwegian continental shelf 
[50]. When the BHP limits were reached, the injection/withdrawal rates 
were reduced to maintain constant BHP. 

3.Results and discussion 

3.1.Maximum working gas capacity and recovery factor 

The first injection period maintained a pre-defined H2 injection rate 
of 3 million Sm3/d, but with a nonmonotonic BHP (Fig. 3a). An initial 

sharp increase in BHP by 110 bar from the initial reservoir pressure 
reversed to a gradually declining trend as the H2 plume expanded away 
from the injector. The withdrawal periods were characterized by an 
initial sharp decrease in BHP, followed by a more gradual trend. The 
endpoint BHP decreased with an increasing number of cycles, due to 
increasing water production with a resulting increase in the bottom-hole 
saturation of incompressible water (Fig. 3b). 

The maximum working gas capacity was 540 million Sm3 (~1.6 
TWh) in all six-month withdrawal periods, achieved with nonhysteretic 
H2-H2O relative permeability (Table 1). The working gas capacity was 
equivalent to 16 % of the total H2 volume injected during the first in-
jection period and corresponded to 0.9 % of the predicted lower-end H2 
storage demand in Europe in 2050 [3]. The working-to-total gas volume 
ratio was consistent with the reported literature range of ~15–30 % 
when using H2 cushion gas in aquifer storage [23–25,36]. Note that the 
working gas capacity increases if H2 is replaced by other cushion gases, 
albeit with a decrease in H2 fraction in the withdrawn gas mixture 
[25,27,36]. 

The maximum final H2 recovery factor was 68 % by the end of the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period which lasted for 795 days until an 
economic limit of 1 million Sm3/d was reached (Table 1, Fig. 3a). 
Constant withdrawal rate of 3 million Sm3/d was maintained for 207 
days, followed by a declining rate due to the lower BHP limit. Compa-
rable recovery factors (69–75 %) were reported for aquifer storage 
where the BHP upper limit was set to ≥50 % of the initial reservoir 
pressure [36,51]. In contrast, a significantly lower recovery factor (49 
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%) was estimated for the isolated water zone in a depleted hydrocarbon 
field because the upper BHP limit was set to the initial reservoir pressure 
[25]. Discrepancies in the recovery factors show that the BHP con-
straints are among the crucial parameters affecting the H2 storage 
efficiency. 

3.1.1. Effect of proxy gas relative permeability 
N2 relative permeability was evaluated as the simulation input and 

showed no significant impact on working gas capacity and recovery 
(Table 1, Fig. 3). An initial 10 % decrease in BHP during the first in-
jection period diminished with an increasing number of cycles to a 5 % 
difference by the end of the fifth injection period. The results suggest 
that N2 relative permeability can be used as proxy in reservoir simula-
tions in the absence of H2 relative permeability data. However, a 
mismatch between the measured and simulated BHP may be expected 
during real storage projects. For comparison, CO2 relative permeability 
failed to accurately model the UHS [41]. 

3.1.2. Hydrogen plume dynamics 
The H2 plume developed a cone-like shape in vertical direction, 

governed by gravitational effects (Fig. 4). The maximum H2 saturation 
was established in the top perforation (Sg = 0.42), with a gradually 
decreasing H2 saturation toward the plume boundaries (minimum Sg =

0.06). The withdrawal periods were characterized by an upward 
shrinking of the H2 plume, leading to water upconing in the well. No 
lateral movement of the H2 plume was observed because the injected 
and withdrawn H2 volumes were equal for all six-month periods. A 
stable lateral distribution is beneficial for H2 storage because it mini-
mizes the risk of leakage at the reservoir boundaries. The observed H2 

plume dynamics was consistent with the literature [24,35,36,51]. 
The H2 saturation in the top perforation increased with an increasing 

number of cycles, from 0.42 to 0.45 by the end of the first and fifth in-
jection periods, respectively (Fig. 5). In contrast, the H2 saturation 
decreased in the second and third perforations, whereas this effect was 
suppressed in the lower perforations. This demonstrates that water 
upconing is more pronounced in the middle part of the well. The final H2 
distribution by the end of the prolonged fifth withdrawal period accu-
mulated at the reservoir top. 

3.2. Effect of relative permeability hysteresis 

Implementation of relative permeability hysteresis reduced the 
working gas capacity and final recovery factor, compared with the 
nonhysteretic case (Table 1). The working gas capacity after the first 
cycle decreased from 540 to 451 million Sm3, with a further reduction to 
393 million Sm3 after the fifth cycle. The duration of the prolonged fifth 
withdrawal period was shortened by 627 days, yielding a significant 
reduction in the final H2 recovery factor from 68 % to 37 % (Table 1). 
The reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor was 
attributed to reaching the lower BHP during withdrawal, leading to a 
reduction in the withdrawal rates to maintain constant pressure (Fig. 6). 
The BHP decrease was governed by the inflow performance relationship 
in Eclipse reservoir simulator: Qg = Tw•Mg•(pgrid – pBHP – phead), where Qg 
is the H2 withdrawal rate, Tw is the grid connection transmissibility 
factor, Mg is the H2 mobility, pgrid is the grid connection pressure, pBHP is 
the BHP, and phead is the pressure head between the grid connection and 
bottom hole. The BHP must reduce to maintain a constant H2 with-
drawal rate at the reduced H2 mobility caused by lower H2 relative 

Fig. 7. Effect of relative permeability hysteresis on the H2 distribution by the end of injection (top) and by the end of withdrawal (bottom) after the 5th cycle in the 
nonhysteretic (left) and hysteretic cases (right). After injection, the H2 saturation was more concentrated in the near-well area in the nonhysteretic case due to 
decreased residual trapping. After withdrawal, the H2 saturation accumulated in all perforated layers in the hysteretic case due to less H2 volume withdrawn. 
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decreased residual trapping. After withdrawal, the H2 saturation accumulated in all perforated layers in the hysteretic case due to less H2 volume withdrawn. 
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field because the upper BHP limit was set to the initial reservoir pressure 
[25]. Discrepancies in the recovery factors show that the BHP con-
straints are among the crucial parameters affecting the H2 storage 
efficiency. 

3.1.1. Effect of proxy gas relative permeability 
N2 relative permeability was evaluated as the simulation input and 

showed no significant impact on working gas capacity and recovery 
(Table 1, Fig. 3). An initial 10 % decrease in BHP during the first in-
jection period diminished with an increasing number of cycles to a 5 % 
difference by the end of the fifth injection period. The results suggest 
that N2 relative permeability can be used as proxy in reservoir simula-
tions in the absence of H2 relative permeability data. However, a 
mismatch between the measured and simulated BHP may be expected 
during real storage projects. For comparison, CO2 relative permeability 
failed to accurately model the UHS [41]. 

3.1.2. Hydrogen plume dynamics 
The H2 plume developed a cone-like shape in vertical direction, 

governed by gravitational effects (Fig. 4). The maximum H2 saturation 
was established in the top perforation (Sg = 0.42), with a gradually 
decreasing H2 saturation toward the plume boundaries (minimum Sg =

0.06). The withdrawal periods were characterized by an upward 
shrinking of the H2 plume, leading to water upconing in the well. No 
lateral movement of the H2 plume was observed because the injected 
and withdrawn H2 volumes were equal for all six-month periods. A 
stable lateral distribution is beneficial for H2 storage because it mini-
mizes the risk of leakage at the reservoir boundaries. The observed H2 

plume dynamics was consistent with the literature [24,35,36,51]. 
The H2 saturation in the top perforation increased with an increasing 

number of cycles, from 0.42 to 0.45 by the end of the first and fifth in-
jection periods, respectively (Fig. 5). In contrast, the H2 saturation 
decreased in the second and third perforations, whereas this effect was 
suppressed in the lower perforations. This demonstrates that water 
upconing is more pronounced in the middle part of the well. The final H2 
distribution by the end of the prolonged fifth withdrawal period accu-
mulated at the reservoir top. 

3.2. Effect of relative permeability hysteresis 

Implementation of relative permeability hysteresis reduced the 
working gas capacity and final recovery factor, compared with the 
nonhysteretic case (Table 1). The working gas capacity after the first 
cycle decreased from 540 to 451 million Sm3, with a further reduction to 
393 million Sm3 after the fifth cycle. The duration of the prolonged fifth 
withdrawal period was shortened by 627 days, yielding a significant 
reduction in the final H2 recovery factor from 68 % to 37 % (Table 1). 
The reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor was 
attributed to reaching the lower BHP during withdrawal, leading to a 
reduction in the withdrawal rates to maintain constant pressure (Fig. 6). 
The BHP decrease was governed by the inflow performance relationship 
in Eclipse reservoir simulator: Qg = Tw•Mg•(pgrid – pBHP – phead), where Qg 
is the H2 withdrawal rate, Tw is the grid connection transmissibility 
factor, Mg is the H2 mobility, pgrid is the grid connection pressure, pBHP is 
the BHP, and phead is the pressure head between the grid connection and 
bottom hole. The BHP must reduce to maintain a constant H2 with-
drawal rate at the reduced H2 mobility caused by lower H2 relative 

Fig. 7. Effect of relative permeability hysteresis on the H2 distribution by the end of injection (top) and by the end of withdrawal (bottom) after the 5th cycle in the 
nonhysteretic (left) and hysteretic cases (right). After injection, the H2 saturation was more concentrated in the near-well area in the nonhysteretic case due to 
decreased residual trapping. After withdrawal, the H2 saturation accumulated in all perforated layers in the hysteretic case due to less H2 volume withdrawn. 
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upconing is more pronounced in the middle part of the well. The final H2 
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attributed to reaching the lower BHP during withdrawal, leading to a 
reduction in the withdrawal rates to maintain constant pressure (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 7.Effect of relative permeability hysteresis on the H2 distribution by the end of injection (top) and by the end of withdrawal (bottom) after the 5th cycle in the 
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Fig. 7.Effect of relative permeability hysteresis on the H2 distribution by the end of injection (top) and by the end of withdrawal (bottom) after the 5th cycle in the 
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attributed to reaching the lower BHP during withdrawal, leading to a 
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The BHP decrease was governed by the inflow performance relationship 
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Fig. 7.Effect of relative permeability hysteresis on the H2 distribution by the end of injection (top) and by the end of withdrawal (bottom) after the 5th cycle in the 
nonhysteretic (left) and hysteretic cases (right). After injection, the H2 saturation was more concentrated in the near-well area in the nonhysteretic case due to 
decreased residual trapping. After withdrawal, the H2 saturation accumulated in all perforated layers in the hysteretic case due to less H2 volume withdrawn. 
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permeability. 
A higher BHP during injection (Fig. 6b) was due to the reduced H2 

mobility, requiring higher pressure to maintain the same injection rate 
as in the nonhysteretic case. The upper BHP limit was reached in the 
third-fifth injection periods, reducing the H2 injection rates to 2.8 
million Sm3/day before gradually returning to 3 million Sm3/day after 
the first 25 days. The water-gas ratio (Fig. 6a) was nearly constant by the 
end of withdrawal periods, but about six times higher than in the non-
hysteretic case in the first cycle, diminishing to a 1.5 times difference in 
the fourth cycle. 

Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
hysteresis agreed with other reservoir simulation studies of H2 storage in 
aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
from 69.1 % to 64.1 % [36] and from 31 % to 26 % [39]. The reduction 
in storage efficiency in the hysteretic case was explained by the 
increased residual trapping, making the disconnected H2 phase more 
difficult to mobilize. A higher reduction in the H2 recovery factor was 
reported after the 10th cycle, from 98 % to 82–84 % depending on the 
hysteresis model [41]. Low recovery factors between 7 % and 36 % and 
their dependency on the injection rate were reported for a one-cycle 
storage scheme with a caprock present [35]. This was likely caused by 
a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
water relative permeability at the endpoint (<0.20) than in our study 
(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
to a higher H2 concentration in the near-well area prior to withdrawal. 
Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
on input parameters and operational conditions. Detailed pre-screening 
with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
compared to the hysteretic case. This was because of the decreased re-
sidual trapping, enabling more H2 to mobilize and accumulate in the 
near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period accumulated not only in the top layer, 
but also in the lower layers in a cone-like shape. 

3.3. Effect of gas type: H2 vs CH4 storage 

We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
CH4 storage schemes. The working gas capacity and final recovery fac-
tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
[44]. The water-gas ratio by the end of every cycle was on average 28 % 

Fig. 8. Effect of gas type on the storage performance using the hysteretic relative permeability. (a) Gas injection (negative values) and withdrawal rates (positive 
values, black curves on the primary x-axis) and water-gas ratio (WGR, blue curves on the secondary x-axis). (b) Bottom-hole pressure (BHP). The injection and 
withdrawal rates were similar, whereas CH4 storage resulted in lower WGR and higher injection BHP. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
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aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
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rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
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with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
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The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
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was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
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We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
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tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
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costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
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gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
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a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
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(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
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Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
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with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
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(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
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near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
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tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
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permeability. 
A higher BHP during injection (Fig. 6b) was due to the reduced H2 

mobility, requiring higher pressure to maintain the same injection rate 
as in the nonhysteretic case. The upper BHP limit was reached in the 
third-fifth injection periods, reducing the H2 injection rates to 2.8 
million Sm3/day before gradually returning to 3 million Sm3/day after 
the first 25 days. The water-gas ratio (Fig. 6a) was nearly constant by the 
end of withdrawal periods, but about six times higher than in the non-
hysteretic case in the first cycle, diminishing to a 1.5 times difference in 
the fourth cycle. 

Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
hysteresis agreed with other reservoir simulation studies of H2 storage in 
aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
from 69.1 % to 64.1 % [36] and from 31 % to 26 % [39]. The reduction 
in storage efficiency in the hysteretic case was explained by the 
increased residual trapping, making the disconnected H2 phase more 
difficult to mobilize. A higher reduction in the H2 recovery factor was 
reported after the 10th cycle, from 98 % to 82–84 % depending on the 
hysteresis model [41]. Low recovery factors between 7 % and 36 % and 
their dependency on the injection rate were reported for a one-cycle 
storage scheme with a caprock present [35]. This was likely caused by 
a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
water relative permeability at the endpoint (<0.20) than in our study 
(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
to a higher H2 concentration in the near-well area prior to withdrawal. 
Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
on input parameters and operational conditions. Detailed pre-screening 
with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
compared to the hysteretic case. This was because of the decreased re-
sidual trapping, enabling more H2 to mobilize and accumulate in the 
near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period accumulated not only in the top layer, 
but also in the lower layers in a cone-like shape. 

3.3. Effect of gas type: H2 vs CH4 storage 

We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
CH4 storage schemes. The working gas capacity and final recovery fac-
tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
[44]. The water-gas ratio by the end of every cycle was on average 28 % 
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permeability. 
A higher BHP during injection (Fig. 6b) was due to the reduced H2 

mobility, requiring higher pressure to maintain the same injection rate 
as in the nonhysteretic case. The upper BHP limit was reached in the 
third-fifth injection periods, reducing the H2 injection rates to 2.8 
million Sm3/day before gradually returning to 3 million Sm3/day after 
the first 25 days. The water-gas ratio (Fig. 6a) was nearly constant by the 
end of withdrawal periods, but about six times higher than in the non-
hysteretic case in the first cycle, diminishing to a 1.5 times difference in 
the fourth cycle. 

Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
hysteresis agreed with other reservoir simulation studies of H2 storage in 
aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
from 69.1 % to 64.1 % [36] and from 31 % to 26 % [39]. The reduction 
in storage efficiency in the hysteretic case was explained by the 
increased residual trapping, making the disconnected H2 phase more 
difficult to mobilize. A higher reduction in the H2 recovery factor was 
reported after the 10th cycle, from 98 % to 82–84 % depending on the 
hysteresis model [41]. Low recovery factors between 7 % and 36 % and 
their dependency on the injection rate were reported for a one-cycle 
storage scheme with a caprock present [35]. This was likely caused by 
a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
water relative permeability at the endpoint (<0.20) than in our study 
(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
to a higher H2 concentration in the near-well area prior to withdrawal. 
Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
on input parameters and operational conditions. Detailed pre-screening 
with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
compared to the hysteretic case. This was because of the decreased re-
sidual trapping, enabling more H2 to mobilize and accumulate in the 
near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period accumulated not only in the top layer, 
but also in the lower layers in a cone-like shape. 

3.3. Effect of gas type: H2 vs CH4 storage 

We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
CH4 storage schemes. The working gas capacity and final recovery fac-
tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
[44]. The water-gas ratio by the end of every cycle was on average 28 % 
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permeability. 
A higher BHP during injection (Fig. 6b) was due to the reduced H2 

mobility, requiring higher pressure to maintain the same injection rate 
as in the nonhysteretic case. The upper BHP limit was reached in the 
third-fifth injection periods, reducing the H2 injection rates to 2.8 
million Sm3/day before gradually returning to 3 million Sm3/day after 
the first 25 days. The water-gas ratio (Fig. 6a) was nearly constant by the 
end of withdrawal periods, but about six times higher than in the non-
hysteretic case in the first cycle, diminishing to a 1.5 times difference in 
the fourth cycle. 

Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
hysteresis agreed with other reservoir simulation studies of H2 storage in 
aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
from 69.1 % to 64.1 % [36] and from 31 % to 26 % [39]. The reduction 
in storage efficiency in the hysteretic case was explained by the 
increased residual trapping, making the disconnected H2 phase more 
difficult to mobilize. A higher reduction in the H2 recovery factor was 
reported after the 10th cycle, from 98 % to 82–84 % depending on the 
hysteresis model [41]. Low recovery factors between 7 % and 36 % and 
their dependency on the injection rate were reported for a one-cycle 
storage scheme with a caprock present [35]. This was likely caused by 
a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
water relative permeability at the endpoint (<0.20) than in our study 
(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
to a higher H2 concentration in the near-well area prior to withdrawal. 
Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
on input parameters and operational conditions. Detailed pre-screening 
with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
compared to the hysteretic case. This was because of the decreased re-
sidual trapping, enabling more H2 to mobilize and accumulate in the 
near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period accumulated not only in the top layer, 
but also in the lower layers in a cone-like shape. 

3.3.Effect of gas type: H2 vs CH4 storage 

We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
CH4 storage schemes. The working gas capacity and final recovery fac-
tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
[44]. The water-gas ratio by the end of every cycle was on average 28 % 
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permeability. 
A higher BHP during injection (Fig. 6b) was due to the reduced H2 

mobility, requiring higher pressure to maintain the same injection rate 
as in the nonhysteretic case. The upper BHP limit was reached in the 
third-fifth injection periods, reducing the H2 injection rates to 2.8 
million Sm3/day before gradually returning to 3 million Sm3/day after 
the first 25 days. The water-gas ratio (Fig. 6a) was nearly constant by the 
end of withdrawal periods, but about six times higher than in the non-
hysteretic case in the first cycle, diminishing to a 1.5 times difference in 
the fourth cycle. 

Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
hysteresis agreed with other reservoir simulation studies of H2 storage in 
aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
from 69.1 % to 64.1 % [36] and from 31 % to 26 % [39]. The reduction 
in storage efficiency in the hysteretic case was explained by the 
increased residual trapping, making the disconnected H2 phase more 
difficult to mobilize. A higher reduction in the H2 recovery factor was 
reported after the 10th cycle, from 98 % to 82–84 % depending on the 
hysteresis model [41]. Low recovery factors between 7 % and 36 % and 
their dependency on the injection rate were reported for a one-cycle 
storage scheme with a caprock present [35]. This was likely caused by 
a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
water relative permeability at the endpoint (<0.20) than in our study 
(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
to a higher H2 concentration in the near-well area prior to withdrawal. 
Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
on input parameters and operational conditions. Detailed pre-screening 
with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
compared to the hysteretic case. This was because of the decreased re-
sidual trapping, enabling more H2 to mobilize and accumulate in the 
near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period accumulated not only in the top layer, 
but also in the lower layers in a cone-like shape. 

3.3.Effect of gas type: H2 vs CH4 storage 

We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
CH4 storage schemes. The working gas capacity and final recovery fac-
tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
[44]. The water-gas ratio by the end of every cycle was on average 28 % 
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permeability. 
A higher BHP during injection (Fig. 6b) was due to the reduced H2 

mobility, requiring higher pressure to maintain the same injection rate 
as in the nonhysteretic case. The upper BHP limit was reached in the 
third-fifth injection periods, reducing the H2 injection rates to 2.8 
million Sm3/day before gradually returning to 3 million Sm3/day after 
the first 25 days. The water-gas ratio (Fig. 6a) was nearly constant by the 
end of withdrawal periods, but about six times higher than in the non-
hysteretic case in the first cycle, diminishing to a 1.5 times difference in 
the fourth cycle. 

Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
hysteresis agreed with other reservoir simulation studies of H2 storage in 
aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
from 69.1 % to 64.1 % [36] and from 31 % to 26 % [39]. The reduction 
in storage efficiency in the hysteretic case was explained by the 
increased residual trapping, making the disconnected H2 phase more 
difficult to mobilize. A higher reduction in the H2 recovery factor was 
reported after the 10th cycle, from 98 % to 82–84 % depending on the 
hysteresis model [41]. Low recovery factors between 7 % and 36 % and 
their dependency on the injection rate were reported for a one-cycle 
storage scheme with a caprock present [35]. This was likely caused by 
a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
water relative permeability at the endpoint (<0.20) than in our study 
(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
to a higher H2 concentration in the near-well area prior to withdrawal. 
Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
on input parameters and operational conditions. Detailed pre-screening 
with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
compared to the hysteretic case. This was because of the decreased re-
sidual trapping, enabling more H2 to mobilize and accumulate in the 
near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period accumulated not only in the top layer, 
but also in the lower layers in a cone-like shape. 

3.3.Effect of gas type: H2 vs CH4 storage 

We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
CH4 storage schemes. The working gas capacity and final recovery fac-
tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
[44]. The water-gas ratio by the end of every cycle was on average 28 % 
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permeability. 
A higher BHP during injection (Fig. 6b) was due to the reduced H2 

mobility, requiring higher pressure to maintain the same injection rate 
as in the nonhysteretic case. The upper BHP limit was reached in the 
third-fifth injection periods, reducing the H2 injection rates to 2.8 
million Sm3/day before gradually returning to 3 million Sm3/day after 
the first 25 days. The water-gas ratio (Fig. 6a) was nearly constant by the 
end of withdrawal periods, but about six times higher than in the non-
hysteretic case in the first cycle, diminishing to a 1.5 times difference in 
the fourth cycle. 

Reduction in the working gas capacity and recovery factor due to 
hysteresis agreed with other reservoir simulation studies of H2 storage in 
aquifers [36,39]. The authors reported a 15 % reduction in the working 
gas capacity after the first cycle, but the difference with the non-
hysteretic case decreased with increasing number of cycles. The final 
recovery factor was reduced by 5 percentage points after the fifth cycle, 
from 69.1 % to 64.1 % [36] and from 31 % to 26 % [39]. The reduction 
in storage efficiency in the hysteretic case was explained by the 
increased residual trapping, making the disconnected H2 phase more 
difficult to mobilize. A higher reduction in the H2 recovery factor was 
reported after the 10th cycle, from 98 % to 82–84 % depending on the 
hysteresis model [41]. Low recovery factors between 7 % and 36 % and 
their dependency on the injection rate were reported for a one-cycle 
storage scheme with a caprock present [35]. This was likely caused by 
a short duration of the withdrawal stage (one year) compared to the 
injection stage (three years) and hysteresis, but a direct comparison with 
the nonhysteretic case was missing. 

The increased water-gas ratio due to hysteresis was consistent with 
one study [41]. In contrast, two other studies reported a decreased 
water-gas ratio [36,39], likely caused by lower water relative 

permeability and/or inclusion of a shut-in period. Lower imbibition 
water relative permeability at the endpoint (<0.20) than in our study 
(0.36) led to lower water mobility, whereas a shut-in period contributed 
to a higher H2 concentration in the near-well area prior to withdrawal. 
Discrepancies between different studies imply that there is no universal 
rule regarding the water production handling, which seems to depend 
on input parameters and operational conditions. Detailed pre-screening 
with reservoir simulations is therefore required when planning real 
storage projects. 

The H2 plume dynamics was comparable to the nonhysteretic case, 
with a vertical contraction during withdrawal and a stable lateral extent 
(Fig. 7). However, in the nonhysteretic case the vertical H2 distribution 
was more concentrated in the well perforations, with 0.03 higher H2 
saturation in the top perforation after the fifth injection period, 
compared to the hysteretic case. This was because of the decreased re-
sidual trapping, enabling more H2 to mobilize and accumulate in the 
near-well area. In the hysteretic case, the unrecovered H2 after the 
prolonged fifth withdrawal period accumulated not only in the top layer, 
but also in the lower layers in a cone-like shape. 

3.3.Effect of gas type: H2 vs CH4 storage 

We used the hysteretic H2 relative permeability to compare H2 and 
CH4 storage schemes. The working gas capacity and final recovery fac-
tors were comparable (Table 1), but with differences in the BHP and 
water-gas ratio (Fig. 8). The CH4 injection resulted in higher BHP and 
longer injection duration at the BHP upper limit (Fig. 8b), leading to 
smaller injected CH4 volumes (Fig. 8a). Higher BHP raises the operating 
costs, and is therefore disadvantageous from an economic perspective 
[44]. The water-gas ratio by the end of every cycle was on average 28 % 
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lower for CH4 storage, due to a reduced water-gas mobility ratio. The 
CH4 plume lateral spreading was ~500 m shorter than the H2 plume on 
the right boundary due to the minor reservoir dipping (Fig. 9). CH4 is 
less buoyant, thus less subjected to upslip migration. 

Our results indicated that H2 and CH4 exhibited a similar perfor-
mance under the examined conditions, contrary to a single available 
comparison study [23]. The authors reported a 39 % reduction in the 
maximum working gas capacity for H2 storage, caused by a higher 
wellhead pressure and explained by the difference in the gas physical 
properties. The discrepancies with our results could be due to the 
presence of reservoir oil in their study. CH4 developed a partial misci-
bility with the reservoir oil, resulting in a higher oil production during 
CH4 withdrawal compared with H2. Moreover, the authors observed a 
significantly larger lateral extent of the H2 plume compared to CH4, due 
to reservoir heterogeneity and an increasing amount of unrecovered H2 
with the increasing number of cycles. 

4. Conclusions 

We investigated the impact of the measured and history matched 
relative permeability hysteresis on H2 storage in an actual aquifer using 
a black-oil reservoir simulator. Nonhysteretic relative permeability 
overestimated the working gas capacity and final recovery factor. 
Implementation of hysteresis reduced the working gas capacity from 
540 million Sm3 (~1.6 TWh) to 388–451 million Sm3 and final recovery 
factor from 68 % to 37 %. The H2 and CH4 storage showed comparable 
working gas capacities and recovery factors when using hysteresis, but 
CH4 storage yielded lower water production and higher bottom-hole 

pressure. Drainage N2 relative permeability can substitute for missing 
H2 data, albeit at the decreased reliability of the bottom-hole pressure 
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presence of reservoir oil in their study. CH4 developed a partial misci-
bility with the reservoir oil, resulting in a higher oil production during 
CH4 withdrawal compared with H2. Moreover, the authors observed a 
significantly larger lateral extent of the H2 plume compared to CH4, due 
to reservoir heterogeneity and an increasing amount of unrecovered H2 
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lower for CH4 storage, due to a reduced water-gas mobility ratio. The 
CH4 plume lateral spreading was ~500 m shorter than the H2 plume on 
the right boundary due to the minor reservoir dipping (Fig. 9). CH4 is 
less buoyant, thus less subjected to upslip migration. 
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lower for CH4 storage, due to a reduced water-gas mobility ratio. The 
CH4 plume lateral spreading was ~500 m shorter than the H2 plume on 
the right boundary due to the minor reservoir dipping (Fig. 9). CH4 is 
less buoyant, thus less subjected to upslip migration. 
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bility with the reservoir oil, resulting in a higher oil production during 
CH4 withdrawal compared with H2. Moreover, the authors observed a 
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lower for CH4 storage, due to a reduced water-gas mobility ratio. The 
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bility with the reservoir oil, resulting in a higher oil production during 
CH4 withdrawal compared with H2. Moreover, the authors observed a 
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